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ABSTRACT
Professional teacher educators recognize that the

body of Anowledge about-teaching and learning is today more
substantive, consistent, and authoritative than ever before. it
should also be acknowledged, however, that too_ little of that. .

knowledge is incorporated into the preservice education of teachers.
This volume, containing 12 papers- presented-by eminent scholars-at
the February 1983 Annual Meeting of the American Association of
Colleges for Teacher Education (AACTE) in Detroit, Michigan,
represents some valuable, current research into essential knowledge
for beginning educators--that is, what edUcators-must know to teach,
effectively;This book concentrates on research into generic
components of preservice preparation programs Those elements, as
identified by the program committee of the AACTE meeting, include:
(1) instructional planning; (2) management'of'instruction; (3)
management of student conduct; (4)-context variables; (5) diagnosis
and measurement; and (6) evaluation. In this volume, as at the
meeting, two-researchers address, each area. Also included in this

.

work is a summary paper prepared for7the AACTE meeting by-M. Othanel
Smith and an introduction-by Virginia Koehler. The introduction
presents z perspective on the evolving state of the ertof research
dealing with teaching and learning. The summary paper presents a
statement and offers clear direction for the improVement of-teacher
education. (JMK)
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Preface

Professional teacher et=lucators recognize that the body of knowledge about teaching and learning is today
more substantive, consistent, and authoritative than ever before. Yet, we should also acknowledge that too
little of that knowledge ise incorporated into the preservice education of teachers.

This volurnescontaininng 12 papers presented by eminent scholars at the February 1983 Annual Meeting of
the American _,Associatiot of Colleges for Teacher Education (AACTE) in Detroit, Mich., represents some of the
most valuable current reearch into essential knowledge for beginning educators that is what educators
must know in order to to -ch effectively.

Rather than attempt tr=, cover the research base supporting the full range of knowledge contained in teacher
preparation programs, tl-mis book concentrates on research into generic components of preservice preparation
programs. Thoseelemeru -ts, as identified by the program committee of the AACTE meeting, include:
instructional planning, ir management of instruction, management of student conduct, context variables,
diagnosis and rneasurern ent, and evaluation. The papers are ordered in such a fashion as to reflect these areas
in this order. In this volume, as at the meeting, two researchers address each area. The present volume offers
each scholar's paper as ar=xtended following careful outside review and critique.

Also incluelZdin this L.-vork is a summary paper prepared for the AACTE meeting by B. Othanel Smith and
an introcluctionby Virgiratia Koehler. The introduction presents a significant perspective on the evolving state
of the art of research deaWing with teaching and learning. The summary paper represents an important
statement by anerninentay qualified individual and offers clear direction for the improvement o teacher
education.

While this volume dos deal with research that is generic in nature, it should bet noted that it does not deal
with subject-specific knowledge or research associated with the general echication background that teachers
should possessor subject-specifie professional knowledge.

The ERIC Clearinghoumse on Teacher Education and AACTE believe that this work will provide vital,
consistent, andreliable roisearch data that deserve incorporation in the preparation programs of teachers. The
collection is presented to the profession as a contribution toward the preparation of more effective teachers for
the youth of ()Lunation.

David C. Smith

ix



Introduction

A Research Base for the Content of
Teacher Education

Virginia Koehler
Assistant Director for Teaching and lust

National Institute of Education

The Challenge

he challenges faced by teachers today greatly ex-
ceed, both in quantity and substance, those faced by
teachers 10, 20, or 50 years ago. Curriculum needs

are more demanding, accountability systems more press-
ing, the organization of schools and classrooms more
complex, and parental and public demands more insistent.
Further, teaching is not viewed as a profession by many
people, as indicated by low, salaries, public criticism, and
mandated instructional and testing systems that undermine
teachers autonomy. .

Lowered public esteem for teaching, in combination
with other conditions, affects the quantity and quality of
entering preservice teacher education majors. Fewer under-
graduates are entering teaching, and those who do are
often among the least academically able college students
(Weaver 1979; Schlechty and Vance 1982).

The place to begin to reverse these conditions is at the
level of preservice teacher education: What must teacher
candidates learn in order to become effective teachers? This
volume, incorporating the views of prominent educators
from across the nation, represents an initial step toward
answering that question.

The Content of Teacher Education

The professionalism of teaching depends on the growth
a substantial, viable base of knowledge about learning

processes and effective schooling. Fortunately, as B.
Othanel Smith points out in this volume, education's
knowledge base has experienced encouraging growth in
recent years. Some important areas of clinical knowledge,
treated in the papers that follow, are:

Effective teaching. Heath and Nielson (1972) spoke too
soon when they concluded, after a review of teacher-
effectiveness studies, that: "Given measured growth in
student cognitive achievement as criteria and teaching
behavior as the independent variable, we find no reliable
evidence of stable relationships- (p. 75). This conclusion

dim;

was published just prior to a major breakthrough in our
understanding of effective teaching. The work by Stallings.
(1976), Brophy and Evertson (1974), Good et al. (1978),
McDonald (1976), and others began to indicate that the
effective teacher is an effective classroom manager; that
students of teachers who manage to keep students in
contact with the content of the curriculum will learn more
than students of teachers who manage less well. This work,
brought together and extended in the Beginning Teacher
Evaluation Study conducted by David Berliner and Charles
Fisher, was described in the popular book Time to Learn
(Denham and Lieberman 1980). Further, while this early
work was correlational, subsequent work was experimental
(Anderson and Brophy 1973; Gage and Crawford 1978;
Stallings et al. 1978; Good and Grouwg 1983). Using the-
findings of correlation studies to train teachers in manage-
ment skills, these researchers found that students of the
trained teachers gained more in achievement scores than
did similar students with teachers who were not so trained.

Interestingly, this work has become integrated into
many inservice education programs but much less into
preservice education. In a major study of practice teaching_ ,
for example, in which a sample of triads (student teacher,
clinical supervisor, and cooperating teacher) was intensely
studied, researchers found little content related to effective
teaching research in the dialogues between the student
teachers and the clinicians (Griffin 1983).

Certainly, research on effective teaching seerrismore-
immediately applicable to inservice teacher education. In-
terventions related to classroom management are more
easily implemented when the trainee or teacher has :lad
experience in managing a classroom. However, this knowl-
edge base should be incorporated into the preservice
curriculum, although not necessarily through classroom
lecture. Even if trainees learn this knowledge formally, they
may not use it effectively in the classroom. (Scores on
paper-and-pencil measures of classroom management do
not systematically predict actual classroom behavior.) Effec-
tive teaching research should, however, be the essential



knowledge base of clinical supervisors and cue?peratinl
teachers who guide students through practice teachtN.
Such a knowledge base can also be used for sitruilatimi
exercises as a part of methods courses.

The language of the classroom. Soc(al I i nguis tic analysesol
classroom language have revealed many problerns in (1111'
room communication, particularly between teahers aid
students differing in cultural heritage, soeioeroinorolz5lilis

'(SES), and ethnic background. In particular, rni%undo
standings often occur over the unspoken rules classroom

communication: when, how, and to whom to st-Aeak (llr
cent work in this area is summarized in Green and 54-11111
1983.) For example, students are allowed to reglaest help
from peers in some situations and not in others- These rub
differ from classroom to classroom and are selclwri explo.
ted by the teacher. Classroom questioning is another w6I
where the rules for use and response are unclear, leaclicil
use questioning for multiple purposes, for exanple, to
determine whether a student understands or to recap to
the attention of the rest of the class. Students dam, not alisno
understand these purposes and may not respond apPool'11"
ately. This can lead to misunderstandings. loweted
expectations, and lower achievement.

Classroom language is one of the primary rrItons of
transmitting knowledge to students, particularly in clown.
tart' schools. Greater emphasis should be placed on the
social as well as academic roles of language in ttiv elas4rag
in preservice teacher education.

Teacher planning and decision making research. A sigrlifirini
proportion of the teaching task consists of teacil*:r% n1;11,log
professional decisions and judgments about Yvt141 their
students have learned, should learn, and are len roing.,Ifil
what instructional activities are appropriate. Research un

the ways that experienced teachers plan present% a descrip
tion that conflicts with the way planning has beC-ra taokirlin
preservice education. This work indicates that mast re4c1t
ers follow an activities-oriented approach to plartnin5titd
concentrates on the content, climate, materials, and
tivities to be covered, and how to adapt them to the pttpli
However, most teacher trainees have been trainer in tile
rational approach to planning: a focus on learning objet'
fives from which the teacher generates or identifies a roac
of instructional activities that might be useful in Accorn-
plishing the objectives and selects from among the
alternatives those activities that would be most arproPrili,
Further, the actual cycles of planning do not cortsoond
with the daily lesson plans, the unit most often .stressedlo
training (Shavelson and Stern 1981).

Two conclusions may be drawn from this research. Cnt
is that preservice teacher education should operate within
the framework of.actual practice and provide leachers twilh
ways to improve the process. For example, research init
cakes that when plans go awry during:teaching, Many
teachers continue as planned because' they cannot thinkcd
alternative directions. Preservice education should provIdt

2

tra 'Q.-es with more alternatives and a better understanding
of vvli._at can go wrong. Another conclusion is that preservice
ecimeattators are not doing a good job of training teachers in
the rittional planning approach. Teacher educators-must
conda.tzlet experimental research on this important issue.

effects of context on teaching. Research has demon-
strate4=I that context factors such as type of student, grade
level,._--- subject matter, curriculum, and organizational con-
text ha-rve powerful effects on teaching and help to define
Wh4t1--17-R effective (Brophy and Evertson 1976). The commu-
nity liNiuS also been shown to have an effect on the school
(Harnil)litton 1982). It also seems that socialization of new
teaclaea -rs by students, other teachers, school philosophy,
etc.. it z. more powerful than methods courses in preservice
teacliett-r education (Copeland 1971). These context effects
may ex-?.plain why no one teaching style has emerged as
fnoreet-mffective than others. Therefore, practice teachers
tvha lea.1-arn from cooperating teachers or clinical supervisors
that on.r-ie particular style or program is best, or who learn
only sil3ituation-specific behaviors as in the Griffin (1983)
study, a may have problems teaching in unfamiliar or unpre-
dict4lolede settings.

11.1ct--thods courses should, therefore, begin to reflect a

more co.eological view that helps trainees understand the
relationship between context factors and effective teaching:
that ttitsere is no one correct way to teach, but that effective-
ness ck--pends, to a certain degree, on context :actors.

E ice schools research. Recent reviews of studies con-
corned with school effectiveness have provided a firm
kricAvier.dge base regarding the conditions necessary for
improvi--ing and sustaining instructional effectiveness in
Iernenitmtary schools (see, for example, Purkey and Smith
1982; CL----..ohen 1983). This research points to the need for
schoolc:1-district support; sound, school-based, staff-develop-
ment pt-L-Tograrns; a strong principal's leadership; a safe and
orderly - climate; and high expectations for student achieve-
ment ot-rwi the part of the school community. Further research
his iqetrintifiecl the need for collegiality among staff members
(Little ICz.981).

5ovez-mral elements of this research are particularly impor-
lard fort preservice teacher trainees to understand: (1) that
some sa=hools and teachers are more effective than others
contrdllilling for the type of student; and (2) that the behavior
of the pez- rofessioiials (teachers and administrators) in those
schools t makes the difference between effectiveness and
ineffecli-Oveness. A recent study of teachers' Sense of efficacy,
for exerwtple, indicated that nonefficacious teachers tended
to blarrea.e their students for problems in their classrooms
while niamore efficacious teachers blamed themselves and
their iristtructional and management systems (Ashton et al.
4983)- lir-Nrie attitude that teachers make a difference in
student It learning should be developed in preservice train-
ees, as moll as an understanding of the impor ance of
profesdnal collegiality in effective schools.



Research on rending, writing, and mathematics lef.rning.
Recent research on wading comprehension, studies of
young students learn to write, and mathematical error
analyses should be incorporated in preservice teacher edu-
cation curricula. Research on reading diagnosis, for
example, indicates that teachers who are provided with a
coherent theory of reading and how childrenleam to read
are more reliable in their reading diagnoses; and training in
reading diagnosis itself may be aided by practice with
computerized cases (Wagner et al. 1982). But these theories
have not been transmitted to many classroom teachers,
including many who teach relding.

Conclusion

Faced with decreasing enrollments and financial sup-
port, a limited time with which to work with preservice

. trainees, and state-mandated curricula, schools of educa-
tion may well wonder why the burden for improving the
quality of teaching has fallen on them. Teacher educators
may feel that constraints on their system make it impossible
to change schools of education to the degree necessary to
improve the quality of teaching. Nonetheless, the new
clinical knowledge of pedagogical education may be incor-
porated into preservice education without radically
changing the structure of schools of education. Structures
must, however, be developed within teacher education
institutions to encourage constant updating of the knowl-
edge base.-Most important, as has been demonstrated at
the inservice level, transmission of this knowledge base to
teachers will increase the quality of teaching. This, then, is
the challenge of the 1980s.
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Research on Teacher Planning:
An Inventory of the Knowledge Bass

Christopher Al. Clark
Michigan State Univers:1w

hat does research on teacher planning offer that
might be called essential knowledge for begin-
ning educators? To answer this question, I have

summarized the major studies of teacher planning and
derived some ideas about how the research may be applied
to the practice of teacher education.

I want to be clear from the outset that I believe that
knowledge about teaching derived from research is impor-
tant to the preparation of teachers and to the professional
development of experienced teachers. That is why I have
devoted the last ten years of my professional life to research
on teaching. But I also want to state that research-based
knowledge, no matter what its quality or extensiveness,
will never provide a complete and sufficient basis for
teacher education or for the practice of teaching. Research
can help us to think about teaching and teacher preparation
more clearly, but these professions have fundamentally
practical, clinml, and artistic.dimensions that exceed the
scope of the social and behavioral sciences. Excellence in
teaching and teacher preparation are not puzzles to be
solved once and for all by a research breakthrough. Rail
they are ideals to be pursued continually by dedicated
professionals who draw upon all of their knowledge, in-
sight, imagination, and creativity to make the most of an
ever-changing present. Today I hope to contribute a few
grains of knowledge to this quest.

My presentation includes four parts: (1) an introduction
that deals with the classes of knowledge derived from
research on teaching, (2) a brief history of the beginnings of
research on teacher thinking, (3) a summary of the main
questions and findings of research on teacher planning,
and (4) my conclusions, derived from this research, which I
nominate as essential knowledge for beginning educators_

G.

Research on Teaching and Teacher Education

When I think about research on teaching in relation to
essential knowledge for beginning educators, I think of two
kinds of knowledge and two kinds of research. The first
kind of research is that which is collectively called teacher-
effectiveness researr_h. This paradigm typically uses cor-
relational and quasi-experimental designs to detect
relationships between relatively specific teacher-behavior
variables on the one hand and student achievement Van-

ables on the other. These teacher-behavior variables are
defined a priori and incorporated into an observation sched-
ule or manipulated through training. Most teacher-
effectiveness research has been concerned with discovery
of procedural knowledge about effective teaching, that is,
with discovering how effective teachers behave and how
teacher educators can help prospective teachers do like-
wise, Teacher effectiveness research has produced a large
and valuable knowledge base concerning the skills used in
orchestrating clear, efficient, and well-organized classroom
instruction that has measurable effects on certain classes of
student achievement (usually decoding of text and arith-
metic computation). It is a relatively straightforward process
to translate knowledge from teacher effectiveness research
into prescriptions for teacher education. Indeed, the curric-
ula of most of our microteaching clinics and the content of
competency-based teacher education programs are direct
translations of this research base into teacher education.

But there is a second category of knowledge that I
believe is also essential for beginning educators: proposi-
tional knowledge. Propositional knowledge is knowledge
that something exists, is true; or is important in particular
circumstances. Propositional knowledge is not prescriptive,
but rather definitional and conceptual. Propositional
knowledge provides conceptual categories that are useful as
we organize, visualize, make sense of, and communicate
about complex experiences such as teaching. Research on
teacher thinking, planning, and decision making is aimed
at increasing our propositional knowledge base about the
practice of teaching and toward communicating that propo:
sitional kpowledge to beginning and experienced educators
alike. This second kind of research on teaching is largely
descriptive, and depends heavily on reflection and self-
report by teachers to produce descriptions in a way that is
faithful to the teacher's perspective.

Of course, teacher-effectiveness research has provided
some conceptual contributions, such as "wait time," "time
on task," and "higher-order questions." And I suspect that
research on teacher thinking will also provide knowledge
about planning skills and decision-making skills at some
future time. But the point here is that these two paradigms
for research on teaching differ in their primary goals.
Teacher-effectiveness researchers are primarily concerned



with pri. tieing knowledge about the obsert able behat
of effective teachers. Researchers on teacher thinking pUr-
sue knowledge about how teachers' minds work as they
plan, make decisions, teach, and reflect on experiences.

Fortunately, these differences do not make for direct
competition between paradigms, but rather foster a compli-

entarY relationship. Philip Jackson, in his paper entitled
"The Way Teaching Is" (1966), argued that there could be a
mutually supportive relationship between teacher-effective-
ness research and research on teacher thinking. Calling the
preactive domain of teacher thinking the "hidden side" of
the profession, Jackson reasoned that "a glimpse at this
'hidden side' of teaching may increase our understanding
of some of the more visible and well known features of the
process" (p 12). In so saying, Jackson implied that neither
kind of knowledge suffices, by itself, to provide an ade-
quate basis for understanding teaching.

Jackson's proposition reminds me of a book that I read
recently on fly fishing. I am a novice trout fisherman, and
this book was written for beginners such as myself. About
three- quarters of the book consisted of procedural knowl-
edge; how to select balanced tackle, how to perform various
casts, how to keep records of successes and failures. But the
remaining quarter of the book was composed of narratives
in which the author described, in vivid detail, some of his
own fly-fishing episodes. Both of these kinds of information
were important tome as a learner. The narratives permitted
me to visualize myself in a real setting using the skills
diagrammed and described elsewhere in the hook. The skill
instruction gave me an expert's ideas about what I should
practice and how I should behave on a trout stream, but not
how to think like a fisherman. Neither part of Vie book would
have been sufficient, by itself, to get me out en a trout
stream with much chance of satisfaction. But, in combina-
tion, the generic, abstract, procedural knowledge and the,
rich, vivid, situation-specific; propositional knowledge
made a complete, powerful package. I believe that this
combination of generic skills training and the study and
analysis of written case studies of teaching could be used to
good effect in teacher preparation.

Research on Teacher Thinking

Before considering the specifics of the knowledge base
derived from research on teacher planning, I want to
provide a brief summary of the assumptions and early
history of research on teacher thinking. The thinking,
planning; and decision making of teachers constitute a
large part of the psychological context within which a
curriculum is interpreted and acted upon and within which
teachers teach and students learn. Teacher behavior is
substantially influenced and-even determined by teachers'
thought processes. These are the fundamental assumptions
behind the literature that has come to be called research on
teacher thinking. Researchers on teacher thinking seek first
to describe the mental live's of teachers. Second, they strive

to understand and explain how and why the behaviorally
observable activities of teachers' professional lives take on
the forms and functions that they do_ They ask when and
why teaching is difficult and how human beings manage
the complexity of classroom teaching. The ultimate goal of
research on teachers' thought processes is to construct a
portrayal of the cognitive psychology of teaching for use by
educational theorists, researchers, policy makers, curricu-
lum designers, teacher educators, school administrators,
and teachers themselves.

Philip Jackson's Life err Classrooms (1968) reported one of
the earliest empirical attempts to describe and understand
the mental constructs and processes that underlie teacher
behavior. The descriptive character of Jackson's study was a
striking departure from contemporary research on teaching
and did not fit easily with the then dominant teacher-
effectiveness research paradigm. In 1968, it was difficult to
see how description of life in a few classrooms could
contribute much to the quest for teaching effectiveness. But
the real power of Jackson's research was not to be found in
prescriptions for teaching that might be derived from the
work. Rather, Jackson's contribution to research on teaching
was conceptual. He portrayed the full complexity of the
teacher's task, made conceptual distinctions that fit the
teacher's frame of reference (such as that between the
preactive and interactive phases of teaching), and called the
attention of the educational research community to the
importance of describing the thinking and planning of
teachers as a means to fuller understanding of classroom
processes.

In Sweden, Dahllof and Lundgren (1970) conducted a
series of studies of the structure of teaching as an ex-
pression of organizational constraints. While this work was
primarily concerned with the effects of contextual factors on
teaching, it revealed some of the mental categories that
teachers use to organize and make sense of their profes-
sional experiences, As with Jackson, the Dahllof- Lundgren
contribution was primarily conceptual. Of particular signifi-
cance in the Dahloff-Lundgren research was the
phenomenon of the "steering group," a small subset of a
class (ranging in achievement level from the tenth to
twenty-fifth percentiles) that teachers used as an informal
reference group for decisions about pacing a lesson or unit.
During whole-class instruction, when the students in the
steering group seemed to understand what was being
presented, the teacher would move to a new topic_ But
when the teachers believed that the steering-group stu-
dents were not understanding or performing up to
standards, the teachers slowed the pace of instruction for
all_ The steering group is important as a concept both
because of its empirical verifiability and because it shows
clearly how teachers' mental categories can have significant
pedagogical consequences.

In June 1974, the National Institute of Education con-
vened a week-long National Conference on Studies in
Teaching to create an agenda for future research on teach-
ing. Participants in this planning conference were



organized into 10 panels, and each panel produced a plan
for research in their area of expertise, The deliberations of
Panel 6--entitled 'Teaching as Clinical Information Process-

ot particular importance to the development of
research on teachers' thought. Lee S. Shulman, chair of
Panel 6, had assembled a diverse group of experts on the
psychology of human information processing, the an-
thropology of education, classroom-interaction research,
and the practical realities of teaching. The panel produced a
report (National Institute of Education 1975) that provided a
rationale for and defined the assumptions and the domain
of a proposed program of research on teachers' thought
processes. The panelists argued that research on teacher
tit; liking is necessary if we are to understand that which is
uniquely human in the process of teaching.

It is obvious that what teachers do is directed
in no small measure by what they think, More-
over, it will be necessary fur any innovations in
the context, practices, and technology of teach-
ing to be mediated through the minds and
motives of teachers, To the extent that ob-
served or intended teacher behavior is
-thoughtless,' it makes no use of the human
teacher's most unique attributes, In so doing, it
becomes mechanical and might well he done
by a machine. If, however, teaching is done
and, in all likelihood, will continue to be done
by human teachers, the question of the rela-
tionships between thought and action becomes
crucial, (p. I)

Beyond this logical argument for attending to teacher
thinking, the Panel 6 report went on to cite research on
human information processing, which indicated that a
person, when faced with a complex situation, creates a
simplified model of that situation and then behaves ra-
tionally in relation to that model. The resulting behavior, as
indicated by Simon, "is not even approximately optimal
with respect to the real world. To predict . behavior we
must understand the way in which this simplified model is
constructed, and its construction will certainly be related to
[one's] psychological properties as a perceiving, thinking,
and learning animal" (1957; cited in National Institute of
Education 1975, p. 2). To understand, predict, and influence
what teachers do, the panelists argued, researchers must
study the psychological processes by which teachers per-
ceive and define their professional responsibilities and
situations.

The Panel 6 report was explicit about the view of the
teacher that guided the panelists in their deliberations and
recommendations for research:

The Panel was oriented toward the teacher as
clinician, not only in the sense of someone,
diagnosing specific forms of learning dysfunc-
tion or pathology and prescribing particular
remedies, but more broadly as an individual

responsible for (a) aggregating and making
sense out of an incredible diversity of informa-
tion sources about individual students and the
class collectively; (h) bringing to bear a grow-
ing body of empirical and theoretical work
constituting the research literature of educa-
tion; somehow (c) combining all that
information with the teacher's own expecta-
tions, Attitudes, beliefs, purposes and (d)
having to respond, make judgments, render
decisions, reflect, and regroup to begin again.
(pp, 2-3)

In short, the Panel 6 report presented an image of the
teacher as a professional who has more in common with
physicians, lawyers, and architects than with technicians
who execute skilled performances according to prescrip-
tions or algorithms defined by others_ view of the
teacher as professional has had a profound effect on the
questions ased, methods of inquiry employed, and form
of results reported in research on teacher thinking. More-
over, the report influenced new initiatives in research on
teaching in a more instrumental way: In 1975, the National
Institute of Education issued a request for proposals for an
Institute for Research on Teaching that would focus on
research on teaching as clinical information processing, An
Institute for RzLearch on Teaching was established at Michi-
gan State University in 1976, and this organization initiated
the first large program of research on the thought processes
of teachers. Now, with this as background, let us look more
closely at one part of research on teacher thinkingthat on
teacher planning.

Planning Defined

As a subject of research, planning has been defined in
two ways_ First, we may say that planning is a basic
psychological process in which a person visualizes the
future, inventories means and ends, and constructs a
framework to guide his or her future action. This definition
leads to research on the process of planning that draws
heavily from the theories and methods of cognitive psy-
chology_ At another level of abstraction, we may define
planning (somewhat circularly) as "the things that teachers
do when they say that they are plar=iing_- This definition
suggests a phenomonological or ethnographic approach to
research on teacher planning, in which the teacher takes on
an important role as informant or even as research
collaborator.

Both of these definitions of teacher planning are repre-
sented in the research literature either explicitly or by
implication. I believe that these differences in thought
about what planning is account for the variety of methods
of inquiry in use and for the challenge that reviewers of this
literature face in pulling together a coherent summary of
what has been learned_ Planning is challenging to study
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because it is both a psychological process rai ica
activity,

The following section of this review, in which the results
selected studies of teacher planning are summarized, is

organized to answer three major questions that researchers
have been pursuing: (1) What are the types and functions of
teacher planning? (2) What models have been used to
describe the process of planning? and (3) What is the
relationship between teacher planning and subsequent
Hein in the classrooms?

Types and Functions of Teacher Planning

What are the different kinds of planning ihat teachers
do, and what purposes do they serve? The answer to both
parts of this question seems to be -many.- That is, many
different kinds of planning are in use, and many functions
are served by these processes. More specific answers come
from several recent studies of teacher planning.

Two of these studies were designed in part to determine
the kinds of planning experienced teachers engage in.
Finger (1977) studied the planning decisions of a single
first/second grade teacher over a five-month period. Using
interviews, thinking aloud, and extensive classroom obser-
vations, Yinger determined that the teacher engaged in five
kinds of planning: yearly, term, unit, weekly. and daily. The
activity was found to be the basic unit &daily and weekly
planning. The teacher drew heavily on routines established
early in the school year that incorporated learning outcomes
for students. These routines were seen as reducing the
complexity and increasing the predictability of classroom
activities.

In a second study by Clark and Yinger (1979), 78 teachers
wrote general descriptions of their planning and selected
and described three examples of their plans representing
the three most important types of planning that they did
during the year.- These teachers reported that they engaged
in eight types of planning, including the Following in order
of frequency of mention: weekly, daily, unit, long-range,
lesson, short-range, yearly. and term_ Unit planning was
most often identified as the most important type of plan-
ning, followed by weekly and daily planning_ Only 7% of
the teachers in this study listed lesson planning among the
types of planning roust important to them.

The dynamic relationships among different types of
planning have been studied to a modest degree. Two
studies by Greta Morine-Dershimer (1976; 1979) suggested
that teachers plans are seldom fully reflected in their
written plans_ Rather, the details recorded in a written plan
are nested within more comprehensive planning structures
called "lesson images.- These lesson images, in turn, are
nested within a still larger construct, called the "activity
flow' by Joyce (1978-1979). For elementary teachers, the
activity flow encompasses the year-long progress of a class
through each subject and the balance of activities across
subjects in a school day or week.

Further support for the idea that teacher planning, is a
nested process came from a study by Clark and Elmore
(1979). They interviewed and observed five elementary
teachers during the First five weeks of the school Year and
found that their planning was primarily concerned with
setting up the physical environment of theclassroom,
assessing student abilities, and establishing the social sys-
tern of the classroom. By the end of the fourth week of
school, a system of schedules, routines, and groupings for
instruction was established. These structural and social
features of the classroom then persisted throughout the
school year and served as the framework within which
particular activities and units were planned. Other studies
of the first weeks of school also have supported the
conclusion that, to a significant degree, the "problem
space" (after Newell and Simon 1970) within ,yhich teachers
and students operate is defined early, changes little during
the course of the school year, and exerts a powerful, if
subtle, influence on thought and behavior (e.g., Anderson
and Evertson 1978; Buckley and Cooper 1978; Shultz and
Florio 1979; Tickunoff and Ward 1978),

Film-thins of planithis. Research on the functions of
teacher planning has suggested that there are almost as
many reasons to plan as there are types of planning. In the
study by Clark and Yinger (1979) mentioned earlier, the
teachers' written responses to a question about why they
plan fell into three clusters: (1) planning to meet immediate
personal needs (e.g., to reduce uncertainty and anxiety; to
find a sense of direction, confidence, and security), (2)
planning as a means to instructional ends (e.g., to learn the
material, to collect and organize materials, to organize time
and activity flow), and (3) planning for direct use during
instruction (e.g., to organize students, to get an activity
started, to aid memory, to provide a framework for instruc-
tion and evaluation).

An ethnographic study of the planning of 12 elementary
teachers by McCutcheon (1980) also confirmed that some
teachers plan in order to meet the administrative require-
ment that they regularly turn in plans to the school
principal. These teachers also indicated that special plans
were necessary for use by substitute teachers in the event of
absence of the regular teacher, These plans for substitute
teachers were special both because they included a great
deal of background information about how the particular
classroom and school operated and because the regular
teachers tended to reserve the teaching of what they judged
to be important material for themselves and to plan filler or
doll activities for substitute teachers. (Incidentally_ i have
lone believed that a great deal could be learned about
teaci xi- thinking and teacher planning from the v;'utage
point of substitute teachers. I hope that someday someone
will do that study.)

Planning and the content of in$tructhm. The most obvious
function of teacher planning in American schools is to
transform and modify curricula to fit the unique circum-



stances of each teaching situation. In one of the only studies
of Yearly planning to date. Clark and Elmore (1981) asked a
teacher of second grade to think aloud while doing her
yearly planning for mathematics, science, and The
primary resources used in yearly planning were curricular
materials (especially teacher's guides), the teacher's mem-
ory of rlassroom interaction during the p_ revious year, and
the calendar for the coming school year The process of

rly planning, typically done during summer months,
consisted of iht- teacher reviewing the curricular materials
that she would use in the coming year, rearranging the
sequence of topics within curricula. and adding and delet-
ing content to be taught* A broad outline of content, and, to
a lesser extent, of how it would be taught, emerged from
mental review of the events of the past year, combined with
adjustment of the planned sequence and pace of teaching to
accommodate new materials and ideas consistent with the
teacher's philosophy of instruction.

Through review of the past year, reflection on how
things went, and modification of the content, sequence,
and planned pace of instruction, the yearly planning pro-
cess served to integrate-the teacher's experiences with
materials, establishing a sense of ownership and control of
content (Ben-Pcretz 1975). Yearly planning sessions satisfied
this teacher that she had the resources to provide condi-
tions for learning at least equal to those she provided
during the previous Year Yearly planning decreased the
unpredictability and uncertainty that attend every teaching
situation.

The Clark-Elmore study of yearly planning supported
the idea that published curricular materials have a powerful
influence on the co. -tent and process of teaching. In a series
of studies of teacher planning for sixth grade science
instruction, Smith and Sendelbach (1979) pursued this idea
at the level of unit planning. Working with the SCIS science
curriculum, Smith and Sendelbach compared explicit direc-
tions for a unit of instruction provided in the teacher's
manual with four teachers' translations of those directions
into plans and finally with the actual classroom behavior of
one of the teachers while teaching the unit.

Observation of the four teachers during planning ses-
sions, combined with analysis of think-aloud and
stimulated-recall interview data, revealed that the principal
product of a unit planning session was a mental picture of
the unit, the sequence of activities within it, and students'
probable responses. These mental plans Were supple-
mented and cued by sketchy notes and lists of important
points that the teachers wanted to remember. Smith and
Sendelbach characterized the process of activating a unit
plan as one of reconstructing the plan from memory, rather
than of carefully following directions provided in a teacher's
guide.

Smith and Sendelbach were critical of the loose coupling
between curriculum and instruction because of the poten-
tial that they saw for distortions or significant omissions in
the content of science instruction, From their classroom
observation of one experienced teacher implementing her

unit plan, these researchers concluded that the quality of
instruction was degraded somewhat by both planned and
unintended deviations from the SCIS curriculum, They
attributed these deviations to the teacher's limited subject-
matter knowledge, difficulty in finding information in the
teacher's guide, and the presence of inherently complex
and confusing concepts. The researchers suggested that the
phenomenon of heavy dependence on teachers guides in
unit planning provides an opportunity to improve the
quality of instruction by revising these guides to be more
clear, more comprehensive, and more prescriptive*

Three points are of special interest in these findings
concerning the types and functions of teacher planning.
First, it is surprising that so few studies have attempted to
describe teacher planning as it occurs naturally, in all its
variety. Virtually all but two or three studies of teacher
planning have focused on a single type of planning* 1
believe that we could benefit from more studies that de-
scribe the full range of kinds of planning that teachers do
during the school year and the interrelationships between
these kinds'of planning. Second, the modest-to-insignifi-
cant role of lesson planning for experienced teachers is
interesting. Lesson planning is the one type of planning
addressed directly in all teacher preparation programs. Yet
it is rarely claimed as important in the repertoire of experi-
enced teachers. This anomaly suggests that some of our
teacher preparation practices bow more to the task de-
mands of the university than to those of the teaching
profession. Finally, I believe that the functions of teacher
planning that are not directly and exclusively concerned
with a particular instructional episode have been slighted.
ReseareherS and teacher educators should think more
broadly about what teachers accomplish in planning and
avoid narrow comparisons of what was planned with what
was taught as the sole criterion for evaluation.

What Models Describe Teacher Planning?

The second major question asked by researchers on
teacher planning is what models describe the planning
process. The logic of industrial production produced the
most widely prescribed model for teacher planning, as first
proposed by Ralph Tyler in 1950. This linear model consists
of four steps: (1) specify objectives, (2) select learning
activities, (3) organize learning activities, and (4) specify
evaluation procedures. This linear model has been recom-
mended for use at all levels of educational planning, and
thousands of educators have been trained in its use It was
not until 1970 that researchers began to examine directly the
planning processes in use by teachers and to compare that
being practiced with that being prescribed_

Taylor (1970) conducted a study of teacher planning in
British secondary schools. The study purported to examine
how teachers plan course syllabi_ Using group discussions
with teachers, ;inalyses of syllabi, and a questionnaire
administered to 261 teachers of English, science, and geog-



raphy, Taylor came to the following general conclusions:
The most common theme found across all of the modes of
data collection was the prominence of the pupil, especially
pupil needs, abilities, and interests. Following these, in
order of importance, were subject matter, goals, and teach-
ing methods. In planning for courses of study, evaluation
emerged as being of little importance, as did the relation
between one's own courses and the curriculum as a whole_
laylor concluded that most course planning is unsystematic
and general in nature, and that most teachers appear far
from certain about what planning requires.

Through teacher ratings of the importance of various
issues in curriculum planning and a factor analysis of their
responses, Taylor identified four primary factors of interest
to his sample of teachers. The results indicated that, when
planning, the teachers tended to consider in order of
importance: ( factors associated with the teaching context
(e.g., materials and resources); (2) pupil interests; (3) aims
and purposes of teaching; and (4) evaluation considera-
tions_ Rather than beginning with purposes and objectives
and moving to a description of learning experiences neces-
sary to achieve the objectives as linear planning theorists
propose, Taylor found that these teachers began with the
context of teaching, next considered learning situations
likely to interest and involve their pupils, and only after
this, considered the purposes their teaching would serve.
Another difference between Taylor's data and the Tyler
model was that criteria and procedures for evaluating the
effectiveness of courses of teaching were issues of only
minor importance, These findings led Taylor to conclude
that curriculum planning should begin with the content to
be taught and accompanying important contextual consid-
erations (e.g., time, sequencing, resources). This should be
followed by considerations of pupils' interests and atti-
tudes, aims and purposes of the course, learning situations
to be created, the philosophy of the course, criteria for
judging the course, the degree of pupil interest aroused by
the course, and finally, evaluation of the course.

Zahorik. (1975) continued this line of inquiry by examin-
ing the use of behavioral objectives and the "separate ends-
means" model as well as the "integrated ends-means
model" proposed by MacDonald (1965) and Eisner (1967).
He asked 194 teachers to list in writing the decisions they
make before teaching and the order in which they make
them. He classified these decisions into the following
categories: objectives, content, activities, materials, diag-
nosis, evaluation, instruction, and organization. He found
that the kind of decision made by the most teachers
concerned pupil activities (81%). The decision most fre-
quently made first was content (51%), followed by learning
objectives (28%).

Zahorik concluded from this study that teachers' plan-
ning decisions do not always follow linearly from a
specification of objectives, and that, in fact, objectives are
not a particularly important planning decision in terms of
frequency_ He also argued, however, that the integrated
ends-means model does not appear to be a functioning

reality because of the relatively few teachers (only 3%) who
reported beginning their planning by making decisions
about activities.

More recently, researchers have turned their attention to
describing teacher planning by observing and a.:liotaping
teachers thinking aloud during planning sessions_ Peter-
son, Marx, and Clark (1978) examined planning in a
laboratory situation as 12 teachers prepared to teach a new
instructional unit to groups of junior high school students
with whom they had had no previous contact. These units
were taught to three groups of eight students on three
different days. During their planning periods, teachers
were instructed to think aloud; their statements were later
coded into planning categories including objectives, mate-
fiats, subject matter, and instructional process. The primary
findings of this study were (1) that teachers spent the largest
proportion of their planning time dealing with content to be
taught; (2) that, after subject matter, teachers concentrated
their planning efforts on instructional processes (strategies
and activities); and (3) that the smallest proportion of
planning time was spent on objectives. These findings were
consistent with those of Zahorik (1975) and Good lad et al.
(1970). Also, the third finding recalled results reported by
Joyce and Harootunian (1964) and by Popham and Baker
(1970).

Task demands on the teachers should be taken into
account in interpreting these results. The researchers pro-
vided the teachers with unfamiliar materials from which to
teach and limited preparation time to 90 minutes immedi-
ately preceeding teaching on each day of the study_ Since
the teachers did not know their students in advance, it
follows that their planning would emphasize content and
instructional processes. Finally, the researcher gave the
teachers a list of six general teaching goals, expressed in
terms of content coverage, process goals, and cognitive and
attitudinal outcomes. Under these circumstances, it is not
surprising that the teachers devoted little planning time to
composing more specific objectives and used the greater
part of the time for studying the content and deciding how
to teach it.

A study by Morine-Dershimer and Valiance (1976) in a
classroom setting found results consistent with those of
Peterson, Marx, and Clark. Morine-Dershimer and Valiance
collected written plans for two experimenter-prescribed
lessons (one in mathematics and one in reading) taught by
20 teachers of second and fifth grades in their own class-
rooms to a small group of their students. Teacher plans
were described by the researchers in terms of (1) specificity
of written plans, (2) general format of plans, (3) statement
of goals, (4) source of goal statements, (5) attention to pupil
background and preparation, (6) identification of evaluation
procedures, and (7) indication of possible alternative pro-
cedures_ In this study, teachers tended to be fairly specific
and use outlines in their plans. Their written plans re-
Elected little attention to behavioral goals, diagnosis of
student needs, evaluation procedures, and alternative
courses olaction. However, the teachers reported that



writing down plans for researcher-prescribed lessons was
not typical, and observations of their teaching behavior
revealed that much of what the teachers planned was not
reflected in their w- 'den outlines (Morine-Dershimer 1979).

The Yinger model. In his five-month field study of one
teacher, Yinger (1917) drew on his observations, interview
data, and think-aloud protocols to create a theoretical
model of the process of teacher planning_ The following is a
brief description of the model.

Three stages of planning were represented in
the planning model. The first stage, problem
finding, was portrayed as a discovery cycle
where the teacher's goal conceptions. her
knowledge and experience, her notion of the
planning dilemma, and the materials available
for planning interact to produce art initial prob-
lem conception worthy of furtherexploration.
The second stage in the rocess was
problem formulation and sc. the mecha-
nism proposed for carrying process
was the "design cycle.- in this cycle, problem
solving was characterized as a design process
involving progressive elaboration of plans over
time. Elaboration. investigation, and adapta-
tion were proposed as phases through which
plans were formulated_ The third stage of the
planning model involved implementation of
the plan, its evaluation, and its eventual routi-
nization, This stage emphasized the
contribution of evaluation and routinization to
the teacher's repertoire of knowledge and ex-
perience which in turn play a major role in
future planning deliberations. (Clark and
Yinger 1977. p. 285)

One of the most significant contributions of Yinger's
view of the planning process is that his model was cyclical
in two senses. Internally, the Yinger model postulated a
recursive design cycle similar to the processes hypothesized
to go on in the work of architects, physicians, artists,
designers, and other professionals. Externally, the Yinger
model acknowledged that schooling is not a series of
unrelated planning-teaching episcides, but that each plan-
ning event draws from prior planning and teaching
experiences and that each teaching event feeds future
planning and teaching processes. The cycle is a continuous,
year-long process, in which the boundaries between plan-
ning, teaching, and reflection are indistinct.

A later study by Clark and Yinger (1979) involved asking
five teachers to devise their own original, two-week unit on
writing. The teachers kept journals documenting their
plans and their thinking about planning during a three-
week period and were interviewed twice each week. The
journal keeping and interviews continued, supplemented
by observations during the two-week period when the
plans were implemented
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Analysis supported the idea that unit planning was not a
linear process moving from objectives through design of
activities to meet objectives_ Rather, it was a cyclical pro-
cess, typically beginning with a general idea and moving
through phases of successive elaboration. Some teachers
spent a great deal of time and energy at the problem-finding
stage, generating topics or ideas for their unit. The search
process typical of this stage was distinctly different from the
elaboration and refinement of the idea that took place in the
subsequent problem formulation/solution stage_ These data
are Consistent with the planning-process model developed
earlier by Yinger (1977).

Individual differences: in use of the model. Two of the unit
plans consisted of a short prablem-finding stage, brief unit
planning, and constderabe reliance on trying out activates
in the classroom. This approach to planning was called
"incremental planning- and described teachers who em-
ployed a series of short planning steps_ heavily on
day-to-day information from the classroom. The three re-
maining unit plans were chartterized as products of
-comprehensive planning," in which the teachers devel-
oped thoroughly specified frameworks for action_
Comprehensive planning involved more attention to the
unit as a whole and more time and energy invested in
specifying plans as completely as possible before beginning
to teach. Both approaches to unit planning seemed to work
well for the teachers who used them. Incremental planning
saved time and energy while helping teachers stay in touch
with students' changing needs. Comprehensive planning
provided a complete and dependable guide for teacher-
student interaction for the course of a unit, reducing
uncertainty and increasing the probability of achieving
objectives_

A final gloss on the models-of-planning issue comes
from a University of Alberta doctoral dissertation by
McLeod (1981). She app_ roached the question of learning
objectives in planning in a new way by asking not whether
learning objectives are the starting point for planning but
by asking when teachers think about those objectives.
Working with 17 kindergarten teachers, McLeod did a
stimulated-recall interview with each teacher, using a vid-
eotape of a 20- to 30-minute classroom activity taught earlier
that same day. The purpose of the interviews was to
determine when intended learning outcomes were formu-
lated in terms of four stages: preactive stage I (before
planning activities or selecting materials); preactive stage 2
(after planning but before teaching); interactive stage 3
(during the act of teaching); and postactive stage 4 (during
reflection after a teaching episode) (after Pyiypiw 1974). The
interviews also revealed the distribution of types of
intended learning outcomes (cognitive, social, and
psychomotor).

Averaging the responses across the 17 teachers, McLeod
found that the largest percentage of intended learning
outcomes was identified during the interactive stage
(45.8%). This was followed by preactive stage 1 (26.5%),



preactive stage 2 (19_5q), and the postactive stage (8.2q ).
The data also indicated that 57_, 7, of the intended learning
outcomes were categorized as cognitive: 35 as social or
affective; and 7.2q as psychomotor or perceptual. Inter-
estingly, the social/affective intended learning outroines
were primarily identified during the interactive stage, while
cognitive outcomes predominated in the preactive and
postactive stages.

The McLeod study may be criticized on the grounds that
excessive weight may have been placed on the stimulated-
recall interviews. These data could have been supple-
mented to good effect by observations and by teachers
thinking aloud during the preactive stages But this re-
search does much to broaden the concept of goals,
objectives or intended learning outcomes, and their roles in
planning and teaching_ Earlier research tended to dismiss
learning objectives as a rare and therefore unimportant
element in teacher planning, even characterizing teachers
as interested only in activities rather than in outcomes.
McLeod 's study suggests that teachers can and do consider
and act to support both specific and general learning
outcomes for their students, and that it is hazardous to
study the process of teacher planning in isrhation from
interactive teaching and postactive reflection.

Teacher Planning and Classroom Interaction

The third and final question addressed in this review
has to do with the link between teacher planning and action
in the classroom. Studies mentioned earlier have demon-
strated that the content of instruction and the sequence of
topics are influenced by teacher planning (e.g., Smith and
Sendelbach 1979: Clark and Elmore 1981). Now we turn to a
few of the studies that examine how teachers' plans influ-
ence what happens in the classroom.

Zahorik (1970) compared the effects of structured plan-
ning and the absence of structured planning on teachers'
classroom behavior. He provided six of 12 teachers with a
partial lesson plan containing behavioral objectives and a
detailed outline of content to be covered two weeks later.
He requested the remaining six teachers to reserve an hour
of instructional time to carry out a task for the researchers,
not telling them that they would be asked to teach a lesson
on credit cards until just before the appointed time.
Zahorik analyzed recorded protocols of the 12 lessons
focusing on "teacher behavior that is sensitive to students"
(p. 144). He defined this behavior as "verbal acts a the
teacher that permit, encourage, and develop pupils' ideas,
thoughts, and actions" (p. 144). In comparing the protocols
of the planners and nonplanners, Zahorik judged that
teachers who received plaits in advance exhibited less
honest or authentic use of pupils' ideas during the lesson.
He concluded from this that the typical planning model
goals, activities and their organization, and evaluation
results in insensitivity to pupils on the part of the teacher.
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Unfortunately, Zahorik did not determine the degree to
which the teachers who received the lesson plans in ad-
vance actually planned or elaborated the lesson. A
competing explanation for Zahorik's findings is that the
teachers who had no advance warning about what they
were to teach were forced by the demands of the task to
concentrate on students' ideas and experiences, while those
teachers who knew the topic of instruction two weeks prior
to teaching were influenced to focus on content rather than
students_

Peterson, Marx, and Clark (1978) conducted a laboratory
study of teacher planning, teaching, and student achieve-
ment. Twelve experienced junior high school teachers were
given social studies materials dealing with life in a small
French community along with a list of desired cognitive
and affective objectives_ The teachers were given a 90-
minute period to think aloud while they planned a three-
hour instructional unit. After planning, the teachers were
videotaped while teaching groups of eight junior high
school students At the end of the teaching day,
teachers were interviewed using a stimulated-recall p= ess
in which they viewed videotaped segments of their ow,.
teaching and responded to a series of questions about their
thought processes while teaching. The students completed
achievement tests and an attitude inventory immediately
after class. Each teacher repeated this process on three days
with three different groups of students.

A number of positive relationships between the focus of
the teachers' planning statements and their classroom be-:
havior emerged. For all teachers, planning on the first day
of teaching was heavily weighted toward content to be
covered. However, the focus of their planning shifted on
days two and three, with planning for instructional pro-
cesses becoming more prominent. The proportion of
planning statements dealing with the learner was positively
related to teacher behaviors classified as 'group focused."
The proportion of planning statements dealing with con-
tent was positively and significantly-Torrelated with teacher
behavior coded as "subject matter focused.- These findings
suggest that teacher planning is most related to the general
focus or tone of interactive teaching, rather than to the
specific details of verbal behavior. They also suggest that
the nature of the work done during the preactive planning
period changes with situation-specific teaching experi-
ences. As task demands on the teacher change. so does the
nature of appropriate preparation.

Carnahan (1980) studied the planning and subsequent
behavior of nine fifth grade teachers teaching the same two-
week mathematics unit. The quality of the teachers' written
plans was determined by rating plans that focused on large
groups as low in quality and plans that focused on indi-
viduals or small groups as high in quality. (This criterion
was chosen because the curricular materials that the teach-
ers were using incorporated a similar bias.) Classroom
observers rated instruction for'clarity, use of motivation
strategies, and student engagement. Carnahan found no
statistically significant relationship between his ratings of



plan quality and the ratings of teaching quality. However,
he did find a significant positive correlation between the
total percentage of written planning statements about small
groups or individuals and the teachers' observed use of
small groups in the classroom. This and other findings in
Carnahan's report indicated that the main relationship
between written plans and subsequent classroom interac-
tion lies in the organization and structuring of teaching
rather than in specific verbal behavior. During interactive
teaching, the responses of students are unpredictable;
therefore, verba:_dialogue is a poor focus for teacher
planning.

The influence of planning on classroom processes in
preschool teaching seems somewhat different from that
observed in higher grades. Hill, Yinger, and Robbins (1981)
studied the planning of six teachers who constituted the
staff of a university developmental preschool. During a 10-
week period, the researchers observed the teachers' weekly
group planning sessions, stall meetings, conferences with
student teachers, selection of materials from the storeroom,
and arrangement of classroom environments. They also
interviewed the teachers about their planning processes
and copied planning documents and records.

Hill, Yinger, and Robbins found that much of the
teachers planning centered on selecting and arranging
manipulable materials. The school storeroom was an
important source of ideas for learning activities; once ap-
propriate materials were identified, the planning process
focused on how these materials were to be arranged in the
classroom and on how the transitions into and out of these
activities were to be managed. The teachers were observed
to spend three or more hours per week arranging their
classrooms. When an activity did not go well, the first
improvement strategy used by these teachers was to
rearrange the physical environment. Because teaching in
this setting was so heavily dependent on the materials
selected and arranged by the teachers, the nature of the
children's learning opportunities were heavily influenced
by teacher planning. In turn, the nature of the planning
process was influenced by the demands of teaching in this
setting.

These studies, taken together, suggest that teacher plan-
ning does influence opportunity to learn, content coverage,
grouping for instruction, and the general focus of class-
room processes. They also highlight the fact that the finer
details of classroom teaching (e.g., specific verbal behavior)
are unpredictable and therefore not planned, Planning
shapes the broad outlines of what is possible or likely to
occur while teaching and is used to manage transitions
from one activity to another. But once interactive teaching
begins, the teacher's plan moves to the background and
interactive decision making becomes more important,

Conclusions

In conclusion, as I reflect on what research on teacher
planning tells us about the types and functions of planning,
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models of the process, and the connections e 'eon plan-
ning and teaching, I come up with five recommendations
concerning essential knowledge for heginnin educators:

Teacher planning is a large, important, dem. uding, and
usually invisible and solitary part of pro ,nal teach-
ing. Institutions and colleges should provide more
support for Leacher planning,

2. Teachers must engage in several types of teacher plan-
ning during the school Year. These types of planning
are not independent; rather, they are nested and inter-
active. As teacher educators, we ought to ask ourselves
where and how the various kinds of teacher planning
are addressed in our teacher preparation programs.
Curricula are inevitably transformed in the planning
process by additions, deletions, misunderstandings,
and so forth. The actual, taught curriculum is created
largely via teacher planning. We need to begin thinking
of curriculum as consisting of both published materials
and the teacher's interpreation and enactment of them,

4. There does not seem to be a best wav to plan. Experi-
enced teachers' planning has been described by a
variety of models, and the model or style in use varies
with the task, time available, and other circumstances.
In teacher preparation, perhaps these models or styles
of planning could be used as heuristic first approxima-
tions of how to plan, much as the models of teaching by
Joyce and Weil (1972) have been used. As prospective
teachers gain experience, they could be encouraged
and assisted to develop approaches to planning that fit
their situations.
Teacher planning reduces but does not eliminate uncer-
tainty about how instruction will take place. Interactive
teaching is a complex, volatile social process that in-
cludes surprises as a matter of course. I believe that it
will help beginning educators to think of their plans as
flexible frameworks for action, as devices for getting
started in the right direction, and as something to
depart from or elaborate on, rather than as rigid scripts_

The knowledge produced by research on teacher plan-
ning consists of three closely interrelated pa:ts: information
about what teacher thinking consists of (the forms that it
takes, the functions that it performs, and the range of
individual differences in teacher thinking); a language of
verbal labels for concepts and phenomena important in
teacher thinking that we can use to communicate about this
"invisible world"; and methods of inquiry for describing,
'analyzing, and understanding the mental lives of teachers.
These methods of inquiry were originally developed as
research tools but also hold great promise as means for
teacher education and professional development.

I believe that the information, language, and methods of
inquiry developed through research on teacher planning
can be integrated into existing programs of teacher prepara-
tion and professional development. The aim is not to
overthrow or supplant present practice but to provide the



tools for more complete understanding of why schooling is
as it is and to build a firmer foundation for planned change.
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The Dilemma of Determining Essential Planning and Decision-Making
Skills for Beginning Educators

Gary A. Griffin
Research inut Development Center for Teacher Linea

The Universin4of Texaspt Austin

As often happens when one accepts an invitation to
address a certain topic, my reflection after the
acceptance resulted in a change in perspective.

Originally, I had assumed that I could draw inferences
about essential planning and decision-making skills from
available research literature. This, unfortunately, proved
not to be the case. Although I cannot claim to have read in
detail every study dealing with the topic, I can claim a

broad familiarity with the literature. This familiarity, partly
influenced by the inconsistency of both findings and meth-
odological approaches and partly by my own predilections
regarding research into practice, caused me to takea more
cautious approach to the topic than I had intended.

The identification of essential skills in any personal or,
professional activity is problematic in both intellectual and
practical ways. One way to approach the task is to assume
that certain ends in view are desirable and, from that point,
acknowledge the importance of specific antece:.:ents to the
accomplishment of those purposes. This rationalistic ap-
proach is seductive in that it limits one's options. It is also
potentially dangerous for the same reason: It places limita-
tions on selection possibilities. Another way to approach
defining what is essential is to publicly specify a set of
values regarding the issues in question and then to derive
from either funded knowledge or logical speculation what
will be necessary to accomplish those essentials. A third
way to approach the problem is to look at the demands of a
setting (as opposed to the ends-means-or values-means
paradigms) and make considered judgmentS about what
must take place for those deniands to be met.

Consider, for example, this proposition: The research on
classroom teaching has noted a correlation between aggre-
gates of teachers' management behaviors and students' -

time on task. Further, time on task has been correlated with
higher-than-predicted cognitive gain by stUdents. If one
accepts as a valued end the cognitive gains of students as
measured by standardized achievement scores, one can say
that one essential for beginning teachers is the demonstra-.
tion of certain classroom-management behaviors. If,
however, teachers' management behaviors do not fit with
one's set of values about desired characteristics of a teaching
and learning community, then what is really essential is
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recognition on the part of the beginning teacher that the
are many ways of managing and organizing a classroom
and that the research derived desirable behaviors represent
only part of the arrayand not necessarily the best part.
Last, one might examine particular educational settings and
find that certain classroom-management behaviors simply
do not fit in some manner. Thus, one might conclude that
the essential skill is to formulate a set of behaviors that do fit
using certain characteristics of the setting as guides.

My purpose here is to suggest, from a research perspec-
tive. what planning and decision-making skills are essential
to a new teacher's repertoire. This is a difficult task partly
because of the variety of ways it might be attacked and
partly because of the relatively embryonic state of research
in the field. Studies of teacher planning and decision
making are few. Moreover, they.are characteri2ed by differ-
ing conceptualizations and methodologies. In sum, there is
no body of research knowledge robust enough to support
use of the ends-means paradigm or comprehensive enough
to suggestcontext requirements.

What we do have, each of us, is a set of beliefs about
what is esRential. My own set is a mix-and-match amalgam
derived frturly understanding of research, my knowl-
edge of classrooms and teachers in action, and my values
about learning communities. The int:oduction of values or
beliefs will cause some to reject the ideas put forth here.
Such rejection; more than likely, would oe a con quence of
the assertion sometimes made that science (e.g., research)
is or should be value free. I have never believed that
research is value free. Even in the most descriptive of
studies, one must focus on something, and decisions
regarding what will and will not be recorded are value
laden. In like fashion, the decision to move from the
discovery of a correlation (e.g., the relation between certain
classroom-management behaviors and pupil time on task)
to an experiment designed to introduce the management
behaviors in classrooms demonstrates what is valuedin
this instance, probably pupil time on task.

Planning, Decision Making and Requirements of Teaching

Too often, we speak of teachers and teaching in the
abstract. We make general comments about both as though
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there were no people embedded in the role or in the
process. Yet, aphoristic slogans simply cannot do justice to
these topics. A teacher is more than a disciplinarian, more
than a purveyor of information, more than a person
charged with crowd control. Likewise, teaching is more
than transmitting basic skills, more than a set of behaviors.
As Maxine Greene (1983) asserted,

My interest is in teaching; and teaching, for
me, has to do with releasing people to learn
how to learn. It has to do with possibilities and
persona: discovenes, with events in experi-
ence, with the making of connections, with the
opening of doors. I want to see.. teachers
being enabled to create the kinds of situations
that provoke students to reach beyond them-
selveindeed, to become so concerned about
posing questions and seeking answers and
working things out that they cannot but act on
their own initiativesand in time begin teach-
ing themselves. (p. 86)

What a vast difference between the vision of teaching in
this passage and the bland euphemisms heard on back-to-
school night or the rnicroprescriptions for teacher behavior
that fill the research reports my colleagues and I share. Not
that each of these ways of treating teachers and teaching
does not have value in certain situations. The euphemisms
are often catchy phrases that focus attention on matters of
concern. The teacher-behavior dicta, when considered in a
broad picture of teaching, can remind teachers and others
that what seem to be commonsense actions have been
shown to be predictive of valued pupil outcomes. (II is
often forgotten that almost all of what the researchers
specify as effective teaching was invented by teachers and
only discovered by researchers.)

In struggling to come to grips with essential skills for
beginning educators, it may help to think of the require-
ments of teaching. By requirements, I mean the
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conventions of teaching, those activities that may be com-
monly agreed upon as present in all or almost all teaching
situations, rather Lian particularistic, situation-specific de-
mands made upon teachers. An example of the two
elements in this distinction is contained in the statement.
-Although all teachers plan for instruction, only some
teachers plan for individualized instruction."

Based upon observation of practice and my own under-
standing of teaching activity, I have selected four basic
requirements of teaching for inclusion here: curriculum
planning and implementation, instruction, grouping of
students, and evaluation. Each of these four requirements
of teaching may be considered from at lease three vantage
points. One is as a planning activity, wherein the teacher
makes considered decisions about what might occur in the
classroom. The second is as the implementation of a plan,
wherein the teacher, together with students, acts out the
plan in a learning setting. The third is as a reflection phase,
in which the teacher figuratively plays back the plan and the
impementation in such a way as to make judgments about
such issues as the success or failure of the instructional
sequence, the degree of sustained interest on the part of
students, the next steps in the curricular segment, and so
forth.

This way of thinking about teacher planning and deci-
sion making, then, leads to a conception that accounts for
proactive, interactive, and reflective behavior. It promotes a
way of thinking about teaching that gives deliberate atten-
tion to the relation between teacher thought and teaching
activity. It also acknowledges that there is considerably
more to teaching than standing before a group of students.
Using the four requirements of teaching I have noted, this
conception of planning and decision making may be repre-
sented asin Figure I.

My views of teaching and schooling suggest to me that
each of the four requirements of teaching, the teacher



must demonstrate planning and/or decisio skills_
For example, incurriculum planning, the t---_-_,-oachermust
make decisionsabout content, sequence, ir______Distrudional ma-
terials. intentions,and so forth. It is logicari that the teacher
1,%ho can plan coherently and efficiently, a.- cording to some
reasoned conaiiion of the curriculum ancEd the students, is
potentially rnmeeffective than the teacher -who ha no
mental script olichat classroom life should 24 be like Related
to this is the nujordistinction between lon-terniand
short- term curriculum planning. Althouglth_ we allare aware
of the occasionahuccessef. !hat burst forth like skyrockets
now and themithout our corks-oral's preprarican,rny
conception of curriculum planning derrians a scnseof not
just today's orlornorrow's learning activity but apieture of
where an activiVits into plans for a mont1 i4-a, a veator
several years dlearning.

Another setelexamples of the utility of suchascherne
for thinking linaplanning and decision nr: -aakingernerges
from considerinplte intersection of instru=tioriandimple-
mentation. Haab focus is not on plannimag buton
decision rnaki%The teacher moves throuh interactions
with students andothers and, one hopes, adabtsplans to
circumstances.lhis suggests that the teach. -er derides to
adhere to. or adapt, or even abandon a plar-nt for instruction
because of carelnhif immediate, consideratF ion of appropri-
ate inforrnationinthe learning situation. 5u=ach information
could come in Ihelorm of quizzical looks frcia-Aorri students, a
series of relatedtludent questions about co -Tatenta more
dramatic eventsudias an overturned paint jar oranill
student, or a faintly discerned air of boredon..rn or passivity.
The issue hereiegarding decision making chenille
teacher's clecisionsare made on the spot as va-vvell asliefore
and after instrudion,

For the thirdlevel of planning and decisi--*cm making,
consider the intersection of the evaluation requirement of
teaching and thaeOective level of planning and decision
making. Ideally When a teacher reflects norm theevaluative
aspects of teaching, he or she gives consciocs attention to
both the clegreelowhich students are meeting curricular
and instructionalexpectarions and the degre to which the
program is adequate to help students meet those
expectations.

One sees, diarnultiple possibilities for planningand
decision makingbyteachers. These possibilties aided to
at least two intending phenomena: substantive orprofes-
sional practice andpreactive, implementatio-a=hrt, Orelective
levels of deliberation.

Observation of Practice

What does ewobservation of practice telin us about the
realization of theseplanning and decision-iniakingpos,
sibilities? My colleagues and I (Griffin et al. UK 983) completed
a large scale, multimethod, multisite semestaw.er-Iongstudy
of student teachlq.ln the course of that stica..4y, vinsought
to describe studentteaching in terms of indis,widttalpiutici-,

pants, the interactions between and among participants
(student teachers, cooperating teachers, and university
supervisors), and the nature and influence of the contexts
in which student teaching took place. We developed a large
data base consisting of information about the personal and
professional characteristics of participants, formal and in-
formal properties of the university and public school
contexts, teaching, supervision and evaluation of student
teachers, and outcomes of the experience_ We drew a set of
conclusions about student teaching as a professional educa-
tion intervention and, given the nature and magnitude of
our data base, can now examine our information in light of
other questions, such as teacher planning and decision
making_

Data from our study suggest these conclusions:

I. Teacher candidates are preoccupied with planning les-
sons. This tendency is reinforced explicitly and implicitly
by cooperating teachers, university supervisors, and the
protocols of teacher education programs.

2. Teacher candidates are relatively unconcerned and unin-
formed about how to plan sequences of instruction such
as would be involved in providing articulated learning
opportunities for a period as long as a school year or as
short as a two- or three-week unit_

3. Teacher candidates receive minimal (if arty) assistance in
determining which data sources are available for or
appropriate to making instructional decisions, either
before or during ongoing instruction.

4. The issue of evaluation (as opposed to grading of indi-
vidual cfforts by specific students in a particular
classroom) is almost totally absent from our data. Eval-
uation as a means of determining program effectiveness
simply did not surface during student teaching for
members of our sample.

5. Student teachers had almost no opportunities to group
or regroup students for instruction and consequently
received little or no practice in diagnosis and prescrip-
tion in terms of matching needs of students with
instructional activities.

6. Cooperating teachers are reluctant to give student teach-
ers opportunities to take full charge of instruction. even
if only for a few consecutive days.

7, Student teachers make few curricular decisions on their
own. Most often, they follow the lead of cooperating
teachers who provide them with the basic decisions,
expecting the students to translate those decisions into
instruction.

8. The primary area of concern for both cooperating teach-
ers and student teachers is claSsroorit management.
Although one might assume that this preoccupation
would lead to consideration of a set of options for
creating a well-organized and effectively managed class-
room, in our study there appeared to be two differing
views. Either the student teacher was tld to "find your
own Best way to achieve order- or the cooperating
teacher mandated certain management behaviors, which



the student teachers emulated. I know of r in
our study in which a planning process ( that is, a
consideration of alternatives and 0 subsequent data
based decision to move in one manner over another -) was
reflected in a journal entry or in an audio-recorded
supervision conference. (To be fair, we must admit tic at
such decision making may have taken place but enc-1 ped
our notice.)

These conclusions form only a small set of those dex.-el-
(Ted from analysis of our data A much larger group, like
the ones I've noted here, could be advanced. This list
however, point to several potential problems in terms f the
relation of student teaching to essential planning and
decision-making skills for beginning educators. If prosec-
five teachers are denied opportunities to plan curricul,
they will probably enter the workplace with under-
developed skills, no matter which orientation, empiric =I I or
philosophical, is used to define "essential." If examination
of the culmination of a professional sequence does not
prOvide evidence that teachers-to-be are concerned abut
the decisions they will make and how best to make the -rri,
they may continue as reactive rather than proactive edt ca-
tors, If persons prep:1ring to be teachers grow accustom led
during student teaching to assuming that there is one x -vay
to go about instruction or 0..aluation or grouping or
room management, it is unlikely that they will be able
adjust to different classroom situations and social coritxts.

There is another part of this puzzle, however. That i the
context requirements placed upon new teachers in ter- of
planning and decision making. Remember that one war-v we
might determine what is essential is to examine the rectaire-
men ts of the contexts, schools, and school systems. In
another study, we are concerned about the apparent la-z1( of
impact of teacher change and teacher-effectiveness restarch
on system, school, and classroom practices (Griffin et
1983). As part of that inquiry, we have spent many hou=s in
classrooms over six months. In the course of that imrrir-
sion, we are becoming more certain that teacher plannig
and decision making is abrogated by planning and dei-sion
making that takes place at some distance, temporally a=.1c1
ideologically, from the classrooms. This is particularly rue
for reading and mathematics in elementary schools, birt,
given the enormous amount of time now devoted to thtose
subjectS, the conclusion would probably hold for the sue- hoot
day generally.

It has never been surprising that textbook dominatit m of
instruction is a distinct possibility in some settings and a
sharp reality in others. Our observations suggest that e ven
locally produced and implemented curricula may be
confining, in terms of teacher decision making, as the lost
programmed commercial text. Usually, some teachers ire
involved in planning for instruction as part of a curricuMlurn
committee but larger numbers of teachers are expected _ to
follow the plan laid down by the first group. Our clinictl
judgment is that it is a rare teacher who adapts in any
significant fashion the curriculum as presented and an even
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rarer teacher who tosses it out as a consequence of reasoned
judgment.

These observations, like those regarding student teach-
ing, mitigate against conceiving of the teacher as a planner
or rational decision maker. On the one hand, opportunities
to learn and practice such behaviors do not exist in prepara-
tion programs to any discernible degree, and, on the other,

em constraints are placed upon teachers once they are
in service. (Obviously, these comments are generalizations;
there may be many exceptions in specific programs and
specific teachers.) I am convinced that this description is
more accurate than the multifaceted, complex picture of
teaching painted by Greene in the earlier passage.

Research Findings Regarding Teacher Planning and
Decision Making

I agree with Smith (1980) who wrote in his A Design fer a
School of Pedagogy,

. knowledge derived from research is to be

taken cautiously, but not less so than craft
knowledge. And either one is preferable, even
when the evidence favoring them is fragile, to
fictions and nostrums. As a profession
becomes aware of and respects its knowledge
and techniques, those who espouse fictions,
wholesale remedies, and utopian scenarios
lose their audience. (p. 55-6)

But, I wonder, have we developed a sensibility that attaches
too much importance to too little research evidence?As
Smith implied, research-derived knowledge should be ex-
amined carefully; the potential user should monitor use of
that knowledge s.,clmnatically.

I will now present a set of research findings regarding
teacher planning and decision making in the belief that we
must acknowledge the relatively embryonic state of the
field and the idiosyncratic nature of the methodologies used
by my research colleagues. In other words, I present these
findings in the hope that they will provoke thought and,
perhaps, even some considered activity not because I
believe they should be adopted as guidelines for teacher
preparation.

In a comprehensive review of research on teacher judg-
ment, planning, and decision making, Shavelson (1982)
noted that such research rests on two assumptions, The
first is that teachers are ". . . rational professionals who, like
other professionals such as physicians, make judgments
and carry out decisions in an uncertain, complex environ-
ment" (p. 1). The second is ". . . that teachers' behaviors are
guided by their thoughts, judgments and decisions' (p. 2).
These assumptions, taken together, provide justification for
looking beyond observable teacher behavior to the stimuli
for those behaviors.



Among the fir 7-iding,s reported inShavelson's rrvieG
were the followire

1. McNair (1978 -9) noted that teachers are primarily inl =emu=
enced by ion' -=-ern for pupils and secondarily by conc=ern
for content. was found when teachers observe
videotapes of their teaching,

2. Shavelson arivid Stern (1981) reported that teachers ju
student abilit-s,-y primarily by usinginformation about
student achic vernent and, toadegree, information
about probleatic behavior_

3. Regarding dignosis of students, Gil (1980) found th_at
teachers lacke d specific strategies for gathering infer--
ration, differ -*-ed among themselves (not surprisingh----)
in the ways tha_mey did collect and process information_
and operated - at a general, incomplete level of pupil
diagnosis.

4. A number of researchers haveconclucled that teache--
plans serve as- = scripts that, subsequent to planning,
become fairly rigid, relatively unmodified guides to
classroom acti-sion (Shavelson andStem 1981; Joyce
19784979; Pet._-rsorr and Clark1978;Zahorik 1970).

5. Teachers plan -mss, in terms of pupil grouping, are preclic-
five of, for inst=ance, the pace dreading instruction
(Shavelson con:m.4d Borko 1979).

6, Taylor (1970) a cgued that most teacher planning cairn
be considered systematic and specific.

7. Teachers plan r.z., at the level of classroom activity more
than at the ley sii. el of instructionalobjectives or other
rational-empirical d imensionsof planning (Clark
Yinger 1979; Piiterson et al. 1978;Smith and Sendelbah
1979; Yinger 19111977; and Zahorik1975).

8. The principal f tanning concernlor teachers is subjec_
matter or contnt as it relates [Dille development of
classroom activity (Shavelson andStern 1981).

9. Research findings support tworlichotomous conclu-
sions: (a) Teacl-r-rers consider students in their plannin
early in the scFiool year but lessas they become farnil,a r
with them (Marine-Dershimer1978; Mintz 1979); and
(b) teachers setadoni mention students during planninmar.g
(Peterson et al. = 1978). This sharpdifference may arise
from the metlids used by different researchers.

10. Although the aff-ctiyity is the focusof teachers' plannin,
Monne-DersItim=mer (1978) acknowledged that teachers
do include obje-ctives in their overall planning schern.
However, one -must focus teachers'attention on objec
tives in order I verify that they include them in their
plans.
Shavelson reposa=rted that ". . . teachers are reluctant to
change their ror tines, even if they are not proceeding - .as
well as expectie" (p. 32),

2. Regarding teaclers decision making during instruc-
tion, the research suggests that ilis not pervasive, rests
on only a few or -_,-"tions for actiyity,is most powerfully.
influenced by tachers perceptions of student behavir,
and is character _I, ized by little critiolevaluation after
instruction.

13. Evertson, Emmer, Sanford, and Clements (1982) found
that a brief workshopand a dem i led training manual
were effective in developing plates for organizing ele-
mentary classrooms at the begin_ ruing of the school year.
Further, testinronyfromteach rte suggested that the
workshop and manual helped tiL-cause they provided
concrete, specific, and pmctical .,Liggestions.

14. Yinger's (1978) detailed study cif ,c1rie teacher's planning
thoughts and activities indicatel _ that the topic of ac-
tivities was the dominant concern, followed by
classroom routines. This teacher_ in contrast to the ones
observed by my colleagues and re, demonstrated
several levels of planning: yearlyF term, unit, weekly,
and daily_ moved from the study of this teacher
to the developmentofa plannin process that included
developmental stages of what be- called problem-find-
ings; problem formulationisoluti=m; and
implementation, evaluation, and routinization.

With the exception tithe Everts() =---t et al. (1982) study, the
findings regarding teachers' proactiv decision making and
planning are relatively inconclusive, -given though Yinger
advanced to the fonnulatinn of a plamorning model. Also, the
studies' rang_ e of intentions makes it difficult to draw firm
conclusions from them as acoherent body of research.
Further, most of the studies are desciptive rather than
experimental, so we most be extreme-3v cautious about
promoting the maintenance of the sttus quo for teacher
education programs.

However, if one ignores the sharp differences in re-
searchers' methods and intentions (Always a risky
undertaking), a picture emerges of techers beginning the
School year concentrating planning a=tivities on students
but spending the most energy on decisions about classroom
activity. Even decisions about classro=Prn activity are made
from a relatiVely narrow range of opti.wans. When the teacher
does consider students in planning ar-d proactive decision
making, the information used is assoated more with
observed achievement thanactual abrnity. This condition is
more than likely a consequence of the lack of a-systematic
and reasoned strategy forgathering irmformation on decision
making. Once initial planning decisio=i-rs are made, our
profile teacher seldom deviates from tThe mental script that
emerged from the planning. Finally, our teacher's planning
decisions, at least pertainingto organ,- ation for the begin-
ning of school, may be influenced pos-tively by
participation in a focused workshop a> ud by using a manual
of prescriptions.

So what does research tell us abou essential planning
and decision-making skills for the hegrining educator? My
considered response to thatquestion ice= not much . . . yet.
Given the interest in the topicexpresscl by researchers
around the country, I believe that a less negative response
may be forthcoming. Out the research orientation must shift
before we can adequately come to grip---s with the issue. As
happened in the researchonteaching, I would like to see
studies of planning that -aredescriptivi in nature but that
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also look what certain planning and decision-making
modes are related to As in the correlation proposition I
described earlier, I would like to see planning and decision-
making differences as those differences are related to other
valued variables such as pupil cognitive gain, classroom
climate, satisfaction with schooling, positive peer-group
interactions, teachers' sell esteem, and the like. At that
point, we will be able to speak of essentials as things
valued. Only then, I believe, will we be able to talk about
the planning and decision making that contributes to the
vision of teaching advanced by Maxine Greene.

Concluding Comments_

As .a -h,irn -again truth seeker and reconstructed positi-
vist, I find it difficult to end these remarks on a note of
:ombined abject pessimism and cautious methodological
optimism. So I would like to pose some broad questions,
.which I believe could stimulate valuable and exciting re-
warch in the field of teacher planning and decision making.

Why is it that teacher planning and decision making,
I.-idxritly so important, has received so little systematic

:esearch attention?ds it possible that the research commit-
any and the teacher education community share too few
opportunities for exchanging views? Is it possible that
:eacher educators shy away from research? Is it possible that
-esearchers are unaware of the conventions of teacher
_ducation?

Why are long-range planning strategies and activities
wet-more prominent in teacher education? Is it because
here is too little time in the professional teacher prepara-
ion sequence? Is it because each subject matter must
eceive some attention, thus diminishing concern for over-
irching conceptions of planning? Is it because it is easier to
each the skills of planning a lesson? Is there any relation
,etween this condition and the long-decried lack of pro-
;ram articulation, both vertical and horizontal, in schools?

Where should planning and decision making be ad-
tressed in the teacher preparation sequence? Should it be
n college-based courses? In practice? In student teaching?
n all three, according to a carefully designed, sequential,
ind developmental plan? Or, should it be left to the school
nto which the-new teacher moves?

What are the most significant bodies of information for
eacher planning and decision making? Knowledge of stu-
lent attributes, characteristics, and potentials? Knowledge
if the demands of the curriculum? Knowledge of the
ierceived demands of the immediate community? The
arger society? If it is a combination of these, which take
ueredence? For what reasons? With what consequences for
nstruction?

To what degree do school programs allow for teacher
ilanning and decision making? Are curriculum and in-
tructional requirements more rigid and constraining today
han in times past? If so, what are the implications for
eacher preparation? Do we teach young people to fit the

system or to influence it to allow naeire rc asoned profes-
sional activity among teachers?

In terms of planning and decision making, what is the
relationship between the requirements of the schools our
prospective teachers enter and the professional preparation
they receive? What can be done to demonstrate that the
schools and the institutions that prepare teachers are like-
minded about valued teaching activities? How can substan-
tive and procedural linkages be forged to make that
demonstration possible?

Given the general societal mandate for results, for
products, for action that is immediate and observable, what
rationale must he advanced to promote disciplined study
and demonstration of the role of planning and decision
making in instructional programs? What institutional bar-
riers rust be lowered or eliminated? What reconstruction of
school-system norms, rewards, and regularities must take
place?

Obviously, the value I place on the role of planning and
proactive decision making by teachers influenced these
questions. Also obviously, I believe that teacher educators,
researchers, and practitioners must work together to an-
swer them. The research and practice agenda implied by
this list is formidable, requiring a shifting of priorities, a
reconsideration of What is necessary, and a conception of
the teacher as one who does a good deal more than meet
with students. But I believe that the teacher who plans
systematically and continuously, who bases decisions on
carefully considered knowledge and well-reasoned values,
who reflects on behavior, consequences, and possibilities,
will be the teacher who will, as Greene wrote, ". free
people to learn how to learn . and provoke students to
reach beyond themselves.-
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Classroom Organization and Managementi
Jere Brophy

The Institr'tc for Research on-Teaching
Alichigan State University

Ten to 15 years ago. was little systematic re-
search on classroom management. despite the
recognized importance of the field. Teachers seekini

advice on how to organize and manage their classroory s
had to rely on psychological theories developed outside
classroom settings or on the bag-of-tricks suggestions of
individual teachers. Unfortunately, many theory-based
ideas proved incorrect or impractical for classroom use;
experience-based advice was unsystematic and of ten con-
tradictory. As a result, teachers were often left with the
impression that classroom management is purely art rather
than partly applied science and that "you have to find out
that works best for you."

Classroom research conducted in recent years has im-
prove, t this situation dramatically_ Research by several
te..: .,:..)t :. %-estigators has developed clear and detailed
int, in: ., i about how successful teachers organize and
man .,,,,,c ',heir classrooms, including information about how
her get off to a good start at the beginning of the year, If
earned and applied systematically, the principles to be
discussed here will enable teachers to establish their class-
vorns as effective learning environments and to prevent or
successfully cope with most of the conduct problems that
itudents present. Less classroom research exists on meth-
ids of handling students with chronic problems requiring
rtore intensive or individualized treatment, but even in this
trea, more information is becoming available and there is a
;rowing consensus about which problem-solving strategies
ire most practical and effective.

Prior to discussion of the principles, I will mention a few
if the assumptions underlying the perspective on effective
classroom organization and management taken in this
7aper. One is that the teacher is both the authority figure
Ind the instructional leader in the classroom. Students may
Fe invited to share in decision making about what and how

to learn and about appropriate classroom conduct, but tit_ c
teacher retains ultimate authority and responsibility_ This
assumption conflicts with the views of certain radical critcs
of education, but it matches the perceptions of most selioftr-,1
administrators, leachers, and parents. Furthermore, rece=t
research (Metz 1978; Nash 1976) indicates that it matches 1-ie
views ofstudents, as well.

A second basic assumption is that good classroom
management implies good instruction, and vice versa.
Recent research makes it dear that successful classroom
management invol yes not merely responding effectively
when problems occur' but preventing problems from occt_l r-
ring frequently. This is accomplished primarily by good
planning, curriculum pacing, and instruction that keeps
students profitably ertgaged in appropriate academic ac-
tivities. Further, ins triaction is involved in much of the
activity thatordinari1v would be described as classroom
management, as wl-irt teachers provide students instnic
Lion in and opportu ties top_ractice procedures involved in
classroom routines. VA.Te may discuss classroom manage-
ment apart from insur-kiction in the formal curriculum, hum
in practice, these tw.-c teaching tasks are interdependent.
Becausesuccessful classroom managers maximize the tim=e
that their students spend engaged in academic tasks, they
also maximize studeri ts" opportunities to learn academic
content. This shows i.ap in superior performance an
achievement tests (Brophy 1979; Fisher, Berliner, Filby,
Marliave, Cohen, and Dishaw 1980; Good 1979; itosenshin=te
and Berliner 1978).

A third assumptic,rt behind the perspective taken in thus
paper is that optimal classroom organization and rhantve
mem strategies are r-kcpt merely effective, but cost effective.
Consequently, this paper affords little consideration to
approaches that are irt feasible for most teachers (e.g., toke=n
economies, extended psychotherapy) or likely to crigettdcr
undesirable side effects (certain punitive approaches.)

This paper waoriginally prepared for presentation at a conference on the implications of re_,earch on teaching for practice, sponsare
w the National Institute of Education and held at Airlie Floue, Warrenton, Va., February 1982. A.. similar version, entitled "Classroom
irganization and Management," was in The Elementary School lourna183, -I (March 1983): 265-35.
Publication of this work is sponsored by the Institute for Research on Teaching, College 43 f Education, Michigan State University. TE-ie

istitute for Research on Teaching is funded primarily by the Program for Teaching and Instruction of the National Instituted Edueatio=,
Mited States Department of Education. The opinions expressed in this publication du nest necess;arile reflect the position. policy,
ndorsement of the National Institute of Education. (Contract no. 400-81-0141



The Well-Organized,Well-Mar _ aged Classroom

Let us begin with thelook arm. Li feel of a classroom that
inactions enicintlY asasuccess±-------ful learning environment.
First. it reveals organitalion, ph-it lining. and scheduling,
The room is divided iolodistini: -t areas equipped for specific
activities Equipment that must 772z-to stored can be removed
and replaced easily, andeach etc am has its place. The
physical arrangementolthe roo- =a facilitates movement and
minimizes crowding. Iosition._ between activities are ac-
complished efficientivlollowin a brief signal or a few
directions from the testier 1 he- students seem to know
where they are supposed to be, --'w -hat they are supposed to
do, and what equipmentthey ned (Arlin 1979).

The students appearattentii- to the teacher's presenta-
tions and responsive toquestiors. Lessons. recitations, and
other group activities move brislx-, although they are
structured so that parisare disc yrtible, separated by clear
transitions. When students are leased to work on their
own, they seem to kninvinhat t do and to settle quickly
into doing it Usually,ffley purr the activity to comple-
tion without difficultyand then -t urn to a new, approved
activity. If they do get it from the teacher or
other source and quichlyresum- work. To an untrained
observer, the classrooneems t work automatically, with-
out much effort at management_ Classroom research has
established, however, thalsuch L-ell-functioning class-
rooms do not just happeo.Insted, they result from
teachers' consistent efforts to cr-ate, maintain, and (occa-
sionally) restore conditions that titer effective learning.

Kounin (1970) and hiscolleag_- z_zes first demonstrated this
fact in a videotape studyof two of classrooms. The
first type included theson of srm -traoth functioning class-
rooms described aberve.locontr-st, teachers in the
comparison classrommforight maintain order. Activities
suffered from students'ioattenti man and frequent disrup-
tions. Transitions wereleogthy,.._ rid often chaotic. Much of
the teachers' time wasspent dealing with students'
misconduct. -

Kounin and his colleagues be gan by analyzing the
videotapes from theseclassroons in detail, concentrating
on teachers' methods °Ideating misconduct and
disruption. Given thepeal dine. nces in classroom-man-
agement success displayed by thL -.use two groups of teachers.
the researchers expeetedto see Irge, systematic differences
in methods of dealing with miscc=mduct. To their surprise,
they found no such differences. classroom managers
were not notably different fromi_ ,etor classroom managers
when respondo fn .itird1dt'illis(07.- zthit't

Distinguishing Effectivetiont Ir effective Managers

Fortunately, the researchers& not stop at this point. In
the process Of discovering that tbdr._ two groups of teachers
differed little in their responses t-.1=a disruptive students, they
noted that the teachersilifiered ik7-1 other ways, In particular,
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the elleenVe classroom managers systeniaticallvdid things
to minimize the frequency with which students became
disruptive in the first place. `_dame of these preventive
behaviors follow.

"1'4'itloitiress, Effective managers nipped problems in the
bud bet-ore they could escalate into disruption.The teach-
ers were able to do this because they monitored the
classroom regularly, stationing themselves where they
could scan all parts of the room continuously. This and
related behaviors !et students know that their teachers were
with it aware of what was happening at all times and

likely to detect inappropriate behavior early and accurately.

Oer/appins. Effective managers also had learned to do
more than one thing at a time when necessary. When
conferring with an individual pupil, for example, they
continued to monitor events going on in the rest of the
classroom. When teaching reading groups, titer would deal
with students from outside the group .vho came to ask
questions but in ways that did not involve disrupting the
readers_ In general, they handled routine housekeeping
tasks and met individuals' needs without disrupting on-
going activities.

ties areal eontunnty and momentum in le.sons. When teaching
the whole class or a small group, effective managers were
well-prepared and thus able to move through theactivite
briskly. There were few interruptions due to failure to bring
or prepare a prop, confusion about what to do next, pauses
to consult the teacher's manual, false starts, or backtracking
to present information that should have beeniaresented
earlier. Minor fleeting inattention was ignored. More se-
rious inattention was dealt with before it could escalate into
disruption but in ways that were not themselves disruptive.
Thus, these teachers moved near to inattentive students,_
used eye contact when possible, directed a question or
comment to the offenders, or cued their attention with a
brief comment. They would not, however, interrupt the
lesson unnecessarily by delivering extended reprimands or
other overreactions that would focus everyone's attention
on the inattentive students rather than on thelesson. In
general, these methods were effective because students
tend to be attentive (or their mattention'tleeting) when they
are presented with a continuous academic "signal.' Prob-
lems tend to set in when students have no clear signal to
attend to nor task to focus on, and problems multiply in
frequency and escalate in intensity the longer the students
are left without such a focus.

Group alerting and acconntability in /ca=rne=. In addition to
conducting smooth, briskly paced lessons that gave Sl u-
dents a continuous signal on which to focus, effective
classroom managers used presentation and questioning
techniques designed to keep the group alert and account-
able. These included-looking around the group before
calling on someone to recite,:keeping the students in



suspense as to who tvould be called on next by selecting
randomly gmting around hi everyone trequently, inter-
spersing choral responses with individual responses,
asking for volunteers to raise their hands, throwing out
challenges by declaring that the next question would be'
difficult or tricky, calling on listeners to comment on or
correct a response, and presenting novel or interesting
material. The idea here is to keep students attentive to
presentations by conveying the message that something
new or exciting could happen at any time, and to keep
students accountable for learning content by making them
aware that they might be called at any time.

1,77-1ctu and LIZ . kounin 711} vs'as one tit
the first to recognize that students spend much (Linen a
majority) of their classroom time working independently
rather than under the direct supervision of the teacher, and
that the appropriateness and interest value of the assigned
work influences the quality of task engagement during
these times. Ideal seatwork otters the right level of difficulty
(easy enough to allow successful completion but difficult or
ditterent enough from prevanis work to challenge each
student and. tt ithin this, enough variety to stimulate
interest.

Subsequent research has supported most of Kounin's
recommendations. In a correlational study at the second
and third grade levels (Brophy and Fvertson 197h) and in an
experimental study Lit instruction in first grade reading
groups (Anderson, Evertson, and Brophy 1979), indicators

withitness, overlapping, and smoothness of lesson pac-
ing and transitions were associated with better group
management and student learning. However, these studies
did not support some of the group alerting and accountabil-
ity techniques, especially the notion of being random and
unpredictable in calling on students to recite. Good and
Grotti..19774,in_u_sftudy,of Ion rth-grada_mathematics
instruction, found that group alerting teas positivi,sly related
to student learning but accountability was related cur-
vilinearly (teachers who used a moderate =mint were
more successful than those who used too much or too
little). These findings are all compatible with the interprets-
non that group alerting and accountability devices are
appropriate for occasional use within classroom-manage-
ment contexts established by the appal more
fundamental and important variables of withitness, over-
lapping, signal continuity and momentum in lessons, and
variety and appropriate challenge in seatwork. Group alert-
ing and accountability devices do stimulate student
attention in the short run, but if they have to be used too
often, it is likely that the teacher is failing to implement
more fundamental classroom management strategies.

Recent research on teacher effectiveness in producing
student learning gains also suggests caution about the
appropriate level of challenge in seatwork. This research
suggests that learning proceeds most et ticiently when stet
lents enjoy high rotes of success (that is, when the tasks are
Nisy tor them to din. When the teacher is present to

monitor responses and pawl a immediate feedback (such
as during recitations), success rates tit at least AP--, to 80'-;
should be expected (Brophy and Evertson 197t). When
students are expected to 1.york on their own, however,
success rates of 95,; to 11.10q become necessary (Fisher et al.
1980).

This point deserves elaboration, because to many ob-
servers, a 95'; success rate seems too high, suggesting a
lack of challenge. Bear in mind that we are talking about
independent seatwork and homework that students must
work through on their own, and that these assignments
demand application of a hierarchy of knowledge and skills
that must be not merely learned but mastered to the point
of overlearning if they are to be retained and applied to
more complex material. Confusion about whatio do or lack
Lit even a single important concept or skill may fruStrate
students' progress and lead to both management and
instructional problems for teachers. Yet, this happens fre-
quently. Observatisinal study suggests that, to the extent
that students are given inappropriate tasks, the tasks are
much more likely to be too difficult than too easy (Fisher et
al. 1980; Cornball, Wilson, and Gantt 1981; Jorgenson 1977),

HIL!, although variety and other features that enhance
the interest value of tasks should be considered, and
although students should not be burdened with busy work
that involves no challenge, teachers should ensure that the
new or more difficult challenges involved in seatwork can
be assimilated by students (i.e., that the students can
complete the tasks with a high rate of success). This will
require differentiated assignments in many classrooms, at
least in certain subjects.

Getting Off to a Good Start

Kounin's (1970) work established that the key to the well-
functioning classroom is maintaining a continuous, aca-
demic focus for students attention and engagement and
avoiding "down time" when students have nothing to door
are not sure about what they should do. Kounin also
identified key behaviors involved in maintaining the class-
room as an efficient learning environment on an everyday
basis. He did not, however, deal with one question of great
practical importance to teachers: How does one establish a
tvell-managed classroom at the beginning of the year?

Brophy and Putnam (1979) and Good and Brophy (1978.
0) suggested that the process begins with preparation

and planning before the school year beginS. Given the
types of students and academic activities anticipated, what
is the most efficient use of the available space? How should
the furnishings be grouped and the equipment placed?
!Thought devoted to these questions when preparing the
classroom may maximize the degree to which students
benefit from equipment and activities (Nash 19S1).

Consideration of tratfic patterns in the classroom can
make for smoother transitions later, and thoughtful equip-

age can minimize bottlenecks and lines.



Consideration tat students' Lonverne ice m planning storage
space can maximize the degree to which students handle
their belongings and supplies on their own, thus minimiz-
ing the need for instructions or help from the teacher.
Fhought devoted to appropriate procedures and routines
tor handling paper flow and other daily classroom business
%itt produce IAA H ix- abaci t procedures that vill help stu-
dents know exactly what to do (and again, maximize the
degree to which they handle things without help or direc-
tion from the teacher),

I hose speculations based on Kounin's work have been
validated and elab,,vated in detail by Evertson. Emmen
A_nd.crsori(1980). and their colleagues at the Research and
Development Center for Teacher Education at the Univer-
sity of Texas at Austin. In the first of a series of studies,
those investigators intensively observed 28 third grade
teachers, visiting their classrooms frequently during the
first few weeks of school and occasionally thereafter (An-
derson, Evertson, and Emmer MO; Emmet Evertson, and
Anderson 1980). Observers took detailed notes about the
rules and procedures that teachers introduced to their
students, their methods of doing so, and their methods of
tollowing up when it became necessary to employ the
procedures or enforce the rules. In addition, every 1:i
minutes during each observation, they scanned the class-
room and recorded the percentage of students enga:1,4,1 in
lessons, academic tasks, or other activities approved by the
teacher. These student-engagement data and other informa-
tion from the observers' descriptions of the classroom were
later used to identity successful and unsuccessful classroom
managers

This study made it clear that the seemingly automatic,
smooth functioning that was observable throughout most of
the school year in the classrooms of successful managers
resulted from a great deal of preparation and organization at

= the beginning-of=the-vear. Successfulma.nagers_spent a
great deal of classroom time in the early weeks introducing
rules and procedures, Room arrangement, materials stor-
age, and other physical aspects were prepared in advance,
On the first day and throughout the first week, special
attention was given to matters of greatest concern to the
students (such as information about the teacher and their
classmates, review of the daily schedule, procedures for
lunch and recess, where to put personal materials, access to
the lavatory, when and where to get a drink). Classroom
routines were introduced gradually as needed, without
burdening students with too much information at one time.

Implementing classroom rules and procedures was
more a matter of instruction than control, although it was
important for the teachers to follow through on their stated
expectations. Effective managers not only told their stu-
dents what they expected them to do but personally
modeled correct procedures, took time to answer questions
and resolve ambiguities, and, when necessary, allowed
time for practice of the procedures with feedback as
needed. In short, key procedures and routines were tau I

to the students as more or less formal lt sson-. lust as
academic content is taught_

In addition. ettective managers were thorough in hollow-
ing up on their expectations_ They reminded students of
important aspects of procedures shortly More they were to
carry them out and scheduled additional instruction and
practice when procedures were carried out improperly. The
students were monitored carefully and not turned loose
without careful direction. Consequences of appropriate and
inappropriate behavior were made clearer than in other
classrooms and were applied more consistently. Inap-
propriate behavior was stopped more quickly. In general.
the more effective managers showed more of three major
clusters of behavior:

tichavior,. that catrzcycd purpeschibwss. Students were held
accountable for completing work on time (the teachers
taught students to pace themselves using the clock), Regu-
lar times were scheduled each day to quickly review
independent work (so that difficulties could be identified
and follow-up assistance offered quickly). The teachers
regularly circulated through the room during seatwork,
checking each student's progress. Completed papers were
returned to students with feedback as soon as possible. In
general, effective managers showed concern about max-
imizing the time available for instruction and saw that their
students learned the con tentnot just that they remained
quiet.

PeiltirlOr thin rf /Rictus now re ifeitaf-cappniprzati*
Ettective managers were clear about what they expected
and what they would not tolerate. In particular. they
focused on what students should be doing and, when
necessary, on teaching them how to do it, This included the
-don'ts" involved in keeping order and reasonable quiet in
the classroom but stressed behaviors that pre-
scriptive and learning related, such as how to read and
hollow directions for indeper dent work. Responses to
failure to follow these procedures stressed specific, correc-
tive feedback rather than criticism or threat of punishment.
In general, the emphasis was on teaching (presumably
willing) students what to do and how to do it, rather than
on manipulating (presumably unwilling) students through
reward and punishment_

niche r if itisno!zins 5tudoit_ -u. attte'rttieili.
Effective managers were sensitive to students' concerns and
continually watched for signs of confusion or inattention.
They arranged desks so that students could easily taco the
point in the room where they most often focused attention.
They used variations in voice, movement. and pacing to
refocus attention during lessons. Daily activities were
scheduled to coincide with changes in students' readiness
to attend versus need for phytcal activity. Activities had
clear beginnings and endings, with efficient transitions



beteen_ In general, the teachersrequired the active at tV11=
thlti of all students when giving important information.

Even atter the early weeks of the school year ettective
managers were consistent in maintaining desired routines.
I hey devoted less 4111C to procedural instruction and prac-
tice but continued to give reminders and remedial
instruction when neci:ssary and remained consistent m
enforcing expectations.

Follow-up work at the junior high school level (Evertsilii
and Emmer 19S2, Sanford and Evertsor revealed
similar differences between effective and ineffective class-

1 managers, although the junior high school teachers
dui not need to put as much emphaqs on teaching the
students to follow rules and procedures. It was especially
important, however, for Junior high school teachers to
communicate expectations clearly, monitor students for
compliance, and enforce students responsibility for engag-
ing in and completing assignments (see also Nloscowitz and
eta man 197m,

e recently, the lexas It D Center research team has
tollowed up its of studies with intervention
studies, in which teachers are trained in euectwe elassroom
management, using extremely detailed manuals based on
earlier work. These interne tion studies have improved
teachers' classroom-management skills and, consequently,
students' task-engagement rates (Evertson, Emmer, San-
ford, Clements, and Martin, in press; Emmet., Sanford,
Clements, and Martin 1952). As intervention studies were
completed, the training manuals were revised and made
available to teachers and teacher educators_ These included
both an elementary manual (Evertson, Emmer, Clements,
Sanford, sArorsham, and sAllliams 19$1) and a junior high
manual (Emmer, Evertson, Sanford, Clements, and Wor-
sham 19ti2).

Supplemental Group Management Techniques

tency iii following up on stated expectations, but by
presenting students evith well-chosen and well-prepared
activities that focus their attention during group lessons
and engage their concentrated efforts during independent
work.

Such a thorough and integrated approach to classroom
management, if implemented continuously and linked
with similarly thorough and effective instruction, enables
teachers to prevent most problems from occurring in the
first place and to handle those that do occur with brief,
nondisruptive techniques. This approach appears both nec-
essary (less intensive or Systematic efforts are unlikely to
succeed) and7sutticient (the Thto estalqiSlies
room as an effective learning environment without
requiring more intensive and cumbersome techniques such
as token economies). Yet some students with serious per-
sonal or behavioral problems will require individualized
treatment in addition to (riot instead of) the group-manage-
ment techniques described above, and many teachers will
want to pursue broader student socialization goals beyond
establishing the classre m as an effective learning environ-
ment (developing good group dynamics, promoting
individuals' mental health and personal adjustment. etc.).
Additional techniques beyond those already described can
and should be used for these purposes. although it should
be recognized that they are supplements to, not substitutes
tor, the set it basic techniques already described.

Group Relationships

Recent research has produced a great deal of informa-
tion useful to teachers concerned about establishing good
interpersonal relationships and group dynamics in their
classrooms, including information about how to overcome
social-barriers of Wu-associated Avith_dittewncus_m sex._ _

social class, or achievement. This research makes it clear
that merely bringing antagonistic or voluntarily segregated
groups together for frequent contact will not by itself
promote prosocial, integrated activities (in fact, it may even
increase conflict). Prosocial outcomes may be' expected,
however, when students from different groups are not
merely brought together but are involved in cooperatives
activities, especially interdependent activities that require'
the active participation of all group members 41 ensure
accomplishment of a mission (Aronson, Blaney, Stephan,
Sikes, and Snapp 1978; Johnson and Johnson 197.5; Sharan
1980; Slavin I98(I).

An example is the -jigsaw' approach (Aronson t al.
1978), in which group activities are arranged so that each
member of the group possesses at least one bit of unique
information that is essential to the group's success. I his
requires the brighter and more ass,.'rtiye students who
might ordinarily dominate group interaction (Webb Mt)) to
encourage the active participation of everyone and to value
is.:ervone's contribution. It also encourages slower anti

The classroom-organization and management tech-
niques identified by kounin and his colleague's and by
Evertson, Emme Anderson, and their colleagues comple-
ment one another and, taken together, appear both
necessary and sufficient for estabiishing the classroom as
an effective learning environment. It is clear from this
research that the key to effective classroom management is
prevention: Effective classroom managers are distinguisha-
ble by their success in preventing problems from arising in
the first place, rather than by special skill in dealing with
problems once they occur_ It is also clear that their success is
not achieved through a few isolated techniques or gimmicks
but instead results from a systematic approach to classroom
management that starts with preparation and planning
before' the school year begins, is implemented in the first
weeks of school through systematic communication of
expectations and establishment of procedures and routines,
and is maintained throughout the year, not chili' Lev consis-
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more reticent students, who might otherwise contribute
little or nothing, to participate in group activities and
consider themselves important contributors.

The ''teams-games-tournaments- (TUT) approach ac-
complishes similar goals in a different way (Slavin 1980):
Students are divided into teams (in which members vary in
sex, race. achievement, etc,) that compete for prizes for
academic excellence. In addition to working together as a
team on cooperative activities included in the program,
team members contribute to their teams point totals

iugh their performance on seatwork and other indepen-
dent activities,_ Each team member contributes roughly
equally to the team's relative success, because points are
awarded according to a handicapping system in which
performance standards are based on each individual's pre-
vious level of success. Thus, low achievers who meet the
performance standards assigned to them contribute as
much to their team's total score as do high achievers who
meet the performance standards assigned to them. This
approach has been shown to improve the quantity and
quality of contact among team members inside and outside
of the classroom and sometimes leads to improved achieve-
ment in addition to improved interpersonal relationships.

Other approaches in which group members cooperate to
pursue common goals have been successful in promoting
good group dynamics (see Stanford 1977, regarding the-
formation and development of classroom groups), Ap-
proaches that allow individuals to display unique
knowledge or skills have been successful in enhancing the
social status or peer acceptance of the individuals involved.
In gener,-.1, successful techniques have in common the fact
that they Jo not merely bring together individuals who
seldom interact, but bring them together in ways that
require them to cooperate or allow them to see positive
attributes in one another that they might otherwise have
overcooked: addition-to these group-based approaches,
there are a variety of social skills training approaches that
teachers can use for such purposes as helping socially
isolated or rejected students learn to initiate prosocial
contacts with their peers (Cartledge and Milburn 1978) or
helping high school students prepare for job interviews
(Sarason and Sarason 1981),

Behavior-Modification Techniques

Techniques of behavior analysis and behavior modifica-
tion are often recommended to teachers based on social
learning th- ory: Reward desirable behavior and extinguish
(by ignoring undesirable behavior, or, if necessary; punish
undesirable behavior (O'Leary and O'Leary 1977; Krum -
Boltz and Krumboltz 1972). Early applications of social
learning theory were mostly limited to the shaping of
behaviors (such as staying in one's seat or remaining quiet)
of individual students through material or social reinforce-
ment. Since then, systems have been developed for use
with whole classes and even whole schools (Boegli and

Wasik 1978; Thompson, Brassell, Persons,Tucker, and
Rollins 1974), Experts have noted a shift of emphasis from
inhibiting misconduct to rewarding good academic per-
formance (Kazdin 1977) and from controlling students
externally to teaching them to control themselves (N1eichen-
baum 1977; McLaughlin 1976), and techniques have
proliferated. Procedures for increasing desired behavior
include praise and approval, modeling, token reinforce-
ment programs, programmed instruction, self - specification
of contingencies, self-reinforcement. establishment of clear
rules and directions, and shaping. Procedures for decreas-
ing undesirable behavior include extinction, reinforcing
incompatible behaviors, self-reprimands, time out from
reinforcement, relaxation (for fears and anxiety), response
cost (punishment by removarof reinforcers), medication,
self-instruction, and self-evaluation. The breadth of this list
indicates the practical orientation of contemporary behavior
modifiers, as %yell as the degree to which they have em-
braced techniques that originated elsewhere and have little
or nothing to do with social learning theory or
reinforcement.

Most of the early reinforcement-oriented behavior modi-
fication approaches proved impractical for the classroom.
For example, the financial and time costs involved in
implementing token economy systems make these ap-
proaches uelacceptable-to-many-teachers (MacMillan and
Kolvin 1977), although token economies have been popular
with spe41 education teachers working in resource rooms
where it iiividualized learning programs and a low student-
teacher 'ratio make such an approach more feasible (Safer
and Allen 1976). Approaches based on social rather than
material reinforcement are less cumbersome, but they have
problems of their own. For one thing, a single teacher
working with a class of 30 students will not be able even to
keep track of, let alone systematically reinforce, all of the
desirable behaviors of each-student (Emery and -Marholiry -
1977). Secondly, praise and other forms of social reinforte-
ment by teachers do not have powerful effects on most
students, aPleast after the first grade or two in school,
Thirdly, the "praise-and-ignore" formula so often recom-
mended as a method of shaping desirable behavior conceals
drawbacks that limit its effectiveness in classrooms. Prais-
ing the desirable behavior of classmates is a less efficient
method of shaping the behavior of the target student than
is more direct instruction or cuing, Further, ignoring unde-
sirable behavior will have the effect of extinguishing it only
if the behavior has been reinforced by the teachers' atten-
tion. This is probably true of only a small minority of the
undesirable behaviors students display, and even where it
is true, ignoring the problem may lead to escalation in
intensity or may cause the problem to spread to other
students, as Kounin (1970) has shown. Thus, the principles
of extinction through ignoring and of shaping behavior
through vicarious reinforcement of peers of the target
student cannot often be applied in the ordinary classroom
and certainly cannot be used as the basis for a systematic
approach to classroom management.



Effective Praise

Figure 1.

Guidelines for effective praise.7

Ineffective Praise

1_ is delivered contingently. 1. is delivered randomly or unsystematically.
--2-specifies the particulars of the accomplishment, restricted to global positive reactions.-

3. shows spontaneity, variety, and other signs of cred- 3. shows a bland uniformity which suggests a conditioned
ibility; suggests clear attention to the student's response made with minimal attention.
accomplishment.

4_ rewards attainment of specified performance criteria
(which can include effort criteria, however),

5. provides information to students about their compe-
tence or the value of their accomplishments.

6. orients students toward better appreciation of
task-related behavior and thinking about
solving.

7. uses students' own prior accomplishments
text for describing present accomplishments.

8_ is given in recognition of noteworthy effort or success at
difficult (for this student) tasks.

9_ attributes success to effort and ability, implying that
similar successes can be expected in the future.

10. fosters endogenous attributions (students believe th.d
they expend effort on the task because they enjoy the

- task and/or want to develop task-relevant skills).
11. focuses students' attention on their own task-relevant

behavior.
12_ fosters appreciation of, and desirable attributions about,

task-relevant behavior after the process is complete.

heir own
problem

the con-

=From Brophy. Jere E., Teacher Praise; A Functional Analysis."
American Educational Research Association. Washington. D.C.

4_ rewards mere participation, without consideration of
performance processes or outcomes.

5_ provides no information at all or gives students informa-
tion about their status.

6. orients students toward comparing themselves
others and thinking about competing.

ith

7. uses the accomplishments of peers as the context for
describing students' present accomplishments.

8. is given without regard to the effort expended or the
meaning of the accomplishment (for this student).

9_ attributes success to ability alone or to external factors
such as luck or (easy) task difficulty.

10. fosters exogenous attributions (students believe that
they expend effort on the task for external reasonto
please the teacher, win a competition or reward, etc.).

11_ focuses students' attention on the teacher as an external
authority figure who is manipulating them.

12. intrudes into the ongoing process, distracting attention
from task-relevant behavior.

Eduoitional Resear0, Spring 1981, pp. 5-32. Copyright 1981,

Reinforcement may be used efficiently to shape behavior
when it is applied directly to the target student and
delivered as a consequence of the performance of desired
behavior (at least to some degree; it has become clear that
the reinforcers under the control of most teachers are
numerous but weak, so that certain behaviors by certain
students cannot literally be controlled by teacheradmin-
istered reinforcement). Although reinforcement can bring
about desired behavior and even academic performance, it
does so through processes of extrinsic motivation, which
may reduce the degree to which students find working on
or completing tasks to be intrinsically rewarding (Lepper
and Greene 1978). The degree to which this is likely to occur
LiependS on the-degree to which students are led to believe
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that they are performing solely to obtain extrinsic rewards,
rather than because the performance is inherently satisfying
or involves the acquisition or exercise of valued skills. Thus,
the motivational effect of controlling students' behavior
through reinforcement is determined by the meanings that
students are led to attribute to the reinforcement process.
Drawing on the work of several attribution theorists, Bro-
phy (1981) developed the guidelines shown in Figure 1 for
using praise in ways that not only shape students behavior
but encourage rather than discourage their development of
associated, intrinsic motivation. The same guidelines apply
to the use of any reinforcer, not just praise.

Notice that the principles summarized in Figure 1 stress
teaching students to think about their behavior rather than



merely reinforcing it. They also stress the development of
self - monitoring and self-control of behavior. The principles
are reps , sentative of the general changes that have been
introduced into applications of behavior modification to
classrooms. For example, teachers desiring to shape stu-
dent behavior through reinforcement are now advised not
merely to reinforce contingently but to draw up a formal
contract with the student in advance, specifying precisely
the performance standards that must be attained to earn
rewards_ This "contingency contracting" approach can be
used to specify improvements in both conduct and aca-
demic performance. The technique allows teachers to
individualize arrangements with students; it places more
emphasis on student self-contml, self-management, and
self-instruction, less on one-to-one relationships between
specific behaviors and specific rewards. Contracts may be
helpful in dealing with students who are poorly motivated,
easily distracted, or resistant to school work or the teacher.

Experience with some of the elements involved in con-
tingency contracting, such as goal setting and self-
monitoring of behavior, led to the realization that these
elements can have important positive effects of their own,
independent of reinforcement. For example, inducing stu-
dents to set goals forhernselves may lead to performance
gains, especially if the goals are specific and difficult rather
than vague or too easy (Rosswork 1977). Apparently, engag-
ing in goal setting not only gives students specific
objectives to pursue but leads them to concentrate their
efforts and monitor their performance more closely. How-
ever, the process does not work always or automatically_
Sagotsky, Patterson, and Lepper (1978) found that exposure
to goal-setting procedures had no significant effect on
students' study behavior or academic achievement, largely
because many of the students did not follow through by
actually using the goal-setting procedures they had been
shown.

That same study did show the effectiveness of self-
monitoring procedures, however. Students taught to
monitor and maintain daily records of their study behavior
did show significant increases in both study behavior and
tested achievement (Sagotsky, Patterson, and Lepper 1978).
This was but one of many studies illustrating the effective-
ness of procedures designed to help students monitor their
classroom behavior more closely and control it more effec-
tively (Glynn, Thomas, and Shee 1973; McLaughlin 1976;
O'Leary and Dubey 1979; Rosenbaum and Drabman 1979)_
These procedures, based on developing self-control in
students, have two potential advantages over earlier pro-
cedures that depended on external control by the teacher
(to the extent that they are implemented successfully). First,
as noted previously, reinforcement-oriented approaches to
classroom management that depend on the teacher as the
dispenser of reinforcement are impractical in the typical
classroom, in which a single teacher must deal with 30
students. EVen the most skillful and determined teacher
cannot continuously monitor all of the students and rein-
force all of them appropriately. When responsibility for
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monitoring (and perhaps reinforcing) performance is
shifted from teacher to students, the burden is eased_
Second, to the extent that teachers succeed in using behav-
ior modification to shape students behavior, the effects
depend on the presence and activity of the teacher and thus
do not generalize to other settings or persist beyond the
term or school year. Again, to the extent that students can
learn to monitor and control their behavior in school, they
may also be able to apply these self-control skills in other
classrooms or even in nonschool settings.

Self-control skills are typically taught to students using a
variety of recently deVeloped procedures that Meich-en-
baurn (1977) has called "cognitiye behavior modification--
One such technique combines modeling with verbalized
self-instructions. Rather than just tell students what to do,
the teacher demonstrates the process. The demonstration
includes not only the physical motions involved, but verbal-
ization of the thoughts and other self-talk (self-instnictions,
self-monitoring, self-reinforcement) that miitaccompany
the physical motions involved in the task. For example,
Meichenbaum and Goodman (1971) use,: the technique
with cognitively impulsive students who made many errors
on a matching-to-sample task because they responded too
quickly, settling on the first response that looked correct
rather than taking time to examine all of the alternatives and
select the best one. Earlier studies had shown that simply
telling these students to take their time, or even requiring
them to delay their response for a specified period, did not
improve their performance because the students did not
use the time to examine the alternatives. The students sim-
ply waited until the delay period was over. However, the
technique of modeling with verbalized self-instructions
stressed the importance of carefully observing each alter-
native. As the models thought out lord while
demonstrating the task, they made a point of resisting the
temptation to settle on an alternative that looked correct be-
fore examining all of the rest, reminded themselves that one
may overlook small differences in detail at first glance, and
so on. This approach improved performance on the task,
because the students learned to compare carefully each al-
ternative with the model before selecting a response. Rather
than merely imposing a delay on their speed of response,
the treatment presented them with a strategy for respond-
ing to the task successfully and presented this strategy in a
form that the students could easily understand and apply.

Modeling combined with verbali ,.:7d self-instructions (as
well as related role-play approaches) i lay be helpful with a
variety of student problems. Meichenbaum (1977) described
five stages to this approach: (1) an adult models a task while
speaking aloud (cognitive modeling); (2) the child performs
the task under the model's instruction (overt, external guid-
ance); (3) the child performs the task while verbalizing self-
instnictions (overt self-guidance); (4) the child whispers
self-instructions while doing the task (faded, Overt self-
guidance); and (5) the child performs the task under self-
guidance via private speech (covert self-instruction). Varia-
tions of this approach have been used not only to teach



cognitively impulsive children to approach tasks more ef-
fectively, but also to help social isolates learn to initiate
activities with their peers, to teach students to be more cre-
ative in problem solving, to help aggressive students learn
to control enger and respond more effectively to frustra-
tion, and to help frustrated, defeated students learn to cope
with failure and respond to mistakes with problem-solving
efforts rather than withdrawal or resignation.

Recent applications include the -turtle" technique of
Robin. Schneider, and Dolnick (1976), in which teachers
teach impulsive and aggressive students to assume a "tur-
tle" position when upset: 1 he Stucient-spi ace-the-if-heads on
their desks, close their eyes, and clench their fists. This
gives them an immediate response to use in anger-provok-
ing seuations and buys time that enables them to delay
inappropriate behavior and think about constructive solu-
tions to the problem. Actually, the turtle position is not
essential; the key is training children to delay impulsive re-
sponses while they gradually relax and think about
constructive alternatives. However, the turtle idea is
muck that many younger students find enjoyable, and it
may serve as a sort of crutch for children who otherwise
might not be able to delay successfully.

Similarly, the "Think Aloud- program of Camp and Bash
(1981) is designed to teach children to use their cognitive
skills to guide their social behavior and to cope with social
problems. It is especially useful with students in the early
grades. especially those proueigkparanoid interpretations
of peers' behavior or aggressive ad,ting eau t as a response to
frustration, In general, although gneralization of skills
taught through cognitive interventions has not yet been
demonstrated convincingly (Kennedy 1982; Pressley 1979),
approaches featuring modeling, verbalized self-instruc-
tions, and other aspects of self-monitoring and-self-control
training hold promise for use in classrooms, broth as instruc-
tional techniques for students in general and as remediation
techniques for students with emotional or behavioral prob-
lems (McLaughlin 1976; O'Leary and Duhey 1979;
Rosenbaum and Drabman 1979; Urbain and Kendall 1980).

Individual Counseling and Therapy

In addition to behavior modification, a variety of tech-
niques developed by counselors and psychotherapists have
been recommended for use by teachers with students who
have chronic personal or behavioral problems. Early on,
many of these approaches stressed psychoanalytic or other
"depth" interpretation of behavior and treatment through
methods such as free association or acting out of impulses
against substitute objects to achieve catharsis or gratifica-
tion. Many of these early theories have proven unnecessary
or incorrect; the early treatments have proven ineffective or
infeasible for consistent'use by most teachers.

More recently, however, therapy-based suggestions to
teachers have shifted concern from unconscious motives to
overt behaviors; from long-term, general treatment toward

briefer crisis intervention; and from viewing disturbed
students as "sick" toward viewing them as needing intor-
mation or insight that will allow them to understand
themselves better and achieve better control over their
emotions and behavior. As a result, these therapy-based
notions have become more compatible with one another
and with the cognitive behavior-modification approaches
described above. Suggestions from different sources are
mostly complementary rather than contradictory; taken
together, they provide the basis for systematic approaches
to counseling problem students.

Dreikurs-(1968)-viexved disturbed snidents-as-reaetinglo
feelings of discouragement or inferiority by developing
defense mechanisms designed to protect self-esteem. He
believes that students who do not work out satisfactory
personal and group adjustments at school will display
symptoms related to seeking after one of the following
goals (listed in increasing order of disturbance); attention,
power, revenge, or display of inferiority. He then suggested
how teachers can determine the purpose of students'
symptoms by analyzing goals that the students seem to
pursue and the effects that the students' behavior seems to
have on the teacher. In addition, Dreikurs suggested ways
that teachers may use this information to help students
eliminate their need to continue such behavior.

Morse (1971) described the "life space interview,' in
which teachers work together with students until each
understands troublesome incidents and their meaning to
the student and until ways to prevent repetition of the
problem are identified. During these interviews, the
teacher lets the student vent feelings and makes an effort to
appreciate the students' perceptions and beliefs, but at the
same time forces the student to confront unpleasant real-
ities, tries to help the student develop new or deeper
insights, and, following emotional catharsis and problem
analysis, se- As mutually agreed-upon solutions.

Good and Briaphy (1978, 1980) presented similar advice
about maintaining a neutral but solution-oriented stance in
dealing with student conflict, conducting investigations in
ways that are likely to obtain the desired information and
avoid escalating the conflict, negotiating agreements about
proposed solutions, obtaining commitment, and promoting
growth through modeling and communication of positive
expectations.

Gordon (1974) discussed the need to analyze the d
to which parties to a conflict "own" the problem. The
problem is owned by the teacher if only the teacher's needs
are frustrated (as when a student persistently disrupts class
by socializing with friends). Conversely, the student owns
the problem when the student's needs are frustrated (as
when a student is rejected by peers through no fault of the
teacher). Finally, teachers and students both ow,n problems
in which each frustrates the needs of the othCr. Gordon
argued that student-owned problems call for a generally
sympathetic and helpful stance and, in particular, an at-
tempt to understand and clarify the student's problem
through "active listening." During active listening, the



teacher not only listens carefully to the student's nlessage,
tries to understand it from the student's point of view, and
reflects it accurately to the student, but also listens for the
feelings and reactions of the student to the events being
described and reflects understanding of these to the stu-
dent, When the teacher owns the problem, he or she must
communicate the problem to the student using "I" mes-
sages that state explicitly the linkages between the student's
troublesome behavior, the problem that this behavior
causes the teacher (how it frustrates the teacher's needs),
and the effects of these events on the teacher's feelings
(discouragement, frustration). The idea is to minimize
blame and, ntilation of anger and to get the student not
only to recognize the problem behavior itself, but to see its
effects on the teacher,

Gordon believed that active listening and "1" messages
help teachers and students achieve shared, rational views of
problems and assume a cooperative, problem-solving at-
titude. To the extent that conflicts are involved, he
recommended a "no lose" method of finding the solution
that will work best for all concerned. The six steps in the
process are: define the problem; generate possible solu-
tions; evaluate those solutions; decide which is best;
determine how to implement this decision; and, later,
assess how %yell the solution is working (with negotiation of
a new agreement if the solution is not working satisfactorily
to all concerned).

Glasser (1969, 19771 suggested applications of what he
called "reality therapy," an approach that provides guide-
lines for both general classroom management and problem

%vitli-individuat students. The Otte cThGlassr's
book, Schools Without Failure (1969), illustrates his interest in
a facilitative atmosphere in the school at large, not just in
individual teacher-student relationships. In the book,
Glasser advocated classroom meetings, in which teachers
and students jointly establish classroom rules, adjust these
rules, develop new ones when needed, and deal with
problems. This part of his approach is less well-accepted
than his later suggestions: Many teachers oppose student
self-government on principle; others find it cumbersome
and time consuming. Also, it may involve exposure of
vulnerable individuals to public scrutiny and pressure,
violation of confidences, and other ethical problems.

More recent) , Glasser (1977) advanced what he called
his 'ten steps to good discipline," which he described as a
constructive, nonpunitive, but no-nonsense approach. The
plan is predicated on the beliefs that students must be held
responsible for their in-school behavior; that rules must be
reasonable and fairly administered; and that teachers must
maintain a positive, problem-solving stance in dealing with
students.

-Glasser's 10-step approach was intended for use with
----student-ho-do-not respond-to-generally effective-class-

room management (thus, like other techniques described in
this section, it is a supplement to the general principles

. described earlier in the Raper and not a starting place or
basis for managing a class as a whole). Each consecutive
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step represents an escalation Mlle seriousnes
problem and thus should not be implemented lightly, The
steps are as follows:

1. Select a student for concentrated attention and list
typical reactions to the student's disruptive behavior.
Analyze the list to see what techniques do and do not

work.
Improve

resolve not to repeat the ones that do not

Improve personal relationships with the student by
providing extra encouragement, asking the student to
perform special errands, showing concern, implying
that things will improve, and so on
Focus the student's attention on the disruptive behav-
ior by requiring the student to describe what he or she
has been doing. Continue until the student describes
the behavior accurately and then request that he or she
stop it
Call a short conference; again, have the student de-
scribe the behavior and state whether or not it is
against the rules or recognized expectations. Then ask
the student what he or she should be doing instead,

6. Repeat step five, but this time add that a plan will be
needed to solve the problem. The plan will be more
than a simple agreement to stop misbehaving, because
such a plan has not been honored in the past, The
negotiated plan must include the student's commit-
ment to positive action to eliminate the problem.

7. Isolate the student or use time-out procedures, During
these periods of isolation, the student will he charged
with devising his or-her own plan for ensuring com-
pliance with rules in the future. Isolation will continue
until the student has devised such a plan, gotten it
approved by the teacher, and made a commitment to
follow it.

8. If this does not work,.the next step is in-school
suspension. Now the student must deal with the
principal or someone other than the teacher, but this
other person will repeat earlier steps in the sequence
and press the student to come up with a plan that is
acceptable, It is made clear that the student will either
return to class and follow the rules in Klect there or
continue to be isolated from 01.. class.

9. If students remain out of Control or under in-school
suspension, their parents are called to take them
home for the day and the process is repeated starting
the next day.
Students who do not respond to the previous steps are
removed from school and referred to another agency,

Little systematic research exists on tht.-_77strategie$ de- -

scribed in this section. Survey data reported by Glasser
(1977) indicated that implementation of his program has
been associated-with-reductin-rmtn-referral trrthe-prineipal's
office, fighting, and suspensions, but neither his program
nor any of the others described here has been evaluated
systematically to the degree that behavior-modification ap-
proaches have been evaluated. In part, this is because many
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of these apprmches are new, so that many teachers love
not vet heard ill them and few have received specitic
training in them.

1 his lack tit training slowed clearly in a study by Brophy
and Rohrlsemper (1481), %vim observed and interviewed 44
teachers working in the inner-eity schools tit a large,
metropolitan school system and 54 tauhrs working in
more he schools in a smaller city. All of the
leachers had had at least three years of experience (most
had In vears or more). Half were nominated by their
principals as outstanding in dealing wish problem students;
half were described as average in this regard,

few of these teachers had had significant fire service or
inservice training in how to manage classrooms or cope
with problem students, so most had to learn from other
teachers and t ram experience. Although many were quite
successful. Many were not; even most tit those sylm were
successful relied on an unsystematic, bag-ot-tricks ap-
proaicli developed through experience and had problems
articulating exactly what they did and xvity they did it.
Gordon's notion of problem ownership proved useful in
predicting the responses tit these teachers to classroom
problems: Most teachers responded with sympathv and
attempts to help _students who presented student-owned
problems but reacted unsympathetically and often
pliniliVety students who presented teacher-owned prob=
toms. I lowever. trey teachers eve re aware tit the term problem
ownersiztp or of Gordon's suggestions tor handling class-
room conflicts and mine used the problem-ownership
concept in conjunction %vitt) the problem-solving methods
Gordon suggested.

-leachers' responses to interviews about general strait=
egies for dealing with problem students, along with their
response to vignettes depicting problems that such stu-
dents typically cause in the classroom, did show some
consistent correlations with principals' and observers' rat-
ings of teacher effectiveness at dealing with problem
students. One basic factor was willingness to assume re-
sponsibilitv. -leachers rated as effective tried to deal with the
problem rersonally, whereas teachers rated as ineffective
often disclaimed responsibility or competence to deal with
the problem and attempte=d hi refer it to the principal or
someone else (counselor, social worker, etc.). Effective
teachers often involved these other professionals as port of
their attempt to deal with the problem but reinamed
involved personally and did dies y to turn over the
problem to others, as did the feetive teachers.

The second general differ was that the effective
teachers used long-term, solo --oriented approaches to
problems, whereas the inettectw ivachers stressed short-
term, desist/control respimses. Effective teachers checked
lei see if symptomatic behavior was caused by underlying
personal problems (including home problems), and if so,
what might tie done about the underlying problems. If they
suspected that students were acting impulsively or lacked_
sufficient awareness cif their ii havior and its effects on
others, they called for socialization of the students to

provide them with needed information and insights. It
behavioristicallv oriented, the teachers considered offering
incentives, negotiating contracts, or devising other ways to
call attention to and reinforce desirable behavior, If insight
oriented, they called for spending time with problem
students individually, attempting to instruct and inform
them, getting to know them better, and fostering insight
with techniques much like Gordon's active listening. If the
teachers had more of a self-concept/personal adjustment
orientation, they spoke of encourNing discouraged stu-
dents, building self-esteem by arranging for and calling
attention to successes, improving peer relationships, and so
on. All of these approaches were more effective than were
approaches limited to controlling troublesome behavior in
the immediate situation without attempting to deal with
larger, underlying problems, and more effective than doing
nothing. None of the apparently effective approaches,
however. seemed clearly superior to the others in every
respect. In tact, a follow-up study (Rohrkemper 19SI) com-
paring teachers who used behavior-modification
approaches successfully teachers who used induction
(insight-oriented) approaches successfully suggested that
each approach has its (desirable) effects, so that a combined
approach is better than an emphasis on one to the exclusion
tit the other.

Context Differences

So far, this paper has been written as if principles of
effective classroom organization anei management were
identical for all teachers and settings. TO an extent, this is
true. Advanced planning and preparation: clarity about
rules, routines, and procedures; care in establishing these
at the beginning of the year and following up on them
thereafter; and regular use of the group -management tech-
niques described by Kounin (1970) (integrated with an
effective instructional program) any class-
room. So is the teacher's willingness to assume
responsibility for exercising authority and ,socializing stu-
dents by communicating, expectations, providing
instruction, stimulating insight, helping students set and
pursue goals, resolving conflicts, and se:ving, problems. A
great deal of classroom-based research exists to help teach-
ers develop many of these skills; consensus of opinion
supports most of the rest. Thus, an internally consistent,
mutualb,, supportive collection of ideas and techniques has
emerged for training teachers in effective classroom
management,

Room for individual differences remains, however. For
example, although it is important that students have:a clear
understanding about classroom rules and expectations,
teachers may follow their preferences about how these rules
are determined (on a continuum from the teacher as the
authority who sets rules to a democratic approach in which
rules are adopted by majority vote at class meetings).
tie mild rl -, classrooms can be managed quite nicelv without



reliance on contingent reinforcement, but there is no reason
that teachers who enjoy or believe in rewarding their
students for good performance should not do so (although
the principles outlined in Figure 1 should be kept in mind).
As another example, it seems important that students have
clear options arailable to them when they finish their
assigned work and that they learn to follow expectations
concerning these options. What the options are, however,
will be determined mostly by one teacher's preferences and
beliefs about what is important. (Options may require
students to stay in their seats or may involve moving to
learning or enrichment centers; they may be either subject-
related or recreational.)

In addition to these differences relatireA to teacher pref-
erence, there will be differences in what is app_ ropriate for
different classes. Brophy and Evertson (1976) identified four
general stages of student intellectual and social develop-
ment that have implications for classroom management:

Stage one (kindergarten through grade 2 or 3 ), Most children
are compliant and oriented toward conforming to and
pleasing their teachers, but they must he socialized into the
student role. They require a great deal of formal instruction,
not only in rules and expectations, but in classroom pro-
cedures and routines_

Stage two tgri 2-3 through grades 3-6). Students have
learned most of what they need to know about school rules
and routines and most remain oriented toward obeying and
pleasing their teachers. Consequently, less time needs to he
devoted to classroom management at the beginning of the
year; less cuing, reminding_ , and instructing is required
thereafter

Sid raites 5-6 th ades 9-10). Students enter
adolescence and become less eager to please teachers and
more eager to please peers. Many become resentful or at
least questioning of authority: disruptions due to attention
seeking, humorous remarks, and adolescent horseplay
become common. Classroom management again becomes
more time consuming, but, in contrast to stage one, the
task facing teachers is not so much one of instructing
willing but ignorant students about what to do as it is one of
motivating or controlling students who know what to do
but will not always do it. Also, individual counseling
becomes more prominent, as the relative stability of most
students in the middle grades gives way to the adjustment
problems of adolescence.

Stage four tatter graiie 9-104 Most students become more
settled and oriented toward academic learning again. As in
stage two classroom management requires less time and
trouble; classrooms take on a more businesslike, academic
focus.

Note that these grade-level differences in classroom
management lie more in the amount Of MOO needed and
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degree of emphasis given to management tasks, not in the
underlying principles of management. This seems to he the
case with regard to other individual and group differences
in students, as well. At any given grade level, the same
basic classroom-management principles and strategies
seem to apply for boys as well as girls, blacks as well as
whites, and for students of various ethnic and social class
groups_ Physically handicapped students mainstreamed
into regular classrooms may require special arrangements
or assistance (see_chapter 24 in Good and Brophy 1980), but
this will be in addition to, rather than instead of, the
principles described here_ Similarly, these principles apply
as well to students labeled emotionally disturbed as to other
students (Borg and Ascione 1982; Kounin and Obradovic
1968), although disturbed students may need more indi-
vidualized attention and closer monitoring_

Within limits, adaptation to local expectations or com-
mon practice is appropriate. For example, middle-clas
teachers tyPically expect students to maintain eye contact
with them during disciplinary contacts as a sign of attention
and respect. However, individuals in certain minority
groups are taught to avert their eves in such situations; for
them, maintaining eye contact may connote defiance. Ob-
viously, it is important for teachers working with such
individuals to understand such cultural differences so as to
interpret their students' behavior correctly and respond
appropriately_ Similarly, such teachers most be especially
careful to avoid unnecessary conflicts with students. For
example, student-monitor assignments should not place
students in conflict with their peers; appointments to peer-
leadership positions should require the involvement or at
least the support of the existing peer leaders (Roberts 1970;
Riessman 1962). In general, it seems important for teachers
of any background and in any setting to be open-minded
and tolerant in dealing with students who come from
different social or cultural backgrounds.

However, this does not necessarily mean catering to
students or automatically reinforcing their expectations. For
example, middle-class teachers accustomed to forbidding
violence and language they consider obscene tend to be-
come noticeably more tolerant of these behaviors,
presumably in deference to local mores, if assigned to work
with lower-class students (Weiss and Weiss 1975). Yet
Brookover, Beady, Flood, Schweitzer, and Wisenbaker
(1979) have shown' that the schools that are most effective
with lower-class students are those that set and enforce
standards for conduct and academic performance. Inter-
views with students regularly reveal concerns about safety
and an expectation and desire for teachers to enforce
standards of conduct in the classroom (Metz 1978; Nash
1976). Thus, certain behavior should not be accepted even if
it is common in the area in which the school is located.

As another example, many students (.4 low so-
eioeconomic status are accustomed to authoritarian or even
brutal treatment at home, but they do not need such
treatment from their teachers. If anything, these students
have greater need for and respond more positively to



teachers acceptance and warmth (Brophy and Evertson
1976). Specifically, in the case tat minority -group students
who are alienated from school learning and discriminated
against by the majority of the student body, successful
teaching involves a combination of warmth and determina-
tion in demanding academic effort and enforcing conduct
limits (Kleinfeld 1975),

In general, then, the overall goals of classroom manage-
ment for special students are the same as those for more
typical students. although the specific methods used to
accomplish these goals may differ. Distractible students
may need study carrels or other quiet places to work; slow
students may need tutoring or more frequent, personal
help from the teacher; poor %corkers may need contracts or
other approaches that provide a record of progress, break
tasks into smaller segments, or afford more individualized
reinforcement.

Conclusion

A comprehensive approach to classroom management
must include attention to relevant student characteristics
and individual differences. preparation of the classroom as
an effective learning environment, organization of instruc-
tion and support activities to maximize student
engagement in productive tasks, development of _

able set of housekeeping procedures and conduct rules,
techniques of group management during active instruction,
techniques of motivating and shaping desired behavior,
methods otresolving conflict and dealing with students'
adjustment problems, and orchestration of all these ele-
ments into an internally consistent and effective system.
Clearly, no single source or approach treats all of these
elements comprehensively,

However, the elements for a systematic approach to
classroom management may he gleaned from various
sources (particularly recent, research-based sources) that
provide compleiventary suggestions (in particular, see
Good and Brophy 1978, 198(1, and Duke 1982). The research
of Kdunin and his colleagues and of Evertson, Emmet
Anderson, and their colleagues provided detailed informa-
tion on how teachers can organize classrooms, begin the
School year, and manage classrooms on an everyday basis,
There is less research support for suggestions for counsel-
ing individual students and resolving conflicts, but
cognitive behavior modifiersDreikurs, Glasser, Good and
Brophy, Gordon, and Morse, among othersimplicith
agree on a set of principles: respect for student indi-
viduality and tolerance for individual differences.
willingness to trt_o understand and assist students with
special needs or problems, reliance on instruction and
persuasion rather than power assertion, and humanistic
values generally, However, they also recognize that stu-
dents have responsibilities along with rights, that students
must suffer the consequences if they persistently fail to
fulfill those responsibilities.
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Finally. these ideas appear to mesh with the evolving
role at the teacher as a protessional, with particular ever-
ease and specific but limited responsibilities to students and
their parents and with certain rights as the instructional
leaders and authority figure's in the classroom.
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-T
he present is an extraordinary time in the historyof
research on teaching. Syntheses of a large corpus of
research are converging, demonstrating the consis-

tency of educational effects. They are helping to place
teaching on a sound, scientific basis and are likely, if their
implications are followed, to increase educational produc-
tivity both inside and outside schools_

This paper draws heavily on quantitative synthesis of
empirical research on teaching and, for comparison, related
influences on learning, such as the student's motivation,
home environment, and exposure to television. Accord-
ingly, the first section explains the techniques of explicit
search and selection of evidence and the statistical evalua-
tion and summary of many primary research studies. The
following sections are devoted to summarizing the substan-
tive results of reviews and quantitative syntheses of
research on teaching and on other influential factors in
academic learning, including affective, behavioral, and cog-
nitive aspects.

This paper, however, is not confined to reviews and
quantitative syntheses alone. Psychology and educational
research are becoming more theoretical. Drawing in-
creasingly upon taxonomies, models, and theories to guide
research on teaching, these fields offer paradigms and
constructs for analysis and specification of forms of instruc-
tion ranging from mastery learning to informal or open
education. Thus, the last sections of this paper treat a
variety of theoretical and analytical approaches to teaching
and instruction that provides a framework for further
research and a guide to the practice of teaching and the
education of teachers.

Quantitative Synthesis Methods

Quantitative research synthesis exceeds mere statistical
analysis of studies. Jackson (1980) discussed six tasks in-
volved in an integrative review or research synthesis:
specifying the questions or hypotheses for investigation;
selecting or sampling the studies for synthesis; coding or
representing the characterisitics of the primary studies;
analyzing, 'meta-analyzing" (after Glass 1977 and Glass.
McGaw, and Smith 1981), or statistically synthesizing the
study findings; interpreting the results; and reporting them.
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Although these task, seem obviously necessary to allow
replication of reviews, Jackson found that only 12 out of 87
recent reviews in prominent educational, psychological,
and sociological journals provided even a Cursory state-
ment of methods_ The guiding idea behind the good advice
in Jackson's paper is that methods of review and synthesis
should be explicit to enable other investigators to attempt to
replicate them.

Explicit methods of quantitative synthesis call for statis-
tics; two are most often employed: the vote count or box
score and the effect size (Glass 1977). The vote count is
easiest to calculate and explain to those unaccustomed to
thinking statistically. It is simply the percentage of all stud-
ies that are positive, for example, the percentage of studies
in which experimental exceeded control groups or the inde-
pendent variable correlated positively with the dependent
variable.

The effect size is the difference between the means of
the experimental and control groups divided by the control-
group standard deviation. It measures the average superi-
ority (or inferiority, if negative) of the experimental relative
to the control groups (for cases in which these statistics are
unreported, Glass, McGaw and Smith 1981 provide a
number of alternate estimation lovmulas).

Effect sizes permit a rough calibration of comparisons
across tests, contexts, subjects, and other characteristics of
studies. The estimates, however, are affected by the vari-
ances in the groups, the reliabilities of the outcomes, the
match of curriculum with outcome measures, and a host of
other factors whose influences, in some cases, can be esti-
mated specifically or generally. Although effect sizes are
subject to distortion, they are the only explicit means of
comparing the sizes of effects in primary research that
employs various outcome measures on nonuniform groups.

The most obvious question in quantitative synthesis
concerns the overall percentage of positive results and their
average magnitude. But subsequent questions should con-
cern the consistency and magnitude of results across
student and teacher characteristics, educational treatments
and conditions, subject matters, study outcomes, and valid-
ity factors in the studies. These questions may be answered
by calculating separate results for classifications or cross-
classifications of these factors.

Notwithstanding the frequent claims by reviewers for
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Table

Conclusions of 19 Reviews and Quantitative'
Syntheses of Research and Teaching

Stimulation
Cognitive

Cues
Motivational
Incentives

Management
Engagement Reinforcement and Climate

Number of Reviews Covering Construct 5 10 3 1.5
Number of Reviews Concluding Relation

to Learning is Positive 17 10 9,5 13.5
Probability of an Even Split .01 .01 .10 .01

Mean Effect Sizes from Quantitative Synthesis 1.28 .88 .94 1.17

Probability of Evidence Assuming Zero
Population Effect .01 .01

From Walberg, Herbert J., "What Makes Schooling Effective? A Synthesis and Critique of Three National Studies: COTItetitp)
ReVieW, Spring 1982. p. 31. Copynght 1982, American Educational Research Association, Washington, D.C.

differential effects on the basis of a few studies, must re-
search syntheses yield results that are rob astly consistent in
sign and magnitude across such categories. Such
robustness is scientifically valuable because it indicates par-
simonious, law-like findings. It is also educationally
valuable because educators can apply robust findings more
efficiently than complicated, expensive procedures, tai-
lored, accordirig to unproven assumptions, to special cases.

For further reading, several useful methodological writ-
ings are available_ Glass (1977) provided a concise
introduction to statistical methods; Glass, McCaw, and
Smith's (1981) book offered a comprehensive treatment.
Jackson (1980) and Cooper (1982) discussed tasks and crite-
ria for integrative reviews and research syntheses. Light
and Pillemer (1982) described methods for combining quan-
titative and qualitative methods. Walberg and Haertel (1980)
commissioned eight methodological papers by Cahen,
Cooper, Hedges, Light, Rosenthal, Smith, and others, as
well as 33 substantive papers mostly on educational topics.

A Review of Reviews of Teaching Effects

The year 1980 marked a transition when invcl.tigators
recognized the shortcomings of traditional reviews and the
advantages of more objective, explicit procedures for eval-
uating and summarizing research. Yet, traditional reviews
still have a place; something can be learned from them (see,
for example, Peterson and Walberg 1979 for a recent collec-
fion of reflective reviews of teaching effects).
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Waxman and Walberg (1982) examined 19 modern re-
views of teaching-process/student-outcome research that
critically reviewed at least three studies and two teaching
constructs; Waxman and Walberg described each review's
methods, compared their conclusions, synthesized them,
and pointed out the implications for future reviews, syn-
theses, and prior research.

The 19 reviews reflected the inexplicit, varied, and vague
standards revealed, by Jackson's (1980) analysis of 87 review
articles in prominent educational, psychological, awl so-
ciological journals. None of the reviews, for example,
described search procedures, and only one stated explicit
criteria for inclusion and exclusion of primary studies.
Moreover, comparative analysis of the studies revealed that
the reviewers failed to search diligently enough for primary
studies or to state the reasons for excluding large parts of
the research evidence. The most comprehensive of the five
reviews covering positive reinforcement, such as praise and
feedback in teaching, discussed only six studies, in contrast
to the 39 listed in Lysakowski and Walberg's (1981) syn-
thesis. Such arbitrary selection of small parts of the
evidence, of course, leaves the reviews open to systematic
bias and means that the reviews and their conclusions can-
not be replicated in a strict sense because methods are
unclezcrilVd-

Although the reviews purported to be critical, their cov-
erage of the 3`.1 standard threats to methodological validity
was spotty and haphazard. In 95.4% of the possible in-
stances, the reviews ignored specific validity threats.



Table 2

Srlected Post-1999 Quantitative Syntheses

Author
Numberof

Studies
Independent and

Dependent Variables

Mean
Correlation Percent

or Effect Positive Comments

Teaching Strategies

Johnson, Maru-
yama, Johnson,
Nelson, and Skim
(1981)

Slavin (1980)

Becker and Gersten
(1982)

Pflaum, Walberg,
Karagianes, and
Rasher (1980)

Teaching Skills

122 Effects of cooperation, inter-
group and interpersonal
competition, and individual
goal efforts on achievement
and productivity

28 Effects of educational pro-
grams fur cooperative
learning

Effects of Direct Instruction
Follow Through on later
achievement (7 sites on 2
occasions, fifth and sixth
grades)

96 Effects on learning of differ-
ent methods of teaching
reading

Luiten, Ames, and 135
Anderson- (1980)

Redfield and Roils- 20
seau (1981)

.78
.37
.76
.59
03

54 Cooperative vs_ group competitive
76 Cooperative vs_ competitive
68 Group competitive vs. cooperative
83 Cooperative vs. individualistic
81 Group competitive vs. individualistic
47 Competitive vs. individualistic

81 Curriculum-specific tests
78 Standardized tests
95 Race relations
65 Mutual concern

.23 Effects larger for mathematics problem
solving and for fifth grade

.60 76 Although Hawthorne effects could be
discounted, experimental groups gen-
erally did substantially better than
controls; sound-symbol blending was
one standard deviation higher than
other treatments.

Effects of advance organizers .23
on learning and retention

Effects of higher and lower
cognitive questions

Wilkinson (1981 ) 14 Effects of praise on
achievement

.73

.08
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= Effects larger on 20 + days retention,
higher achievers, college students,
and when presented aurally

Higher questioning effects greater in
traning than in skills study and in
more valid studies

63 Praise slightly more effective for lower
socioeconomic groups, primary
grades, and in mathematics



Author
Number of

Studies

Table 2 continued

Selected Post-1979 Quantitative Syntheses

Independent and
Dependent Variables

Mean
Correlation Percent

or Effect Positive Comments

Other Studies

Butcher (1981) 47 Effects of microteaching
lessons on teaching
performance of secondary
and elementary education
students

Colosimo (1981) 24 Effects of practice and begin
ning teaching on self-
attitudes

Findley and Cooper 98 Correlations of locus of con-
trol and achievement

.84 Secondary specific skills

.56 Secondary questioning skills

.46 Elementary specific skills
.33. Elementary questioning skills

.29 48 Initial experience associated with
greater authoritarianism and self-
doubt; inner-city experience more
negative

.18 79 Correlations higher among males; for
adolescents in contrast to children and
adult groups; for specific control mea-
sures; and for objective achievement

External validity (interaction of teaching treatments with
selection, settings, and history) was relatively well covered,
perhaps reflecting the search and claims for aptitude-
treatment interactions of the 1970s; but the serious problem
of internal validity, such as reverse and exogenous causes in
correlational studies, was almost wholly ignored. There was
also a tendency to select correlational studies rather than
experiments for review,

Despite these problems, however, statistical tabulation
athe conclusions of the reviews shows substantial and
statistically significant agreement that five broad teaching
constructscognitive cues, motivational incentives, en-
gagement, reinforcement, and management and climate
are positively associated with student learning out-
comes.These tabulations, moreover, are in close agreement
with quantitative syntheses of large, systematic collections
of primary studies discussed in a subsequent section.

Current Research Syntheses

Table 2 sugges'ts a number of instructive points for both
educational practice and research synthesis, The first two
syntheses grouped under Teaching Strategies in Table 2
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show fairly close agreement with respect to the positive
effects of cooperative learning. Johnson and others (1981)
categorized their results by comparisons of four treatment
variations (cooperative, competitive, group competitive,
and individualistic), whereas Slavin (1980) categorized his
results by outcomes. Cooperative learning obviously pro-
duces superior results on average, but it would be useful if
journal editors would allow research synthesists more
space to report average results by greater numbers of
standard classifications of independent and dependent
variables and study conditions to facilitate comparisons of
replicated syntheses such as these two.

Becker and Gersten's (1982) synthesis indicated a small
average effect of direct instruction in several sites, but all
effect sizes came from the same study. Independent replica-
tions by different investigators are in order to verify these
results.

Pflaum and others (1980) found no average superiority to
different reading methods but a substantial advantage in
learning outcomes of experimental over control groups .no
matter what reading method was employed. Although
Hawthorne effects could be discounted by the synthesis,
the increased energy and attention devoted to tasks by
teachers in experimental groups rather than the nominal



Table 3

A Selective Summary of Decade of Educational Research

No. of
Results

Percent
PositiveResearch Topics

Time on learning 25 95.4
Innovative curricula on:

Innovative learning 45 978
Traditional learning 14 35/

Smaller classes on learning:
Pre-1954 studies 33 66.0
Pre-1954 better studies 19 84.2
Post-1954 studies 72.7
All Comparisons 691 60.0

Behavioral instruction on learning 52 98.1

Personal -.ystems of instruction on learning 103 93.2
Mastery learning 30 96.7
Student- vs_ instructor-led discussion on:

Achievement 100.0
Attitude. 100.0

Factual vs_ conceptual questions on achievement 100.0
Specific teaching traits on achievement:

Clarity 7 100.0

Flexibility 4 100.0
Enthusiasm 5 100.0
Task orientation 7 85.7
Use of student ideas 8 87.5
Indirectness 6 83.3
Structuring 3 100.0
Sparing criticism 17 70.6

Psychological incentives and engagement 10 100.0
Teacher cues to student 16 87.5
Teacher reinforcement of student 16 87.5
Teacher engagement of class in lesson 6 100.0
Individual student engagement in lesson 15 100.0

Open vs. traditional education on:
Achievement 26 54.8
Creativity 12 100.0

Self-concept 17 88.2
Attitude toward school 25 92.0
Curiosity 6 100.0
Self-determination 7 85.7
independence 19 94.7
Freedom from anxiety 8 37.5
Cooperation 6 100.0

Programmed instruction on learning 57 80.7
Adjunct questions on !earning:

After text on recall 38 97.4
After text on transfer 35 74.3
Befo.-e text on recall 13 76.9
13efor, text on transfer 17 23.5

Advance organizers on learning 32 37.5
Analytic revision of instruction on achievement 4 100.0
Direct instruction on achievement 4 100.0
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Table 3 continued

A Selective Summary of a Decade of Educational Research

Research Topics
No. of
Results

Percent
Positive

Lecture vs, discussion on:
Achievement 16
Retention 7 100.0
Attitudes 8 86.0

Student- vs. instructor-centered di .cession on:
Achievement 7' 57.1
Understanding 6 83.3
Attitude 22 100_0

Factual vs_ conceptual questions on achievement 4 100.0
Social-psychological climate and learning:

Cohesiveness 17 85.7
Satisfaction 17 100.0
Difficult 16 86.7
Formality 17 6-4_7

Goal direction 15 73.3
Democracy 14 84.6
Environment 15 85.7
Speed 14 53.8
Diversity 14 30.8
Competition 9 66.7
Friction 17 0.0
Cliqueness 13 8.3
Apathy 15 14.3
Disorganization 17 6.3
Favoritism 13 10.0

Motivation and learning 232 97.8
Social class and learning 620 97.6
Home environment on:

Verbal achievement 30 100.0
Math achievement 22 100.0
Intelligence 20 100.0
Reading gains 6 100.0
Ability 8 100.0

From Walberg, HerbertL -What Makes Schooling Effective? A Synthesis and Critique of Three National Studies." Contumporary Education
Review, Spring 1982, Copyright 1982, American Educational Research Association, Washington, D.C.

treatments themselves may partly account for superior
results of treatment over control groups in teaching meth-
ods and other educational studies.

The effects of some teaching skills are also summarized
in Table 2. The reader is referred to the original syntheses
for details not discussed here. Overall, the results indicate a
large range of effects, which, if replicated in further pri-
mary research and syntheses, could have important
implications for educational policy and practice.
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Synthesis of Bivariate Productivity Studies

A group at the University of Illinois at Chicago has
concentrated on synthesizing research on several theoreti-
cal constructs that appear to have consistent causal
influences on academic learning: student age or develop-
mental level, ability (including prior achievement) and
motivation; amount and quality of instruction; the psycho-
logical environments of the class, home, and peer group
outside school; and exposure to mass media (Walberg 1980).
T' le group first collected available vote counts and effects
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sizes in the review literature of the 1970s and then con-
ducted more systematic syntheses directly on the factors.
l Iris section summarizes both efforts,

tiuirthlsis of t-zw-ws ot the 1970s. Milberg, Schiller, and
Haertel (1979) collected reviews published from 1969 to 19711
on the effects of instruction and related tactors on cognitive,
a .ctiye, and behavioral learning in research conducted in
elementary, secondary, and college classes and indexed in
standard sources. The vote counts for the corp is of reviews
are shown in Table 3.

The vote counts must be interpreted cautiously not only
because journal editors may more often select studies with
positive results, but because reviewers may select positive,
published studies for summarization. Neither editors nor
reviewers ordinarily state their policies on these important

Notwithstanding the possible double bias in the Vol
counts, the results in Table 3 are impressive. A majority of
the variables in the table were positively associated with
learning; in 68' lit the 71 tabulations, 80", or more of 11w
comparisons or correlations are positive. Although all of the
variables are candidates for synthesis using systematic
search, selection, evaluation, and summarization, it ap-
pears that the 1970s produced reasonably consistent
findings that are likely to be confirmed by the more com r
hensive and explicit methods of the present decade.

Swithe:;es of productivity factors. The group al the Unwer-
sf Illinois at Chicago also carried out syntheses of the

factors using methods discuSssed in previous sections of
this chapter. The National Institute of Education supported
the syntheses of learning research in ordinary classes, kin-
dergarten through grade 12. A separate grant from the
National Science Foundation on science learning, grades 6
through 12, permitted a more exhaustive, intensive search
for unpublished work and an advisory group of science ed-
ucators and research methodolog,ists as well as a semi-
independent replication of the results-for several of the fac-
tors. A summary of the findings appears in Table 4.

All of the effect sizes (including mean contrasts and cor-
relations) are in the expected direction. The mean effects for
the two samples of studies are similar in magnitude, which
suggests generality or robustness of effects across more and
less intensive methods of synthesis. In particular, the syn-
theses of quality of instruction including cues,_ par-
ncipation, and reinforcement of about 1,0 and .8 in general
grades K-12 and in science grades 6-12 support the con-
clusions of the 19 reviews discussed in a previous section
(see also Table 1). Despite these corroborations of findings,
of course, independent replications of the syntheses as
well as new and probing experimental studies are needed.

Syntheses of Multivariate Studies

-I he Chicago gru pals Tonduc d variati analyses
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of the productivity factors in samples of from two to 3,00(1
13- and 17 -fear -old students who participated in the mathe-
matics, social studies, and science parts of the National
Assessment of Educational Progress (see, for example, Wal
berg, Pascarella, Haertel, lunker, and Boulanger 1982).
These survey analyses complemented small-scale correla-
tional and_experimental studies in providing for
representative national samples data on fairly comprehen-
sive sets of the productivitY factors, each of which may be
statistically controlled for the others in multiple regressions
of achievement and subject-matter interest. Such analyses
allow a simultaneous assessment of qualities and amounts
of instruction of other factors in the production of learning.

The results of these analyses indicated that the factors,
when controlled for one another, were surprisingly consis-
tent in sign, significance, and magnitude across _subjects,
ages, operational measures of the factors, and independent
national samples. The median standardized regression
weights and squared multiple correlations reveal that there
are 'S mall-to-moderate effects of the factors when controlled
for one's ability and prior achievement measures.

The strengths of the National Assessment data comple-
ment those of small-scale biyariate studies that typically
control for only one or two of the factors. If syntheses of
both data sources point in the same direction, then more
confidence can be placed in the conclusions.

Syntheses of Instructional Theories

To specify the productivity factors in fu... 'r theoretical
and operational detail and provide a more explicit frame-
work for future primary research and synthesis, Haertel,
Walberg, and Weinstein (1983) compared eight contempo-
rary psychological models of educational Performance.
Each of the first four factors in Table 5 -- student ability and
motivation, and quality and quantity of instructionmay
be essential or necessary but insufficient by itself for class-
room learning (age and developmental level are omitted
because they are unspecified in the models).

The other four factors in Table 5 are less clear: Although
they consistently predict outcomes, they may support of
substitute for classroom learning. At any rate, it would
seem useful to include all factors in future primary research
to rule out exogenous causes and increase statistical preci-
sion of estimates of the effects_of essential and other factors.

Table 5 shows that, among the constructs. ability and
quantity of instruction are widely and relatively richly
specified among the models. Explicit theoretical treatments
of motivation and quantity of instruction, however, are
largely confined to the Carroll tradition represented in the
first fOur Models; the remaining factors are largely
neglected.

The table poses empirically researchable, theoretical
questions; the tension between theoretical parsimony and
operational derail, for example, suggests several questions:
Can the first four constructs mediate the causal influences



Table 4

Correlations and Effect Sizes for Nine Factors
in Relation to School Learning

pack

Number
of

Studies
Results and Comments

Instruction

Amount

Quality

Social-psychological Environment

31 Correlations range from .13 to .71 with a median of .40; partial correlations
controlling for ability, socioeconomic status, and other variables range from .09
to .60 with a median of .35

95 The mean of effect sizes for reinforcement in 39 studies is 1.17, suggesting a 38-
point percentile advantage over control groups, although girls and students in
special schools might be somewhat more benefited; the mean effect sizes for
cues, participation, and corrective feedback in 54 studies is .97, suggesting a 33-
point advantage. The mean effect size of similar variables in 18 science studies
is .81.

Educational 12

Home 18

Ivied ia:TV 23

Peer Group 10

Aptitude

Age-development 9

Ability 10

On 19 outcomes, social-psychological climate variables added from 1 to 54
(media 20%) to accountable variance in learning beyond ability and pretests;
the signs and magnitudes of the correlations depend on specific scales (see
Table I), level of aggregation (classes and schools higher), nation, and grade
level (later grades higher); but not on sample size, subject matter, domain of
learning (cognitive, affective, or behavioral), or statistical adjustments for abil-
ity and pretests.
Correlations of achievement, ability, and motivation with home support and
stimulation range from .02 to .82 with a median of .37, multiple correlations
range from .23 to .81 with a median of .44; studies of boys and girls and middle-
class children in contrast to mixed groups show higher correlations (social
classes correlations in 100 studies, by contrast, have a median of .25). The
median correlations for three studies of home environment and learning in
science is .32.
274 correlations of leisure-time television viewing and learning ranged from

.56 to 35 with a median of n .06, although effects appear increasingly de-
leterious from 10 to 40 hours a week and appear stronger for girls and high-IQ
children.
The median correlation of peer group or friend characteristics such as so-
cioeconomic-status and educational aspirations_with achieverneritztest scores,
course grades, and educational and occupational aspirations is :24; correlations
are higher in urban settings and in studies that reported aspirations and
achievements of friends. The median of two sciences studies is .24.

Correlations between Piaget developmental level and school achievement
rang_ e from .02 to .71 with a median of .35. The mean correlation in sciences is
.40.
From 396 correlations with learning, mean verbal intelligence Measures are
highest (mean = .72) followed by total ability (.71), nonverbal (.64), and
quantitative (.60); correlations with achievement test scores (.70) are higher
than those with grades (.57). The mean ability- learniil correlation in science is
.48.
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Table 4 continued

Correlations and Effect Sizes fru Nine Factors
in Relation to School Learning'

Factor

ation

Number
of

Studies

40

Results and Comments

Mean correlation with learning is .34; correlations were higher for older sam-
ples and for combinations of subjects (mathematics) and measures, but did not
depend on type of motivation or the sex of the samples. The mean of three
studies in science is .33.

'From Walberg. 1 lerbert J., "What Makes Schooling Effective? A Synthesis and Critique of Three National Studies, Cotttcmporart1 Education
Repina Spring 19142. p. 3(1. 1982, American Educational Research Association, Washington, D.C.

of the last four? Would assessments of Glaser's five student-
entry behaviors allow more efficient instructional prescrip-
tions than would, say, Carroll's, Bloom's, or Bennett's more
general and more parsimonious ability subconstructs?
Would fewer subconstructs than Gagneseight instructional
qualities and Harnischfeger and Wiley's seven time catego-
nes suffice?

The theoretical formulation of educational performance
models of the past two decades since the Carroll and
Bruner papers has made rapid strides. The models are ex-
plicit enough to be tested in ordinary classroom settings by
experimental methods and production functions. Future
empirical research and syntheses that are more comprehen-
sive and better connected operationally to these multiple
theoretical formulations should help reach a greater degree
of theoretical and empirical consensus as well as more effec-
tive educational practice:

Strategies or Models Assumed in Instruction

- The improvement of teaching often consists of attempts
to emphasize teaching strategies derived from psychologi-
cal models or strategies assumed in education. Three
models have traditionally been proposed: selection, enrich-
ment, and acceleration. Selection has two variants: eugenic,
originally proposed by Plato; and selection for instruction,
most commonly used in higher education,in which the un-
fit are simply denied admission or other opportunity. Both
variants are potent enough, but for the many educators
who do not wish to reject the unborn or the unfit, they are
essentially conservative and defeatist.

Enrichment and acceleration are presently the most
common strategies of instruction. Both models prescribe a
series of activity units and tests and generally a final exam-
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ination. Students move through the ceurse of instruction in
the same sequence. In most cases, students must repeat the
entire course if they are judged to have failed. In enrich-
ment programs, every student spends the same amount of
time in learning, and individual variablity is evidenced in
normally distributed test scores on unit and post-test crite-
ria that correlate with measures of aptitude and
environment. In sharp contrast, acceleration ideally means
that the criterion is fixed and, as a consequence, time spent
by each student varies. Some variants of acceleration are
called "mastery learning." Both enrichment and accelera-
tion, with their emphasis on units and elements, are well
within the mainstream of Anglo-American psychology,
more specifically that of E. L. Thorndike, J. B. Watson, and
B. F. Skinner.

Two recent strategies of instruction employ diagnostic
pretests to assess achie .ment before beginning instruc-
tion. The hierarchical model assumes that it is necessary to
learn the elements of one unit of instruction before going
on to the next and that some students have already mas-
tered some units of instruction before beginning. A pretest
serves, therefore, to place the student at the most appropri-
ate point in the sequence of instruction_ Progress is
measured after each unit, and students who fail a unit must
repeat it before proceeding to the next. The hierarchical
model can be traced to continental notions of mental devel-
opment by stages, although it does emphasize splitting up
the subject matter.

The random model assumes that the elements of learn-
ing need not be presented in a particular sequence; some
students, for instance, may need instruction in units A and
C but not in B. Diagnostic pretests are given before instruc-
tiontii determine which units to assign to students. The
random model is Anglo-American in emphasizing elements
rather than sequential or hierarchical structures.
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Table 5 continued

Classification of Constructs According to the Model of Educational Productivity'

Theorist Ability

Gagne Internal con-
(1977) ditions of

learning

Motivation
Quality of
Instruction

Social
Quantity of Environment Home Peer Mass-
Instruction of Classroom Environment Influence Media .

Implicit Activating motivation
Informing learner of

objective
Directing attention
Stimulating recall
Providing learning guidance
Enhancing retention
Promoting transfer of learning
Eliciting performance

and providing feedback

:laser Task liars rags Implicit Materials, procedures
1976) already and techniques that

acquired foster competence
Prerequisite (e.g., knowledge
learnings structures; learning-

Cognitive style to-learn; contingen-
Task-specific cies of reinforcement)
aptitudes Assessment of effects of

General instruction
mediating
ability

3runer Task-relevant Predispo- Implanting a predisposition
1966) skills sitions toward learning

Structuring knowledge
Sequence of materials
Specifying rewards

and punishments

From Haertel, G.; Walberg, H.; and Weinstein, T.; "Psychological Models of Educational Performance: A Theoretical Synthesis of Constructs,"
pring 1983. Copyright 1983, American Educational R searai Association, Washington, D.C.



Multiriaodal and Multivalent Models

The multimodal model has several courses of instruction
leading to the same achievement goals. Students are ad-
ministered a pretest to determine their level of aptitude (for
example, prior achievement, learning styles, and prefer-
ences), then assigned to the course of instruction presumed
best suited to their aptitudes. The model assumes that ap-
titudes interact with educational treatments ( "aptitude=
treatment interactions") and many instructional strategies
are based on this assumption, although nearly all research
evidence for such interactions is negative. Multimodal in-
struction is a recent ramification of Anglo-American
psychology in that it generally stresses elementist criteria of
learning_ .

The multimodal model assumes (or is based on the value
judgment) that not only should there be different sequences
of instruction but that they should lead to different goals for
different students. Harvard Project Physics, a high school
course in the United States, was based on these premises.
Different teachers and students were enabled to pursue difT,
ferent goals in physics, mathematics, or the nature and
history of scientific methods, To permit cooperative plan-
ning, both teacher and student guides describe course
organization, objectives, and alternative instructional strat-
egies. The multivalent model grew out of continental
psychology through the writings of Piaget and Bruner.

Acceleration, random, hierarchical, and multimodal
models are complicated and require a large base of data and
rapid feedback for assigning students to appropriate in-
struction. Thus, they depend on reliable, valid, and
efficient testing and monitoring as well as an effective sys-
tem for quick summary of data for decision making. The
continuing persuasiveness of enrichment models in con-
temporary schools, despite alternatives advocated by
theorists, may, indeed, be attributable to the lack of sophis-
ticated management systems for instruction, a problem that
someday may be solved by computer applications (Walberg

Grouping for Instruction

Models or strategies that employ individual, small-
group, and large-group organization make different as-
sumptions about the nature of learners. Individual
grouping assumes that students learn according to their
own aptitudes, rates, or styles. Small-group instruction as-
sumes that subgroups of students sharing the same levels
of aptitude or other characteristics may be identified to in-
crease learning efficiency. Large-group instruction assumes
that all students in the group share the same levels of ap-
titude. Such instruction may be easier for the teacher to
supervise using conventional strategies; small groups may
foster cooperative skills; and individual pacing, if efficiently
adapted to each student's needs, may,'in principle, provide
the most efficient learning.

The foregoing models raise a number of conceptual and
practical questions concerning teaching strategies. However
tentative, they sharpen a number of instructieinai uvs
and identify the psychological assumptions implicit in cur=
rent programs of instruction as well as in prototypical
programs and management systems now being developed.

Control of Instruction

This section discusses four major strategies that pertain
to the relative contributions of the teacher, the child, and
instructional materials to the control of the scope, goals,
pace, sequence, and means of instruction. The four strat-
egies are: laissez-faire instruction, authoritarian or direct
instruction, programmed instruction, and open education.

LaissL-filite instruction. The laissez-faire strategy reflects
a low contribution on the part of the teacher and a high
contribution on the part of the student. This permissive
strategy reflects the convictions of the educational descen-
dents of Rousseau- The romantic ideal of the university
student of the late 1960s as a "noble savage" and radical
youth movements around the world are extreme cases of
the laissez-faire approach.

Direct instruction. Direct instruction is exclusive control
of instruction by the teacher The teacher is a strong leader
who directs student activities and leaves little opportunity
for students to select learning tasks or take part in deci-
sions. The direct instruction pattern refers to a dominant
leader who chooses all classroom activites and functions in
a direct, businesslike manner. Brophy and Putnam (1979)
suggested that authoritative teachers produce higher levels
of achievement than do authoritarian teachers who are in-
sensitive to student needs or permissive teachers who leave
learning largely to the child. However, the research has not
been definitively assessed on this important point. Peterson
(1979), for one, has argued that greater student indepen-
dence and autonomy may be fostered by greater teacher-
controlled delegation of responsibility to students.

Pnwrammed instruction. In this instructional strategy,
neither the teacher nor the student has much control. A
ii d curriculum and related instructional materials domi-
nate the teacher (if any), the student, and tbe learning
process. Programmed instruction uses 1%TR:en materials in
which instructional elements are presented in units or
"frames." Each frame requires a response from the student,
and the length of the,frame, varying from a tthort para-
graph to several pages, is designed to suit the abilities of
the typical student. Programmed materials may enable stu-
dents to skip material they already know, to "branch" to
needed correctives, and to proceed at a suitable, individual
pace. In a summary of several reviews, Walberg,
and Haertel (1979) indicated that programmed instruction
produces consistently farable effects compared to trade-



tional cl assrotam procedures on achievement and interest in
the subject, even though use of programmed instruction is
declining. f_omputer-assisted instruction may incorporate
some of the best features of programmed instruction and
greatly increase educational etticiency in the corning
decades,

Open education, Open eduk. n grew from practical
experience rather than a philosophical or scientific founda-
tion. Although writings on the subject occasionally
mention Freud and Prager, open education is not a theory
or system of education but a related set of ideas and
methods, Content analysis of major vntings on open
education reveals that the movement reflects the educa-
tional thoughts of Rousseau and Tolstov, the progressive
ideas of Dewey, n educators of the 19211s and 1930s, as well
as pedagogical methods used in the one-room prairie
schoolhouses of rileteenth-century America. Open educa-
tion is antipathetic to a line of mainstream Anglo- American
education that classifies curricula into subjects, groups
learners by ability, and views knowledge as represented
authoritatively by the teacher or in prescribed, vicarious
materials of in Open education is more consonant
with continental structural psychology and with some parts
of the American clinical and developmental psychologies
than with the psychologies most influential in twentieth-
century American education connectionism, behavior-

, ism, and psychometrics.
Because it is founded upon contingency and unique-

ness. open education resists characterization by the
behavioral scientist's strategy of putting concepts into oper-
ation. In open education, each student, teacher, and event
is regarded as unique. The feelings and behavior of teachers
in open education cannot be easily categorized because the
guiding principle is to respond As sensitively and reflec-
tively as possible to the unique child at precise moments in
the temporal stream and situational gestalt. Also implicit in
this approach is a view of children as significant decision
makers in determining the direction, means, and pace of
their education. Open educators hold that the teacher and
the child, in complementary roles, should together fashion
the child's school experience. Thus, open education differs
from teacher-centered and programmed, textbook, or other
materials-centered approaches in that both the teacher and
the child determine learning goals; materials, and activities,

Horwitz (1979) first synthesized about 200 comparative
studies of open and traditional education by tabulating vote
counts by outcome category. Although many studies
yielded nonsignificant or mixed results, especially with
respect to academic achievement, self-concept. anxiety,
adjustment, and locus of control, more positive results
were found in open education on attitudes toward school,
creativity. independence, curiosity, and cooperation.

Peterson (19791 calculated effect sizes for the 45 pub-
lished studes, She found about -,1 or slightly inferior effects
of open educaton on reading and mathematics achieve-
ment; .1 to 2 effects on creativity, attitudes toward school,

and curiosity; and .3 to .3 effects on independence and
attitudes toward the teacher

Hedges, Ciaconia, and Gage (1981) synthesized 133
studies, including 911 dissertations, on open education. I he
average effect was near zero for achievement, locus of
control, self-concept, and anxiety; about .2 for adjustment,
attitude towards school and teacher, curiosity, and general
mental ability; and about .3 for cooperativeness, creativity,
and independence.

Despite the differences in study selection and synthesis
methods, the three studies converge roughly on the same
plausible conclusion: Students in open classes do slightly or
no worse in standardized achievement and slightly to
substantAlv better on several outcomes that educators,
parents, and students value highly,

Ciaconia and Hedges (1982) took another constructive
step in the synthesis of open education research. From the
prior effect-size synthesis, they identified the studies with
the largest positive and negative effects on several out-
comes to differentiate more and less effective program
features. They found that programs that are more effective
in producing the nonachieyement outcomesattitude,
creativity, and self-concepttraded academic achievement
on standardized measures.

These programs were characterized by an emphasis on
the role of the child in learning, use of diagnostic rather
than norm-referenced evaluation, individualized instruc-
tion, and man;:)ttlative materials, but lacked three
components sometimes thought essential to open pro-
grams: multi-age grouping, open space, and learn teaching.
Giaconia and Hedges speculated that children in the most
extreme open programs may do somewhat less well on
conventional achievement tests because they have little
experience with them. At any rate, it appears from the two
most comprehensive syntheses of effects that unless they
are radically extreme, open classes on average enhance
several nonstandard outcomes without detracting from
academic achievement.

Empirically -Based Teaching Strategies

During the last few decades, several researchers
amined the grade strategies or models of instruction and
focused on dimensional behaviors in teaching. Some of this
research has been alluded to as the studies relate teaching
behaviors and the stUdent products or outcome measures.
Although some of these studies retain some of the features
of the grade strategies, they are generally more empirically
based. This section discusses two teaching strategies that
have been identified as a result of these empirically-based
studies: viz. content-bound and content-free strategies
(Smith 1970. Content-bound strategies primarily concern
ways of interacting with the content of instruction, while
content-free strategies focus on the instructions between
teachers and pupils. Smith maintains that both types of
strategies are essential in the teaching process.



Leith:Hi-bound strait. ics. Several tit the mum' et irical
approaches to idenutving teaching strategies concerned
teachers' verbal behavior. The research assumes that teach-
ing is primarily verbal (i.e., spoken and written discourse
aind symbolic expression), As an outgrowth of their re-
search on logical operations in teaching, B. Othanel Smith
and his colleagues (1967) identified teaching strategies as
large maneuvers that control the subject matter of instruc-
tion, .foctics are the means by which the subject matter is
manipulated and controlled from moment to moment,
while strategies are the ways by which the teacher frames or
controls the general direction of student behavior (Smith
1971,). Strategies direct student behavior toward selected
outcomes, According to Smith et al, (19ta), "strategies mov
serve to induce students to engage in verbal exchange, to
ensure that certain points in the discourse will he made
clear, and to reduce the number of irrelevant or wrong
responses as the students participate in discussion, and so
on (1_1.

Dunkin ond liiddit (1974) siumnarized 'and reviewed
interesting timings about sequential strategies. Nuthall
(19n8) compared, as an illustration, tour alternative concept-
teaching sequences of conceptuol moves for the teaching of
two sociological concepts to high school pupils, He found
that the ettectwenss of a teaching strategy depends on the
extent to which it makes use Of, or interacts with, students-
previous knowledge, He also found that descriptive and
mstontial moves are more effective than comparative
moves, I he teacher's sequencing tit ideas is an important
strategy for further investigation.

Centria-trce strati -vu's. The conclusions of the reviews tit
process/product research of the past decade have been
translated into many specific teaching strategies. For exam-
pie, [;age (197) summarized seven strategies or "teacher=
should- statements for third grade teachers seeking to
maximize reading and mathemotics achievement;

1, leachers should have a system of rules that allows
pupils to Mend to personal and procedural needs
without having to check with the teacher.
roochers should move around the room a ltit, monitor-
ing seatwork and communicating an awareness of
pupils' behavior, while also attending to their academic
needs.

pupils work independently, teachers should
ensure that the assignments are interesting and worth=
while, vet easy enough to be completed by each child
without the teacher's direction.

1. leachers should keep to a minimum such activities as
giving directions and organizing, the class for instruc-
tion, Teachers can do this by writing the daily schedule
on the board, ensuring that pupils know where to go,
what to do, etc.
In selecting pupils to respond to questions, teachers
should call on a child by name before asking the
question .is i means tat ensuring that all pupils receive

equal opportunist' aver questions,
With less a.,lernicallv-oriented pupils, teachers should
always encourage some response to questions, Re-
phrasing, giving cues, or asking a new question may
help bring forth an answer from a reticent pupil, one
who says 'I don't know," or one who answers-
incorrectly.
During reading-group instruction, teachers should give
a maximal amount of brief feedback and provide fast-
paced irills. (I.1, 39)

Mese strategies are consistent vith the conclusions of other
process,product reviews and suggest a task-oriented, direct
instructional approach to teaching to maximize cognitive
gains.

Management and Cooperation

Another set of instructional strategies derived from
processproduct studies deals with preventive classroom
management (kounin 1970). Brophy and Putnam (1979)
suggested that teachers avoid the extremes of authoritarian
and permissive strategies and work toward a controlling
but authoritative style that stems from both knowledge of
the subject and of student interests; Komun (19,, sug-
gested Several successful classroom-management
strategies:

developing a non-satiating teaming or am;
programming for rrogrvs,, dialleng,,,, A
net in learning activities: initiating and
maintaining movement in classroom tasks
with smoothness and momentum; coping with
more than one event simultaneously; obsory-
ing, and emitting feedback for many different
events; directing actions at appropriate targets;
and maintaining a focus upon the group. (p.
t4.473)

As previously dismissed, two research syntheses slitiiv
close agreement with respect to the positive effects of
cooperative learning (Johnson et al, 1951; Slavin 1980).
Johnson (1981) discussed a set of cooperative adult-child
and peer strategies to facilitate achievement of educational
goals. His review concluded that peer relationships in the
classroom influence achievement, educational aspirations,
values, atti'udes, and other social and psychological behav-
iors, He alt.() pointed out that student cooperation facilitates
academic achievement, motivation, engagement, accep-
tance and support by peers, and divergent thinking,
Further, he found that cooperative management of contro-
versy or conflicts over ideas and opinions during
instructional acitivities promotes achievement, curiosity,
accuracy of cognitive perspective taking, problem solving
and decision making. and creativity.

-Mils, teaching may be analyzed from the perspective of
content -bound strategies or from the perspective of ensem-



bles citic k ill, behaviors, and activities (content-tree
strateg:es), In accord with Dunkin and Biddle (1974), it
appears that research on content-bound strategies has
produced relatively little evidence that would allow educa-
tors to pursue such teaching strategies. On the other hand,
the research on content-tree teaching strategies has pro-
vided a solid body of evidence that suggests srocOIL
strategies classroom teachers may vnlpitiV to promote stu-
dent learning.

Strategies for Educating Teachers

Several general strategies focus on how teachers learn
teaching skills and strategies. For example, Joyce (1978)
urged teachers to acquire strategies bv first studying theo-
ries of strategies, then seeing t heM demonstrated,
practicing their ports, synthesizing them in further practice,
and finally applying them in the classroom (p MI). :oyce's
work was based on an assumption that teachers need
several teaching strategies because all students do not
generally 'torn from a single one.

Joyce and Harootunian (1967) indicated that "the reason
the teacher must possess a range of teaching strategies is
simply because different patterns of teaching behavior are
useful for different educational purposes, and every teacher
seeks educational ends that demand more than one way of
teaching" (p, 94), Borg and his colleagues (1970) demon-
strated that minicourses and other staff development
techniques may help teachers learn complex skills and
strategies. Butcher (1981) also found that microteaching has
significant and consistent effects on the performance of
secondary and elementary education students.

Systems of Education

Just as teaching strategies are ensembles of skills or
behaviors. systems of education such as individually
Guided Education and Individually Prescribed Instruction
(Talmage 1975; Glaser 1976) focus on teac;iing strategies and
other educational components. Because of the cognitive,
emotional, and behavioral demands of teaching, advanced
strategies are difficult to implement and maintain in con-
ventional schools. However, complex systems of
educational management and support make it possible to
carry out sophisticated individualized and cooperative
strategies to increase both learning and socialization,

One comprehensive modern, and efficient system that
addresses such goals is the Adaptive Learning Environ-
ments Model developed at the Learning Research and
Development Center at the University of Pittsburgh (Glaser
1977; Wang 1980, 1983). The model combines materials and
procedures for staff development, team teaching, and indi-
vidualized and cooperative small-group learning with
extensive student choice, peer tutoring, teacher-prescribed
lessons for basic skills, and management and suppor:

components. The model brings together strategies such as
acceleration and open exploratory learning discussed in
previous sections of this article, The developers based the
model on advanced psychological research and employed
extensive evaluation of both the individual components and
the system as a whole.

Prospects

Researchers and educators must retain both open-mind-
edness and skepticism about research synthesis. Yet the
present does seem a period of quiet accomplishment in
research on teaching, In a short time research synthesis
has helped sort what is known from what remains to be
known about the means and ends of education.

Agriculture, engineering, and medicine made great
strides in improving human welfare as doubts arose about
traditional, natural, and mystical practices. as the measure-
ment of results intensified, as experimental findings were
synthesized, and as their theoretical and practical implica-
tions were coordinated and vigorously implemented and
evaluated. Education is no less open to humanistic and
scientific inquiry and no lower in priority: Half the workers
in modern nations are in knowledge industries, and the
value of investment in people is more apparent now than
ever (Walberg 1983). Although more and better research is
reqUired, synthesis points toward improvements that seem
likely to incrzose teaching effectiveness and educational
productivity,
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Introduction

Recent Classroom Research:
Implications for Teacher Education*

[hi laS I.. Get
It Altssotirt-t-olti

iltevent classroom research has been productive,
bearing, important implications for teacher training
if the finding l.; are used appropriately. Research

Yields concepts that enable us to describe and order class-
room phenomena more full'. These ciincepts, as well as
information about empirical relationships, are valuable
when they allow practitioners to reflect upon what they do
and when they encourage teachers to consider taking
actions other than those past experience dictates. Research
findings are misused when theV are interpreted as answers
to educational problems.

ch of this report is based upon work that my col-
leagues and I have presented elsewhere, In two papers
(ood I982a, in press), I presented some of the general
Imdings from recent teacher-effectiveness research, In a
recent book, my colleagues and I discussed a mathematics=
research program that described teacher-ellectiveness work
in the area of mathematics education (Good, Gromys, and
Ebinvier 1983), Other papers (Good 198211; Good and Kinkel
1982) contained information about general classroom re-
search and its relation to policy issues. Obviously, it is
impossible to discuss related ideas yithout repeating argu-
ments and observations presented elsewhere.

\s I have cautioned elsewhere (Good 1982a), we must
acknowledge that describing and affecting classroom learn-
ing is an enormously complex task. We should be
suspicious of simple models of teaching that offer universal
solutions to classroom problems, Recent observational re-
search demonstrates that classrooms.dit fer significantly,
and that instructional problems vary from classroom to
classroom. For example, observational data suggest that
sonic classrooms are "undermanaged" while others are
-overmanaged." Encouraging all teachers to increase time
on task or to structure classrooms more would lead to
inappropriate behavior in some teachers (those who have
an appropriate degree of structure) and perhaps to lower
student achievement.

Blind applic =ation of research findings must be dis-

cow-aged, tint only because the nature of problems varies
from class: to class, but because our knowledge about
classroom processes and conditions that facilitate achieve-
ment is limited. We have much to learn about the forces that
influence classroom thinking, behavior, and outcomes. For
example, we know little about conditions associated with
achievement in subject areas other than basic skills, and
have virtually no consistent, reliable data concerning how
to stimulate students' affective growth, Thus, although 1 am
encouraged by recent progress achieved by classroom re-
searchers. I am equally impressed by the complexity of the
classroom setting and by the unexamined questions con-
fronting classroom research and practice.

Still, we know considerably more about classroom
teaching now than we did a decade ago. In 1973. our
information about the effects of classroom conditions on
student achievement was weak and contradictory. In the
ensuing ten years, the literature on basic skills instruction,
especially in reading and mathematics, has moved from a
Mate of confusion through several successful field experi-
ments. These studies have illustrated that teacher behavior
can be causally related to student behavior and that teacher
behavior can have important, practical effects upon student
achievement.

Teacher Expectations

Much of the research conducted in the 1970s consisted of
classroom observational studies aimed at determining what
teachers do in interactions with high- and low-achieving
students. The extent to which teachers differentiate in their
behavior tomiri.1 students has been found to represent an
individual difference variable, with some teachers varying
their behavior more than others (Brophy and Good 1974;
Cooper and Good 1983).

Although the causes of differential interaction remain
undefined, it is clear that many teachers vary sharply in
their interaction patterns with high- and low-achieving
students. Brophy and Good (1974) estimated that ak
one-third of the classroom teachers observed in rel

The author acknowledges support of the t enter fo for Research in Social liehavior, and the
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research hat e shots n patterns of highh diumenna d be-
havior toward high and low achievers. leacher,.
dmerentiate their behavior toward students then pi2ri..CIN 1."

lugh or hit, ae him kr, in vanely tit was s (tor a
,:timprehcm,Ive th, varhiblc,, t.00d oi
Brophy 197S. m press): (1) tailing on lows less tutu to
onstver classroom gm-shims or to perform demonstrations:
(2) waning It time lOr to answvr
praising lows less tri:ipaCritIV than highs atter succesistul
responses; (4) craw izang lows more frequently than highs
for meorreet responses. and (5) not slaving with lows in

Situations (providing clues, asking follow-up
questions).

It is important to examme the implications ell such
teacher behaviors for low achievers. 50:M1SO Stijl all
strut tional system discourages students trout taking risks,
it seems that o good strategy for slow students who tote'
stit:h 1 onl thins would be tO refrain from volunteering or
responding %%Awn called on Itr the extent that students aro
motivated to redue es risks and ambiguityand many argue
that students ore strongly motivated to do ,0 Doeitti

147,1) it seems that stIltA17ts WoOld hocOIM, ilitirL pasSiVi.
in order to reduce the risk of public !allure.

One cause of dinerenhal behavior is that classrooms are
busy, complex environments; it is dif ticult tor teachers to
assess accurately th frequency and quality of their interac-
tions svith individual students.

A second explanation involves the tart that mu I lass-
room behavior must be interpreted. Research te.g.,

in-Levitt, in press) suggests that once' a teacher
develops an expectation about a student (e.g., the student
cannot learn), the teacher interprets Stibsequen: ambiguous
classroom events in a way consistent with the original
expectation. (wild (1980) maintained that most classroom
behavior is ombiguous and subject to multiple
interpretations.

A third reason why teachers differentiate more' or less in
their behavior toward high- and low-achieying students
involves causality. Some teachers believe that then.- :nruenc
student learning (for example. see Brophy and Et ufoson
l'ir/h). Such teachers may interpret student failure as a n`td
for more instruction, more clarification, and eventually tor
increased opportunity to learn. Other teachers, because
they ,issign blame rather than assume partial responsflailfti
tor student failure', may interpret failure as a need to reduce
both challenges and opportunities to learn. Leachers who
lark a strong sense that they influence student learning are
therefore.- more likely to overreact to students' errors and
failures than ore teachers svho feel that thee do influence
student learning and are' a partial COW-42 01 stOdrit failure
when it occurs.

Another explanation for dulernnal teacher behavior is
student behavior. Students present themselves to teachers
in ditterent ways and these selt-presentation styles may
influence teachers' reNporiscS. Spencer-I fall (11481) noted
that some students him- their misbehavior in such a way a',
to eseape their teachers' attention, tvhereas other students

who misbehat lust as otten are reprimanded more re=

quently because the timing tit their misbehavior is
inappropriate-. According to Creen and Smith press), the
language some students use influences teachers to under-
estimate their potential. I lie se researchers ruported that
teachers list' linguistic performance as one basis for evalua-
tion of students' pertormance f hus, students must kilo-,,
academie information as xvell as how (and NVIWri) Ili display

kllOWledge. ACCtiraCV is not enough; students
must present mtormation in appropriate ways and at appro-
priate tiries. Because of linguistic deficiencies or lack of
awareness of social O.K.'S, StLICIOrttS rriaV have more
ehtticulty convincing- teachers that they know the material
than do other students.

I have suggested several reasons why teachers behove.
differently toward high- and low-achieving students: the
conudextty of the classroom; the onifiNitens :tat tiro tit stu-
dents' performance. teachers' beliefs about causality (their
ability to CallSi. or influ,2ince student performance); and
students' l't'li,n Obviously, these ire' dynamiy influences,
and they 011t2r1 occur In combination. I or example, Cont rev
and Good (in progress) noted that in one class, students
were placed in either a high- or low-mathematics group on
tile' basis of their teacher's interpriMation tit the' students'
performance during the' first weeks of mathematics class.
Assignment of students to the' high group was based in part
upon the speed with which they pertormed mathematical
ta s,sk

Ironically, a Week Of OhSerVati011 IridiCaled that students
in the low group often tvatched tvhat the teacher was doing
in the high group. In intemetvs, the low-group students
Said that they tibserve'd the highs because they %whited to
gut 1 and learn what the high group was learning.
Unfortunately, because' the lows spent hme twitching the
other group rather than doing their own seotwork, they
produced incomplete seatwork assignments, thereby rem-
forcing the teacher's expectations and supporting the' belief
that the assignments to high and low groups wore correct.
Students' interpretations of their clossroom roles and their
behavior influenced and maintained teachers' expectations
and behaviors.

Recent researeh suggests that teachers vary widely in
their reactions to students' problems, and this variation may
make it difficult for students to understand xyhat is ex-
pected of them. As noted above, studies show that some
teaait'r trritk-iii. IOW hievers more frequently than highs
per incorrect response and praise lows less than highs per
correct response. In contrast, other teachers praise marginal
or incorrect responses by low achievers. I hese lindings
suggest two type, of teachers: Leachers tyho critictze haws
tor incorrect responses seem basically intolerant of these
pupils. leachers tyho reward marginal or even Wrong
answers are e\cVssIVCIV sympathetic and Orinccessonly
protective tut lows. Both types of behavior illustrate to
students that effort and classroom pUrtOrillailt:0 ntit
rlatt'd K;0111,1011C1 13riaphV 1974 Over SOCh

among teachers in the way they praise and criti



may reduce low Ntudet torts ond ntril t It'
rasso

loath'. teachers can expect too much or too little m their
mstrue non or students. I his problem must be addressed by
policy makers as On as by rurneulum specialists who
write textbooks, In many instances. teachers need to assigil
ditterent types of material to high and low 1avatOveN
leachers can make' instructional mistake-, by treating stu-
dents too nitich alike or too differently. I loweyer, we
believe that. in general, evidence suggests that teachers are
more likely to expect too little from students tyhom they
F- erceive as haying !muted ability. fin I aeknfi: m Liassnierus
1 97s. in press), [ere Brophy and I reviewed iii detail

research findings and concepts associated with teacher-
expectation ettects and discussed our beliefs abinit hew
teachers moy deal with high and low achievers in the same
classroom. I he interested reader may obtain a more' de=
tailed statement (it the problem therein.)

Policy Implication Lacher-Lxpectation Research

-iers should understand the ways in lyluch teachers
vary their behavior inappropriately when interacting with
low achievers in contrast to how these same teachers
behave with stuovnts they believe to be more capable.
Observational studies suggest that the problem varies from
classroom to classnuirn. }knee. universal rules, such as
increasing wait tune for lows. may dornore harm than
good: Some teachers are already waiting appropriately; a
further increase iii wait time might prove dosnmcnonal.

As 111,0 \e pointed out eISCIA hery ((mod. in press). sinCe
the, variables that affect teaching and lea ming ore numer-
ous. complex, and interrelated, knowledge of concepts
related to teacher-expectation effects is best combined with
itidgmental and decision -making skills about how those
concepts may be appropriately used, rather than presenting
teachers %elth a list tit" behaviors to perform routinely.
Knowledge of expectation effects should be combined with
extensive knowledge ot how children learn and develop,

\lane classroom teachers appear to lack formal methods
of monitoring their interactions with different students. In
short, they lack a model for examining their behavior for
expectation eflects. It i.yOrild seem, then, that one of the
goals tilt teacher education should be' the development 01
models for thinking about expectation phenomena,

Evidence indirectly indicates that lows receive more
varied classroom teaching behavior than do highs. It seems
plausible that port of the variation is due to teachers' lack of
agreement about how to respond to students' tailurs.
leacher education programs could play. valuable role by
helping prospective teachers understand that some tailinv
%vitt exist in any teaching situation (learning occurs in stages
and reteaching is of ten necessary). Programs should de-
velop teachers' skills to allow them to interpret todure as a
challenge and should provide teachers with better strat-
egies for responding to failure.

In particular teacher education programs mast create
role definitions specifying that the teal her IS there primarily
to teach, that !allure calls for rteaching rather than rational-
ization. Methods classes should stress diagnosis and
remediation tollowmg failure. leacher education programs
need more emphasis upon adapting instruction after initial
teaching. filo much orientation tends to suggest that learn-
ing is nonproblematic if certain methods are faithfully
applied If anything, observation of teaching shows that
learning is very problematic (e.g., students interpret the
same teacher behavior in diffe're'nt ways), and that teachers
need greater tolerance and understanding in dealing with
students when success is not immediate.

BOCouse the literature on teacher effectiveness was dis-
mall weak in the late' 1960s through the mid-1970s, it is
possible that mony training programs devised in those
voors erode teachers' motivation by stressing the difficulties
associated with teaching. In other institutions. graduating
teachers may suffer I rom a different problem: unrealistic
optimism about their ability to motivate students.

leaching seems a tough, demanding, but doable job
tit_ amei and Brophy 1(480). Unrealistically high or low expec-
tations about teaching or teachers' ability to influence low
achievers, in particular, maw have Stalk' effects upon leach-
ers' classroom behavior. lioeveyer. at present. virtually no

formation exists about the expectations of beginning ond
graduating teachers, particularly about the expectations
they hold for teaching or for improving the pertormance ot
low-achieving _students.

Te -her-Effectiveness Research: Active Teaching

C- eincern about what teachers actually do in the ch.--
room has led many researchers to study how teachers
interact with high= and low-achieying students. An inciden-
tal outcome of this research has been the demonstration
that teachers vary greatly across classrooms in their behav-
ior. as well as in how they distribute time and resources
within classrooms_ leachers have been tumid to vary
widely ill the type and quantity of questions they ask
pupils, the time they spend presenting new material versus
reviewing, the time they spend on general recitation versus
seatwork, and how they organize classrooms for instruction
(whole class, individualized, small groups), I he discovery
of such yanafions in structure and behavior led many
investigators to become interested in the variations` impact
upon student achievement and behavior.

Readers interested in detailed information about the
literature on whether or not individual teachers or instruc-
tional programs ailed learning may find that information
elsewhere (Brophy 1979, in press: Rosenshine, in press).
lowever, I want hi emphasize that recent teacher-effective-

ness research hos provided clear evidence that individual
teachers do make a difference in student learning. I will
briefly illustrate the value of recent teacher-i ttectiveness
resean h by discussing the program of reseal Th that POLIg=



ins. s and I coordinated at the I L 7LIISIIIin-
C_oluniblo (tor more' details about this research set? LIIMAL1.
(.rotovs. and 1-hmelr Ne-1).

our initial research on this problem began w ith a
sample of more than Mu third and worth grade teachers,
tVe computed residual gain scores for each teacher donng
each sear, Using his Or her students' pre- and post-tests.
Looking at te,.;i scores Mel" a three-year period, we found
that teachers varied considerably in their impact on stu-
dents' learning. despite the fact that they used the same
textbook and in most cases taught comparable students.
Our initial data demonstrated an apparent tvacher effect.
some WOChVrs produced 1111,1d1 more mathematics learning
than did other teachers in comparable settings.

4Ve felt that observing teachers who had a stable and
relatively high or low level of ettectwent=sss would be an
excellent basis for estimating the relative effectiveness
ditterent teaching behaviors. Hence, our observational re-
search focused upon teachers who were consistently high
or tow acriv, .4evcrol consecutive vvors in their ability to
product' strong sttitieuit performance on standardized
achievement tests. 4Ve found that stable high and low
teachers dithered in their classroom behavior,

Within the constraints of our operational definitiuu,
more effective teachers, in contrast to less effective teach-
ers, were found to (1) teach the class as a whole: (2) present
information more actively anti clearly in the development ot
the lesson (that part of the lesson in which feathers stress
the meaning of the material); (3) be task focused (most of
the period was spent on mathematics, not socialization); (4)
be basically nonevaluative and create a relatively relaxed
learning environment with comparatively little praise or
criticism; (n) express higher achievement expectations
(more homework, somewhat faster pace, more alerting);
and (ti) experience fewer discipline problems.

Al hough ve were pleased with the naturalistic liiitiings
in tIvi they provi led motile clear contrasts between
Lively` high - and low-gain classrooms, we felt it important to
determine whether a more direct association could be
established between the behaviors identified in our obser-
vational, naturalistic study and student achievement.

In particular, we wanted to see if we could instruct
teachers to behave in ways consistent with the behavior
effective teachers and determine what, if any, impact such
behavior would have on student achievement. Because of
the expense involved in field testing, we wanted the study
to be as comprehensive as possible. Thus, in addition to
including the contrast obtained in our earlier, naturalistic
studies, we tested promising findings from other
ittectiveiness studies. Writing the training program resulted
in a 45-page manual for teachers. As pointed out olsoodicu
((good outi(,rouws 1979), the program is a system of
instruction: (1) instructional activity is initiated and re-
viewed in the context of meaning; (2) students are prepared
for each lesson stage, enhancing involvement and minimiz-
ing errors; (3) the principles of distributed and success!nl
practice are built into the program; (4) active teaching is

demanded. especially in the development of the IOS,tin
(when the teacher explains the concept being studied, its
importance, etc,),

l're-Ond post-testing with standardited achievement
tests indicated that atter two-and-one-halt months of the
program, the performance of students in experimental
classrooms was considerably higher than the performance
of those in control classrooms. In addition, experimental
students reported significantly more favorable attitudes at
the end of the experiment than did.control students,
Finally, it is important to note that anonymous feedback
from teachers in the project indicated that they felt the
program was practical and that they planned to continue
using it. Research elsewhere has indicated that teachers
have a favorable reaction to the program even when it is
presented and discussed without the involvement of the
developers (Andros and Freeman 1441; keziah MO). Also,
research at the junior high level suggests that secondary
teachers can implement the program with positive impact
on certain a aspects of students' mathematics achievement
(Good, Grimws, and fibmoier 1983).

Our research on mathematics instruction, especially at
the elementary level, has convinced us that teachers do
make a difference in student learning, and that inservice
teachers can be trained in such a wax. that student perform-
ance is increased. I he system ot instruction we espouse
may be broadly characterized as lid ire teachinN. In our work,
actis e teaching was an important difference between teach-

, ers who produced good achievement gains and those who
produced poorer-than-expected gains. Teachers whose stu-
dents made greater gains were more active in presenting
concepts, explaining the meanings of those concepts,
providing appropriate practice activities, and monitoring
those activities prior to assigning seati.vork. The tact-that
these teachers appeared to look for ways to conttrm or
disconfirm that their presentations had been com-
prehended by students was particularly important They
assumed partial responsibility for students' learning and
appeared ready to reteach when necessary.

In contrast, teachers who produced lesser gains tended
to rely more on seatwork;piten their students worked
svitiatiut a good, conceptyal understanding of what they
were doing and why. Its some cases, students did not
receive adequate procedural instructions for seatwork, and
teachers appeared to ignore signals from students indicat-
ing tither procedural or substantive misunderstanding.

As pointed out elsewhere (Good, in press), this dif-
ference in active teaching across-dassrooms is comparable
to differences found within classrooms in teacher-expecta-
tion research. I hat is, teacher-expectation literature reveals
evidence that in some classrooms hiss achieving students
receive less active and less meaningful teaching than do
high-A-MLA :n1Z students. In our effectiveness research in
mathemat., .yt' found that sonar' teachers are less active in
teaching the entire classroom.

in addition to the results presented above, there have
astern a tow other attempts to intervene experimentally in



the teaching process to determine whether teacher _ ehav-
-hanges and strident achievement could be increased.

An especially good review of tour of these field experiments
was provided by Gage and Giaconia (1980). The four experi-
ments (Anderson, Evertson, and Brophy 1979; Good and
Grouws 1979;Stallings, Needels, and Stayrook 1979; and
the Stanford Program on Teacher Electiveness 1978) were
compared in /terms of their instructional programs, degree
of implementation, and impact on students. Gage and
Ulaconio noted solid evidence that indicates that it is
possible.tO change teaching behaviors in desired directions
through relatively inexpensive inservice teacher education
programs: 'Hwy noted that changes in teacher behavior
have occurred in experiments with random assignment of-_,
schools and. or teachers to training conditions, and that the
results show consistent improvement in student achieve-
ment. -lhe reviewers have also noted that these four
experiments differ considerably.from previous educational
experiments In particular, the tour experiments were con-
ducted in regular classrooms; the instructional treatment
had operated for an extended period of tirne; the experi-
ments used practicing teachers, not student teachers; and
the teaching behaviors manipulated were realistic in that
other teachers already had.been observed exhibiting the
behaviors. The experiments thus had ecological validity
because they advocated behaviors that other teachers had
been able to exhibit in actual classrooms (Good 1979),

One important consideration is that in a variety of
studies using the Missouri Mathematics Program, experi-
mental groups have done better than related control
groups. However, the magnitude and importance of the
differences are more evident for some teacher-student-
combinations than for others. It is clear that certain com-
binations of students and teachers tend to do better rising
the treatment than do other combinations (Ebniewr and
Good 1979). The effects of the program on some teacher-

-7student combinations have been replicated by Janicki and
Peterson (1981). It also seems that the classroom organiza-
tional structure interacts with the effects of the instructional
treatment (Ebnivier, Good, and Grouys 1980).

Clearly, there is no single system for presenting mathe-
matics concepts effectively. Some of the control teachers in
our studies have obtained high levels of strident achieve-
ment using instructional systems that differ from those
presented in our program. More information is needed
about the classroom contexts and particular combinations tit
teachers and students that make the program more or less
effective.

It is sanstymg hi see that the instructional program we
have developed (and those developed elsewhere) is a viable
system that teachers willingly implement and that has
positive influences -upon student achievement. We now
need to know more about Why some teachers employ the
system more fully than do others and about the types of
local school features (including child characteristics and
classroom structure) that lead to fuller implementation, iii
particular, we must study. both naturalistically and kNport-

mentay, mathematics teachers who use individualiz and
small-group practices more successfully than do other
teachers,

Policy Implications: Teacher Effectiveness Research

The concept of active teaching, an important aspect of
effective teaching, has evolved from recent naturalistic and
experimental research. The concept should be presented as
a way of looking at and thinking about classroom teaching,
not as a set of behavioral prescriptions.

Teachers who present information actively, pay attention
to the meaning and conceptual development of content,

signs of student comprehension and confusion,
and provide successful practice opportunities appear to
have more achievement gains than do teachers who are less
active and who rely more upon seatwork and other class-
room activities. Most of this research has been focused on
elementary classrooms; howeeer, reasonable consistent
data exist in the area of secondary mathematics as well (e,g..
Evertson, Anderson, Anderson. and Brophy 1980; IVeber
1978),

use the term active teat-tuns rather than direct instruction
(which has been used to describe the pattern of behavior of
teachers who obtain greater-than-expected achievement
from students) because the former represents a broader
concept of teaching than does the existing research base. In
active teaching, the initial style may be inductive or deduc-
tive; student learning may be self-initiated or teacher-
initiated (especially if thorough critique and synthesis ac-
tivities follow students' learning attempts). Active teaching
also connotes a broader philosophical base (it may occur in
classrooms using a variety of organizational structures) and
should become somewhat less direct as students become
more mature and instructional goals more focused on
affective and process outcomes (Good 1979).

In short, while others prefer the term direct m tr'tictiiiti
because it relates more to actual research evidence, I prefer
active teaching because it is a concept rather than a set of
findings and thus appears more comprehensive. Active
teaching finds application in both teacher-led instruction as
well as in student-team learning and instruction (e.g,.
Peterson, janicki, and Swing 1980; Slavin, in press; 1Vebb
1977).

Active teaching provides an important construct for
characterizing the teaching role. With the apparent growing
pressure for teachers to tunction as classroom managers
rather than as instructors, teacher education programs
should place more emphasis upon helping teachers under-
stand active teaching, As pointed out in the section on
teacher-expectation policy issues, the development of this
understanding should be in a decision-making context that
helps teachers adapt the concept to particular types of
content and students, (For a recent discussion tit teacher=
effects research and its practical implications, see Good and
Brophy, in press.)



Classroom NLInagernent

Iii the 1, . it Iva, [10[14110r to vie., classroom manage-
ment as classroom discipline; Lon-aderable nir hosts tell en
what to do atter Students misbehaved. A research paradigm
Initiated by KttLintn (1`i70) and validated and expanded
upon by a Miniher of researchers in recent years has
illustrated strongly that good classroom managers are not
sharply du toren( in terms tat how they react to student
misbehavior. Rather, the key behaviors that distinguish
good classroom managers are techniques that preccut mis-
behavior by eliciting students' cooperation and involvement
in assigned

ktn111111 (1970) tried to determine how effective teachers
(teachers who had classes with retain-L.1v high engagement
rates and int requent discipline problems) managed classes
in contrast to other teachers. lie identified several variables
that differentiated ettective and ineffective managers. At-
tention here %yin be placed tin six of his concepts:
tvithitness, overlapping, smoothness, momentum, lert-
ing, and accountability.

refers to the extent to which a teacher commu-
nicates awareness of student behavior A basic, operational
definition used by Kounin for measuring wilfulness was
the ratio of the number of times the teacher stopped
misbehavior appropriately leg., sanctioned the right std-
dent or stopped the misbehavior be tore it became more
serious) to the total number of attempts to stop
misbehavior.

,timy refers to a teacher's ability to deal with two
or more issues at the same time. Kounin found that some
teachers could deal with multiple events simultaneously,
tvhereas others became too involved in one activity and
neglected the other,

Sineatimess is the teacher's ability to move through an
instructional sequence without interrupting academic work
by interjecting irrelevant information or by overresponding
to disruptive behavior. An example of a lack of smoothness
tvtiold be a teacher's request for a student to pick up a piece
of trash during a group lesson, thereby delaying all stu-
dents and breaking their concentration on the lesson.

A lameittion refers to avoiding behavior that slows a
lesson unnecessarily. 'leachers who continue to complain
about a student's behavior after he or she is back on task;
those who slow ly pass out work sheets one at a time; and
teachers who dwell on academic topics longer than neces-
sary all illustrate poor momentum.

Atertim behaviors are teachers' attempts to keep sm.
dents engaged in tasks by telling them that their tvork
be examined or checked. Examples of alerting during
recitation lessons include teachers calling on student,
randomly, or reminding students that they may be ask'
comment upon the responses of other students. During
seatwork. the teacher may alert students by telling them
that their work will be checked in a tett- minutes.

to

atilitabaint is defined as the extent to which teachers
inflow up on alerting behaviors. Do teachers actually ask
students to respond to the answers of other students alter
alerting students to that possibility? From [Nowlin's stand-
Foist, the purpose of alerting behaviors is to keep students
involved (e.g., listernmt even though another student is
responding), whereas accountability behaviors seek to as-
ess students' performance (e.g., did they listen?).

Kounin tound that withitness, overlapping, smooth-
ness, momentum, alerting, and accountability were
positively and at least moderately correlated with student
involvement in classroom lessons, Kounin's (1970) basic
findings have been expanded somewhat. For example,
researchers have subsequently noted that teachers may
alert or engage in clecOlintatlitity too Mitch as well OS tots
little. Fundamentally, however, Kounin's work has been
consistently replicated and remains an important source`
information about classroom management (see Brophy, iu
press, for additional information about management
research).

.lore recently, Kounin and Gump (P474) studied
videotape lessons and found that teachers of more success-
ful lessons (lessons that elicited higher student
involvement) provided continuous, explicit cues for appro-
priate behavior and insulated students Iron, external
intrusions.

Flaataac r, Eyertson, and Anderson (MO) studied 27 third
grade teachers during the first week of school and through-
out the year The investigators attempted to identity
teachers who had comparable classes at the beginning of
the year but who differed in management eftectiveness
(degree of student involvement in lessons) during the year,

he findings of this study suggest that the form of the
management system is not as important as the quatity with
tyhich it is implemented. -Fhe authors found that what
distinguished the more effective managers was the degree
to which rules and procedures were integrated into as
workable system and how effectively the system was taught
-to students Effective managers were superior primarily
because of their clear expectations, commitment to teaching
classroom routines, and systematic follow-through.

Lvertson and Anderson (1979) reported that at the
beginning of the year effective managers spent more time
helping students behave appropriately. I hese teachers had
carefully developed procedures for how students should
get assistance, line up, and turn work in; they had firm

Jandards for classroom conduct and communi-
.. ,rmation to students. Some teachers had to

nation rvilisreas effective managers
aticallv only at the beginning of the school

) it seems a small point, it is amazing how
,ichers saw by teaching simple routines and

"%pec ta nuns early in the year. SOW teachers
a. aaiteiable instructional time every day by failing to build
in managerial routines (consider, for example, the teacher
who talks for five minutes at the start of the period to

6D
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Pu-ilicy Implicutions ul Nlunugtimen( Re5eurch

I. tli-uLilruulg iuiiivageiiieull rieiudhi uhf liii niulubilit,
tul uiiiterual Itir tcai-Iiiiig iiiiiiageriiI -kiIl tti teicIiir- (ttitlii
and llrtipIiv liGi. iii preii: Euuiuiiir ci ui lust)). ii I- uuiiptir
Fault tIiit liii iuitiiriilititiui he tTtuuieiui (ii preiert. ice iuuid
uii-Lr\iCi I Liii liii- It i- nut dliii unit. widely current
itlttiftiiititiii iitiLiI clpirttiiii uiiiuiigtulieuii ii kuuunvui Lir
uiii,uiuitiijiil ii teacher eiiLlcittirs I (md it -urpri-iiig thu
uiiiui i recitit (eichier grad Liate- i ru- unawa ic tilt tiuictpis

Lichi a it.ithiutuiei. jut_i tivinlappiuig, it.hiehi have beiiu
iieuiitiui,t rated rcpeuted Ii lii he iuiiptir(a iut in i_i teetive ililui-
lgtuiituit leihier Lllltauiiilianitv i,ithi tilt-c cttiicepts i.
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virititis eliisrttiiii eiiiite'ts. I lit btitiuidariu's hetieeii in-
strLietm(iui auid maii.igeuileuit blur LI1illi e,iuiiiui.ititiii Flit
uiil lii gerla I or iii 51 rLid( it iuual i is Lies t hut are i lii ptir Ia lit t ti

tu-uiliers n-ill Vary iilptniuiiiig tiptuli the sLibjeul liiatter aliii
,'Iii'tlitr tcaclii.'rs [LIrLie priest tir prtuu.Itict gtlali Fur
t.iiiiplt'. liii teacher iuitere.ted iii -(uiIinti iulhhi',eliieuit iii
niilhiuuiiatici. ttlilelit itteii1ietiu.ss iliii (iirlut!patmLili are
I,ngel niauiagtuiil Lie... Irtini thu- 'talidpumiit cli tiujil
.ttiiili', leather tuitiuig prticeis goal... thiti ttiruii til alien-
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i.e-Lit..,.

1 lii.. u-li-u tiiuiti i' iuicltithu.ii iti lu.niiliuii the re,uiler that
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classroom management his traditionally been viewed as a
product variable (e.g.. maintaining student intention). Re-
mssorch has yielded Important tarts and comepts concerning
management, but one Elitist ren: ember that other ways of
si ley. mg this variable have not been explored. Brophy ( 1979)
adyoLated the study Instructional issues that .ire Mlle-
rOndynt of classroom manageinent. In order to tit) Si
however. butte' dem-mains of management and instruction
xvill be needed, and those issues should be studied both
tri Ml process and product perspectives. In addition, tonne
researchers must determine why some management strot-
egies work and test specific theoretical arguments. Similar
attention should be paid to why and how teachers observed
to be effective developed their managerial strategies.

In particular, researchers should exomine how teachers'
classroom-management styles influence student IllItlatIO
anti sett-control. Students need structure and purposetul
direction. but they must also hove opportunities to learn to
determine thisir tIWIl O1111.LtIVL'S anti to develop strategies for
eyaluoung progress toward self-chosen goals. Such abilities
become increasingly Important as students get older.

Summary

I he past decade has been a productive CM for classroom
rescorch. Recent investigations have yielded useful con-
cepts for thinking about classrooms and about facilitating
achievement. Research findings and concepts provide a
way of considering classroom instruction, but they are not
rules for cl assroom behavior. A good example of the need to
use classroom-research findings as tools rather thanan-
swers appears in Adams and fiddle's (1970) discussion of
the "action zone.- They fotmd that students who sat in the
middle-front-row seats and in seats extending directly op
the middle aisle received more opportunities to talk in class
than did other students.

Adams and Biddle's research suggested that there neat
bl areas in a classroom whore students receive more
response opportunities than do students in other areas,
However, interpreted too literally, this work suggests that
teachers and classroom observers should pay most atten-
tion to what takes place in the front row and the middle of
the class

Data collected Lw Alh.ijri (1981) showed the utility of
viewing the action zone as a concept rather than a gener-
alized phenomenon. In .32 classrooms, the investigator
found only one class that had an action zone like that
described Lw Adams and Biddle; however, Alhatri found
many classrooms Nvith some kind of action zone. If observ-
ers or teachers monitored classes for oniv one type of action

they would miss the action zones present in these
clossrooms.

I argued earlier that some teachers believe (and behave
accordingly) that they have little effect on students' learn-
ing. In fact_ teachers cannot simply and directly
explain what they attempt to accomplish in their class=
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rooms. leacher trait-lint institutions need to give more
attention to how their students perceive the role of the
teacher and help teacher candidates develop a coherent
teaching philosophy before they enter the classroom.
Teachers who are confused about their role and goals and
%Om hold low expectations for their classroom performance
are unlikely to positively affect student learning and
development.

Recent research provides clear evidence that teachers do
have important effects on students' performance. Further-
more, these studies provide important concepts for
thinking about classroom teaching. Such information is
useful for teachers who have a sense of purpose and who
have been trained as decision makers. These teachers will
not use information mechanically but rather will integrate
recent classroom research with their knowledge of student
development and learning. thus apply information
intelligently in their particular settings.
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Context Effects in the
Teaching-Learning Process

Nnth

Impri l mg our understanding tit the teaching learning
proi.-ess will retitilre examination ul more than simple,
classroom. process-pupil outcome relationship, which

have been the motor teach. tli 110"4 work, Research on those
relationships hos been fruitful: It his estoblished principles
of effective teaching that have been validated ill true experi-
ments and found to change both teaching behavior and
student learning (Cage and c Oaconio 1981), Hut good teach-
ers have always known that the strait' teat hang belLIVIOr
have difiererit ettects on ditterent pupils, anti that attaining
dmerent ()het-fives requires duterent styles tit teaching.

As early os PAciu, t., ronocli and Snow commented " .
the search for generally superior methods must be supple-
mented by a search for ways tit adapting instruction to the
individual." (130waliby anti _Schumer 1973, p. 12(i). Dunkin
and Biddle (1974) proposed that recognition of context
eltects would both clarity and bring greater power to results
on eflective teaching. Such reseorch followed, and the topic
now is the tools of a considerohle and growing body of
work, carried out both by researchers studying what are
called aptitude -treatment interactions (Al-1 studies) and by
teacher-et IectiVeness researchers interested in the &heron-
hal etIods of teaching on different students.

Dunkin and Biddle (1974) defined coottat as ". . , the
conditions to yhich the teacher must adfustcharoctons-
tics of the environment about which teachers, school
odrrmustrotors, anti h'aulie'r-educalors can do very little" t p.
1). flow-over, we hove chosen to List Vel.lier'S (1975)
defirliti011, Which is somewhat broader:

CO NI ENT . %yeaving together tie words. Ir.
1. ceiaettu, connection tit words. coherence. I r.
(onto,no:. pp, 01 otitr to weave together, fr,
;:.m teltcr,- to ocavv. . I: tit
di,t-ourw that surround a word or rasNogv
(on throw tight on II, mooning 2: the interre-
lated conditions in which something exi -ts or

. I p. 2-t3)

For this paper, tee will use the term cooitcat lei jiltILtde
clarification or modification of relationships between class-
room process and pupil oulcome;i.1 here seem to be three
points at which this occurs:

fit

lent

ldt'iltltt ink &-t-ipel.:05 of the ri1000,"SS 111Calare (classroom
behavior) that hove not usually been distinguished but
which relate difierentiv to pupil outcome.
liking account of pupil characteristics that change the
relationship between process and outcome.
Identilying groupings of outcome measures that relate
ditterently to .i classroom behavior

tVhile taking account tit these context variables has
potential for making research results clearer and mo"e
powerful and for making teaching more effective with
irhu-o students. wv still have problem. Even though
research tit this sort has been carried out relatively 1111r:-
quo-lily we already have volumes of findings that are
difficult to interpret and that would be impossible for a
teacher to apply. We have, literally, an embarrassment tit
richesor perhaps an extensive collection of what Biddle
has described as 'isolated curiosities.' ftissible ways of
dealing with this problem are to identity those context
yonables that appear most powerful in identitying dif-
ferences in pupil outcomes, or those that are best
replicated, or those that, although apparently diverse, may
be integrated to propose principles of teaching, All of these
will be attempted, and the problem will become one of
walking a. tine line between ignoring sonic of these findings
and being inundated with complexity.

Several further caveats apply: 1 he major locus in this
paper will be on teacher-effectiveness research rather than
All studies; we will deal primarily with classroom manage-
ment as broadly defined; and we will rely primarily on
work using low-inference or "counting" measures of class-
room process. Finally, for simplicity. we will sometimes
state interpretations as though causal relations had been
-,stoblished, but it should be recognized that such a relation-
ship is seldom the case. Most findings are based only on
relationships.

rentiating Aspects of Process

In an early protect (Soar 19 66), we obtained a result that



las perplexing .1t the note hilt than wake, ,ense by a
wore rehried (if tlutikingahout teak. het Limn-A In the
lassroolli Hie hinting aos the contrast In results. tot two

Inca-411e, tit tea, live L onto.' th'. !elated to pupil y,1111 ill
ream it 11,111 - tillii'tit lorrank v measures ILacher

nhlite,. tiles, as ine,,,aired by 1,,,,,iers's Ilk17(1) Interaction
Analvsi, ; .iik-eptan,e and 11-4e of pupil Ideas iii
elossroont disc ussion showed a relatively strong, len'=itiv'e`
relationship. But another measure that reflcted freedom of
mot einem itt pupils in the L10.,,LL/LIIII I,BilLved 0 relatively
stroni . ilt.g0iiVLI relationship. 1 hat is. frexiont iii pupil ida
produi lion ttas related positit t'Iv hut freedom itt physical

IA.1'. Whit negatnlv kVt. had Li\ IICICILiLl
-nth, to promote gam ill cream itv, tie concluded

at the time that creatit-ity gain ai,t1IFIVLIIVVki discipline, but
that inn, did not sit comfortably ttath us. Notv it
does

reacher __ontrol structure

kVhat is being controlled,' On,, dishriCtion that seen to
help in understanding the relation between classroom
control and pupil learning is the distinction between
teacher control of pupil behavior and teacher contrail of
learning tasks (Soar and Soar 1979). Pupil behavior in this
,UILW refers to such things as physical movement, sociahz=
mg, and subgroupingthe nonsubstantive activity in the
classroom. leacher control of teaming tasks refers to such
things as where the problem came from on which pupils
are working: Did the teacher import it intact, or did pupils
have some voice in choosing or shaping it Vre the
materials prepackaged, or do pupils search for and select
them? Who evaluotes the aetivit vdos the' teacher do that
single-handdly, or do pupils have a role? This distinction
between behavior and learning activity seems obvious
today, but part of the process of research has been learning,
what to measure. a distinction that is not widespread,
although Brophy anti Fvertson f97-1) and Stallings and
Kaskowitz (197-I) haVe coded instructional interaction sepa-
rately from management interaction. It Is also clear that
teachers in general do not make this distinction. In one of
our studies, control of behavior corre;-ated in the 70s with
control of learning activity; in another study, the correlation
was ill the 80s. Apparently, if the typical teacher controls
behavior closely, he or she also controls learning tasks
closely; if he or she frees one, he or she frees both. But
research findings suggest that this parallelism does not
function for greatest pupil learning,

CI r in our data; teacher control of behav-
ior was related positively with titbit vement gain: The less
I reedom of behavior pupils had, the more they learned.
Further, in a study in which we distinguished task-related
movement from that which was not task related, the rela-
tionship was about equally strongly negative for both
measures. Further, when we analyzed for diminishing
returns, asking if there was a point beyond which greater

control would not prtid Uee greater gam, we hound nil
evidence. kVe are not c mitortable with this result; there
must be' at point beyond which the classroom becomes Kea
prison for children. It may be that the' teachers protected us
from this result by not establishing such extreme condi-
tions. It should be remembered. too, that this conclusion
has to do only with achievement gain Probably other
outcomes, NLICII acs illdepondont, self-directed behavior by
pupils, would produce ai different result. But the finding

relevant for at least some portion of the classroom

Centre/ of leart he results for teacher Limn)l Lit
learning activities have differed from those for control of
behavior in four samples. ranging from first gi ado pupils in
Follow 1 hrough to intermediate grade pupils of above-
averag socioeconomic status (SLS) (Soar and Soar 1979). A
result that emerged in each of those samples was that an
intermediate amount of teacher control of learning activity
was associated with greatest achievement gain. -I hat is, it all
the teachers in a sample were ranked from those who
controlled learning tasks least to those who controlled
most, those who controlled least would have loss-than-
average achievement gain; as one moved from classroom to
classroom through increasing amounts of teacher control,
learning would increase. BLit this eyould only be' true for
part of the progression. At some point, greater am :tints of
control would begin to lead to decreased gain rather than to
increased gain. The relation is not a straight line, but rather
a cu rye m the form of an inverted "U," in which the peak of
the curve, representing most learning, falls SkillleWIWIV
near the middle of the range of teacher control. A colleague
suggested the aphorism "in all things moderation;" but the
saying should be modified as "for control of learning tasks,
moderation."

Other differentiations. Ailntiter kind of evidence sup_ ports
the concept of intermediate control of learning tasks as
functional for most learning; There are findings that if a
teacher behaves in a way that establishes close control, he or
she may moderate that effect by means of another behavior
permitting greater freedom. That is, the effect of one
behavior may be moderated by the context of another
behavior. Those behaviors may occur at the some time or
during separate activities at different times. For two control-
ling activities, for both achievement and motivation, the
pattern of the teacher expressing one behavior frequently
and the other rarely led to greatest gain. One behavior
provides control; the other, freedom (Soar and Soar 1975).

Still another kind of evidence comes from treasures that
are assembled by factor analysis, a procedure that identities
patterns of behavior that tend to occur together, An exam-
ple of this sort of measure is "seatwork with reedom," iii
which pupils are assigned work to do at their seats (high
control), but having completed it are free to choi.-ise from
other activities, to take part in independent activity, or to
moot spontaneously (Soar and Soar 1975).

A final, potentially useful distinction between process



measures that did not relate thfierntly separates tuvii kinds
at higher-order questioning by teachers (Soar and .-,11.ir
hi'l'l In ono x% hiCh 'Au called Canes', or Eivriothesizi,..-
tai her asks pupils to ,go NViind the Intormanim git-en Vint

t-i.aluation For instance. -1, hat do you suppose
will hapron next "" in the. oilier form at a. luestioning, N% his.11

-Cinided Backed Up bt- Fat ts,- the
teacher encourages pupils to go beyond the facts
go. en but prominent in the moor are items which reflect
testing and evaluating or backing up the ideas xvith tacts-

70)
(lilt` iii the more 1,011,1,4'1-it findings in the larger both. a

,rotess-ou [IA research Is th it it t e ask more
higher=order questions. igipils learn less, evi.91 on high-
toe V-fie VVI outcome measures (Medley 19,77). Hie ilk-
title tion ',co...evil kinds at higher-order questioning. xvInch

Ravi' reterreil intormalb.- as loose and sloppy"
-hard-nosed may help to explain this surprising finding.
It much te.he he' questioning is li.)0Se and sloppy, in effect
tatuniunicatino that one ,insuyer Is as r1)4)11 .1, any other, it
would not be surprising it pupils did less well on tests [m-
y, hit h some .111,1% 1.1", OR' '«it,red .is better than others.

Time Ta

=..1'isive evidentc relate, k to pupil ,itliieyi-
tllt -t.[ ham and I ieberman 19SM it its that
unie on task is an example tit teacher control of learning
tasks, which, it true, would lead us to expect that its
relationship to learning tyould also be nonlinear and that an
amtttint less than the maximum would be optimal. Indeed,
Carroll (1963), from whose formulation the CUrrent work
stemmed. suggested that learning was a tunchon tit (a) time
required far !earning and (Li) time spent on learning. I its
tormulation .su,ems to imply that more time than necessary
could be spent, and several ,(tidies have found this to be
true. Brophy and Evertson (1974) reported such findings,
alit Stallings-Kaskowitz (197-0 study is often cited in sup -
Fitirt increasing pupil tithe tin task to increase learning.
Fiat Rim and Colter (1979) have reanalyzed those data
permitting curves to be fitted, and have toil lid that the
greatest time on task was associated with less learning than
was on intermediate amount The bar Vest Lab study
(Fisher and others 1978), winch tocused tin time tin task,
concluded that greater time on task was associated with
greaterlearning. Ana b, -se', by this group usually examined
straight-line relationships and contrasted the results of high
and low mho on task. However, some data in the study (p.
7-21) permitted the reader to examine the possibility of
nonlinearity. Mese data showed gain in reading for three
amounts at nme on task as plotted against three levels of
academic feedback to the pupil about the adequacy of his or
tier pertormance; if on intermediate amount of time on task
were optimal, that could be seen. It was only for the lowest
level of academic feedback that the greatest amount of time
on task resulted in greatest learning; otherwise, the inter-

illOdkitc amount at tinie on task w and overall, it was
slightly [letter. The authors commented that academic feed-
back was the measure most strongly related to achievement.
one way to interpret this finding is to say that it the'
teaching is sun fit-tenth; inettective, greater amounts of time
on task may compensate. But given reasonably effective
teaching, an intermediate amount Lit time on task is associ-,
ated with the greatest learning,

TDiscussion

All tit the differentiations of classroom process made
het e appear to be ones that teachers could make easily, unit_'
aware of the concepts. Such dinerentiations may be' seen in
classrooms without formal observation, We suspect that the
distinction between control of behavior and control of
learning tasks tva, not recognized in either the -open-
classrooms or the' contingency-management classrooms
([hose employing the' principles of conditioning, and pro-
grammed looming materials) in the Follow Through
classrooms in which we collected data (Soar 1973). Our data
suggested that neither of these programs distinguished
between the two kinds of control; both kinds of freedom
were extended to pupils in the open classrooms and learn-
ing was sometimes hampered by disorder; both kinds of
control were exercised in the contingency-management
Claroonh;, with learning both facilitated by the close
cant MI of behavior and hindered in some respects by the
close control of learning activities. 4Ve wonder whether
some of the problems associated with progressive educa-
tion may also have followed from the lack of this
distinction.

Expression of A

The affective domain is another aspect of classroom
process within which differentiation of commonly used
concepts sharpens relationships and mat. improve teach-
ing, Affect has been studied extensively, reflecting the
strong commitment held by educators and society to a
supportive classroom climate, More recently, work dis-
tinguishing praise and reword from positive affect has
t`xtended our understanding_

Positive vs. negative WW1. A single dimension for emo-
tional climate is often used as a descriptor for expression of
affect. It is frequently represented by a global rating scale
ranging froth something like cold to warm. But if ex-
pressions of positive and negative affect are measured by an
observation .system that counts occurrences, the two kinds
of affect have only a low correlation.40 or lower, and
negative, of course, 'Fills imp_ lies that one ought to find
teachers expressing various 7ombinations of positive and
negative affect, and so one do "s. As the usual concept of
emotional climate implies, there ore teachers who express



i .tttiL tiieFLLiJv arid FtielV ii i'. it 'i I'Ll ItT cHit
LI/C. I IF e I,i-'.rL 'Ill iii.i\- e ri-i ee:ii TIniiiiI rL1-
I Iit,r iii iI-. e1irr. iVIlli critiCijc. and driiian
FII1lI rrr,-I it ,\ir haL Iri .ii'el Li 'id ti'r thriji BLIL
thin jie till liCr i t'titli kind- 1it .tltLC I tirtiL;
11tH .iIi.t kiini litni -.ti ii tC.tt hr liii .\tid thin an,
ti,iilir ihin r,iri'h i'ii.', 'ithi,' kiirj ii ,ltjt'et. nttrii
C ri'itiri i ill ratii/e'd tknt-ii'iitt'j LI,I'.'.F LHii' iii v1iiiti
ic Ii'. Itli''. huH .11111 .ihtt'it L'efli' .itflhLH,t iTrlhL'L.iiit.

I hi iattrr (Hi' knid', ut I .iudirr' ure'.l(l' iii aui-e'iiin'iit atid
ctticptu.tl f1rLihheih1 1)ti tile' tr.tditjc'ti,ii e'nhii(ttlil,iI iIhtll,ltr
r.itiihl uaIe', '. lure '. i'i;Id wr .iuit hue' l,uhiic' tractiir LLhi'

ne'-. ii 'lii kind cit a It rc t ' I 'ne,u ma lily in t ii r tit icid ir i it
thr -cair hi re.pre-.e'n t that iltur rtr nir i-. hahiiiiid h', tIi
u'1 ii'r Wr H niild al-cr place ,ut thr middle' tiir I .iihe'n ii iii
L'\iu'- littli' iii iitlirr kind 1it ittrct lii nr nre'iit that
iii'itlier kind ut .ihtrct u'ce1ir In einrtuth Bitt thrv ,llt Cr1
d ilti'ru'tut kiiuj-. r i te',uchrr'., a tid re'e,u rch ur-.t, hit t he'v
11,1Cc ijilihi' dill ,'rr,'t etli.i-t' uit-i p1iiI'1

I h'ii ihiiti. din thi-i' tCi Ii ,i-npiit LII ri-iuLutiiIn,il IIiii,ite'
re'latr h' pit pit 11.1 rntn A i e' Wi in Id i pci1 tuegativi at liii
ttid-. tir h .i-,,ci;iti'd vuith de'ere'aM',t Ir.tiili,l (Medli'\
IhT1 But re',eilt-. mr Ii itt e at he'ct .1 Fr ruliure' iiiie'd uith
.ihu'tit rijtiuI tiitiuihe'r'n t't tie'gatiCe' atue] pirsitivr rrtatii,iu" CC tii
pupil achii' rriurtit iii MudIr re'virw liii-. It'd i'tic iii 'tin
gr.iduatr -'teiderut', (ii clii a nie'ta-ai uhv-.t-, (t'ciikiti'.uin UhiLI

which in ellrct .ivrrage'e] the cLrrrrIatiiuIi mimi ill 11w
-htdiu'-' that mra'.uzred piu-irlve .irk'cI in that rrvir-. the'
i.vi'rahl cirrre.I,itiiniu he'tvee'ii piritive' .uttrct a tiel ,icIujeve'tiurli I

:,,1iii va-, .tt; p(l.lti%l' ,iltect iii.i be. like ehujcke'ti eiitp-- it
illat.' hull help butt it' tint hikrI (i' heirt

l-1imv can thii hr. H'hirli nnc iii (hr triungrr hrliet ill
te'adirrn. and te'achrr iduicatimr, ', iii (hr irlipumrt.uIuce' itt
pu-tItLe ,ul tect Run pupil ri rniilg' lulL. i mibthitV niav hr
thu,it ye' .itc' .ulh iiui-.led by thinking itt rniiutiiuiial citniati' ,i-. a
-iiigle' ditiiriii,iiuiu: It iurgalive .ittrct t' hid Ilirtu pimsitiCe'
lttrct tiiti',t he' gimeid, iI the t%vim kinds eit affc'ct ,irr impir'-'ite'

e'riei mI thic i,anui' dimc'nsiimn \inmther piussibility iii,iv hr
iilei-.t t-atrd by (lie iiiiding (Snar and Sn,ur 1Y'=tI (hat in a
-..tnqmir iii tr.udittiurial lilthi gr,idr cI,is'.nimiuiiis, pumitie' .itteet
c'e'ceirrrd niemst ut ten vhe'ii tlie'rr Cia ctuiisiden,ible' punt
.uctiyitv hut hittk rvide'iice' cut task Iimcii-.warni, Irirnehly
1claii"., hut hut utirs wlirri' nn iuli Iraniiiiig LurcH rre'd I'e'r-
hi.ip'i iii ,Lmtuur el.i-.rilnlii-., 1 pH-aliCe' e'iiuimtiimnal ctnii.ute
linjir-. .tii cud iii itsell, displaiitmi le.iriiiiug thit it i-.
impimrtant. as %v Ciii! inehic.ne' shi'rtiv tim rtuiphu.i'ii'e. that
this re'lattiinshiip applies iiuilv tim arhirriiiriit a- it i-. 1t1t.lIlL
mc,isiine'el liv st,ineh,urdi,e'e] tr-.t-.

P-it,;', ullfer t ;'. pull-i' iii .idditiumtu tn the di'tinctiu,ii
h'i'tiii'eii FILI"itiCi' '1 liii iii .,itiir .uttrei, Ilirre' i" a giu'Cviiig
buiely itt eVidt_ticL' (iil \Vt' lutiSt .iI'.ii di'.tiiigtirdi praise trimin
pu isit IV1 ,iI tech iii gi'iiera I - N1eeiirt;' revIe'w liii] icated t Iit
pr.i ise' LV.l' imtti'il iim'.itii,el V rrl,uti'el Hi tii lea riiiiig. iii e-uuitr.i-.t
iiith pim,itire .uftect in general which ia', iinre'l,mtrd. On the'
tither hm,iti1, pi1".itICe .itleSTt Cv.l- ,:Liu ri'h,ihi'd pum'.itive'iv uithi
-.rlt-cirtuci'pt ,uiiu1 ,ittittiihi' tiiti,i. eIinlIiI. I lie' 'talhiiig--

K,i'-ku'ivit, ( hI4i 'ILIII\ iti'ct it' th,it nL'C!''C\ ne'pinr liii thu
pLi-itivi' .itti'ct \'.i rih,tte'el e'itFar frnum Cur tie'i,itiye'iv i thu
,lu1iiln'C e'tlii'hit ihe1ieiil]ttii itii Ill' ttie',i'-utni', l'nt it Ci,l-. nri.iti'ct
pun.itrCi'IL uithu tile Raye'iu- I nL,u.re's-ivL' 1'ui,itrici'', IH, ILII).
.1 iiii'.i"liTL' i'l Li'tiif'!e' pnu'he'iii -.iuituug ht eitiitraI Ivilhi
pii"ttte ,itle'Ct f'r.ii-i related f'L'-itt\i It 11' ni,ithu uiid
re'.idiiig but tue'g.ltite'It hi' the R,iveii', .me1 ..a urh'.e'rvaliimiial
hlir.i-.uire' ut pupil indrp.. iidi'iice' Ii, i4u'iie'r.it, 1'itihitr atle'ct

ciii ne'h,ut ru lii ac ii irye' Tile' ill gi ili 1' Itt pu' it tel V i'e'i.tti'd ti
prLml'Ie'ni solving arid iliiciigiiithCe umtiteuttlie , tcherr,is
prui-e' I'-, pim-.itielt i uhatrd tim ,icliie'vriiirn I bet' /cr,' or
tiegrtiVrlV tim thur I',it e't' .iiuj the iiimiicimgititie' iilitciitiir,
'mti praise' tiud per.itive aIled appear tim havr eljlte'rc'li( rtlec'ts
irti piiiii'.

Brimphv (lh)il) siiiniii.iri,t'd nuuichi uI thur iuirk uuii pr.uisr
,uiud Iii', iiriuclui,Ie'el that te,ie.hters imlte'ti chum lull er-c it ruin-
tiiugenuiv He' iiulgge.'.re.ei primrrcil rh ir,mchiers
iiiight tii.ike pratsr uuiiire ehIrctt

I/lu' Ili/'li':Ii Ii'lr-uu/lIuulIu" if ;ntm;-
- It me ne'.Ltl(5 tuir lum'_,-

ti e it he'd .mnr sutrpri'itig t hiui'r tu' r pr,: '-e' a re even niiimrc' 'am
Bitt there' is .1 grimti rig huid'. ill TI cinch ;i' suippimrt tlie'se
rrsuiils, r.iisihig a seriimuis qurshie'n .uimiriih lie' v,ihuie itt prake'
\iu ihitistr,iti'e' .tIiel is ne'pimrte'd by IimH- (1i74), iii tvhijchi

iml'-rry,itiirti ide'iutjlieel ehitlere'tics in pupil 1'ehi,u'iimr in
niluituis that C\rre' luimhi imr himi',- in "eTeplidit ',rnhal re'iard In
Iiirii-ri',v.0 nil rba-.sruuiijn-, u1pits fllinre initrfl iii,iju, r,'pmtt-.e''
that enudeel imn a rising tulle, inipivitig "is this what volt
',i,iiul' arid metre ctlteii attempted tim ge't the' trachien's
,ittentiirn Iii how-reward dlassninmtlis, pupils pniiperse.d flume
cttllrrent expl.luua.ilmns (scienCe was the tilpir itt stIiei) .itid
numumre' um(teli shrared iele',i", with eaclu uith'mer Rimwe' (I'4'4)
-LtguiestL'd t hat reward .-tph'r.irrel tim tiu.ike' cl,m,srimtmtiu in te'nac-
tlLmti ,t g.iliii iii CCliiLThl thur iibji'ehii'r lilt Stitde'iit'-i is tim u,iiti
pr.iisr t runt thr tr,uchirr a tud til make' thur te.idue'r, rallier thu hi
k'gic auuel evidrnce, the' ,iultiii.::t

As a wa of iemhletiiiig up :hi5 iuutrrpre'tatiimti, RiH','r
bri 'u glut It) st u dr tits tim .i habimrat imrv. utile' .i t a Ii tile, trim tn
e'ilii!r.tstitig eiassrumuims, One iii the' e'i,is,,rimemtiis tillS high in
reward a iid CLait (iuuie=-t lie tttiie' a te'ache'r watts ton a pet phI
re'spittuseuiid ti-il' imthe'r CV.is him',',' ni reLvarel .uiid ',,iit tinur
I;ae'hi pupil was sli, iti .i piece imi labi,t,itimrv e.eluiptiietit and
.u'krd tim eplaiti liLiw it ','i'rkeeL Vhuate",e'r thr pupils
'-.uiggrstrel ',i,is eli',eumtitinriie'd by (hr te',uchirr. thir isLte' he'itig
tvhe'(hie'r (lie' pupil trimuid rrspumid .it least ti-ire-c' times (ii
pumint tim liii' e'ideirde' Erirnu thir hlighi-reH'ard classrimumtii.
thirer imt It) l-mutpii. nnet this cnitrniirtu. bitt Irimnm thir him',v-
neLvard c'h.isn,numn,tii, .etrti cit it) diet. sttggestimig gre'ater
pL'rsiste'iice' pri'blein LulCitig aiid -irlt-c'i,titidetice,

lull,', ?HIii', '-. c,uultuiniizuzy \ hargrr humelv ut ne'se,urrh
ci'tulirtuus ,itid r',triid". liii'. intrrprrtatiuiuu I)rei ,iiid hmimrac
( 11-)7t-i}, iii I/lu I flub/eu, Lu-Is p1 R'iu',t'/. indivairel t!u,ut ri'C',,i nil
ha'.. twim elrnme'iut-.; ullic that teiucjs to c'xe're'ke cumtutnuml:
aiuu'lher thu,it iii',e'',s iiilitrtii.itiLtii ,il-'iiitt utile'-. L'Lttiipetetmdl'
lnci .itie] itltii'rs I h11/'/21 "iitiuiui,mniie'd this '.',e'IL
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tilt tflritil.t iiit ,ii iii it) t.t .1

ilttt--.Ir .i,itiiii.n mr the in.,,nitii.,Ftte 1

tilt tilt i'liltnt ti itirtntc intt.Jtil' ii 1 tttit
thu r''---''' t.'rh.- i.tt.ircl 'stIitttl tilt-
lIlit. iI,ertl deui lug tilt-lit tilt t\[trtttlt t

_clt 1h tilt ild\ C rt11i.11ttthv lii jIi liii in nil
1triiluiit iuliruil.l, llltitll.liltuil I- iuflil.iii

i!tlli%t tli.ii 'FI)I. lttt 't'Li1 In Vt Oh I- iuliligIlil

iiittl'.it kin ii it ttinii ui unit l.It h ii
¼lItiS ii it iih.uiii iflirull-li Iiill jiltin --

'r tii

liii I11.fltiF Ii 11111 iii I )LI i .iiid F'tr.it -. utr(Itie 'vui th,ut

litililirIg tenillir- .i11ui1it,ihI It', titllI athut inritiut uur
rc.l r (ti ticre.i-ue cturi(rtulliiig beliiitur vi'i(li rrtu.ibli

vi' tliTl,1',LlClltL", hir pLl{til. lli(Fifl"lc llltitR,l(it'll
Ii ttui.t uii!t'ryrit.itit'ilnt F1%v.1Fil 1rt'.lplted ttl pr,i u in

iIP.'-,ruutulll iii tt'i.itilt'ii. tll1 Ll)1''.( tli,it lien pr.it'i' i.
tied lit ('liii uI it' limit tir (Li cliriitn,ite chtuce h L-util=iiti. it
iili lilt-li dtt rt'i.i' iiitrill'-ic Tilt,(iv.l(itull; l'tl( it it I. tl,t,i1 Iii

10111ev tititiVi ttitiIt.it k 11ti!LII i-u(Lliii'lit ci)nlri'(i'llci' iii liii'
Ci'uiti\t u't elituici. it i' lik1l' Itt ilicri.1'L ilitrill,ic liluuti,liu'i1

11:1 uhhut I- it itt-u! ii, uiilititl!luuil. I lti'uV tt'.ii her ctui(ri'l I'

t\erti-eil ii hither it relic' tin etriiiii inlell(ive'u _Llluplled
liv tile teacher or ill(riillc iiict'ntiie'. e'iicntir.igi'd in (lie

rI! 1 .111 I5'LIi r,it'-.id h thin iitirk till F.1Ii' ILl rihier
c!,lrutic,i(ItuIli ,iv.iil.ihile' Irt'lil re'ti'.irch de,ihing iii(ii ,ttu1t_ ot
rt'Vt,lrd till rCrItirlll.ilh&e ailil Ilit'(ltOt1011 NOt, (h,i) '11111-

lila Fi/ed 0 hnd- of ivork (11,11 tndtcated (litit ivhicri' In (rllllc
lllu,Iiv,1(lt'll It. 1.Ft't.i'llt .i'iiviiig ,in ii\trin.,li- iliceli(ive.' diiet,
lltu( llicre.l'-e nlii(lia(lttn lint r,i(lit'r ilecri'.it.eu Iiitl(i\atltlIl
Nt,(,s resLll(uu c,inic Irtilli l'o(hi (lie laLitir,ittirv atid rei, ,idtilt
tile A ,iti t"e.iniple Irtini real lite ,ttideti(s ichit' received
ituiv ti r,i ft ii tltiibeF (ili'teFllliiii'il l'v ,' r,i iidtiiii proned ti rt').
111,1 ktti g I a vi og ill ct ill ege' ii i'cet.sa rv (ii .lvtui ii (he il r.0 itt till

etriti'-.ic ince'ntiii') hi,id lower e\pt'c(.ltitills itiF per'ttll.lI
gain fretni the college eluertelmcc thi,in li,iil stLhlIen('
received hiiuher llLltiibers

r,iiV ( l)7i'i) sLillifll.l ricd ti(liir ivt'rk I nini htt(hi l,iL't'-
i-at'rv aiid t l.i..rtit,ni .litviiiig that stinile' ktiiii iii
perttirniance' ,lFi' iticri'.isd liv revivird while' titiii'r kiniI' .ire
decreased Among (he' pertitrmallri'ut (hat ,lre ii ucre,ise.d b
rt'l.v,iril are' iIt.CFilliilt.l(itlll learning. in-tight. ctillce1it .i((.iitt-
iiieiit tre',ittve prtttitiiiii'ii. ,iIill imiiidetit.il le.iriiiiig. lii ,ill tO
tiwie' rewarded grtltlps ttitik Ittliger Ut le,i:ti ,i nil or iiiadi'
more I'FFt'Fs than did (he lililire%V,irdt.'d grt,iiit As ex,ifll-

fifth grade lt.raehi hildrn pe'rfurnied less we'll .11

proptisilig (i(le's for a literary paragr.iphi ivilell 1irturiiisi'd .1

(rip to (ci Aviv thi.-tli ivithtiLl I tli.i( F011iCte'- tu\hie'ii kimider-
g.rte'il chiihdri'ii ,i,seici,ited words ivithi picILiret (lie grtuip

.1 tangible reward (c1indv) niadi' tivice it. 111,1 iiy errors
ui., (hie'.e told 'gtitud for right ,incwers .11111 lit) ftir it.rtllig
,iliuover 'several 't(Lldie. (tuLilid (li.it adLll('-t li',iriie'd u.timple\
ctinccpt nieire' rajiid lv LI iider fl('Il reward I hiaii FCV,i Ft-I i'till-
di(tnns 'sililil,ir Fe't.Lll(t 'tvi're ft'tiiiij ft,r ctitllhile hurtululetii
stilving ,itiil the "LlliLlsLl,it Lises tri',i(ii'ity prtubleni l:i,i,iih
tiir iti-ml iit,il le 111111g. ,iij Liltu lii .i'ii'lah (Lldles.ic liLlirt'uh

llltuii' iiittile'ti(,ii iiitt'rtii,ltitiii tiiidv litillFi'VV.lFtI thi.uti ltui.1FII
uiiliiitiiie''ueii ivhiell (lie iiicudeiital iiittiriii,itituii iv.l

se'ii(ed iii j v.p, thi,it ti'iiils (ti dts(r,i( ,ltti'lltltull truth thit'
lssiu;lii'il t,lt.k ,Icf..raiv iitgge'(ed (hat jllcl,le'ti(,ll hl'.irliillg is
criti,il in (li it uil,iv tmnde'rlie ,ind ct,ll(r..1Llte (tu ctumplex
j-urulil,'ni '-t ilving, in.igh(, aild cre.itiie preidtictitlrL It ueenls
tll,l( vt,c,ibLl!-irv ie'.lrtiulig, ivhich ill i'LIF tirk 11.1. tif(eii
1ur lild Iron) .1 Ii's. t.( rtictLi red teail,irig ,.(vle'. nlav be' ,i Ii

iitliple ui .11tldl'li 1,11 lea rii hg Ill (1101 it ivOt. not rcgtil.iriv
(,ittglit

lii ctilitr,ls( (he kinds of perfeurni.lnce thi.i( ,ir_' tacihit,i(ed
b reward iiiclude nititeur pe'rftiriiiince's. simple clerical
t.lt.k. (lever pressing ,iniI letter caiice'liing) .Hid rt'(e learn-
ifl 1111 I rel!Ltill( LISI ill siiiiple (asks tLICIi ,is these iii till.
l.11utur,lteurv Ill" 1urtib,ibiy itiii (rum ted It) tilt' iVi,Ie.lire'.liI
behie'I iii till' elte'c(iieiie'.c tut reiv.i rd br mlicre'aslhig
fic' nt) Ff11.1 lice -

In ctilltr.lstillt (,iskt. ficilit,i(e'd %vi(hi thitise hiiid'ri'I Liv
Fi'W.lFti. 1tIU( r.iiv ci'tiItide'd that pt-'ritirrn.lnces (hi,i( are
lllIitlI.'le'iI 11,111' tilti ih,iraite'rts(icS l-iri.( (hie' (end ttu be
,ittr,ut-tuie' r.ltile'r thi.lhi .11'Fi.IVl,' (pe'eipie voLlid dt thi&'iii
'i-I tllt'Li t re',v.i nh; a mid ,e.ci,nd they ire lieu ri-tic rallier thl,lli
.11gt'rltl)lIiIl (th1 tuliition depends on ilcielopung strategies
rather 111,111 .ipplvuiig strategies already kiit'ivii ) Re'grding
attractive (,isks McGr,w wrote that the ----- appear (tl b.'
Ic-Is if ihite'llige'lice; and setbje'c(, it les( thtise in till,
si tidi'ii I peipLIlitutili are' ge'tie'r.-iliv:'t'tivak'd tel do we'll
regardless of whether they are' re'ivarde'd' (p 41). %Viihi
regard tti LIli.i((r.ic(ive tasks, lii' coiiitiieiite'd, "All sLiLijects
kiitiiv eqii.ill ivell htnv It' 1uerforiii the behi,iiitir and a re'
eu.1LI.illv -,i1i.ihl' tO e'nii((itig it at a high rate'. ()tilv (he ri"tvat-d
subjects are' nieOivate'd to do so hioive'ver; he'nce the
facilihi(ilig effect I reward" (p- 4t)

m.icGr,iw ct'ninien(ed in sunirnliurV, "Au iiiiphic.ititin thia(
i-all b1' drawn Ironi thus is (hat re'wuu rd's deorinie'iital effects
,lre' ptu(e'nti.illv as viihespreii1 as i(s hetie'fi(s. It that is so,
psvchioltgv is cc rtaunlv hate tul annoelncing (his fac( to the
p.ire'iils (,',iehiers. and husiiiessnien p,hieu iltiLlid 5Llrel', like
(ii kntiiv i ( (p 5fl-

I 11'tIlssIuluL I( .eeiiis thi,it these' varie'LIs threads rc'lale' tti
twti ctin(r.idicttirv views te'ache'rs otteli hold ,ihtiLtt praise
tine being (hat it is i value'd behiavieir, the' tither that
ciintingencvniaii.igeliie'n( ft'achiing is vie'ived with Lluieasi-
hess hec,iusi' tO liii' e't re'uiie ctui trol It enables teachers (o
eercis0. ctintrtuh that is tfte'ui cs(tiL'uhjtuhed primarily be the
ctnitingent else cit praise'. rhie'se' tireas of research sLiggest
(hit praise' iii,i be LtSe'fLll (o teachers in Iacihi(.iting perform-
ance' iii whia( Mc(,r,iiv referred ti' as "aversive t,isks'=tasks,
sLuchi as llie'liit)rilihig (lie nitultiphicition table, thi,it would nn(
be c.irrie'd euLt( WithitiUt sonic sort tf reward A cotisiderible'
ptirtitm of the learning ftir which education is t-esptinsible is
tif (his sorL (tilitrolhulig praise in Den's (e'rtiiuuiculogv, miia'
be ipprtipri.ite' in bringing ,ibtiLlt learning that might no(
ilccLur tithe'rwise, ti( he',ist in (he early stage's Bitt ftir the
.ithii uitiie'hit tif niore ctiniple'x otije'ctives and for increasing
iti('ilisil uiiiuti'.,ltIoIi couitttuhhing pr.ii.e, ni.iv be .1 hi,ibihi(v.

(L.



niiitil hi hut k iih1 k i ITh ini t't t

ti ii iii r tti:iuti1t -

Ii tilt n-t tlluiit;ilUt!t_ ttit iTttrct tutitit
[it ItltlttCtLiiittlV

lilt it [itt-t till ti!iil ut_il _tu,- .tiltlt! ti
;rttIult!ti tt:u_tttitui itiii I lit t tilt
titt iii tilt tItrlttt it liii- 1.-ti liii t- ullt'ri-I II-

tttit}ttluiçttttttitttItiituutttttIttiiuttI tititttttU
1K I, ti uu1&uult't IIutict it. [iii IntL tliu It

tilt htc_h tin tLut[ttlI itt IC.inritult. 1 i.tt LI ii
ii t[_ itt it thti .ttc inctttt in rEt titIiiii_itR lilt

In }lttiu-n tilti iiiuit ' i

-\hthittntgh tiittili Lii tlii' '. itik cittil It-v tcl 1unil Nut .0 ii'

c1lflhit trtini tlit hti[titi.ititt\ r.ith._i tildil titi tLi'rtttitti [lit
ri-LI It- lilulrld t ciiu 1tkti t hi Ii riir ptc) tin h i- t lii tii
titttht t)ini.1tl lIi.it gli .iiid riiltini uiit.tiiiiii
tililitil tlltltiI. iii ttittnil iiii ttli1 ilFill pu_hut .1) itt_I iii
.tntiuLiIlt huvi tltttthl guutil rti_ lit tttiitltctiiig tiiiiliuig _111d

tin tttrk lilt tilt tlilitnti't uuusiul ,l1ci Ihir niliuut itt lu-k- ui
nilitutiul lit ulirtit-ic ulliitui_ttiiiul 11t) It lit il_initu [Iii itIttiitt

I1itpil Ch.ir.irteirktic.

I iitt it thi iiiid lnulthp iii uttntt\t iruti[tk that dir-
ititt ni utiurihip tittuvitti iIa_ntttttu hiIiivinn a iii) Pt! 1ti
till it ilitti-,

Sacinerorinmir Shttu5

Sticiiititiiitiriiic itatut (ES) i'i pntibablv the iiitit tttdicd
lnitlnig the .ini.itiIe in tIiitt gntlLl p .1 tid i ut ititiret iii itt
4iWfl right But it li.i a piuterititil t1tici that i .iku itliptuntitit
Mitt itt I he lange-teale reea nih in the p.iit decide hat hutl
tei1tnali S tintunril atiii directed tiiuv,ind learning liLiti- Iii

te.iuh kiuv-SES pupils bettvr Reuitiutiietiil.itt,iis based cull

this llltl)Lln Ltttilv cit %vLlrk riauv ajtplv univ tu huc--S[
1titpil- but tlit hinlititiLlil is utten Inst liii tiake liii' %LIrkiii i. a t_i 't1tet vi niable pa nEicLhla rl nil pLintin I becatic
it identifies differit c in itk'ctiv tcacliig styles tLlr
diffiirtrit SI pupils and siitinpeiiti i aneniss ill the himit.i-
tlL1nt iii the riectit work

-Phd A ii Li tiilten itt tttdiet repLlrl iLlill1ihinhthl Ia rv tint_I
iilg. ivitli respect tLi epresitLli1 Lit aftect .is it atlects
achievement uI ptipilt whit differ to SI 'tItan and 'tIKir
I lY7) and L1ir C 14Th) Ia repent Lit ailtllvti Lii si isted data
rent Ciukert Wet Geuungi.i (Lllhege studs) reported a 111(111

crate tlitg.ltiiit relation-hip bit cin teachn negative 1tfLct
iiitit liiriiittg tot low-SES pLtjuuIt hills cLlrnLtl,ithLlil ieakiitid
1 inert ted becLinluiig cseltti.lhIV /erLl tLlr hiighi-5Lu
riF-t1 \lthlLitigh this re-tilt is iiiti.illv sLirjlrttiilg t nliv
reflect that the higli-tli pupil is niire likLlv tLi have
support il tilt iii tLlnlpLtiit1 for Li iihii ppv CIlssrLiLlhll
epinieilcit line the htucv-uIS ptipil hlltlne likl stit-cieds
tin ilLtt till uitlttnutLitll tptnh1rlii lhulhll I lit L.trihLr itt thii_t

ii

'ttiiIti ilti iiidtiittd th1it hi1ii'''t Liillt 1t iulifli liki lit
[litt i 111K itni 111.111 lii hiiihi 'tl- }tttpul ill- tilcti iutt
lu-tic to lii hiriiiii liv itItitisull .ure ii11u-t iuklv ti itt_tic cit.

0 011dLl ibtitut th iteult iii wI tilt tilt_Itt ItltlLliiltL Jill'.
1-cttLitit tLlr htit'.-lS ptt1til prttgri_tivii tailing hellitid in
ii lilt' (Ill Lilt

.\illttilLr tiTldlTl[Z ttiiiii [lit ahili 'tnt_Ic Ill!'. Itit rel.iteil: A
ti tilig ltLhhtLt 1itrreiititiii ilittiiI hetc'.-tii llt diii) ihi.lil[t

illiriili[ till ti ilLicit 'tedt ton illlttitttltituiI dull lhliirhluhit tut

itihitrtul (thli ci4iictiltJIiil [lilt Lulls ettLlnt 'ulh take .1

d ittiniutce) I)tuning tile itillticvuiig Sti 01111cr. there '.at, Fill

eLirrIlututuil hitwetil St't and thee variables sttggestuilg
tliit t'iii1i lii lilltttil t_rtitid tlll relatuLiililIp \).liil the
hi)ilg_tlruli ihll(iiicltI(ltlit till Ctihilpt_Ilihlg

BrLipllc 0th_i Lvertnii (111,4) tLititld ii 11LltItlil cttrrelatutin
h1tccceil lritil-lttI ,lilii achtievenient ttur liighlSI' ptipihi ['tit
ii Lit tOn I Li'.'. Iii iv ct_lilt llle itt iii tii,lt tilli r t_la s rt it urns were
genera hi'. itanhll a Jill SlillIlLlti'.t_ lhill that tlii i)t_tlsuiitiai
Cuttjti-ii 11111 ippLltt_td [it pruuiltute i&aniiing tI_lit_it_ti [ci hi

crJtici-Jll tit 'turk thit Wilt lint ti In the IILIIiili ibility
tiiithittn lii1i }eiitIiII ( 197tti reported .1 parallel Iinil iiig

hit dtgnie Lii iii riiithi iii the claisreittit (bread 1v ditiuied I
it-is pli5jtj\ey curnelated with ichl vemitit ton IL1cv-ES
pLtI1il5 bitt nut hat liiih

lliisi tt!JiI jilt teemed hi agree that negative itftct is
cltttthictiiitial (or ILucv-SES pupils but ni.-tv be iLitletienal ftur
iiiuitlt Ihiuptlt Cituit erich'. potituce ,iftect flu tie rune-
ti'tiaI fur lLl%t_5Ei ptipils titit may iiot be fLur high Agaiii
tLln ththe ttilditigs .iiliiiveiiient i't thi tin1'. LiLitULitilit
cnn luLl-Lu

StriittiOn I3rLiph and Eventsoul (1474) stiggested tli.it a
eeiitnal problem for the teacher Lit IocvSS ptipih is likely to
bt niLutu'.atitln: [kipils clinic to school apathetic and alienated
riuni k.l rhliiig s that the teachers task is tti supptwt them

with patience ,iiid elicLitinagettlCtlt In contrast hiigh-SES
pLtpils are more hikeh tLl Clinic already nlLiti'.atcd IL) learn
penli.ip' even overly eLinifletitive. so tI-ti-ut critical deniati-
uliiigiiess is sLirnetinles appropriate

Bevtutiii this Bnopliv aOt_1 EtentsLin tiggesteul that a
thiajor nLlle fLir thu teacher of higli-SES pupils is to provide
cliahknge and variety. since those pupils are likely EL) team
haic 5kills 'vithi little ditlicult'.; whereas the teacher Lit IL1'.\
SI-S pupils must provide learning tasks that penriiit sahl-
'tep huanniiig with a liihi degree iii ncdttiid1i hic assu ring
studejits CLuhittlitted success Both these researchers and
SLid r I lui7tI indicated that higher aniLluults uf stntictri ne ut
clasirLuLulil activities are apprLlpriate fur hticv-SES ptipils titit
that itigli-SliS pupi1s call use great?r freedLlui coristnue-
hid'. lii a rulateLl finding SLiar dtld SLid r ( h117) found that
pupilt hhigil in niotivatiLiti achieved ['etter thin did thiLuse
lict ill JilLititatiLpil ill d Sitting with tituiderate freedom
I tat wt irk cv it ii freed Out )

ihe studies repLirtid earlier wIlicIl irtdicatud that ru-
itanul hlaliipens sLirtle kinds tuf per(turni.iilces (NIeCt-ac'. 14Th)
ciene with tllnet Lctptuons conipletthv coiisistetii ill sttg-
gicitihig that ilttr.lt tO. u henri-tic tasks were penforiiled ies



'ii! ItI ii-i,iil lii iii iii1i iitiiii-tt'iit LitiIt.
I. i_its ii I iiPi'ii._it tIhI.t tilL iili' iiillilliiil III I L.Itl ii III LI III

ttiid tsi tiijt tIlLL fLLilti ilillL' truth tLidir tjiat. iii

III iitiiut hill 111i_i IItsLI 1li i ihiiulriit .t
tI ¶5 ttLuI (thit th1u-5 L iiii5tIi i'lv lt.td
IL'itIi IIII1 u-i Li5L L is itI ilitL Lu tiiil tik it tilL uiit
1iui_s._l itiikiiis tilL ti-k -ii Liiliiti.tu ti'i u tii1it tihtV \i 11(1151

I it i iii Ii I i1SiLr LiihLii til i11 it I JiLt -

ii rzA \L LJftiLi rsiuirtud viJeihit tlhJt. tLlr
iii iLilLri1 till 111111 t.ik LIILIIII 1I? tulul rLIt iii ((IL) lUlL

hr irL,Itiit iLlriliiit Ii' u s Lir \ iiiiiliud th.it thL ul(itiiilLttn
_illliitiiit lit tiihhu ihiiiiit I'L re$L IILI_1 -u'ulilLi hr uliilL
iliii tLr Li luri. (_,LlIilris Jild ultlll_'r. I Itt ill .1 -tLid ttr tilL
IIltLrihitiuuit.ii kLJ1lIilg AiiLlUhltiLuii 1LhIlLLIL'J dit.i trLlill Jiii iiiiiIu.t I ru.iiiirls grLuLif_' iiie1 hliiir tii.liui
Jiiut I Ill_i_I IL iiit tLr ihiiil Jild ILI'iV titiii Liii t1i-k hiisi till

iii. dittLiLd iii il I-uir 1vrii rsldji-is iiiil uu_iliii-

lur- iiiiIIuIi. ui-ti Liltiluilti tulle il uilitichiltI- ri_jill_it
(II II I1IL uiniiit tuir Ii li 'it I, liLiril.. lint liii- hs'IlLtit hut
ihilt II uLir tir L hiluirLil iii illILtlttL ,uit_t huili Ii II1LIiIilLiiIliL
lii '' . ii I ii tilt .iuti'thet titi_iuiiti. iiiiiisr gluui
iii I LiLtiilL iIuuil(1rLil1l1iuuil i,L'it 111115 Liildtr tuiIlltpiiLnl- ut
tlhi'iill(iill tutu5 tIiuui LtiiLIl'r LLiilslitjIitli uit ihhilllillLiill hills liii

utlidiliL unit iiiiIi ,t iIltldrL'il 'r 2) ltilLi-L' it the
uutlriu i/u' ,iii1 tilL hurL isitli siiii'. hut itlltitL v,li iirussil

till iLiiiI u't liii- '(tuft till i,uuit iliuuiu LrL!Li, LuiillidL'r,utuI iii
tli,uii iili i'i

1 fu (1liil. It 's& ItLiliE1t tu iuiiiiitari/t' tihst' hiililiili'
tLir uil:i ii_ i ptiiiI LillricitriIi1 ttiit iItl'i'i tilt rLI(iL)il'iIll1
['I) t I,'), ii '1 cIt - rL IL liii rL ilt' ill i- ire iiid 1 tee ru iii g Ii Lit
etuulie'. ,iuiil it 'vi_' ,lre tvIIilhi (LI iuilL'r,ltt' 1 tI_grit' Lit iL1LiiL'_
iii ilrdLr tLi gLnt'r,iii,t' tliLlrL ri',idiiu, it ''(1,111' thu (lit'
Iurg.11uu,ihlg ruilciEiI1._ tit lttLL( tiil tuLiC(iirl 111(L) iVilli Ii the
ri_-Lilt- tL ir sit te'reiltuitIt'ii Lit prLiLts. iilt'lLhi l vlt'rc
i. rLi Li 1'iu'd 111'LLhiil I.' Li 'tt' tLt I t ii Iii t U i_ rl' Lilt, t i i it k1t iii di
litLIl th1l( .lt'tuid,liict' Lit u u11'gltise' e-liuil,ltl' i' iiiipnr(1iiit tLii
(I 'iv -I 'strtI-. hLit (tilt iutil.t rii_itih Lit uiut515t,iti_' psi
tuii-uiiiiii 1' iilli E'L' lLiilLilLIiIhl ILir Iiigti-ili LI.-'II; FLu

-(rue (Lure (hI.' i4t'illr.11illtiLuii 1 pe'lr (Li lii' (liii t.re'lte'r
liilLiLiilh. tri_ tuuietitiuiil mr luiv-SES EILIPIIS, (liiui ILir tilgIL
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-,cadet- learned le ell v. Ith lenstroi tined tcoi lune; lit. ra

ith -tructured w hen ext-,trti, thre,1 teachin
,lettnd a, reading le ok-,av method ond
,teu, :mod te,ti htiag Irrlik phonic', N. I10111010

1'17=t aat,i I 7),,%., alth limner r 1971 1 Wood anums
11.`,1ILI It',14 41,litrcd

latlt that low an \ tote, ---tudent,. 11.%11-11Vd 1,1,1 Iii ,Itidclit-
cclitcrvil I he -.thkite, agreed in tindIng that 1111411
-artik. lure Nra, tor 1110-arektota -.indent, and low
-artic thre beNt tor lox. -tudent,A parallel may be

it Ii the. uniting, tor sl-S arid obildv. In evIncli loee LIPS

or ability pupils learnd hest te 1111 high structure. lion) set,
tit results ,t1gge-a that the .0 tideht at,le to t ore Is
better served in classroom xvith Icss comploin..

Level

',In 1,11,1111.J\ fc,c.Ird) x% tvon;lik, -mon-
I row grade level tel grade

ILA e I. Lon-adering that teat het ekikh oho') roe:rams are
larokn 1.I toto a onwohent tor WIWI-el-it grade IA hat
researe Ii thcru otter, little sorrort for nianAgeniont
behovior ha\ tin.; difierent ef feel, at ditterent grade lee els.

Himeleis I lg. presented correlations tor a number id
trom hi, ,%,tein tor grade le% el-. and

fear that inehrectrie,, related ditterently with aillieVenlerit
it ,cond grade than at higher grades. lirophe- and I.:wristlet
(1,174) coniniented that mane- tests id indirectness at the
prinian. grad Lill to 11111.1 .1 relationship NA-U[1 aCilicx-eillenL
ill contrast evali studies at the hirlir grades, xchich did find
a relationship.

In studies that have made statistical tests of difierence,
in relation to gam ocrti..,, grade level-, Soar and ,1.1.11- t ILt;ith
found lev %tach dttierence, betv,cert tirst and filth grade.
although thiterunies in relationship a, a tunctieeui tit other
pupilcharai:teristics We're. CO111111011. For 12 tit 13 measures.
teachers Pell-a\ ed differentle across grade levels, but the,
relation', olltiOrne tvere not du terent. Soar (NM).
ill .111 analysis ol Ctiker's Georgia data for grade's 3
throtigle S. hound two ditterences tor grade level: (1) that
teachers' ettective cornmunicatitm xe'ils related more
strongly at the lower grade levels and (2) teacher,' tit
information about peiriil dinerenCus \vas related more
strongly at the higher grade levels. But again. ditterenes ha

relationship due to either pupil characteristics were more
Ireque'nt

Pupil Coping le

spilidding and Spaulding (192) reported an extel ye
,erie, c-overing tevo decode, anti thoosands eel

children. 1 he harateri/ation, tit pupil coping !..tvle, \\VIC
elVe-edilpeti initially from personality theore. and psychologi-
cal research. from echich loev-interence observation
schedules were developed, analyfeel. anti reviseel cm-

pit lk .11k I he 1111.11 e'r 1, based {Ina tot. tor .inalvsis tit
mete, wheal ot,,erviition data tre1111 over knot) pupils.
validated the earlier developmental work. relating
each eat the ,tvle, to achleyemmit hove been carried out. but
perhaps tritini important tee classroom teachers, chile-rent
procedures itreatirieTit schedules) that are el feetn'e tor
xeorham, with nupd tying style have been devel-
oped a11e1 validated.

Application tit thew work involves the teacher fir,t iii
ideratityirag the coping stele e'mploye'd hv a given pupil and
then using the rectimmended treatment schedule tor that
pupil \s the' pupil shins from one coping style to another.
the recommeneleel treatment changes-

I VILI shows that the treatments succe,ed in moving
toevard responsible, independent, sell-directed be-

havior. thus increasing achievement as well as making lite
easier her the teacher and atmining an objective in pupil
heli.». kir that ha, social importance. I lie' importance tit this
Ne lark is hard to ox-orstate. 1,Zather than iocusing on a
procedure applied classrommvide as a means of making
te'aelier control of tielioe tor more et fective, it applies pro-
ccdure's to individuals based on individual coping style's
thot move, Mem toevard prosocial, Independent behavior.

In addition tel research tmelings that support the' ettec-
tn. LH the' treatment schedules, the, authors presented
a itch ol rriettk.al suggeAtom, that clearlv eneerged rom
extensive classroom experience_ Beyond this, there .ire'
informal reports that teat_ hers find this sesiem sufficiently
helpful that they continue tee use it and -oluntarilv come to
meetings on their own time to learn more about it

Discussion

Pupil characteristics such as SLS, ability or 1Q, grade
level, and probable anNietv Ore CAIllteNt variables that tit
Dunkin and Riddle's definition in the sense that thev are
treed aspects tit the teaching situation to which the teacher
nlilst ,lehtiSt. CH the context variables discussed ill this
section, probably only pupil coping style can be changed.
Research findings indicate that pupils who differ in these
respects do require dif ferent teaching styles tor most et fee-
live learning. Pupils who are low-SES, or IQ, or
high in ilreVele` Iearai more ill classrooms low in negative
at tect and high in struidure. Fprther, low-Sh5 pupils who
may be most harmed by negative affect are most likely tel
encounter it

1 he obvious solution to these dit terent needs is indi-
vidualization, hut con4iderable 'evidence suggests that the
typical teacher has ditticultv implementing such a _strategy
f Medley 1977; lohnson 4Vork by Spaulding and
Spaulding (19S2) may ha% c Prtivle.cd a means eft implemen
ing individualization. To the degree that pupils can he
taught constructive, sell-directed coping styles, individual-
iiation becomes easier, and the ditierences iii teaching style
that ht dif fe're'nt pupils implemented.

Further, Spaulding and Spaulding p



the pupil who initial.. needs high structure tan
to cope better with lower structure and eventually with life
in the real world.

Different Process fur Different Outcomes

this section concerns whether or not the' kind of out-
come otters the nature of the classroom processthat IS. do
relations between classroom process and outcome change
depending on the outcome? It seems useful to group these
changing relationships into two classes: those related to low

high cognitive level outcomes, and those related to
cognitive vs, noncognitlye outcomes.

vs. High-Cognitive-Level Outcomes

_ .it Inevernent is usi.ti as an outcome Illealseire, it is
Linen used a single entity But a body tit evidence
suggests that the cognitive level tit the measure makes a
ehfterence'. In our discussion of the difierenhation tat pro-
cess measures. we presented evidence that, it teacher
control of learning tasks is distinguished from control of
behavior. the relationship between control of learning tasks
and achievement is often an inverted rather than a
straight line. Greatest achievement gain tended to occur mr
intermediate amounts of this kind of control. this conclu-
sion was turther ',maimed by a finding that the amount eat
control for which greatest learning occurred shifted with.
the cognitive level or complexity of the learning outcome_
For simple. low-cognitive-level outcomes, greater teacher
control was best: but for more complex learning, less
control was best. It the lesson was a rote one of memorizing
the multiplication table or a list ot spelling words, a closely
structured drill would be appropriate. However, if pupils
were solving complex problems or engaged in creative
production. a much lower degree of control would be
appropriate. As a related but more extreme example, Soar
and Soar (1972, 1974) found that when teacher control eat
learning tasks was greater than average, still greater
amounts produced materially less high-cognitive-level
learning but the same or slightly more low-cognitive-level
learning.

The Stallings and Kaskowitz (1974) report cited earlier
found that positive affect was related either zero or nega-
tively with achievement gain depending on the measure,
but was related positively with the Ravens, a measure of
complex problem solving. In contrast, praise was positively
related with achievement but negatively With the Ravens
and an observational measure of pupil independence.
Corm) (1979) found that while classroom structure in-
creased achievement, it decreased performancenn the
Ravens for low-ability students but made no difference for
high-ability students, Soar and Soar (19S0) found that pupil
interest-attention (a measure related to time on task) was
related positively with low cognitive level learning but
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negatively with high cognitive' level learning. This negative
relation of a time-on-task measure with high-level achieve-
ment is surprising, but it may occur because observers have
trouble seeing time on task when pupils are doing complex
problem solving. . information. The pupils may
be staring into out the window, and the
observer coon( , going on in their minds_
Another possibe tai on is that increased time for
pupils to work in (licit i'xbook_s, which is easily seen as
on task, displaces tulle fair activities that foster more com-
plex gain_

Overall, the results suggest that it is important to
recognize chtterences in the cognitive levels of the out-
comes. since each relates differently to process,

Cognitive vs. Noncognitive Outcomes

Another set of outcome measures for which there ap-
pear to be differences in relationships to classroom process
is that kit cognitive vs, noncognitive outcomes (or achieve-
ment vs, nonachievement, or cognitive vs. affective).
Stallings and Kaskowitz (1974) reported that praise was
related to increased achievement but to decreased Ravens
and decreased independence- Similarly. Rowe (1974) found
that higher levels of praise (which usually relate positively
with achievement) were associated with lower levels of
pupil independence, persistence, and self-confidence. Soar
and SoPr (1974) found that when the teacher frequently
chost, the problem and directed the learning activity closely,
for the total group of pupils achievement was unaffected.
However, anxiety increased and self-concept decreased. ltl
the extent that praise is used as a way of controlling, these'
three studies agree that higher degrees of teacher control
are likely to be associated with undesirable changes in
noncognitive outcomes.

Giaconia and Hedges (1982), in a m ta-analysis of 193
studies of open classrooms, identified those that reported
greatest achievement gain vs. those that reported greatest
non achievement gain_ Gain in non achievement outcomes
was associated with (1) emphasizing the role of the child in
teaming. (2) using diagnostic evaluation, (3) using a variety
elf materials, and (4) individualizing instruction. Greatest
gain in achievement occurred in the open classrooms where
these some procedures were employed less frequently than
average_

Enjoyment of the classroom is another noncognitiye
outcome that is often studied. In the review of nine ATI
studies cited earlier, Clark (M2) found support for the
generalization that students typically enjoy most the'
method they learn least fromtrue for both high= and low-
ability mildews.

Discussion

It seems clear that the the outcome helps to
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ii .- NjittI1'i !iir Stutit Ii'lrtlltui. fill hi LitIIttii' ii-ttii
('-I (NI,'' t'uht 723-4i

l( ti lilt ii II luit''t i'IllCtl t ii h1 l't t I l'i't litr R - F: 1' Il tlgimtl itll il'tll t'i'Il Adu ICVI'llll'tl t 1 Ill! hn jiiv ill iii I ill

? ii'lCilCr Ctmntntil til ii',lrtllli ,lltivitit'1 tilimlill] 't,lrv triujul All ttllt]il"t I iltitlhii'ltiI I' /ltIu'iif 17 (tllllltlll'r li)?2):h12_t(ht
1itiit1'r Cilti ( nil tim ltllV-Cltt4til (iti'-ii''ti'l ilCil lt'li'lllCll ( Iii Ci tri i I vii - 'i. liii' i'il rulu li A ti,uivi (it ui'ii'ct't] \,ihttr,illv Iltilt r-
lt''i't iilll(i'Ihl hiir litkilll 411i(ili'-il'l i'l tlilTi'll'Illt'ilt. niili A1ttitlit]l'-lrt',ltnit'ilt tilti'r,Iltl('tlt iii till'! liii] rll1l'."
iinitli' Ftnthli'tll ',iiI't tug 11111 tliunuulgtit(ivl' iuuiutu l.luhiiu'iiiI Ititiui/t Ituiniiiii iii 4 (i:imll ti/7u)}:t/t4t)hi

ilLitttitliC'. hlNit ilti i. 217 1litf
- till' rI'l,it i tin r hi p lit' t'tvi'i' ti Chili (nil iii li',u riii Il g tt itLi it Ill!

I N'1i , I - I - till 1 l\ 'nit J. Ci tii itt li' l:'ttii'i tt ti l TIll'iirv 1 tutl Ilit'
,mCli L"il'lli 1' ill 1111 tCtl lii l't lit tint i i't't,u 'tit liii i'ti r; tilt t'il.

' Iii tIl iii liii 111,1 it, Nit iti't tilt ill - ill 1 lit' 1 /ltliitii I t l if R1i1ii f

- - -Lt'l'ii(ltii( gtiltf Il'Ctrt di till ttitl'itliI'l]iil(I' Ii''ti'i ill ltiii(numl: fett; 'it iltt it f/ti' jt,11 it? I iuiuuittii 'tlttfii'tlili'iL l't]ltl'lI ti't NI -
;

-Nhtill' lit hut flL'll'ilill't httttttr.
-

R I .t'ppl'I' ,1 tlt] I). C rI'cnt'. I itil'tittml1', N.J. I:rlh,lilnl - l, f'
ILl. L.. f'tt.gl. ii.; Rl.lil IZ. NI bitt'ittilCr R; ittll] k.liltttll,llt.

4 'uilt!Vt' ,litl't( t' iiitt ne'i,ite'd 't'ti(h iil'hiL'vl'lllL'ti( liut( It
NI iIttttitiit Iertitrimu,uiuti' 'tttliltf,lrll', liii li'ilCllitli f't't'lt't

'iv ith Fii liii' ill till ii g l ill! ti (iii I'i nit WI' till tCi 1 tlil't t!tti,iitir itt C i til tnt iilll 1l'iltill'r't. lii iii! 7 ItIltt ii! it 'ill /' , /t 'I

i1r,lli' t rl'ldtI'li .,t5i(t%l'l\' %ti(Ii ,illilI'Vi'illl'tl( Ii: ii'ii'tt
'i'l/ 74. i {l)i't''nmttt'r ilS2)$52=

tiir :ti't 'ilu pLIlili:,) huu tlu'gliVI'I "tutu i'uiilpll' Fn' Iil'iltl.lnm. C,initivn. ,ututi Lil'tit'rrnlll. Atitu, l't]it. 11171 f Ittlntl: I

il'tll till' Ill g 11111 hiulilCi hg ill (lvi' liii tCthili 1''. Rt'i'ii'ii' ii f/it' fitiii,iiiit Ii'tii/t,'; LtIiilIlltlt ui fthiithii. S,ltri nutilli
it Iih"t't,ir1] ttliiI'litit pt'nlimntildtlClt it 'iunupii. t.itk' hit C ,lhlt C ,ilttiit'ill.l th,lttt ('tuiililliitt,jiiii Itir It',lClll'r t'ri'1'.lr.utltttl tint]

llihltht'r', pt'nlurillhllCl' ut Ch1iliFiitt tiiLt tiru'tltitlg IIS() (Ititil i)tuiiui.ni'nt littt1iriii]Ltitjiitl "t'r'tiii' ilti. IzI)

I ,itht'lt rt'ii(i'it'hlI'gltili'Il 't'tttlu 11 IlIi'"t'till'li( html t)24"4 I
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it.iti;y' l_.t'.ii_;i lit Iii,- tutu lii il-Il lit lit-I 111111

i-'tildi'iU 111111.11 hIll-. I..,':! If: 1,?, I i.l

i-itt'., l-';u-ill 1 lilt iii lii;ti.i;
l-i_;l.-. I rid iiutl '-i, lilililil I i.irri lit_i hir-ti ittriti \i'r-.ui-.

IlittillI 'huh 'ti iihi''t' I. I.ti-_iiitflhl lti_iuiti. ti..li 1-

l!l.it.l ti \I.iriit.-t -ii\utt\ lu-:I,'i&l. i li,.lui,iui.l.'

-i 2\1urli!i1 t Illifli liii 1111
i_I

iuiii.iti \i hut hi1i1l it l'i. 'ft/i 'u .i'i' \i' 'lutil,
itf li_lItt'hi,lrt nit_I 'i'tllt-.tu.il I

-Il-u I. tutu' u\ I uIh' \ -' - \h.irluiii. k t. .ihit'ii I hi_ihiu_i

\I \i Nun' I .ini Iltinlluitr ii I. i,,;, ;:ut

'i 'ii '!ul.l(tt - 1.--,-. -'r / !if-,'
(I _i /i, t,- I -!t_;ir i;,u!i, 1,. i,, Ill (fit

i--i'll1 1 r.tuiti_it ii. .iIil lii \t-.t I .11tuii,ulttrt tim I diii
WI_itt Ft Ii .i iii liii t. lu,tiiii-' lit I 1 lift I liii! I lit' I Iifui1tiuid lit
lii 'ii ti ui' ii' III Mi

I itliuIt'i 'ii tI;,, '1$ I,, 'i /tt-Ill,.., -ii it_limit; \li-.-. _i\iIuIu

ti. .,Ih t"'li -

f'. I ,ii,I i. Ii. Lull_h lift.-1 li_li littit; I'r,at it ti_i ititi "ttit_I:iit
'lu Ii h-il- lilt-lit I ti_i_lit litiliitll,itii \,,n' Ilk (jilt; 'b-ifi, i/ui

ftt Lk.u', if, 12 -rniiiu_ t'l,titl 2 ii Wit lilt i 24; lii.
t.i.iuluill,i. 'ui_it' iii,t II. ultl'. I \ t,h-1iiuiii1t: lt'.ititrt'..iil lilt

1
I thu ,itllili l.fl .i,-,l ,'i I.!' .ititii,1i l!,-_iu',u,, I: I

ti. lilt-F It!," I
lint', I - .itit_I \ilimu--iuii!Ii, ti. C milli1'ulI..l\ iii, \ili_itli, .iiltl

'it liliill \u Iil,'t'iiic'iit tllt 'ill i; (i-t.u,l'h'liiu II, ltttuiit'i
2-li' 1

flit.- itt-ti I 1-'.itti1-k- ' I \liu,'uf,u t_.t'it_i'rf '1 It_i,
lilt_h I tutu! It I "ifu 1,1 fit' I.; ti-till \.ill,i,' ill /if,Itiil'if l'l,1l
ti:'! 'i-u iii'; !l', i. Ill l,,i If,-1'- ( f',.i_.irk litI

lilt il,t;ifl( lift It_hilt_i ti-i-lu l.mtltiii i-ri 1 IfIC umilti'lii lf
t ut_i ii 't t_t lilt I Ii I i'S I

I'tt_k -it,itilti Ni .uiid Itt I.,, I hiiilti Ni, ''I_i lilullutthliltt' lft_-iuiiiii --

uili'illh 'prt'rmltt'' tu:fi''.'!t, lit, lit 2"t, I t Iitici.ini In i,- 1"
ii Rhi,, ti. iii ttii :1;

IuIlli-.itii I' I liii Iiftl,ihiiiii-ilii' it tII-t,i d Itidi-. iuiui,ihiitti iii
'.tilm tint ti luu1'uI 'it lmut\i'uiii'llt t. Iut'ui \it',i-.Iiit'cb iii l'iuuilillt; ti
ltm'tI.ihnllIIt'. iii 'ti tAil liii! upt' uitht'ilI m-..iiuiplti.," I ui1iciihi..lu'ti
chitt'tiur,jI tii.,_itirt.itittui. hi- uiiii,r.itc ii) F-Iitritl.i, 1iffitl

I t_inliirti, t; . iiid l',ilIii, I-,. "l-it_''itrit_ liii' Itiuc.ttiu,ui,il ,i'ttuuit;-
I i.ik tF I hut_u'" /fu;tu';i,'t I u/it, iftiitiul if_itt It 2 4 (I\'uullti'
1t;'2I t'ii' ,

lii I rut l' t ) lIi I it'trnriciuitil I hItt tut itilft'ii,trd thri l't'ntttrni-
.litct' "i I ttt'r,itiint lift'' i'' .ini ,i l'rttlit tlttii Nlitit'I lii /ti_'
I/ill-it tl"t'. ii) Iif.i t_'.l .\i i li'h_iuui'l fuit lilt t/ll li-Ill /tuiIl'iifl/ if

I (tuu't,u't 'iii,; ,iti,iit t__ihittd I'i Ni, A. I r' r .ini II, I, Ft_trit',
I IIi-.d.ilti- \. Ii lh'.iiuuui, Iul:'f.i

I 1id1d Ni I-u, 1;', 1 'ni/ i-h'ti ,'itti h-i (Ii I it' iI;i'ltu'_i_i 'I

ll','l,',l' i't (lii l' I ,u'lt, i /i_I C,"iihi Ii ti'..i'.Iiuiigiiii, ii t -\u,itiic.iii
-\t..l'ht i.it lull itt ),_ utllu,'t;vt lihr lviii lit'r I-tInt ulntun, Itt;i-7 ii I.ilt
I )ttcii lilt' if iift1trl itt clii ri t,vr\ it_i nut - I:I I ;t i2n

f'ifiti. 'i\'tlli.ulll "t\u,rk \li'Lui_ Ittihil _itiuj tilt' f'ifigiutii t I- hitt I-. tib --

I i,tniui-.it_' If t'i'.tnd-. -'i l'it't,.irtl tVitii luii1'iuic.iiiiin'. liir IIii'hh ni .uiici
I'r,it f:i I Ii it 1 itt lt-'iiu lul.'ui-'r_ii 'ill, 1lipttiiiI'vr 1147c).$$4 ill
1 Wit ii 11121 ti!,

-(ii iii. 1 ( W.i.'iii t Iiiu,,--,b Phuif'fhi''.'.i'u' 'i huh i_i "if''' 'tutrh,' l'-vt_'hut-
ii t itr1'iii.ituttui, l'1ti- lt))tf

t,lll huh1 .ull.htttllli _-'ttitilf ii1,'.it,ll,uf'cliil!li,,i,l'l,i,i_,_i,
Ill! 111,11, tiuil'i Ill I ll"Il'lf it fI,l, 'illti html t' lklt,i - hi 'iit,ilti"t" I'!

till I Ii-.! I iii,' If .ilt';;' iii,! 'i iitii,'uitili, /lltll I till'! lit' f"hilluttu_i'_i hIlt
..i_i&,'l''t lu'lliin' I/v'IifIi tttu,lii l'liuliii,htl'hlli.t. l.i - If ttt.ii't h luir

lti.ttu'r 1-it_liti.'I_i. lii,,' huts tt.Ki/ liili_'Iuttitfhll Ifi3,'i'utttllc tutu _itr
- ilit' liii I-I) l:

1

hf,iiit'.f'tlinii hitch1 lft'l,ttiitii it! tuft luiilt' .ttitl lft'i',ird-. itt tilt
I 1u'it'hit}ilit'iil iii I uiui.iuii.i,t' I tut;it - iiit_l Iut I tilltiihh, l'.irt II-
ltc',.tnci_i. (lIlt ill! ui Iti,lbu Ii iii Mu uu'iut u' ('it/luff II, -i
11'It211I lttM hIIfIl'rtut IIlI;2t,2l

"_ilu,ui Ifttltt-nI 'i -hI Iltt,i_iuuhl. u .-I (u/intl li/i fIt tluti-,tutuuiul /_Itt ltuilf
I 'IiiI.ttlt'Iphi.t l'.i lt_uiirlt' L'nu' un_ui'. Ifl,t' (I- I-hI. t )itu'ctnit'iit
ktj'nuttliti iii lii Mini itt' lilt 1 111)31 'i'4u1

I .11,.,, 1 luniu'i'/t t'/,i_i_inuu,iuii Ii,,,, ii-. _i.it'uituri'in,'itl u,lf !ilqit/
I ',','ili I iul;it i-il I mi1 h,'ji'it ti,tiuit_i_''ilIi. I Li.: ll1-tlhctlt_' tutr
I ii_ t'hti1'utt'iih it I Iiuuii.tui I-i t'i_tt tint_i, L'iiivt'r'iiii ill i-hi nit_li, l"'3
i I 'ill I )ttt'llulit'uil kt'1_itiuuhiiu'tiuiti fur_itt tic i-I) ill), :t;",

'it liii cit Ii-. it '11411 fti'u_it 12111 u Ill_ti1 it Ii I ti1 Iitt ivt_'I i_'

Iii rt i_cd I tit_ hi' r Lu liii 1'tt'tt_'tiClt_'i_ I '.i pt_'r prt'-itti lit_h .11 tIlt A tint ct.ih
N itti nit; ttt liii.' -'i ttitrtu,'jti l:ii cicittutti.iI Nt_i_ti rt'ii -N,i_ilt_'l.thlttn
It).2 1 -'i tint I I tl7 _M,iui i-r.t nt_li_Cit. ).'.ilit I ERIC I )ttujctrnttn I Nt'-
t'niuuhclt'lltuul iit,rviit, iii. 1:1) 135 t'$, I

"uhF, lfttt,t'nh 'i-. .uuit_I itut.tr. Iiftihhi Ni, "An Ltiipinut_'.iI Ati.ili-.i-.t_tl
(Itu lit1 I'utIIu I hinutiut'uli I'rt,tr.iuii-.: 'Ii I!,,.hlitI'tll iii . I'nctt'c-.i-.

'\uihtrut.lcii hit l'v,tlt,i.ihiutti. In / it/ti cittluhituiuiul / ultui'ui/iutit, tilititi Itt'
I I C tnt_hint. I. h'ilt',iciti. f'f.ilutitiiI ftutcit_'ti Itir hltt_ Slut_ti_ iti Et_Iutt.i-

i-i lluttl Itt;
'1 Lu -i_nm iii 'ti hii'Ii.iv ii tr, I'ci pi I (.'Ii.i rich ri-tic-.. .i nil i'ct I''

t,ni ui,s Ili hun I lit "l'hiltttl tt'.ir intl tlut 'icutiinit'r (mill itutl iti/ipli
it-itt -I/'_ilri I Sub tim' t_itui/ui'u ill Si/t 't,l /1111 ililtubit til Pui ltubllhfli
21111 I tVuuittr ItI7SI.tti_. uicc 573.

I uitiihittui.uI I huni.ult' .iuid Nhiiui.igt_tnitulil ti Ift_it'uiit /i it
/u-li hIlt,,,' I i ii 'juf_i, I iitIttt_i. tutu1 /ilbp/ituihtuilt'.. tththt_'t_l Iii- I-t_'tti'Ittpt
I. I'tht'ri_iti'i .ini 1 hi'nt'tnt I. t\'.ilt't rg. llt_luiituuil, I,, till.. ri_ic-
I cihcliit't. ItItti.

''fit_Ill nt14 i.i riit'Ii'-., I I.i-.-.rutcini In ltr.tctic'ui , .uiid NI LiIliI'ic
I'ut'ih I, )titu uiiiii !uillrtht( Sul;tji!u'lulu'uti 'Ihcfrii I !i't';''i' t'ttblubf fl

'It Ii', (mu1 I lull tulitibit tll I'ti'ittli'uii Ill I\LtgLt_il itiShlI,ni-.. nit 2111)
ri-ti mI.iti.ii I,),iuiit'h .inth Wt_titl.uIl, \rlIicir I. Iliufliiu/tiull Liluui'uii'tu')'iIut'u

tutu I itiiui).'it /'uhiuib lihuliuu'i iii tibrii'u/ /_ufuliu/iiuiuiu/ .uiittiuif. / ibiiu/
/fi'ji, 'if, i-hi tu.'ki,'ulIt, Nit_I,: Nit 'ii Igiutiii'rv It_lU nI '. itut'Iit_' SlictttI,-i.
lilt).. I I: Nil' I )citct tuitnI Ift_prtid ulCljitti Scrvit_'c icc ELI 125 5t4 I

iii thing. Ifitt't_'rh I -- - .ini Sjl.iiulth lug, C. i_, ifi'_ii'uini'/u Bin''.! C/iuut_utnoutiii
tluflhii,,,'i'ttii'ilt. Ii'-. I uht-., i,,'.iIiI,: Ifu'bttrt L, 51't.ituhditit, IYt-12,

III ut;-.. Ii nt A - - intl K.t i_ku tnt il/, I ).ii'it_I Ii ('ri//ti i/tn ltitu'Il tluit_"
iuliibbt C t/l.itt'uiflii1t L;'uiliiuiltu'u. /titf_73, Nit_'i'ilci I',irk. i,,,iIll,:
!-l.uuiti'rt_l IZti_t'.i It_li Itiutlhtiutt_, 1t)74 I ERIC I)uwti lilt_in I Rctirutt_1 itt'-
I jim ftt_'riit_'t_' iii, El ) 11)4 i/ut) I

i'ttrnilit t', I I' ,'hulhltibtt_ibt,lIl,til urittl 'iil'b lbt'u 'u iuititiuil In .'hhhi'bt'rilliIiul
Ii'bbfl 1/i 'uitiiiit'uifut lu_il_i ii! Cu'iIi;'' '//imttkitt,g. Niititit_'.ipc.Ii-..
\iitin lhttrt'.tui it! I't_Iult,Itl.bu't,li Ri_'i_i,irt'li Ltuiiitrutil'' ill i_iin-
it_i_i th.i 1t5,2

I'iu'Ihi'b ';.\'u'tu' Ii-'t//ut;lulhu' (lii hiuut,it'ti. i-ipniuiglit'It_I. Ni.i'ui_.: (. CT, Titht_r_
ni.iuii I',

I Li ni_u'ui, - Iii t Iht.iit it ii 'ii tp uti Ii '.it'her I'r ii 'ii' In Si ut_k'n 1
'it Iiit'i_'t'nit'uit: '\ NIt.t.i-iui,iI-tu_i uti St_I,'t_'it't_I R''.t_'.i rt'Ii - L'ui

1'iithl iu.Iiiij t_Ilut_'ti until tli'Iuicnt,iticiui - Unii'cn,iih V iii i'I(trtd.i, lIIWIt,
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The Context of Teaching and Learning:

School Effects and Teacher Effects

Iiii/t R I 1u,nt
\tt /'iiu 'lit, L!,z,'1,iii

I! tiihi i1iits IllL h1pll huh- ut rL llf( Ii
nil itttivi diLLlk :Hfll I i-r Llnl ttii prngr.lnl ut
thhir tr tn,iii. \lv ri 'rihiCi-, hit ri,iarcli will tviti,

itti 'tiihii, iii i li tl md ii nr(½,iTmi tm -hictm tmiarlc j!l
LmdL'hi( dtin itrItu,ii it ltd't n,hlIh11LhI11 iii.mterV nil t.it1=

dirilt,il Vinhi11( tt- ut il llinm,mtk .ini] reading. At
,Ut .iit i1tit,tiuii ul ivliehlier there ate mm urt.iflt ped

tim'. iii i It iiiied until t1e d e.Cri}hiitii' miid
i't &'t1&ItIi'I iliit(JI' duLl il,ir LUhl'. .uIlil Wilthllil

(tint uul .lVi himpti .1ttui fur (Iii de.im!i ul
ul lilier hr.imninm. I lie iIii iuhl that ktIIuw i an at

niph tu ipluilte llpiirtault ii iii ui iii te.it'her triiiiuuig
tIi.t tt1ilit h' lititit lt.irniil trilili u,iariIi. Mitre

iuhiittv I tvill It'tm un three itthltex(Lual itt t liii I
.i in..umtu.mt kut' hUge fur ['eginnuulg idtmeitur

I tm ittnt.ttm.ml ire iuitilktual, f'ViliuuiiLttui.
till] &mrg.ltli/a(tuTl.iI

Ii miher. 1 illulis regardmuig uitrtietmmii.iI Irlhig tie-
nw 1mm ntiItectumI preniie i in (he tin 4111 ut
iciievement Ae tliivitlletih mere tiler tu pupil udhIiui
Li1 Ia-k- tii'ut khl. m nmiaLurL lv 'tmimdarjitd .mctimtvt=
fullt 11.1. Siiii tt1t ptu[ihi-ituii ni the Eqtuil Utuititittial
( }pputrttiiiilv iL rLv (I()S) in li)t,(, cuiiiiitiutiit iii
ieueuicL' iii luin hi itiiu tied I hat tRiw well etijldreti itit in
chitul depend pritminilv iii the laiLire uf ihe kiuiiik; t rum

tiliili they enile TIme I OS cmi dcii that kuv-incnnie
.itlii niuitiritv mhuldntui nlfir 1mm en\-Irutmltllcullal Us
abilttut' ut nih severity i tit render them ha rely tutu tile
l)eprcsed .ii.hlieitiietit fur luv-iniutuie ,iuid miiuiiurmt\ 411

detit was ilus preutimed fit derive trumil iumischiuuul
hultltmencet .uih ii ianuih .mkgntnmnd I hi. humnilial i'l=
tet ihuterpret.ititui ut tIle (trugmi iii aihiR\uiie(ii pelileitid
prum4ranls ut teachir trmnlitig Icaduuig hliiiiu hit teach that the
rraiiunluip tnceii pupI pertunmanc uiid pupil ucitI
class i causal NIieldIclass ehulelren are prettuiied hi bring
In scheul linguistic culiural. anti sucial advantages tht
pre are 111cm ii learn in (lie %vavs that must htIs refer
tu tearl l or-i'las .ili] miiiminrmtc elilc]ren are prestillee]
to hrun hi eliumol linguistic ciuhtu rat and suciiil elisacican-
t.lges thin iuilp.ijr cugnmtmee capacity and ill prepare tlicni to
learn in the ways that lutiSt ehuols preler to teach

Such uuitelhechtmal ctlnc!umuins teulci tim depmess ediucatur.
exL1uc(atiiin it the acuieniic ,ihulitv iii luw=neutiue and
tlititmritv stiicIiilts Reeirchi nil epectations ((;tnid lust i
timnilv cst,ihlilie, (hit tudemit. for wtiuni teictier, hive low

l\pee t.mtuul meeeive Its ,icadeuuuiu: work less rugLlruus
uvurk tic] In ilelgeil igauuit a Icieter .iiadeuiiic t.lilclarcl
-tich teacher hehaeiiirs have tIme cIted ni encitimug ulasrumull
cuuiditiomis tunder tv hitch luw-luicimtiie lull] niununity stuelcults
Ire la.t likely iii u]villotisiraie their capacity lur atisf,ucttrt
ueaclenuic pc.ntuirmance. lnsiructional stralegies tuictused ciii

huiwiucumuuie ale] miiiuiuritv chmhc]reui tenet in he ctitupens.ltorv
mud ntt:n separate I ruin the regular patierul of instrtuettun

a mi pull-nut prugraulls Uaiuis in pupil achievcniemt
.uueuitcd with these c'ompensaturv strategies hive heeu
sputtv at best lI tumiiilual effect couitinues is the pervasive
intehhecitmah pretuuise as 10 the unpin ul achiievenient wew ill
h1 tumipu.hhid tu .ic.pi the present depresstmig uituructitiii
[ic.kveell pupil perturtilauicc. and pupil t,imiiilv hackgmutunci

Sluice the early b)7t)s (he liieraiture uredtucatinrah re
eureti his muicreasiuiglv rcpunitJ un mnlerpreiathiui tut tIle

uulterictittn heivc'eui pupil penlurniancc' and faniilv back-
gruune] that iii intellectual odds teitlu the Iamiiulial dIed
iuuerprutaticiii Fducaiioitih reseirchie'r. such as Britukocer
old Levutte (ht)) aulcl Edmoncls (]Y53) hate enmllirtllc.eI
tinily background as a powertol correia(c of pupil perform-
mutt hut have' rejected fauiiilv biurkgruuuiih as the cause itt
the ctmrre'l,itiuui. Iiistcac] lucy have cuuichiudee [liii St/hill!
ItS/it tISI !i tuith, I'iu*yn:nziI is Oie' cause of depressed
.ichiiecemuueni for low-income and minoriiv students. Stud-
ieshvI3rtsikoyer. Lezotte. Lduiionds, amid others described
schuol behaviors ,uuid pulicies (hat cause depressee ichiieve-
tuient fur lunv-incuullt' aid niimiunitv students tVhiem chittohs
place low-income siucleuits in ihe least rigumolus classes itt
math ,lflu] then hitter cturricttlar requirements fur such
classes, the schools eltectivelv discourage niinuritv par
tiiupaiiimil ii meleancect eli-se. such as calculus uiu] physics
Such itt itilerpretatil;i of tIme origin of iuchievemeuit is
uppurted Liv 111cc researches reports tut schools in which

the distnibtiitiu of ,ichieeuiient is relatively iuelcpetideni lit
the soi.ih amid racial chmrau r of (hue sdhiuiils student
pupttlitiuul Flitus iliee sctiuol effects' researchers issLuiluc
(hut basic achitveuiitnt derives pnimiiaritv truni schuitith
muit1eces

In this cumuiei, two matters of inielteciumI inmpctrt fur the
substantive ciiutent oh prcservidc prugr.ulls ut ieacher train-
jig arise

Prospediuv ticliers uught to be taught thai there ,lre
nuw lltlriiiti uiterpretitions cit the origin tit achieve-
melt Fturther. hhe uught In luielerstuiue] that mccepLimg out
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ii i iirt't i1tri'i.l.tiiIl iii- ji.tiLiiii iiiiiIi
tr .i iir iiii. ut iiitrui1 tuu'iud tI,itl'i(

ilituilu tihii i uL'tiil.0 ut .i1uiuui ittii I Liii Iii tii1 iluiluIU-

lit-.ini-nt ht il\ iniiituuint ih-yt
it flu- 1'itrii piutliti ii ihiriu- huh luuuuui iti-tluulht\ i,htitui

thin ,iiiiiliui iiI-iul\iiithuu- ni. iii tin tnuiiiI trltugiu
liii hi I iii Ii iituutiiiiihii iiiTihui!t\ t iluil i\iiJL1 1k

iltil I Iii u uii I I'Iuiii i it iu ul\ hi, u lu iiiui iii
ii: itt,iiliiii 1,1 liii liii iIiiiuttu_i i\ huh iIuiii iii'tiihu

lii, phuluruuul uii-tiuiituuuuiiI Iiitli4\ liii iiiri,iiiin
thu, 'x uu,u rtiu it ,'I .i ihIhiiJ I uiLuitt!uuii iii Iii Jii.tiI Iriuili 1

ii.' ii i ui liii uut iii Iii ii Iii 'ii

hu'uiiiii!ti uiiu_i tiuu1uIi\ I hu),.t .uiiul ( uuuuil tiuh
I iitii,

ttituui iIIiitii- u- .Li--i,i,uiii I iu.iiu it thi,I uuiiuiiuituuiul
u-thu Iii u-uiuu'ui- nuulnuii I ilui tijuhur-uIIeuI' ru-
iii liii- hik- tin-lu tHu ittuu t- luuun1Iur)irR Iii null u'fl

bu-ruu uuui iiuthi.uuiuu i- i liii, ntuuI nli['uurh.titt uuurrutiti- uuf
iluu,\u-huu ut Ihlufiriil,iIuuulIi\uitLir(uil ii itIrihiitiuuii i'i

t,u ituhiu.iu 'it i.ui'utit\ ui-u thu uIniiit iii tilihlur lufu(uuli Ii
iii itutn un u riituuhiI \ iii liii miii lu-lu liii v.tit hut

tiuuh-. Ii' ri-.puuilul Iii uhiii uuuul'. nid iuuiiI.ii uuhu-uuiluii.

huuu liii iuiiitiuit .uhuhiLihu- ut Ii-iu hiui u h'uu IuIuii-. iii
.ui.uiIiiiiuu fuurluurtli.ufluu fur -Inutunt- uul uiriuui ruiu .ltiui

ii iii ill-i--. I .ich-uur, hr.iuiiid iii thi iitiruuii ii iiiipuui
h t tutu ii i. luihid I' I'tttur prpittd In '.uhut.uh Iii

iii.triiutiuuui.iI itliu1UI. ut thuir ruutu-.iuiii.it hihi,i'uiuur,
I iiu iiutuhiiiIuhuih 111i1uurt uut -u hi,uuI uttuil. rii,iri ii uii'uu

iuuhiI -innitui,int nnj hiuitiuuii, Iuur i tu.iu iiur ii1,i iii 1uh-

-un_u Ituiuuv Aui_ uptnig liii uiuuiuin-iuuui iii Iuiiithuii iIIuct-
rui uihi ii1i1uuuiii 'iiI t.intiii hiiiutt i.iui titi ll,lciii -
i iit ud uippi.urtuuruit t Iii ,iulviiiiu thu uduii tiuuiluui littir uut

ill ittidutit. tuir iiiiiphu Iii till ili1\ Iiu r uiju_r1d iii
trni Iu,uil.u/it iuilI'uuIriiI in th1 t.iiu ut thi 'It-i

iitIu.ititli& thu u.irii't th,. uinu,u hiu&,h u-mu iiuunuuitull ,uI
mii.uiiV butt- -itlutuitlI .IliiliuuI- nil liii- lu piutti-tihirit- -i'
t- hun nuli It-idint iui,iku up i Lurii rut nrliuuui ul thu
iiuuI uupiih.itiiuui iii liii nt-ttilt tii,it ut- u tr,uuui lu_itliri
tuiu kr- in tinlitiuli title-ct' ,uii,iit-i- ull the liriguul utt .iciiiu.t u-
lii null t-t- u p rufuu ri lb en i Iii d put r ut- hi-ui - iguird I
,uhuuiuiu-inu ut-huuuhl.hiudeiuI,iruhiuut-ntiiuuniuuuuueh uiiuiiuurult-.

'\iheriiutut-eit- tuiejier- tr,iiiiiii lii i -ciu,uiii-ittict ,utuiIv-
'i, uil thu uiriglui iii thiut- e'nteuit fu prttte-u-ii.tiili ,itteultiiuil uiul
thin-i uviIhni-ehiu,uI till ituilivi tr ihuiiit which Itieier
ulut uhu -uuuiiethiuul4 iii, uiiutlei thu ciii uul ru iii huuriutii uut

thu pui1'ih (tliiitiiull I iii tphiuiI iuii1thicitiuun u- ihit teluhl-
er-. eteu ni,iki 1 ditltruuice. mu thu it i d 111111cr ill 'iuuiiu

u-ui purl I hit the- cilu ui-I' etlictit-i' uui-treuctuuiuii I t ritugii''
u liii tiiirut-ui-e prui eluui ut- -pitud their t-,iI IHillIe tiiiie

I dii iiuul luiu,ili lit uigi't thu_it .uII tu.uclier tr,itliur uuiuit
ultut Ihuuir uiituhIuu titul puu.tuire i- tu liii iurugiu ut ieiuite
iiliiit I butt-ut-u-u irutuiglv cuiggu'I hhi,ut thu-u iuituhietti,ih
.iliil '(ui iii -i-ieuiiu i-i ti-u ire 14 itt- Iii Iv Jutilleit .iuid I hi_ut null

tuiihil1Iu uilighil Iii i-n t-iii it uuuuuupctiiig tmiterprulutiituu ut(

liii dviiiuuiie itt Iuiihinil. inil hiirnutig.
hill' ()cliulir IH,-t u-ui ut I u/ni uiluuiutu/ / iuillut/ilJ' ,iIIiruiI

pr.uitutiutluur nriuiitiil -uiuiuuuiiut- uiitruiduiutiuuul It uhiuuuuI-ul-

huu I ,nuui huuchuur-utlu'iI' re't,iruhu. I in I--n, i' u iiu.irn- i-hut-

- Ii It hi ii- ulut It u ut I hi -u u ul it - ut- it iu u iii I Ii n u Ii lii thu u 11111

t-tiuuliuut- tuu thee 111111 itt iuiuhuuuut- liii hi,, u-niI'uu Iti' ut-'u_iu

thu_ut uunrll,iI i- nluutiium ut-uuutpluit- r,'uululie Iuiu i,-iliu uuul

th1- ni-ti it- iiiu it -ehiuuuul-ittuit, ,uiiil hi,uu buur utliu I' ii
-uui uhi li_i- i'iutt buit ii ru-unitt t-u,iht- I hit- lug -nI't-t,tntiiI
iulthhuut;uubhuiu_. tutu thu- n,t uuihht hlitruuihhiu thu uiu_ticht
uuuui ut' lit-u' hut iiit I, tin ru tuu hiiim d puul - ti iLippuurl
ut lit, ntt ittr\ iu-u n--u uii.

I it-mt iuuit-v lu turn In i--i nh_u kiiiuut- ludnu it uiiuu-

ituitnu lut-tilig iuid nuia'-nruutt-nt fur hgn1lnng
uuhhiuuutuur' I iii' ill-u hu-,iuuii hi, griunnuluil ut thu ph uluult-u Ill-it
thu prinulpul u-hi.ihIungu-. tur pntthuu -chuuuuhuiug in lit- u'

l'ui mutlut tilt liii f/lu iuu'!ullu ttuiiluu/ itfuutbu ulut- it u/blul/ tutu

lull I (i 11th I /tt/ti uu ii u I lu lu uuu i/u 11111 uI-f lit Jill/li

nfl/u itt utut I/lu (flu ill hi If ui/hi, ultuuuu It-/hi lull/If lit llu!llil u(Iuuui..

iLui'hiu uvihhuiiguiut- lii uiuuihllihii tu' tilt- i-h .1 iiiituiui1t Ituultuiuli
u'I liii pLih'Iti tuu-.i-iutu_ ill rhttuhi i biiuuI. itu1ilthii ill thu
pu_thhui huhiuvtuig thuit -ciiuiuil ciii 11111 duu _ippruupi-ileIv
itt null i th u--u_ uli lid bull pruhi iii id lii 1-ui liii ut-I ii u- J viii
tuigid. l'ntthiut-ihiuuuult-iiuiuiuut huiigcuidiurc iiiilu-- liiruii-itig
11uuu1tuurluuuli ut htu Ii uiijhehuiii iui t-i'iii tut iiu1llll iuit hit-I liii
ilhitiihihhitii t-uhiuuuui kihit- pruniiheult-itu thu t-uhtlt-l.lutuilV pnugni'-
hhuiuuhughi thu pnuugni't-.tu-e hut-i-li itt uuhlluihiuuui

uI uuulu/. lu uunu( -(u tii (u iuturu I/n- ;ui-u iu/u(luulu I/uutI uuiu//uiui u
Ill II (li hit Ill ii in (ii itt, hut! f/hut lilt I/tuui ultlliiuuib n/li !i'tu lI
ilt flu! uiuu ut! u/uuuub u. till! ui fiuii uullt-/u! un u luuu/u! -

lu-uuInliuuut uut thuui,i u,i-ii- :iituuii.uteht- _i,iluiuitiei ut-tlhi
plut-_iihtmig pr_ui tiui iii liii he-:it ulliil utteu-uimtuiuuuiul uut peipil
tluuglet-u_ \Tuu,t chuuiuI iuuuiv ,i,-t-et-- 1-'iipih ichuicuetuienI ht--
iutuiiniit-tenulig uuuuuitiiircj_uhlv prupuinid uiuurtii-reteru_uieu_d.
t-t,iliiiulliiifiii uie:liiu'uu_tiiu_tit ti_-I liii ic-tIt-- ut lieu liti
ire Rpuc_ilIt- upru't-cii i uiiu_iuit utr i\cr,igcil hiir iuiliiti
Ii lUll uI. uir u!i Ii ru gr.ldet-

.\uiruui-ruttrtuicud i-uhinti.ineii'tii liIlllt- liuiuui I uiitilig
liiittthit(-u i tuuruiiiiI_iIuli' uib-Lict_ In re-iuluihiuuuu itt the ui,ihiu-_-

.u-uueI,lhiel it- ihhi griitir uuiiiiut-uuiinuih luir Iuiiv-iiicituiui -tim-
eiiuit-. Flit-I, liii ti_i-itt- uuui,it-uuure t--Ieuiiiuitu-. iii ri_i_ilium lii uiiIi

uuttlur .11111 the-ru-litre dii hut preuduice re'i,iIIi, thi,iI ci,t_uhiii,hi
euuuiludeiiIIv t-vhethuur uur iuuut iuidutiiluuuI luuiiutlilUuii ,iciuluiiuic
till - h ert-- liii- ('cull I-reel - iJi trill- retire uuceuh I it-ti, it-u- lii It er
iiieii,ulrut-u ut grlulu}i-i tliiui utl iiidit-iuiiu_ili, Sucuutuei uuuuiui un
iverige iggre'g,itc i,cluuuutl -cure,- uubi,uiurc ut-liethuer and tuu
it- hat e.-tclit ill t-Ieuilcuit, irti pruugrutiiuig _ii-. tin_v etuught uur
uiutghit It nuiddhu_- it_i-,, -Ieudeuit- uuii iiu-hiuuiul tiuru -uilhuujeuitiv
highly uuii i uiuiruii-ruhurcuieud Iei,t the rci-,uhtiuul ulin.iui uur
.it-er_igu? uiiiglit 1 ppcir eicceipliveIv high ut-u_li thiuutighi liii
.chiuuutli, luut-t-cru-I_it-, i,teudiuiti, uiuiiluuruiilv lullt Iii diqiiuuuii,tr,itu

aeiceluu_itc prutguu_-ut-.. Ihie- peuhliu uvuuuuld I lu-ru-litre luck _i
priupir hi-li tutu- jeuulgiuug tvhueuthicrutr uiiut thin uchuuuuultu lne
iliutlig it- hit ttiuy t-hutnhel

I here iii a ruuuliI\ uut-uiilahle JlichiuiuliutnuC iuIuitiuiui tuu

lii c'u p ru tI' lu Ill i-i i ut Lu,-t iii g a ii u_i uiiuu i-un u-u' liiulit ill ut-lu ichi

pruu'puu_ Lit-i ti_iehiert- uuuighit hut hu lit-ire. I' he-i-ut le-Iuuug it1

thu- regard i uitirjniihiitii-Iii-,eei urutiniiuii-rctcrcuiuud. -tuiui-
uiulrihlfcd uiie-ii,ulrut- itt peupih pnulgre. Criteruuuii-relu_'ru_iiceul

hut-lu itt- guutniiuluel lu ill _ugree-nieiut a-i Ic' thin iuidi ldnih
let-ui u'l 1terhuuituiu,t, u' that uuuti_titiitu iiitliililuilui uuiaiuurt-.
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I Iii' ruItiii tllti iii it I.i-t iiiiiiiiiit
it iLI' ti. ir ii riiiitivt' rl1i'tirt': 't eilt' nhiv i.

i1irit tiri,d i. ii.iviiir pt.tJ yr tiiii'J liii.' ti..t ineiirell
t th tyi ii ii t itt tlit'tj .eyr-' \Ii-t iiiiitii-tiiitR

! t' 1 1 iii' ii i'- ii -Ii ill I it- r i1tyrt iii it 'Li i

titlilt'iitiLtiiIt, i1ii'-tii\ iiL.i\ tIiti' iii' iii't trlleti i'titiIi'iiiiii
'. iittiiir itit lii 't\ lit e\tt'iit ',iti'tli tyr irtiri tttiiii Ri

I! tilt ttt iii iitt ii 'LI1tI('I Ii'it iii tiiii'
iilti-tIri tiitiiiuit' iilij tilt'Ir hiiyi hv iltiti!1i. ii' ir [inn
tlit }lrL intuit it IjiiiriI ji'iliiiil'ritilli. it !.'.1t illiiitiiitiill
iihl'ttni itiiii iii i iiii [ti ti'tiili .flid iililtini'iiliilt I'

i-pit htiI iil1iiirttiit hir tin- ut uuit ttiiituit in [liii pir-
iiit' un iii a rtLi[u' ti ttuituiuihugtuttui lliu tur tii.lt.iiiu4
[lit [htirtiititirtui.

iii iii. t'\ti'ult that t'tji.11tV ! vuitiid. rip1t-
Ii' t tt'.h hui'. tiugilt hi hi' n'ui'uIi it Iii tiii' ct]tuut uuiipiicttittflS
iii ,uitt'rui,iti i. lit iitiueltut' iii ti1iulg tiuii1 illeltIniuuui'ulL i-u-
ihiiiv. it iiiii-t Lit uiiittttl (hit niy't ltit-t1i'Ctu .iiid tt'jchi'r-
titit t' ut'-t',Tt it'r'- c\piIt u(I ticti't till liii i't.'nt iii n-liucli
't iltitli dull li''rtniiil if it, tivt.ii'' t..tuid It! Liii.' (till r1uige
iii iiitt tirul ptiptuitututiul. -iittii ttiiliiiI Lit tudgid IIt'ctuvi'
ta '.lguiititiuit ptintutuii iii iii' pupil ptll)tlititititl tail' ti
i.tuittul'.tr.utt' uiii'-tcrv. I liti.. iuiV ..ciittitl ith'uiiphuig tti t'i-

pluit (iii ri'-i'ircii u'. uuli elii'ti ii! pi.\clituuiii.'tric practice.
hit ll.i u trtiiil i Lii it iitii-i-tit uittj n utli rii,nitiui-

ri.t Ii' nu.'n tcil I t''.Ii ii g iii e' pru it t.0p.i I ni ciii i.iil iii iglea I uii e''.age
iii Ie' i.t unl'vi'ti iii ui r 'ttidcuit u. i lit' iit't'd itir ti tniggre'gli-
tug tiit eiutriLitututiii ill ticliii'vi'uiii'iit. liii' tultt.'FtltT(Ituii
!n'ivt'e'ii it-ilii' t'uiicuit miii '.ticimi eta'.- tin titiiv hi' .ntcei
-Lit n imu.ui ti'.i ri'.tiil'. pt'rullit till dctt hut ti iilL prttpuirtiuiui if
pupil '.tmtuii cI.i..'.. .tih.i't' .ti'ui iii di. litiul.irltl' nhatcr. A
tvfiictmt dui.mggrl'g.mtiii tiuitiiit'.ui IL iii'..' dl'.trihuitlOul tit tliliietvi
flint tikc" tiii_' riiiiuin-iilg luirni: f-ur'.t. -ctitiuii iittue iii'.
t'.tiNuit.ii .m uiiuulinittiml icvt'i tif pupil e'rtuiruiii ..rcquuunid
fur illi'.tt'rV uiti liii' tc.t li'ulig tuiiiiii'.ti.'ri'_L I itt .iiillitlnlI
liii nit'it'rV uiiuu-.t ti' UiIitttrjii tiil ippiieiI.h' Iii 1t1 ttidi'itl.
in (lit.' gridi' cit '.cileitli tel lic csti'ij. Si'ctuuid litul umIticjli'.
ilmsi ilhui'il .1 uinilemrni illc.ti ri' uI high and ltiv .tueiai
i-'. f l'tuui. uf uhu -titi.tietlt jtmWcr til rt'l'dictituil. I Ut.'

uiltittltr'. teitteatititi ji'. Liii prik'rriei uilcl'.utne' ill peipil
'ticltml cm'... kit uiiduiv ..thumuil uilticuii. find pupil e'iiguhuluiv
itin Irci' ini1 rcduiccii lunch .1 ic' rigeirtiu buitmthIlcEur'
Ii'.i. tiir i.igiliulg '.iuudi'n I'. tti iligil or itmv '.eicitil cilc.
ultuiiv tiliicr ii!t'i'.nnt''. iiIvt' it't'il ti'i'tj iii uimik'

ii I 'ii lie-I 1(111.

,\ftcr (lie tei u guveul .iuid individulii uiii.te'r tin tiuitlni'
C'ttlhlu'.hl'iI tmciiii_'ctiui.'uii atid ocii I cia'.. tjtit.i are' inii R jed
to dcti'rni I lit' primp! irtuilrliLi' uiii.terv ftmr thc .uiciii i-la'..
'.uili'ti_'t' Schtitil t'ttuet t'ume'''. i. tursi a Itiutctituim Iii th'
pntipuinttiiui it [lit ttifdi popttitituuui deuiitiui'tnitlilgiiiiuluuiitiiii
uiii'.ttrV '.,t'ttiuiti. '.clitmtui ctfettivene''.'. lu 1 tutuiCtitmui tif the
tti'iit itt vhi i t'e1utli prelptirtituii. iii (lit' tnTll! til'.'. ttibe'i.
tut'nituul.trit iiuiuumiuuni uilp.tc'rv Luiiftiruiii high icve'k tit
rlid.teri art. I 1 1 nmi'i-uri' tii elitleil c'Itt'itiVciie'n iitiju.tt'
in iddle-cia.' chiltirtli i' a grtiui p null 'liii t ttitpi'rFtirill it ive'r-
eitl'' ciiiiu.( ll'li at. ti gi-tiCIp
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liii' tuntul etimtt\lhiti u''.uht' ti It' Iii'.ehi.-i'el u- Iht ingiiii-
,itiitiil eiilitt.t I. Intuit the utittrtt'tillg u'.'tlt iii
itduit.itutiuili re'-eareli i'. the' ueillitutuc.itutili tit tiiu'i tcit-lit'n
cllaricttnt-te. ill!i'.t cuiul.ut.ttuitI ti..uieititttti with tl'tueilcr
ttte'eti ciii.'. hit' nature' iii time '.chtteii in niiteh the te',mehen
vu tirk' cltanlv cnhi'rgcu tlit miiiuiuig the niti'.t puivctnttui prt'dlc-
ii in'. 1it tt'ticime'r ptntuinilltlule-t' iii -uuil, tilt .thitui effect i.
ln it' pti'n'nt ti tii,iii hit te'aciit'n i'tte'tL I iiu the- nut ulut'mn
ihia u tm div tel t i i t e.iehil'r Lit. tiiv iti r n iii it a e rut lid I lc' lentii I lid cit
if the tjtililtv tuf ii'lchiilg intl le'iniiiuig ii nient'iv nit'mui that

Lht ...eiitiuil a d tutu t'nvirtiimnic-iit hm. tilt.' empticii lit
iitpit.'. tir cli'viti' iildiudumi tt'iehmeri' elpticii V fun ehii'ctivi'
tin iumt'Iti't ii i. tt'aciiiiig.

ihie' etiiite'\itiii iuiiplictltiuin. tif -.Litli l Ctiiltitiieuii ttir
teatiier traiuii'n. ti'iili. .traightltursttird I'rtipe'ctivi' teach-
in'.. cii tot ntt Lii' titigilt lii bi'iie 1' (liaR ut tu I ticien (i\- ruigge'tl
jt. uuidnidtiaittti til1' ilid'' Citilu tilI'ir ciliirtueinl dtueir intl
tiii'nt'lftt'r ui'.tliul liii' e'ltnu'rtltiull e'llirtlilIilt'uit rei1uuiiii1' It)
teieiit'r e'ifi'ctivcne'-i Llfccte'telieiemii. re.e'ircii dci-cribs
ttii' '.iiltlell ti. 1 1 rlgihI' tii,ltulI'. ill terdepeiidc'iit enuit iii
'vllitil tile' tLutllitV ti e'acii tt'leileru weirk i'. partl a In uie-tltuil
if the iiLutlIutV tit till tetiCiic'rt.' work. Such a e-Iitiractt'ri,ititmui
ilti. li i1'tl.i tvei impuirtlilt tirgailiztitiiiilal iuiipiiC.ltioili.. iou'
prttgriiilc elf tu.ieiicn triilliiig. Fir.t. (lilt dnaullici. til tt'ii'll-
tug and lt'anuliuig '.hititikl hi' i.iughi( a panty i.utieltlltigicai un
ui.ittirc. tiii t_1tititiuitil pt'riupei(it' iii tili reg.ird hat Iuc'ui
pvelltiitmguttll iuitl uuiditidLilIi/e'd.) l3titil .Clltiuil-CtIt'i'tt 11111
it'itime'r-i'i feet'. ni'.t'.l re-il tiiii'ild tti till' ptmver uii groti p dv-
um.m:mm:c- tlumtl thiri'Ifi'ct tiii lildIViduitli teacher'. tiimd teudctitc
I in.-'. I make ulti lull phictitutmum illli [lit' disciphiiti' til pitvehitul-
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Applications of LowInference Observation
In Teacher Education

k'/'(! ! / 'i;n1f,I,:
/I_: I

I
ii itttr IIitt JT',rittliil t1,itIl!Il II' I4ii''

St. I kIt thi lr Ui .11111 h14,iii iF!i' nItiItiiitiI 'tt Iii ' ,i iI,iIIlI'lii I .liIli'i' I hid
t1Tit!1TIilItti '.' LIT .1 aiiit ut titiiitttiiiaI lali.1gi'11'iit.
atitI tinirtil It ilI1iqtii' .itid had Ituind ni1lv IL'''-I lw'i ii, ak i\tr. it ir tulk RaIl/il. Ni.itiv it ni
'tLtiItilt tiri rt4Tli,i intl .itquiid Ilit LiIk.iiil
Ln1 I had hittJ lit-, hut iii miii r, imitidi l

Itit-ilil: ili.iiiv %iii Liui.ihhi In Liir tip with ur.iilk-tI
I hid I'tti, miImidtu1m,imu mi1lrum1-tiiii. hihiti-itiTi

tlit liitrtil tidtnt rt,i1tiirid diltirint ttiittitil. hut I11V

Liii Iiiiii, it iltirnhlil I- rihiahk Iiiiiuurtrill Lii 11r tiij ptipil Itihia hr-
In rI- ttr-t tLutI- it iI.lrulhhl h ii-t (}T.1Lihliit1t.

I ihvi!tpid a itu in tr't c1IriuIv tii1l haiti
lU lIT tarlmir ImlTtrLi,hlilit !titp.bt,T: imj/1: haJIi1. ilti-til
hv kithi.mril \hpirt md IlrgTiit Illithir (Siai- 1*3) at [iii
I it rT(!-\ L } !ihUiall IiV !mipnitiit at Stiiliird Lnivrdv
hIli th \Ipirt-lmnIr ltitrtttlliI1l mu him ttTCLli11 ii (111

lt.iIitr- Lti it ruivard arid putimlimliunt iii clutitrtihiii tilt
im Iii tru11rr1L lIlt nV it iltrLIihiuh)I !'J)XNI /!?! '!thtjfu:

!l'oltj (iiiiiri .itiI hhnur hu1711; piutidmmmi huJ6) I i''
itidt'I thiu eirhiur turtutti It tiliiuihi atitrt' ut

ritrticttmti .irid Itniiii tll.i41 ru- TI uhutt=tt=eat h1

I1l\lii. I? ptipil tritirtliuti with thin multiht puihhiit
1,1 thhliilthhihi.ltIlll ill ii ihhu,l-Ltnt ii gruhuping Fillhl:t
I)it.i hr itidtiidttiI pulp!! 'u'ri titit riiurdud I Iii' tutu ml

tilt tiitrutilflt V1 nil Liii thiIiin and thi l-pi ut tramiau-=
thu 11giit'u! in '\IthltLht rigiril Lu }T'iui tuditit-

iii IhltrLhtlliiht i dihtitiilt it 1111111 It tti ii!thtJitv
hi.TihiIITu tuik i miii 1L uiiui thu unditig prumue- wi-
itrunitI- tluili ulrlutuuljtll. I )iti t\ere gilhitriui hv ut-
driltipi' rtuiruitrlg arid direct uher-atutiui I1jT1 an.iIv-i
iric_d igiit hitur kr e\-erv htlLtr tit charunuii ricird-

inu lIlt prtiliir\ til thu -Rid Iiimuu'ei \l- LIT ti
pttltti hi tithe1: irid ii tuituiri tii nt the iiitruiiient

t.i ill titipit cii -
I lit tuid tittigited tm.lChlei=pthITIi Lraiilctitii iii 2!

lii lithit ehrileIittrv chiutils iii au tippi'riiuutttIIt'-
uIi ihitth dttriit ii 1.iIIturili,i \\ hun liii -piiituc i.itI'htT-
ntis ill teichir liiYnluIlt)il tihIll pupil tvii unrul.itl'i 'itli
hlilitiri it -tudiit it=tuhl1epl tnuit!\it\ and Tihitivu
111tH! hilT tiiiil iuiiiltiiuji IlLilul he diiwni. I)! thu 31)n
pittial ctrriI.ltiuri- ctmiipiitid appnti\inliatuIv Ih uitiiul tiC
ipiutuuh ti mit Ii i .t1 ku! it -lgihultilliit ciii thu hamsit

iii)

hililiC rhuhtit lt\illtV-ttvu -ignilituil rartial cuirrehatiuii
t\uii' ttltiild 12 iii tIi uiirictltiil predicted arid ILL ciimtrirv
Lu prtdiutiun Spittlding 1*2 p tl1) In -uhuuluent amiak
'i' ftpau!diiig 11lti ) thu dali win chuitcnud hv lacltmr (U)
mnilvsi idunitmlvniig 17 cunhiptininit til teacliir-puipii trail--
Titiiil I iiei' uuiniputitnit ipplar iii Table I

It hitiIi ht nlitiiithit lIhihist as tiianiv ctniipulnlent
t itt (ht. irid i thin uire teacher 1 liii tIieu 17
utuiipumtienit- ttmidd tim idcntttv sptuilmu ti'iclir' thu sanmi

pit uiijstth ut uhtmiitutr tniii ittdi 4 arid I' ri 1

CtmtiiI1iLth1it vtIiitu the in unge ichteveniieiit ut ttndinits Wa-
in 11w tup lit purcunit nil tiatiumnal nrni- ihie reuihts
hItiiud turu triluil pninianiI tsd suitiriu tI liptthiese It

he luted in strhsequmeiit i'puniillutitlI 'ttmdii with htttr
ttiii trill

hiui teachiur ctmtuipuneiit scuirus ivuru currihaLud with
tuulenit tmumtctmi1i iliciunri a nuntiihr unl igtiutnanit ruiltitimi-

-hip uumc humid i' llumun iii Iahlc 2
I Iiisi itirriiatitiiiiI findings sunggestud su'vcrI lvpuith-

tsu liii teichuir in thii study appeu red Iti hive a Strung
nlllmrtrii tin tIll selt-ctinicepls 1:1 sttdeiit- liii seIt-iuiii-

tu'pt ti thu iuipih vire igtuitmcamith higher Iii thiumsu clii'-
\hltti thhi tuichiir were tihirvatit mu -niIl grthutp tacihi-

tath Vt t'miiphiisi/ihug ipriiprtatetiiI pntictuuurres and twil
reiatu,l tliruiuighi enii-iuittmnuitmiiitmun mniit-pmn\ate sniii!I
gruitip prmicis - a :nchi chassis tLILiiiitS were ithsti '-iglihtu-
i.inutiv bitten _mhie tu dillurcuitiate hetw'uii their acauhiuii
miii stmci,iI treiigthis lull teakrLsses. leachirn Whit) dciii-
inislriti tilchuimlg bi'h,immrs reseiuutihiuig Liii cunptmuienit
iiiiv he upeutiti lu luistir silt-esteem iii their studunts arid
inithi tliinii tti Iulu1lttI miii ittitid Iii hum strutigthis arid
u 'akuiu'-i Aiiuithi'n te.hur pittumuu thit mppired In
ticihitatu' pupih seht-itvinu'tiu's was idenititted i icct-ptimit
cumiuntullmuug thirtitmghi tuiiidtinds tith appeal Lu ctiiiVenitiuuni
a- tii -uurrce ut thnit amid aiumLlng ritg.utiuu

Va hut at it ti

lii ctiiittl-t tui thii't tVii ittut Il' thliChl ,lphitlreui tti
Juitmu iIt-t'stm'iriu and seif-atcarerics \er,Th teachiir ctitli-
pimhitnits cuinruhatud niegihuvelv uvitlu i'!t-itnicmpt loachiers
uIitm uvure duniiniatutig uiirtmuughi usi it '-hianiiu rudiutuhe arid
Iliru,it, umr uslum tm-ed ItirnlilI grtitip Instrtrcttumnl uvitli ctmuitrtil
ihirumughi ,hiiiiu'. ridmutuhe, ulr idriutmuijttumtu tn uvIiui displ.ived
ttnlrespuui'muu traui,ittnuml uuth grim ultniminmtiuni rigird-

Ihug nul- (gtrlt kill tin knuuiviedgu (hui\) and puving
attilitunui thuus arid gin-Id tm whit miu'tiimuistrated 'Cliii.
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Table 1

Components of Teach0r-Pupil Transa ion

=1..i lit anci e.,rotip toL prokeolures and social relations through semitiutt I us,
en-upriyate small gittiips

I ) Inflating throug h Hs- of shame, ridicule, and threat.

Firm, dominating c iii rt it %vitt .,111,110.-.1 tin
prciiVklurt-s and re!, 1,1

(..:ood-natured.
relations

icing at to tita) proper planning, the use of appropriate

fcontrol with concern for sources tit character, self-control, and proper social

lni. all cep taint transactions in general with private, individualized instruction anti yi ontern for d r
cotton tit task, and the L1St' of task-appropriate procedures and r lurces.

BUN! 1 kV I

Su

tore method with insistence upon attention to task. and conformity to rules of procedure.

trtit.-e, _eptive, responsive regarding pupil ideos and iii

t "entered and ludgniental t

iVarrii, opt i transactions with bet"

formal group instructitm

11.

12.

ns erupliar, icing acceptable skill, -iitiiv:ledge, and planning.

avoiding transit:bons with girls.

control through shame, ridicule, or admonition.

Observant- controlling, emphasizing attention to task and encouraging tillpits, uti4 tii MN bilities.

Acceptant. supportive, evaluative. with an appeal to ithority and responsibility.

Highly verb.-11 and good-humored transactitms with individuals or the class as a whole and an avoidance of small=
grim p process.

1-1. Unresponsive transactions ivit17 grim domination regardii
attention (bovs and girls).

15. Acceptant, controlling- through enforcing
avoiding negative evaluation.

Cold, impersonal, public instrui
control.

rules (girls), skill or ledge amid paving

indard- (with appeal to Convention as the source of authority), and

knowled e and skill and the LiSe of sliati

Fiuinttrless transactions with control through threat an appeal to outside authority in instructi

impersonal, public instruction emphasizing knowledge and
skill and the use tit shame and ridicule as a means tit
control" Wurc ttiund to ihiVC ,ttldt,11r, With significantly
lower self-concepts. leachers displaying these patterns also
had student, who ware ..agodicantly loss able to identity
tlwir strength!, and yeaknesses. Students of these teachers
tended to ,tv 0. all bad.

In the area of acadcmic achievement, significant correla-
tions were found in the case of reading, leachers who wore
'dominating through use of shame. ridicule, ond threat"
etery tound to have students with signititantly lower scores
on standordijed tests of reading iwInevement. In contr

teachers win demonstrated a "businesslike lecture method
with insistence upon attention to task amid COIllorrffilV to
rules Lit proceduie" had -ttudents who performodtsignin-
cantly higher on tests of reading achievement.

Results for creativity indicated that cognitive fie\
and originality were associated with teaches- who were
"good natured" and used "personalifed control with con-
cern for sources tot error, chartP ter, sell-control, and proper
social relations."

taken together thes e tliidii)gs suggested the importance
tit orderly, businesslike procedures within a supportive,
icceptant climate. Vhot kind 01 businesslike structure was

SI



T?b e 2

Correlation f 17 Components of Teacher-Pupil Transactions
1,Vith 8 Pupil Outcome Measures

Component 'V lean

Pupil Outcome Measures
)'rob

Read Math FIVN SOIV SVIlth Orig

I L thserva tit -tacthtato. 48' -6s IS =19 11 =14 -ly 16
7 Dommating-threatening 71'" 49' 49' = 10 20 - 07 02 16
3. Firm-dorninating lti 10 27 24 02 03 14 18
4: Good-natured, personal 2t 33 29 10 715" 3S - 10 --- 53

Cahn-acceptant 39 - 34 04 = 38 - 11 24 -- 20 = 0 I
t' Rusitiesslike- orderly - 13 44' 39 13 37 09 1(1

7. Receptive-responsive to -17 -(15 =23 = 10 =36 -10 -01
S. Self-centered with conce -1 for know - IS ll1 -lay 07 21 2(1 -112 11

Warm, open with boys - 16 16 -37 -38 -34 =41 -311
10 Formal group instruction using shame and ridicule -40' 01" -42 (IS -49' -06 05 -93'
II. Observant-controlling - 20 (14 20 - 25 -14 -12 -1h
12. .cceptant-supportive -l13 15 (18 04 19 24 - 12
13, Good-humorea, verbose 07 44' 111 3(1 =21 12 26 -09
14. (,rim domination ol" 3- 34 =Os -- 20 (16 I I

15. Acceptant-controlling, without gativ evaluation 37 -48' (11 =29 19 =33 -26
lb Cold impersonal, emphasizing knowledge 21 04 - 04 2() 09 1 I

I- I lumiirless. threatening 37 -(13 11 (16 30 10

Note: Decimal points have been omitted.
p - .05 two-tailed test)
p (two-tatled test)
P k -tailed test)

not clear tun, 'et Nor it possible to generalize to
schools in middle-class or wOrking-eL7:ss communities. ini-
tial observations in these California classrooms suggested
that the amount of structure and the kinds of limits set had
different effects on different kinds of students.

Pilot studies of individual pupils in classrooms in Ur-
bana, Illinois (Spaulding 1963), indicated that teachers must
structure curricula differently for different types of chil-
dren. The creative intellectual, or creatively gifted student
appear- most highly motivated and constructively occupied
in settings that establish clear limits but permit a wide range
of choice for self - direction. The creative or inventive thinker
appears not so much to want to become less involved with
the classroom activity but to be permitted to enter into each
activity with greater autonomy and responsibility_

the "coniorming aditeVer seems most at east'
ttiL1 most productive when the 11110S 01 VSpvc-
tation are clo.,elv drawn and the ins.tructions
clearly given. With too much lotitlidt, re-

tond hc,orne rtl.kres-ivv and
detnsive. Fp) concern, o1 pear tit talw prece-
dence when lines it {ILL VpriMIV idea n are
,iniNg(10LIA tending tar p(1,41 Wit hi dtort, 01
assomiation or accommodation ill cognm yr
material. Attention appears to get tocto-4.L1

upon external parameters related to defensive
coping strategies rather than internal processes
of scanning for thought structures appropriate
lei the cognitive task at hand. (p.156)

These initial case studies in Urbana led to a strategy that has
guided the past 20 years of research_ it seemed important to
identify specific types of pupils by observation in the
classroom to permit analysis of teacher behavior by type of
pupil. When a reliable and valid instrument focused on
pupils was completed and a revised, more efficient teacher-
observation Install-nem developed, the two instruments
could be combined to create a matrix of paired teacher-pupil
transactions. Such an approach would permit the develop-
ment of specific recommendations that teachers might use
experimentally to promote learning in individual cases.
Rather than search for one approach appropriate for all
students, the strategy would concentrate on identifying
specific classroom procedures appropriate for types of
pupils (as defined by their classroom coping behaviors).

The Development of a Student Classroom-Behavior
Observation Instrument

Searching the literature instrum -omprehensii, c
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Table 3

Fh Coping Analysis Schedule for Educational Settings
(CASES) ttiriet Farm)

Category Description (Abbr eviated)

humid, destructive behavior
iventention-getting behavior

3ai t_ unrolling others in a prosinial manner
3b Controlling others in a self-serving Manner
4 ReSkting, delaying. defensive checking

Appropriate soh-directed, independent activity
51, Inappropriate ,,li-directed, independent activity
ha Paving close attention in aeciardancy with teacher

expectations
tiff l'aving close a .ntiiu

hand
integrate. e sham,
expectations

71i Integrative sliairitig and helping in conflict with
expectations

sa Integrative ansactions in accordance With
es:tat-1tin

till liiteeatiye transact
expectations
linegraiike --ee tiilg al O receiving help in line
expectations

91., Integrative !it_k.ing alnd receiving ire conflict with
expectations

lit Following directions and teacher ewe
submissively

11 Observing passively and checking on noises and
movements

12 Responding to internal stimuli
11 Physical withdrawal, avoidanceinvolvement, and

tilt anrelated to the task at

helr,ifig in act vii Iva!)

ns 1 c titttlict with

ations

esco re

sln-n n in [able ret..oled a number of persistent correla-
tions but varied oil. ording to the types tit pupils tinder
observation. For example, the amount of structure provided
(as measured by the clarity ot limits, the clarity of goals,
and the degree ot choice permitted) correlated positively
with appropriate. self - directed, independent activity (cate-
gory 5o) in tine type of student and negatively in another.
1 hese findings led to an effort to identity tyl es of pupils by
their characteristic coping behaviors or patterns of
behavhirs.

fripment of CASES Coping Styles

Six, clusters of CASE categories re 1irsat 1 rititicd by

sorting the hundreds of c studies into groups that
appeared to have common characteristics. FoLh at the
g,roups was then examined 0, identity the characteristics
uniting them l he result: the six CASES styles shown in
Table 5.

I hese six -coping styles- were used for about It) wars
until suthoent case-study data were gathered to use factor
analysis to identify clusters in behavior in a more efficient
and valid manner. An early effort focused on discovering
the relationships between each of the variables in 'Wale 4
and the six CASES styles. Values on each of the IS class-
room variables were correlated with CASES-style
percentage scores As a consequence of these investiga-
tions, five sets ot -treatments- were identified that could be
tested in experimental case studies for et tecnveness in
improving pupil's behavior. Table 6 presents the v,dues tti
be set by teachers on each of the 14 variables (as defined in
1968).

Results of Experimental Studies Using the Five
"treatment Schedules

From 1965 to 1970. a series tit studles was completed
part of the Durham Education Improvement Program in
Durham. North Carolina. The program was funded by the
Ford Eoundatii.- las part ot its efforts to support public
school desegration in several states in the South_ One phase
of the program involved the creation of an experimental
primary school in a low-income section of Durham where
studies could easily be made of curricular innovations and
experimental teaching procedures. In this laboratory

Table 4

Classroom Variables Correlated with CASES Category
Percentage Scores

I. Clarity of lin its
2. Clarity of goals
3. Narrowness of limits (degree of choice permitted)
4. Demands for ocadernic,achievement
5. Publicity of punishment
6. Publicity of positive reinforcement
7. Amount of punishment
S. Amount of positive reinforcement
9. Demands for social competence (in peer relations)

10. Presence of adult authority (now generallY termed
"proximity")

11. Degree of support and guidance available or g,tNen
12. Demands for physical competence (fine motor or gross

motor)
13. Opportunity for manipulation of concrete materials
14. DemandS for quiet
15. Demands for immobility (sitting still or staving in seat)
16. Demands for formal thOught (in contrast to concrete

operations)
17. Provision for concrete oper4tions in curriculum design
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Table 5

ehaior Sti. lex identified by Content Analysis of Case Studies

Style Descriptors.

Ag.gressive, annoving. bothering, cltinliniting. controlling, resistant
l'assive resistant, delax.ing, sulln. hostile. watchtul. cautious
fx,perideni. passive, withdrawn, fearful, watchful. distractible, ovoidont
talkative o I,i. gregarious. peer dependent
1bedient. compliont. dependable, studious. conforming

Independent. productive. responsible. Assertive, integrative, thoughtful

s, hoot: the eitects tit the ti..e it-eau-nom schedules I.xere

impils enrolled in the schtitil tverc observed daily tic
trod,. their , (Ting styles using the C.A.,1;,_S instrunient.
leachers v. ele then taught to structure their interactions
with each tit the According to the treotment de

edk 11 k Tiny, ,IVIC WCW

observed daily to determine the degree to which oppropri-
oto treatments were, m foci, performed.

ihe goals of the treatment schedules his shown in lable
were to increase Stvle E (obedient, docile, submissive,

vompliant, dependable, studious, conforming) behoviors. in
teacher-directed settings and Sftle F (Independent,
rite =. responsible. d,,vriive, integrative, thoughtlub

Table 6

Treatment Schedules for Six Coping Styles (circa l i6i

Voriohl stI A
CASES Coping Style

Style i le C Style 1) Style I:

Iiigh141-1 ii ii -iiKishI. lariti. _,t limits set
high

high meet lox .
CI,Irity tit go,ils set

none
high hig,li high

Degree of choice given mine
,.r-11N.(::,1;:i. ge

.time some
averageAcademic demand mode pity

bi,.11.'ri%'',1private or priVatv orPublicity of punishment private or :ixrigki.lateprivate
semiprivote semipriv,ite serniprivo ht

pub'''. itv o semipublicf reinforcement public semipublic semipublic semipublic
Arm )1.111t 01 rtilli!,11Mellt kontingetit on minimal contingent titi minimal minimal

crossing limit crossing
limits

mom it ,It rcintoriement contingent on etitititigent on contingent on contingent on minimal
desired acts desired acts

overge
desired kIcts desired acts

i )0 manil for social skills It tw low average average
Vresence of a highthority high high low low
stir 1_1011.1nd guid.ince given high,: high average

Ia't,i-ti..rageDemand for physic-Al averogc low average .11 .. x: rigs'gg x(':

Use of concrete materials high high average overage average
a Ve ra geDegree of peer choice .. low. high

holTi,N;roge
high

I Ntri.)fliri for I:10 jet high
pcirkwii lOr 11111110bilitV high

low.
low average ilil.:::: IiiTio,r.

averageI femand tor tormal ho fight low low average high
I teirlitnif for rici-Trreit, thought high high overage average overogc low

-Niolfirctvle . .iggressive, resistant; St (.le 14 Withdrawn, dependent; Style C - distractible, social; Style I) adult
dend,nt. compliant; Stele h independent,yrod (len ve, self-directed. (These styles Were redefined in 197'.,4 os a re ult of
loctor-analvtic studie, tit huge Niiiiipli.. of students in regular, public school classrooms.,

.---



11.11-1or, sabotak teat atm hit het duct
rept alc,1 h larAtilkitual I tu7StA i.

lice is r> tit pupil-
7t- IL hi

!,tt I 1,,.ry
-=vititig, .1, III, pith-

t riir.111,011, %,.1t11 tintrtal rtiteats
k tion,i).;rutik.mit Ian .,tylt. F and sl_L'rntii .ant

tor mott -le These re,ttlt_e sligestes.1 that the
1.-kperitih.fital I II prograill al-0 the local pet bin
, 11001 pitIgr.IFT1N %cure eelsally tato,-
live in pri.moting dependent. ,OIlit,11111110.

bi211.1V11,1- iii those setting
tvactiers asked tor attentioi coperati,,n, and
etinipIaate. In contrast. the F11' program
itaAng the tte ypenmental treattnnt,)
,alted in A ,igraticantly greater amount iii
inaependent=prodLICtiVe. thtaght-
ta I And altegrative beha-ior iii school settings
IN !ICI' 1i111,11, %sure kArtctud tal,vorF in m_-hottl-
ApiAaTrAtto tasks %itheut direct ,LIpervkitin or
a-t-trut non

In a subsequent aliiaili sis (` -roaltithig And Papag )rgion
1972) the relationships bety, m Style F behavior scores and
academic achievement were examined. Signiticant correla-

ins were found between Style F behavior in seaoyork
settings and achievement scores in word knowledge and
word di&rimination (as measured by the Metropolitan
Achievement lest Battery) Nonsigniticant results were
obtained tor total reading and arithmetic.

When a weighted total score (combining scores for all six
CASES styles) was used, pupils with higher overall scores
were found to have significantly higher weird knowledge,
word discrimination, and total reading scores. Relation-
ships with arithmetic achievement were again tound
nonsignificant.

Those findings were encouraging, but the teachers
found the treatment schedules ditticult to master. Observa-
tion of the teachers indicated that most could not keep the
schedules in mind while teaching. Further work was
needed (0 vandate the specific treatments and to improve
the procedures to teacher training.

When I moved to San lose t.,tate University in 1970, an
opportunity conic to improve the CASES scoring pro-
cedures. I he initial gnu of categories to produc styles
required restructuring. Several CASES categories were
used in more than one style, and case studies using the SIN

styles revealed a need for better definition.

CA_ .S Styles Identified by Factor Anzlysi.

(hiring the academic years 1972-73 ond 1973=74. CAST!,
data Were K0thorte1 la ill school districts in Alameda and
Santa Clara Counties, alitornia. Seven graduate students
in education at San 10,,,,` State 1-niversity were trained to use
the CASES instrument. training continued until the oh-

Sri

servers reached an average tut 9' ,reenlent wh ile
tiding simultaneously in ongoing classes. Inter rafter .igree-

mem between pairs of coders ranged tnnyi 74_4'; to 97.w;
Public school pupils in kindergartens using the I lawaii

English Program were the first group observed tor the
factor analytic study_ This group consisted tit i 741', sample
tit all children enrolled in kindergarten ill six schools in six
Santa Claro County school districts rho number of pupils
observed vas 149. 'The Iiaon English Program mphosiies
self-managed learning, tutors, learning stations managed
by pupils, individualized instruction, mastery learning,
and continuous progress through programmed learning
materials. A minimum of teacher-directed learning occurs
in the program.

The second group of students in the sample consisted of
isn pupils in kindergarten through grade 2 in a single
school using the Hawaii English Program. All CASES data
were gathered while the pupils were in a large room where
the learning stations were located. Two regular teachers
supervised groups 490 pupils at a time. The school was
located in a middle-class community.

Hie third sample included all pupils in kindergarten
through grade 3 in a low-income, working-class commu-
nity. Data were gathered in all subject-matter areas during
normal school routines. The number of pupils included in
the sample was 221

The fourth group of students in the norn)ing sample
consisted of 337 pupils enrolled in kindergarten through
grade 6 in a single school in a lo -income, working-class
community. All subject areas and instructional modes were
sampled.

The fifth and last group consisted of 64 middle schtitil
and high school students referred by their teachers for
observation in a suburban, middle-class community in
Alameda County, California. Behavior problems were com-
mon in this group. Teachers nominated students who were
discipline problems as well as some with academic prob-
lems. None of these pupils, however, was considered
eligible for special education.

The CASES data for I.066 of the 1,158 students in the
complete sample were corable and became the data base
for factor analysis, Stud-mts in kindergarten through grade
3 were overrepresented. The sample, however, appeared
diverse enough to present the range of behavior patterns
likely to be found in the public schools of Santa Clara and
Alameda Counties, California. The middle and high school
grades were poorly represented, and a different factor
structure would likely result if a larger sample of middle
and high school CASES data were included.

A Vanilla \ factor analysis resulted in seven factors. One
was bipolar and interpreted as two separate behavior
style' self-directed on-task behavior (5a) and teacher-
imposed tin -task behavior OUT The results of the analysis
are shown in Table 7.

1-1: first factor accounted tor appro \ imotelv 13.21; cif the
variance. It resembled the previously identified sty_ le A
pattern. third (actor (accounting for 7' ;- of the variance)



Table 7

slain Varimax Factors Extracted from 1,066 CASES Data Sets
Gathered in Grades 1C -12 in Santa Clara and Alameda Counties

Rotated Factor Loadings

I A I (F)
3 4

(G,1-1) (C)
6

(E) (D) Ii
31 .26 =Art -.12 -.18 -.05 =25 /9
h -I _02 .36 .09 -.04 -.13 O1 .56
.12 -.04 .08 -.25 .00 .42

31.1 .48 .24 .20 d12 -.09 -.05 .02 .34
4 -.13 ,50 --)-) -.05 -.12 -.1b .41
5a .07 -.24 -=70 .S4 111 -.11
5b -.13 -.11 .04 .02 111 .43
ha .21 -.14 .79 ==.17 =.63 -.11 .59
61. OR 02 -.07 .07 ,OS .67
7o -.17 -.04 .54
711 _44 .07 15 111 .10 =41
Si ,S1 =04 -.03 .14 -.13
Sh -.03 .14 74 .03 .24 .06 hh

-.21 -=25 =11 .02 .43 -.2O .5,
.63 -.02 .09 .02 =14 -MS

111 .24 -.26 _69 .07 -.11 .01 .62
_711 '4 --=10 .28 -.02 .49 .5.4

12 -.03 .16 .00 71 -.07 .00 .54
13 .04 -_07 .04 67 .05 -.02 .46

Factor
Vor .132 .070 .063 .058 .055

Note; Each CASES data s- insisted ht approximately 4(1 observations tat 10 -second intervals) of each of L066 student,. The letters
identifying the eight CASES coping styles are shown iri the column head. The underlined factor loadings indicate the CASES categories
4SSI,Iti.Itt'd with each of the eight CAsEs styles. Factor 4 is bipolar and the two highest loadings (ol opposite signs) identity two CASES
,tvlos-cdtt,gor- Fte, = style G; category 10 style H.

v%-as similar in content to the pattern earlier named style B.
The fifth factor (with 6.3'7. if the variance) also resembled a
previously named pattern, style C. for the most part,
however, the factor structure relocated the 19 categories,
and a number of unanticipated patterns emerged.

Table 8 shows the eight CASES coping styles and the
:ontent of each, based on factor analysis of 1,066 data sets
rum Santa Clara and Alameda Counties=

With the first factor extracted, the percentage of variance
sociated with each fa for became fairly even (ranging

tuna a loss of 5,5'4- for factor 7 to 8.1'; for factor 21. The
-clout-121Y even distribution of victor variance indicated that
he CASES instrument Evan effective in discriminating
among significant differences in the classroom behavior of
students. In addition the newly identified factors were
ound to he- more easily interpreted to teachers and coon-
.elors than were the earlier CASFS styles. When case

87

studies were made, the current factor structure was toured
useful in diagnosing and prescribing treatment.

Current CASES-Style Structure

After several years of earch using the factor structure
given in Table 8 it.; the basis for style scores, a few
modifications.hecame desirable. The coping styles of th
pupils were found to be strongly influenced by the amount

structure and direction provided by the classroom`
teacher. The coping-styles that the pupils preferred were
most likely to emerge when classroom activities were
loosely --tructuNd and the teacher gave little or no direct
instruction. The scoring sheet for CASES coping styles was
modified to accommodate the changes expected in students
when the amount of teacher direction varied. For example,



Table 8

Eight CASES Styles Identified Through Factor Analysis (circa 1974).

St le CASES Cate ries le Descri a tors

A 1, 2, 3b, 9b

Et 4, 5a, 7b, 8b

12, 13

D 6b, 11

E Aa, 7a ,

F 3a, 8a

C 5a

bl 10, 9a

Dominating, active-aggressive, annoying, bothering, controlling,

Resistant, passive-aggressive, delaying, peer-oriented, off-task

Passive, withdrawn, avoidant, shy, dreamy

Peer dependent, distractible, off-task

Attentive, adult-oriented, compliant

Assertive, socially integrative, task-oriented

Appropriately self directed, task-oriented, independent, self - motivated, nonsocial

Conforming, passive, submissive to directions

anipulating

Note: Category 9a was not found strongly associated with any one factor. From 1964 through 198
now located as a part of style Fi as a result of case-study analysis

I scored as part of style E.

category 6a (paying close attention) was a logical compo-
nent of style E (attentive, a_dult-oriented, compliant) in
teacher-directed settings. That category, however, was more
closely associated with style G (self-motivated, on-task,
nonsocial) during seatwork. In such situations, 6a repre-
sented the pondering that accompanied problem solving
activities. Another change was made in the location of
category 9a. In the factor structure (as shown in Table 7),
category 9a was not clearly associated with any one factor.
Although it seemed to fit logically with style E, it had an
opposite sign in the factor structure. Category 9a was
sometimes found, in case studies, as a component of style
A behavior. In such cases, it may have been seen by the
observer as manipulative behavior (3b). It also appeared,
frequently, as a part of style H (other-directed, conforming).

The 1982 CASES scoring procedure was written with 9a
(appropriate help - seeking, appropriate help-receiving) as a
component of style H. The current assignments of the 19
CASES categories for obtaining scores for the eight CASES
styles appear in Table 9.

Equal weights are used in scoring raw CASES frequen-
cies. The resulting style scores are used to characterize the
behavioral milieu of the class and identify the most promis-
ing procedures to use in the classroom in order to maximize
the on-task behavior of the pupils as well as their self-
control, self-management, and cooperation. The specific
treatments recommended for each type of pupil (as classi-.
lied by coping style) are based on the outcomes of
experiments conducted in the Durham Education Improve-
ment Program and at San Jose State University. Using the
initial values for 18 classroom variables under teacher con-
trol (as shown in Table 6), experimental treatments were

deVeloped for seven of he eight tyles identified through
factor analysis.

Descriptions of the Eight CASES Coping Styles

On the basis of approximately 160 case studies con=
ducted by graduate students at San Jose State University in
various schools and classrooms the characteristics of the
eight behavior patterns may be described. Not only are the
coping styles meaningfully interpretable by the descriptors
associated with the 19 categories of the CASES instrument,
but individual pupils described on the basis of CASES low-
inference data are easily recognized by their teachers. The
eight CASES coping styles are characterized, in turn, in, the
following sections.

Style A Behavior. Style A students demonstrate little
internal control and are likely to act out and create distur-
bances. They may become verbally or physically
aggressive, and they frequently attempt to manipulate
'other students or the teacher to obtain what they want.
They are willing to incur the disfavor of others in order to
get attention. They cannot be relied upon to stay on task
without close supervision and a high degree of teacher
imposed structure (i.e., specific procedures and detailed
tasks).

Descriptors and CASES codes that identify style A
students are: aggressiVe, annoying, bothering (2), abusive
and hurtful (1), destructive (1), dominating, controlling (3b),
and manipulative (3b, 9b).

An example of a normal, second grade boy displaying



style A behavior is given, in the following quotation
case study:

The school file described him as a highly
disruptive child who had difficulty in control-
ling his hostility and aggression toward others.
He employed various kinds of attention-Seek-
ing techniques toward others to disrupt
classroom activities.tle was a bright boy who
did not complete assigned tasks.

This child annoyed other children by rip-
ping or marking their papers, running around
the room. and taking objects from other chil-
dren's desks. He made loud noises in the
classroom or yelled across the room to :he
teacher or otheis. He was involved in fights
daily; he would fight to he first in line, first out
the door, or first to use a piece of equipment-
kickball. earphones, filmstrip projector, and so
on. (Bartholomew 1927, p, 3)

urn a the two types of style B students. Those who have strong
drives to be productive and who have been well socialized
by their parents can be readily persuaded to cooperate with
the teacher (or other school authorities) by a suitable
restructuring of the instructional program to make use of
their concerns about achievement, power, and self-
management.

Descriptors and CASES codes identifying these stu-
dents are: inappropriately self-directed (5b),
inappropriately socially active (7b, 8a), peer oriented and
talkative (7b, 8b), resistant to authority (4), delaying, and
nonconforming (4).

Examples of style B behavior follow. These are based on
observations of normal pupils in regular, public school
classrooms.

Style B Behavior. Style B students resist authority and
imposed structure. They prefer to do things in their own
way and at their own pace. They are generally peer oriented
and talkative. They cannot be relied upon to stay on task in
social settings. However, they have strong drives to main-
tain control over their lives. ff they have been well
socialized during childhood, they will seek to be productive
and exert power and control in prosocial ways. Confronted
with arbitrary power, they may bridle. Given no confronta-
tion with authority, they can work well alone on tasks set
broadly, with the focus on products to be created in their
own way.

If not properly socialized, style B students will delay
productive involvement, preferring to socialize with peers.
Such unsocialized, resistive pupils cannot make good use of
freedom or choice. They will continue to delay and interact
inappropriately with peers if goals, guidelines, and relevant
tasks are not provided. Different treatments are required for

-John" is an attractive and healthy 7-year-
old in,a K-1 class. He is an extremely bright,
expressive, and imaginative boy, the kind of
student who is often stifled and whose actions
are often misinterpreted in a normal class-
room . He is sure of his abilities but is not
sure that he is a worthy person. John has great
potential for being a productive and responsi-
ble member of the class. (Stark 1975, p. 1)

'Danny- is a fourth grader of exceptional
ability who resists my requests and spends
much of his time engaged in inappropriate
activities. (Souza 1975, o 1)

'Paul" is very friendly, and would rather
spend his time talking to his friends than
doing his work. Today, Paul was defiant. He
spent most of the time e wandering around the
room, engaging in conversation with others
riot in his group, and watching what everyone
else was doing. If he did sit-where he be-
longed, it was only for a few moments, and
then he was working a puzzle, and not doing

Scoring

Table 9

y or Eight CASES Styles (1982)

St le Da orn TD4 Settin Data from NTDb Settings

A 1, 2, 3b, 9b 1, 2, 3b, 9b
B 4, 5b, 7b, 8b 4, 5b, 7b, 8b
C 12, 13 12, 13
D 6b, 11 6b, 11
E 6a, 7a 7a

3a, 8a 3a, 8a
G 5a 5a, 6a
H 10, 9a 10, 9a

ETD = teacher-directed
"NTD = non-teacher-directed (self-directed or program- directed;
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what he should have been doing. n
1975, pp. 1-2)

Style C Behavior. These students are fearful and avoid
situations involving risks. They will withdraw if confronted
with a social or academic threat. They will not initiate
disturbances but they will participate as observers. They
cannot be relied upon to remain on task without close
support and a high degree of structure. If they become
blocked during seatwork, they will await assistance rather
than actively seek solutions. If they become involved in a
disturbance with other students, they will withdraw rather
than seek to resolve the problem through negotiatiOn. They
fear retribution and often find solace in their thoughts. Left
to themselves, they tend to daydream and respond to
internal stimuli.

Sometimes, pupils who might at other times, be aggres-
sive will use withdrawal as a strategy to avoid a threatening
confrontation. When confronted by superior power or
authority, they use withdrawal as a temporary tactic, avoid-
ing a direct challenge to their power or control.

Descriptors and CASES codes that identify style C
students are: responding to internal stimuli (12), physical
withdrawal (13), and avoidance of involvement by moving
about and watching from a distance (13). Here is an example
of a style C pupil in a special education class:

One of the most striking features of
"William's" behavior is his slowness. He
strongly prefers not to risk an error and often
came to a firm halt for long periods of time.
becoming quite immobilized. During these
ties he used compulsive behaviors, such as
finger Counting and crossing. These behaviors
had the look of self-stimulation . . . . fie is
htcvily focused on his inner world and that
inner world is attentive to heingled. (Warfield
1982. pp. 1-2)

Other examples of style C students appear in regular
classrooms. This example comes from a day-care center:

Everyday. 'Mary- walked slowly into the 4-
year -old room with her head dropped and
thumb in her mouth . . . Mary walked slowly
to her locker to put her coat or sweater away
and then milled absently around the room,
looking at her peers who were involved in
activities_ 1971, p.5)

Another example is from a second grade class in a public
school.

"Forrest" arrived . . . as a new student this
year. He was immediately noticeable because
he never smiled, never raised his hand to
comment and loo:.ed off to the side or down
whenever anyone spoke to him . . .F o r r e s t

was not only shy and mncornfortable but also
unable to accomplish much in the way of work:

Whenever he didn't understand directions he
would cry, Tears came also when someone
would try to correct an error no matter how
gently. (Carruthers and Hustler 1972, p 1)

Style D Behavior Students who demonstrate Style D
behavior are easily distracted. They respond readily to
noise and movement in the environment. They watch other
students work and are easily led by more dominant stu-
dents into participation in inappropriate activities. They
frequently copy the work of others and are likely to wait for
their peers to produce models for them to copy.

Sty_ le D students are concerned with peer approval.
They willingly follow the lead of more skilled or powerful
pupils in the class. They are less concerned with authority
and approval from adults. These students often seek out
satisfying activities by watching others in the room.

Descriptors and CASES codes identifing these students
are: attending to distractions (6b) and checking on behav-
iors, noises, and movements of others my. The collowing
example of style D behavior is taken, from a case study of a
seventh grade boy (Nelson 1981).

"John" was the last one to enter the room. 1 le
went to his desk. opened his workbook, and
gazed around the room. He looked up at
anyone or thing moving, at any foreign sound,
and he was distracted by noises outside of the
windows behind him: (p- 4)

Style E Behavior. Style E students are concerned with
adult approval and show respect for authority. They want to
know what the rules are and they want to do what is
expected by those in positions of authority. They frequently
become anxious if they are not clear about what is expeCted 5
of them. They will respond ;(-3 clear statements of goals and
procedures. They prefer to have specifically defined assign-
ments with little ambiguity regarding the steps to take to
complete the tasks.

Style E pupils cannot operate for extended periods of
time without teacher support and approval. They can be
relied upon to follow instructions; but need frequent reas-
surance that they are, in fact,-doing what is expected of
them.

During teacher-directed instruction, style E students
pay close attention. They follow the rules by raising their
hands before speaking and they contribute appropriately
when given the opportunity. Once instructions have been
completed and seatwork assigned, they immediately begin
to work on the assignments. They usually shift into style H
when doing seatwork, although many are able to maintain
self-management and task orientation with interest and will
show style G behavior. They are more likely to demonstrate
style G behavior when the seatwork is highly structured,
with little choice involved. The,. work best when models
are provided and support available. They frequently share
their work with the teacher to obtain reassurance that they.



are proceeding in the manner expected by the teacher.
Behavioral descriptors end CASES codes that identify

these students are: compliant (7a), dependable; attentive
(64), thoughtful (6a), conforming (ha, 7a). They can be
depended upon not to cause disturbances and will not
distract others from assigned tasks.

Style F 'lot: Pupils who prefer to-work together aod
are able to stay on task display style F behavior. Style F
students have internal controls and can stay on task in spite
of temptations to get off task. Style F pupils also have
problem-solving abilities and work out assigned problems
without teacher assistance. They like to work closely with
other style F students, sharing solutions and methods of
completing the assignments.

'These pupils can be relied upon to stay. on task in the
absence of supervision. Most also have considerable initia-
tive and often seek novel ways of solving problems. 1 hey
usually enjoy the opportunity to test their mettle, rising to
challenges provided by the teacher. Style F students are
frequently willing to participate as classroom aides; many
enjoy tutoring younger pupils. They can be depended
upon to follow through on assignments outside the class-
room and are frequently eager to bring in additional
materials and resources to enrich classroom studies. Style F
stuck:I-its respond well to self-managed study plans involv-
ing choice: They enjoy taking on additional responsibilities
that provide opportunities for problem solving, leadership,
and self-directed learning_

The behavioral descriptors and CASESxodes identifying
style F students are: assertive (3a), socially integrative (3a,
8a), task oriented (8a).

Style F behavior is seldom observed in!the public school
classroom. If students afire not permitted in talk, they canoot
display these characteristics even if they possess them.
Teachers often assume that any talk that takes place will
disturb others and get the talkers off task! The assumption
is understandable: Since talk by style A, ft, and pupils
will most certainly be off task, teachers who do not dis-
tinguish style F students as fundamentally different in their
motivations will expect them to be off task as well.

Style G Behavior Whereas style F students, given the
chance, will work closely with a friend, style G pupils elect
to work alone. They even remove themselves from others
to increase their isolation and improve their concentration.
Some style G pupils may lack the social skills to interact
successfully with other students, but most do not. Their
isolation is usually a matter of choice. They feel that they
accomplish more and get their work done more quickly
when they work alone.

Style G students respond well to self-managed study
plans involving choice. These students have internal con-
trol's, clearly established academic standards, personal
goals, and problem-solving skills commensurate with their
levels of academic and cognitive development.

When teachers forbid talking in the classroom, it may
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become difficult to distinguish style G students from style F
students. Only when opportunities to interact socially are
provided will the preferences of students be noticeable.

Behavioral descriptors and CASES codes that identify
style G students are: appropriately self-directed (5a), task
oriented (5a, 6a), independent (5a, 6a), self-motivated (5a,
ha), and nonsocial. The 6a category, emerges when seatwork
and other non-teacher-directed activities are scheduled. It
represents thoughtfulness and self-managed problem-
solving.

Style H Oehation Style 1-1 students submit to authority
and are externally motivated to remain on task. When not
supervised or directly instructed, they will demonstrate
other preferred coping styles or behaviors. Their preferred
styles cannot be determined in highly teacher-directed or
highly supervised settings. When confronted, they submit
to the direct authority_ of the teacher or other authority. In
the absence of direct supervision, they may hesitate, de-
monstrating style B behavior. Others may begin to look
'around the room, distracted by noises and movements,
thus displaying style D. Some will withdraw into them-
selves to satisfy their needs by self-reinforcement through
self-touching and reverie, showing their preferred style C
behavior. If the teacher is far removed, those students
preferring styles A or 13 may begin to interact socially off
task and bother one another or draw attention to
themselves.

A classroom program that keeps students in style H by
close supervision and tight controls will not encourage the
development of internal controls. "ale threat of classroom
disturbances and off-task behavior in the absence of super-
vision keeps most teachers from relaxing the structure and
external controls common to the public school classroom..

If the preferred styles of the pupils are to be discovered,
classrooms must be non-teacher-directed. When the
CASES, instrument is used to identify a student's preferred
style, the observations must include school situations in .

which opportunities to socialize, talk, work on assign-
ments, delay, move about the room, obtain assistance when
needed, and so on are all present.

Gener lizability of CASES-style Scores

To obtain information on the generalizability of CASES-
styles scores, a two-way analysis of variance was made
using CASES data gathered for i9 students (18 boys and one
girl). Seven pupils were observed in early childhood set-
tings (preschool through first grade), five in the middle
grades (fourth through seventh), one in a high school
journalism class (the girl in the sample), and six in special
education classes_

The design used to estimate reliability of CASES-style
profiles is shown in Table 10. The design is based on a two-
way analysis of variance with fixed rows (CASES-style
scores), random columns (pupils), and random visits to



Coping Styles (S)

Pupils (1')
Visits V(1'
Interactii,n
Interaction

Table 10

Expected Mean Squares for Two-Way ANOVA
(Eight coping styles, 19 pupils, 10 visits per pupil)
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observe the same pupil. The purpose of jpis design was to
provide empirical estimates of the amounts of variation in
CASES scores from five identified sources. The five sources
were: (I) variation in strength of the eight CASES-style
scores among 19 students; (2) variation in C; -=,E5-style
score totals among the 19 pupils observed; (3) variation due
to visits to observe the same pupil; (4) variation due to
differences in the style profiles among the 19 pupils: and (5)
variation due to the interaction of visits with styles and any
other source. The source of major interest is variation in
CASES-style profiles over visits.

The results of the generalizability analysis of variance for
-eight styles, 19 pipits, and 10 visits are presented in Table 11.
The estimates of component variance are shown in the
right hand column of the table. As shown, variance ass 1-

ated with pupil profiles over eight styles was .366.
Differences between pupils in relative strength of style-
score totals were relatively small (.013). Variation among the
eight CASES styles accounted for .047of the variance.
Variation due to visits and unknown sources was combined
and accounted for .611.

Generalizability estimates were computed using the
following formulas:

(a) reliability of pupil profile over eight styles, scored for .

one visit:

Estimate .366 175-=

a'se rosy(p)=o-2 .366 +

(b) profile reliability based on k visits:

Pk ty's

tr7st: cr'sy(n) a-2

E .366rr
.366 + .061

857
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The results of these calculations of profile stabilitywere
generalizability coefficient of .375 for one visit and a court
cient of .857 for 10 visits. These findings indicated that at lea:
10 visits should be made to observe a pupil before styl
scores are used to make judgments about the characteristi
coping styles pf pupils. In case studies using CASES, th
practice used (and recommended) by the author is to obsery
for 10 days (410 visits) before deciding upon treatment.

1

Validity of CASES -Style Scores

The first/argument for the validity of the scores obtaineL
using the CASES instrument rests on the low-inference
nature of the categories and the theoretical underpinnings
of the system as a whole. Over the past 20 years, numerous
studies haVe been made of normal and exceptional pupils ii
various school settings: In the majority of these studies, the
style descriptors have matched the perceptions and de-.
scriptions of the students teachers and counselors.

A second argument stems from the correlations found
between/CASES-style scores and context, process, and
product/variables. Two studies have investigated rela-
tionships between CASES-style scores and selected
context process, and product variables using scores for
individual pupils within existing classrooms. The first
study (Spaulding and Vapageorgiou 1972) examined rela-
tionships between CASES style Fscores, style Gscores;
and weighted overall coefficients (GC) and the academic
achievement of 179 primary grade children in the Durham
Education Improvement Program (EIP) as rihnstired by the
Metropolitan Achievement Test Battery. The second investi-
gation (Mahen 1977) examined relationships betwei2n all
eight CASES styles and overall scores and a number of
context, process, and product variables using data gathered
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Table U

ANOVA Table for Eight Styles,' Pupils, and 10 VisitsPer Pupil

Source of Variation df SS Variance E Mute

CASES Styles (5)

Pupils (P)

Visits V(P)°

ProfEes (S x P)

Interaction SxV (P)

Total

7 92.462 13.209 a = 6.2s

19.325

171 8.407

126 538.276

1,368 731.470

1,519 1,389.940

1.074 b = 021.

.049 c (Few,

4.272 d.

611 4- Er, r

190
( ) b-c _013

80
estimate not possible

( .366
10

.611

in six elementary school classes in Edmonton, Canada. The
Mahen study included two first grades, two third grades,
and two sixth grades. The correlations were computed
separately for each grade.

The results of these two studies appear in Tables 12 and
13. In each table, only the significant correlations are given.
Correlations found with CASES data gathered in teacher-
directed settings are shown in Table 12. Results obtained
using CASES data gathered in non-teacher-directed set-
tings are given in Table 13.

Relationships with CASES-style Scores Based on Data
Gathered in Teacher-directed Settings

Among students who were observed as style A (ag-
gressive, dominating, bothering, and/or manipulative)
during teacher-directed activities, significant relationships
were found with the following Variables:

a) difficulty in completing school work
(greater),

b) interpersonal Mations with peers
(positive),

c) anxiety in class (lower).

Many more significant relationships were found in the
case of style B students. Among pupils who were observed
in teacher-directed settings as off task and delaying, re-
sistant, and/or peer oriented, correlations were found with
the following variables:

a) satisfaction with school (less),
b) friction with peers in school (less
c) difficulty in completing school work

(greater),
d) general attitude toward school (nega

e) total attitude (positive in the class with
higher intelligence, negative in another

0 MAT reading scores (higher in the class with
higher intelligence),

g) language-arts grades (lower in one class,
higher in the class with higher intelligen're)

h) behavior grades (lower),
i) anxiety in class (lower).

tacadecnic self-image (lower).

Among style C,StUdents (those observed, to be with-
drawn, shy, dreamy, or avoidant in teacher-directed
settings) significant correlations with the following
ables were reported!

a) difficulty in completii school
(greater),

b) general attitude toward school (negative),
c) instructuirtai Interaction (negative),
d) interpersonal relations with peers:

(positive),
e) MAT reading scores (lower),
0 language-arts grades (lower),
g) behavior grades (lower),
h) anxiety in class (lower).

Among students observed as peer dependent, distracti-
ble, and off task during teacher-directed activities (style 0),
significant correlations were found with the following
variables:

a) satisfaction with school (less), ;

b) competitiveness with peers (greater),
-c) cohesiveness (maw cohesive),
d) interpersonal relations with peers

(positive),
e) language-arts grades (higher);
1) behavior grades (lower)+,
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Table 12

Correlations Between CASES Style Scores in TeacheDirected Settings
and Selected Process and Product Variables

Variables Class
CASES Styles

OC

Satisfaction

Friction

Competitiveness

Difficulty

2-1
1-3
1-1
1-6
1-3
2-1

'-66**

-43

1-1 43* 61**
1-6
2-6 53*

Cohesiveness 1-6 50*
General Altitude 1-3 -75** -39*

1-6
2-6 -54*

Instr. Interaction 1-1
Interpersonal Relations 2-1 45*

2-3
2-6 46*

Total Attitude 1-3 -49**
2-6 51*

Total MAT Reading 1-1
1-3 -53*
2-6 63**

Language-Arts Grades 1-1
1-3 -52* -55*
1-6 41*
2-6 47* 49*

Behavior Grades 2-1 48*
1-3 -54* -46* -38*
2-3 -46* -57* 38*
1 -6

1-3 -39* -59** -47

49**

-43*

-43*

40*

41*
45* 42*
65"

65**

Anxiety in Class

Academic Self-Image

Process Questions

1-6
1-3
2-6
2-3
2-6

-56*

43*

40*

-53*

-70** 55*
51*

53* -67* 68**
49*

52** 40*
51*

55**
48**

45* 48*
5V -49*

-48* 46* 45*

59"*
79 ** -65*

-49*

Note: Decimals are omitted
'p .05

The achievement data are post-test only.

e second numeral in the dos:: rode indicates grade level. Class size ranged from 20 to 31 pupils.
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Table 13

Correlations Between CASES Style Scores in Non- Teacher - Directed Settings
and Selected Process and Product Variables

Variables Class
CASES Styles

D E I-1 OC

Satisfaction -41*
Friction 38* -38* -41*
Competitiveness 2-1 47*
Difficulty 1-3 38* -54" -51"

2-6 70" -40*
Cohesiveness 1-6 50'

2-6 -43* -42* 40*
General Attitude 1-3 47* -48* 47* 47*

2-6 49*
Instr. Interaction 2-1 -65"

1-3 -4P
2-6 -41*

Interpersonal Relations 1 =1 43*
2-1 -57**
2-3 41*

Total Attitude 2-1 -59"
1-3 -43*

ToLl MAT Reading 1-1 -46* 43* 57** 57**
2 =1 47
2-3 57*
2 -6 49*
Eli' -25" 19*

MAT Word Discrimination Ell -23**
MAT Word Knowledge Ell 21" -23**
SAT Social ScienCe 2-6 -48* 45*
Language-Arts Grades 1-1 -40* -48* 57" 57**

2-6 -48*
Social Studies Grades 2-6 -48* 49* 19*
Behavior Grades 2-1 -43*

1 -3 43* -65** 68" 45* 56"
2-3 37*
2-6 -47 -40* 56**

Anxiety in Class 1-3
2-6 41* -48*

Academic Self-Image 1-3 -62** 50** 50**
2-6 -69" 45*

Process Questions 2-1 66**
2-3 57*

Product Questions 2-1 49*

Note: Decimals are omitted. The second numeral in the class code indicates grade level. Class size ranged from 20 to 31 pupils.
Eli' m Durham Education Improvement Program sample (n 179).
*p = .05

**T3 .01
The achievement data are post -test only_



Relationships between CASES style E behavior (atten-
tive, compliant, adult oriented) in teacher-directed settings
were generally positive. Sivificant correlations with style F
scores were found with the following variables:

a) difficulty in completing school work
(greater),

b) attitude toward school in general (positive),
c) MAT reading scores (higher),
d) language-arts grades (higher),
e) behavior grades (higher).

Style F students rtive, socially integrative, on task)
were found to have significant correlations with the follow-
ing variables:

a) friction with peers in school (less friction),
to) attitude toward school in general (positive).
c) interpersonal relations with peers (positive),
d) language-arts grades (higher),
e) behavior grades (higher),
f) anxiety in class (lower),

Among students showing style G (self-motivated, on
task, nonsocial) behavior during teacher-directed activities,
the following variables were found significantly related:

a) difficulty in completing school work
(greater),

b) language-arts grades (higher).
c) behavior grades (higher),
d) anxiety in class (higher),
e) academic self-image (higher),
f) process questions (asked more).

The degree to which students were conforming, pas-
sive, and/or submissive to directions (style H) during
teacher-directed activities was found to be significantly
related to the variables shown below:

a) competitiveness with peers (greater).
b) MAT reading scores (lower),
c) language-arts grades (lower),
d) behavior grades (lower),
e) anxiety in class (higher),
0 process questions (asked more).

The weighted overall coefficient (OC) was designed to
take into consideration all eight coping styles and measure
overall competency in coping with social and academic
expectations in the classroom. It was intended primarily as
a predictor of academic achievement. The results found for
the overall coefficient, based-on data gathered in teacher-
directed activities, validated OC as a prediCtor of achieve-

.

ment. The following correlations were found:

a) friction with peers in school (greater),
b) general attitude toward school (positive),
c) interpersonal relations with peers (poor),
d) MAT reading scores (higher),

e) language-arts grades'(higher),
behavior grades (higher),

g) anxiety in class (higher).

The students Kith' higher overall coefficients in these
classes obtained higher grades and higher scores on
achievement tests at the cost of higher anxiety in class and
greater friction and poorer relations with peers. In spite of
problems with peers, these pupils retained a positive
attitude toward school

Relationships with CASES Style Scores Based on Data
Gathered in Non-teacher-directed Settings

Among students observed in style A (dominating, ag-
gressive, bothering, and/or manipulative) ditring seatwork
and other non - teacher - directed settings, the following cor-
relations were reported:

a) instructional interaction (negative),
b) interpersonal relations with peers (positive

in one class, negative in another),
c) total attitude (negative),
d) MAT reading scores (iower).

When students were observed to be resistant, delaying,
peer oriented, and off task (style B) during non-teacher-
directed activities, relationships with the followi ig vari-
ables were found:

a) difficulty in completing school work
(greater),

b) general attitude toward school (negative),
c) instructional interaction (negative),
d) total attitude (ni2gative),
e) MAT reading scores (lower in one class,

higher in another),
language -arts grades (lower),

g) product questions (asked more).

Among students observed as withdrawn, shy, dreamy,
and/or avoidant (style C) during non-teacher-directed ac-
tivities, significant correlations were found as follows:

a) general attitude (lower or poorer),
b) interpersonal relations with peers

(positive).
e) Stanford Achievement Test social science

scores (lower),
d) social studies grades (lower),
e) behavior grades (lower).

When students were observed to be off task, peer
dependent, and distractible (style ID) during seatwork and
other non-teacher-directed activities, significant correla-
tions with the following variables were found:

a) friction with peers in school (more),
b) difficulty in completing school work
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(greater),
c) cohesiveness with peers (greater in one

class, less in another),
d) instructional interaction (negative),

MAT reading scores (lower).
f) language-arts grades (lower),
g) behavior grades (lower).

When correlations were computed using scores for style
E (attentive, compliant, adult oriented) students in non-

, teacher-directed settings, the following variables were
found significantly related:

a) satisfaction with school (less),
b) difficulty in completing school work

(greater),
c) behavior grades (lower),
d) process questions (asked more).

When correlations were made using scores for style F
(assertive, socially integrative, on task) behaviors during
seatwork, significant relationships were found with the
following variables:

a) friction with peers in school (less),
b) competitiveness with peers (greater),
c) interpersonal relations with peers

(negative).

Among students observed as style G (self - motivated, on
task, nonsocial) during seatwork, correlations with the
folloWing variables were found:

a) difficulty in completing school work (less),
b) general attitude toward school (positive),
c) MAT reading scores (higher),
d) MAT word-knowledge scores (higher),

language -arts grades (higher),
0 behavior grades (higher),
g) anxiety in class (higher),
h) academic self-image (higher).

When correlations were computed for style H (conform-
ing; passive, submissive) behaviors using data gathered in
non-teacher-directed settings, the following variables were
found significantly related:

a) cohesivene- Alt peers (less),
b) general attitude toward school (pbsitive),
e) instructional interactions (negative),
d) MAT reading scores (lower),
e) MAT word-discrimination scores (lower).
f) MAT word-knowledge scores (lower),
g) social studies grades (lower),,
h) behaVior grades (lower),
i) anxiety in class (higher),

academic rr-e;lf-image (lower),
k) process questions (asked more).

Results of correlations with achievement and grades
using the overall coefficient (OC), which measured the
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overall coping competency of the student in non-teacher7
directed settings. Significant correlations were found with
the following variables:

a) friction with peers in school (less),
b) difficulty in completing school work (less),
c) cohesiveness with peers (greater),
d) general attitude toward school (positive),
e) reading scores (higher),
0 SAT social science scores (higher),
g) language-arts grades (higher),
h) social studies grades (higher).
i) behavior grades (higher),
0 academic self-image (higher).

Students with higher overall scores during seatwork
achieved higher grades, higher scores on achievement
tests, enjoyed less friction with peers, found school work
less difficult, felt greater cohesiveness with peers, and felt
positive about school.

. These findings indicate that the eight styles are mean-
ingfully correlated with relevant context, process, and
product variables. They show that styles E and F are the
most functional behavior patterns duting teacher-directed
activities and that style G is clearly the most functional in
non-teacher-directed settings. These results also support
the use of treatment plans that encourage students to
display style E and F coping styles in teacher-directed
settings and style G during non - teacher- directed activities.

Treatments for Changing Student Behaviors

When the number of CASES styles was increased to
eight as a result of the factor analysis, the original five (--
treatment schedules (Table 6) were revised to accommodate
the newly identified factor structure. Seven treatments were
worked out to strengthen styles E, F, and G in teacher-
directed settings and style G and/or Fin non-teacher-
directed settings (Spaulding 1978a: Spaulding and Spauld-
ing 1982). Experimental studies employing one or another
of the seven treatments, or combined treatments when a
student was found to display more than one coping style,
were begun in'1975 and continue to the present. Table 14
summarizes 32 such studies.

The presenting problems (inappropriate cop_ ing styles)
are indicated in the column marked "Baseline" in Table 14.
For example, the first study (Bagar 1982) reported styles A,
C, and H during baseline. During treatment, the boy in the
study showed styles A and G. When the teacher returned
to baseline conditions, the boy displayed styles A and H.
When treatment was reinstated, the boy was observed in
style G. The final column gives the observe; reliability
(whenever data were available).

The successes of the 32 studies constitute a measure of
validity of the seven treatment schedules. Of the 18 studies
of pupils demonstrating style A during baseline, none
reported style A as present during reinstatement (a success
rate of 100%). Of the 12 case studies of style B students, two
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Table 14

Summary of Case Studies Using CASES-Based Behavior Control Trea
Predominant CASES Styles Urider Four Conditions

ants:

Study Year Age

Bagar 1982
Bahha 1975 7
Bartholomew 1977
Beeler NA 6
Brown* 1976 12
Carlson 1979 6
Ching 1975 5
Coulter* 1981 8
Erbes* 1980 9
Hillman 1976 4
Houston 1979 16
Johnston 1979 4
Marchesini 1975 7
Messimer 1977 7
Mintegur 1981 15
Nelson 1981
O'Connell 1975
Oiler 1980 15

Pattee 1975 4
Rivera NA 4
Roeding* 1976 11

Schimmel 1975 10

Shelton 1975 11

Skehen 1975 6
Souza 1975 9

Stark 1975 6
Swift 1975 6

Thomas* 1979 13

Twomey* 1976
Utzerath 1975 6
Warfield* 1982 9
Williams 1976 6

Sex Baseline Treatment Reversal Reinstatement
TD NTD TD NTD

lvt
M
M
M

M
M
M
M

Ivt

M

A/C/H
8/C

A/B/E
A/B
C

A/E/H
A/F
H

A/C/E
D

A/C/H
OD/E
A/B/H
A/C/D
A

C/D
B

A/E/G
E/G
B

C/E/G
B

B/E
A/B

A/B/F
A/C
A/C

AtE/G
B/611

B

-ttings.TD == teacher-directed settings and NTD = non-teacher-directed
*Study done in a special education class.
NA data not available.
indicates that data were not gathered in the Condition shown.

H
D/E/F

A/H
E/H

none

A/H

A/C/H

none

A/G

C
E/F
C/G
A/H-

none
C/H

E.

C
A/F
C
B

F/C
C/D/G

E/F
G/E

E

F/C
G
C

E/F
A/B/E

A/G
F../11

1-/E

nine

A/H
A/B/H
AIE/G

A/B
C/G
A/H
A/C

A/B /H
C/H

A
C/D
A/E
A/C
C/G

A/D /C
B/G
A/B
B/G

F

B/C

B

A/G
A/H

A/B/E

C
A/G
A/H
B/C
A/B

C
C/H

E/F
B/C

E/H
B / H
E/H
E/H

C/H

E/HE/H

E/G
C/H
E

C
D/G
C
C

F/G
F

EJF
C

C
E/G
E/C
E/F

C/B

abs.
Rel.

.84
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
.84
.93
.88
NA
.87
NA
NA
.85
.84
.94
NA
.88
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
.89
NA
NA
95

NA

reported style B as a problem remaining during reinstate-
ment (a success rate of 83%). The success rate for style C
pupils was 67% and for style D, 75%. The frequency of
visible CASES styles under each of the four conditions,
along with the success-rates in those cases where undesir-
able behavior styles were targeted, are shown in Table 15.

Most teachers selected pupils showing styles A, B, C. or
D for behavior change. Apparently, these four behavior
styles present teachers with the greatest difficulty in the
classroom. Of equal if not greater concern should be style H
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(conforming, passive, submissive) behavior. Data from both
types of settings indicate that_students displaying style H
behaviors, although accepted by teachers, perform less well
academically, have lower self-concepts, have negative inter-
actions with teachers, receive lower behavior grades, and
experience less cohesiveness with peers.

The effects of a treatment cannot be discovered if the'
treatment is not correctly implemented by the classroom
teacher. Some teachers were unable to follow the recom-
mended procedures, either because of a lack of self-

--



Table 15

Frequency of Visible CASES Styles Under Four Conditions in 32 Studies

Style Baseline Treatment Reversal Reinstatement Success"
Rate

A 18 0 100.0%
12 11 2 83.3%

C 12. 6 66.7%
D 4 2 2 75.0%
E 10 12 3 1

F 2 6 6
G 5 12 11 16
li 6 8 7 8

indicates success of treatments in studies where styles'A, B, C, or D were targeted In

areness and control over their behavior or because of a
reluctance to carry out the treatrr.ent as designed. Some
teachers were philosophically opposed to elements cif the
recommended procedures; others were tillable to gain
sufficient control of their behavior in the classroom to be
able to present the specific elements of the complete
treatment schedule.

One approach to this problem, and one useful-in teacher
training, is the use of a teacher-behavior instrument ta_
identify the teaching behaviors consistent with the planned
treatment and those inconsistent with it The second line of
research, that of measurement of teacher behavior in the
classroom, becomes relevant at this juncture. In the begin-
ning (1959-62), my classroom research focused on the
teacher.'That work was set aside while ar. instrument to
measure relevant dimensions of pupil behavior was devel-
oped- With the CASES instrument fully developed and the
seven treatment schedules validated, the need for a com-
panion instrument to assess teacherbehavior became more
imperative. That work is now well underway. A preliminary
report on the new instrument, entitled the Spaulding
Teather Activity Recording Schedule (STARS), is given in a
recent issue of the Journal of Educational Research (Spaulding
1982). At this writing, the STARS instrument has been
found highly reliable and has been used in teacher training
programs in special clucation and elementary education at

e University. Additional reports on teacher
training using CASES and STARS will be forthcoming. One
study now in progress was designed to test the effects of a
CASES-based, whole-class, behavior-management pro-
gram in a San Jose high school. Preliminary findings show a
significant improvement in student coping behavior and
concomitant gains in reading achievement. Work is also
underway to improve the efficiency of the data gathering
and scoring processes, as well as the procedures for train-
ing teachers in the use of a whole class approach in which
all seven treatment schedules are orchestrated,
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Diagnosis and Evaluation in Mathematics Instructi ©n
Making Contact with Students' Mental Representations

Robert B. Dat.i_4
University of Illinois. Urbana-Champaign

athematics education, once considered a backwa-
ter on the intellectual map, has become a serious
and important field. For something like three

decades now, we have had people with first-rate minds and
strong educational backgrounds entering the fieldpeople
like Herbert Sirr,r,n. Marvin Minsky, and Seymour Papert.
In foreign nation -, ol-ie could add the names of Otte, Keitel,
Howson, Varga, Krutetskii, and Freudenthal to the list. In
this paper, I shall address two questions: First, has this
influx of talent changed anythilig?,And, second. will any of
this work actually improve education?

Has Anything Changed?

The most conspicuous change has been the emergence
of the so-called "alternate paradigm" or alternative strategy
for conducting research. Where earlier research focused
mainly on 'right" vs. 'wrong" answers, usually on multiple
choice tests, the alternate paradigm is less interested in the
student's answer and more interested in the analysis or
thought process by which the student arrived at that
answer. This is a major distinction. An automobile me-
chanic is not so much interested in the fact that your car
won't start. His interest, quite properly, focuses on win/ the
car won't start. Using jumper cables to the battery will be
no help if the problem is that the car is out of gas.

Does it make sense to focus on right vs, wrong answers
as earlier research usually did? On the surface, it sounds
eminently reasonable; the right-or-wrong-answer approach
promises economy of resources and, perhaps more impor-
tantly, possesses great intellectual simplicity.

But serious reflection raises doubts. Critics of this ap-
proach have never been lacking. Indeed, the remarkable
career of Jean Piaget grew out of his conviction that 1Q
testing made a fundamental error when it concentrated on
right vs. wrong answers, and ignored the why
people selected different answers. More recently, SOviet
psychologist V. A. Krutetskii (among others) has sharply
criticized research based only on answers and ignoring the
processes that produce the answers (Krutetskii 197o),

Piaget's precedent and Krutetskirs criticism went with-
out response in the United States fora surprisingly long
while, but in recent years the alternative paradigm has
emerged. It stresses process as well as product and relates

observations to a postulated conceptualization of-human
information processing. Data are often obtained from task-
based interviews. A student or expert is asked to solve a
problem while one or more observers watch and perhaps
ask occasional questions (such as: "Would you always multi-
ply there, or would you sometimes do something else?' or
"How did you decide what to do first?" etc.). The postulated
conceptualizations owe much to artificial intelligence (or
"complex information processing") and cognitive science.

Not surprisingly, a new view of how to study mathe-
matical performance has paralleled the emergence of a new
view of the nature of mathematics itself, and alsti of the new
ways that mathematical knowledge is used in today's soci-
ety. When most users of mathematics performed repetitive
tasks in a routine way, it made sense to think of mathemat-
ics as a specific, well-defined collection of explicit
techniques and to test skill in the performance of these
specific techniques. Nowadays, routine, repetitive uses of
mathematics are becoming less prominent they can usu-
ally be automated advantageouslyand less routine
performances are becoming more common. Mathemati-
cians and physicists have always been concerned with
nonroutine mathematics. Today, even office workers often

more concerned with this form of mathematics. The
moment one employs machines, either calculators or com-
puters, much of the routine work is removed from humans,
but nonroutine demands increase: Every new calculator or
computer is likely to introduce an element of novelty, so
that the ability to deal effectively with novelty becomes
more important than the ability to deal effectively with
repetition. What machines do, humans Must do.

It is easy for those of us who are close to mathematics
and science to underestimate the profound change this
implies for those whil'are not so close. For most office
workers, trades people, parents, and pre-college teachers,
mathematics is defined as a specific collection of explkit al-
gorithms. They think of it in no other way.

Even when curriculum modernization.causes a teacher
to enlarge the specific collection of techniques, the teacher
will not usually change his or her epistemological view.
Math will still be perceived as a fixed collection of explicit
algorithms. The adequacy or correctness of this fundamen-
tal NAM' is one of the basic questions in mathematics
education today. We shall see it reflected variously in what
follows.



How else can one view mathematics? Those who are
close to mathematics typically see it as:

A. An open-ended collect, in of techniques. (You are free.
and fed free, to devise new and better techniques when-
ever you can.)

B. A complex form of information processing that includes:
I. Creating representations for problems, mathematical

situations, knowledge, etc.
2. Difficult tasks in selection and retrieval from memory.
3. Heuristics.

Setting goals and subgoals.
5. The use of meanings in constructing or revising

algorithms.
h. The use of nonalgorithmic knowledge such as princi-

ples, etc.

For readers interested in details, the preceding genii
alities about the nature of mathematics may be illustrated LI%
specific examples:

Representations Stephen Young (1982) has demonstrated
how a mathematics problem may be easy if one representa-
tion is used, or difficult if another representation is used. It
is well-known that

1

is a difficult problem in this form, but if F is represented in
polar coordinates, one easily finds that

V2V

As Young showed, this phenomenon goes much deeper.
Young used this fact concerning representation to develop a
detailed explanation of why, on each of two recent NAT
tests, problems coded with wrong answers sneaked past
experts, only to be solved correctly and confidently by
neophytes.

Indeed, Young went even further, showing how alterna-
tive representations may be built from simple concepts
learned in everyday experience,

An open-coded collection of algorithms. One instance of a
student inventing a new algorithm was reported by Barson,
Cochran, and Davis (1970); many other instances have been
reported. (See Suzuki 1979; Kumar 1979, or the series of
studies on addition carried out by Resnick et al, 1978.) Any
experienced mathematics teacher sympathetic to students'
originality will have seen many more.

Fieuristic_ The importance of heuristics is well - known
(see l'olya 1965; Davis, Jockusch, and McKnight 1978).

The willingness to use nonalgorithmic knowledge has
emerged as one of the differences between expert and
novice performance. Experts use nonalgorithmic knowl-
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edge: most L dent not. For example, corise
following problem from a calculus book:

or the

A rope with a ring in one end is looped
over two pegs in a horizontal line. The tree'
end, after being passed through the ring, ha a
weight suspended from it, so that the rope,
hangs taut. if the rope slips freely over the
pegs and through the ring, the weight will
descend as far as possible. Assume that the
length of the rope is at least four times as great
as the distance between the pegs, and that the
configuration of the rope is symmetric with
respect to the line of the vertical part of the
rope. (The symmetry assumption can be justi-
fied on the grounds that the rope and weight
will take a rest position that minimizes the
potential energy of the system.) Find the angle
formed at the' bottom of the loop.

In task-based interviews, Davis _a) found that two
students in a class of 22 saw this as a problem involving a
principlethat the weight will descend as far as possible, or
that its height will be a minimumand were thus able to
solve it. Other students tried in vain to recall a finintila that
would give the solution. (No explicit general formula exists,
but the applicable principle is stated twice within the
statement of the problem.) Beginning students are strcingly
disposed to view mathematics as a specific collection of
formulas and algorithms, a phenomenon which requires
further study. It is true that these students typically have
had teachers who viewed mathematics that way, but this
fact does not establish cause and effect. Do students acquire
this view from their teachers (which would he no surprise)?
Or is the algorithmic view so natural for beginners that
students have compelled their teachers to see (and teach)
mathematics that Nyay? Certainly, many students are not
easily induced to abandon the algorithmic approach. (See
Davis 1983b, iri preparation,) A persistent difference be-
tween novices and experts is the tendency of novices to see
their work as a sequence of small steps, often neglecting
well-known meanings (Davis and McKnight 1979). Experts,
on the other hand, see larger "chunks," more often in the
form of principles or typical situations or problem types.
Clearly, some of this difference is inevitable, bvit the ob-
served differences often seem extreme, and may result from
learning experiences that neglect larger patterns in favor of
a sequence of small steps (Beberman 1958; Larkin, McDer-
mott, Simon, and Simon 1980).

Back to the Business at Hand

I must remind myself that our present ic is diagnosis
and evaluation in mathematics_ Most readers will not want
to plunge into the question of what mathematics really is.
Nonetheless, for all readers, it is important to summarize
briefly the preceding section:



Mathematic ice meant carrying out some specinc
calcolations in a specified wayat least for most people it
JO. Ms is not the case today. Anyone evho has come to use
computers knows the duterence. Nowadays, the premium
is on learning new things- -new to every body. not lust to
childrenand on being able to make effective use of this
new knowledge. A person with a prodigious memory who
was a diligent student in school 2 Years ago %You Id not
necessarily be able to deal with a computer todaynot. that
is, unless he or she had also acquired skill in learning
mathematical material, in dealing with mathematical
sit Li mums_

I am well aware of t Aim-hi:M-1g pressures that this puts
on Amencan education_ Many parents and teachers want to
get -back to basics," by which they often mean rote learning
of traditional algorithms. Yet no one within the math-using
commumtv--mathematmans, engineers, scientists, and so
on believes that such an educational program will lead to
a generally competent, employable' population It is as it
one tried to replace the study of journalism or creative
writing with a curriculum that dwelt upon spelling and
vocabulary drill_ No one opposes correct spelling, but
spelling correctly will not, by itself, make you a successful
writer. In the same way, it is nice to know long division
(even though it is no longer actually essential because a
calculator will give you the answer), but knowing long
division is only a tiny part of what it takes to become an
engineer. You must also deal well with mathematical situa-
tions, including novel ones.

I have spent more space than I had intended on the
nature of mathematics itself, primarily because disagree-
ments over what math is will continue to be a source of
trouble, both for schools in general and for diagnosis and
evaluation in particular,

For the rest of this paper, I will assume that when we say
a student is good at mathematics, we mean that he or she
deals with a wide range of mathematical situations power-
fully and flexibly. This includes coping with things that may
be novel and unexpected. Understanding what you are
doing is an important part of this capability. That student
who has only rote knowledge of explicit techniques will
usually not be good at mathematics in this sense. You do
need to know mathematics, but you must also be resource-
ful in how you use that knowledge.

I wish we did not have to struggle over the complication
of two conflicting viewsdiametrically opposed views, one
might say c=oncerning the nature of what you need to
learn when you study mathematics. But at present. there
seems no way to banish the conflict_

Research Result One We're Teaching Rote

Partly, I wish the conflict would disappear because I
know that, as a _.road generality, our schools do not succeed
in teaching a powerful. flexible approach to mathematics_
What we teach, mostly, is rot_

this sad tact sounds loudly through a large body of
research and observation (Fey 1979; Stake et al l97$; Sch-
wab 196-1; Dennison 1969; Bruner 1962. !Alpert 19801.
Observations of classrooms show clearly that what is typ-
ically taught is highly verbal, highly explicit, and very fact
oriented. We typically teach, "This is called the afisicisa; this
is called the ordinate.- but we do not, for example, give
students experience in using graphs flexibly in response to
novel challenges. We do not give students experience in
inventing their own strategies in order to attack new types
of problems.

The microcomputer has, in a small way, changed this for
some students, though not, of course, when the device is
used for drill and practice_ In that role, the computer
usually shows its worst side, increasing the emphasis oil
rote learning, leaving less room for creativity and
originality.

However, given a choice, students do not seem to use
computers for drill and practice_ Students in Urbana. Illi-
nois, mostly prefer to learn to program the computer, to
control it, to make it create interesting displays on a plasma
panel or CRT When used this way, the machine challenges
children's ingenuity, requires that they invent strategies
and fines of attack, and demands thoughtful analysis of
ones efforts.

But where I have observed it, this tendency is usually
the success of the machine (that happens to be located in a
school) and not a success of the schoo/. -lhe broad general-
iialion remains true: Our schools mostly teach rote aspects
of mathematics and neglect strategy, analysis, heuristics,
decision making, intuition, flexibility, and creativity. In art,
the parallel would be to teach students to paint 'by the
numbers," rather than to analyze and create art.

From the point of view of diagnosis and evaluation, this
problem suggests that we must identify what we want to
diagnose and evaluate. Too often our work in diagnosis and
evaluation serves to tie us more tightly to a rote curriculum,
imiking it harder to build creativity and challenge into
schoolwork_

Research Result Two: Students are Creative

As I assembled research results for this paper, I found an
interesting mixture of good news and had news. Research
Result Two is good news: Typical students an' creative and
resourceful in situations with which they are familiar, and
many of them bring this resourcefulness to bear on mathe-
matics if the subject is taught to them in a meaningful way.
Two excellent studies dealing with this are Kieren, Nelson,
and Smith (to appear), and Lave, Murtaug,h, and de la
Rocha (in press). Kieren, Nelson, and Smith asked students
to solve problems involving fractions and division_ A novel
and important aspect of this study s.:1S that it allowed the
use of graphical or pictorial methods_ Given a realm where
they could be creative, a group of average students were
very resourceful indeed_ Consider one student, an eighth
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grade girl, who was asked to divide four rectangles ("candy
bars") equally among three people. The student solved the
problem by drawing the diagram shown in Figure 1.

In effect, the student determined that

4 ÷ 3 1.1111 (base 4 numeral).

This child could not have solved the problem using conven-
tional abstract notions, but in a setting where all of her "real
world- knowledge (about dividing into halves, or halves of
halves, etc,) could be brought into play, she was able to
solve the problem with unexpected ingenuity.

In the second study, Lave. Murtaugh, and de la Rocha
reported the contrast between the unsuccessful efforts of
some adults to solve some mathematics problems the-
oretically vs. their success with similar problems in practical
settings such as supermarkets or their own kitchens. (One
man's diet called for him to eat three-fourths of the cottage
cheese in a cup that was two-thirds full. He spread out
some wax paper, arranged the cottage cheese on it as a disc.
marked two perpendicular radii, thus getting fourths, and
ate three of them.) -

To be sure, in both the Kieren and Lave studies, you do
not see traditional algorithms used in traditional ways. You
see ingenuity and resourcefulness, both central to effective
performance in mathematics. Many teachers and evaluators
might view these performances negatively, They would be
wrong. Both the girl and the man displayed an effective and
appropriate=though nonalgorithmic -- way of dealing with
the problems. Both studies presented evidence on which
educational programs could and should build.

The British report Mathematics Counts (Cockcroft et al.
1982) showed similar examples. Assigned to muitiply 7 x
96, one boy proceeded as follows:

3 x 96 ?SS

288
+ 288

576

576
4,- 96

672,
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an excellent demonstration of resourcefulness and under-
standing. Consider also this example (which, like the
preceding example. came from a study at the University of
Bath; the subject was described as a "craftsman" 01 unspec-
ified age but obviously an adult): Needing to add

3/16 Ar 5/64,

the "`craftsman "" did not use the addition algorithm taught in
schnol, but drew on personal knowledge of fractions, and
some ingenuity, to solve the problem a follows_

3/16 + 5;64 = 3/16 + 1116 + 1:64

4/16 + 1164

= 16/64 + 1 4 = 17/64.

Whether we deal with task-based interviews. diag-
nosis in general, or evaluation in general, or design and
implementation of curricula, we must is' continually aware of
the importance of it:gen:111u and cmitivity in mathematics. Suc-
cessful, even powerful. performance in mathematics is-not
primarily a matter of conformity. It does, however, de ton

understanduN and reSOlireetidnes:;-,
.113 put matters simply: Don't evaluate student perform-

ance in terms of compliance with your preferred method of
solution. Respect any good idea or technique.

Consider this work by a third grade boy in Weston,
Conn. (Barson, Cochran, and Davis 1970):

X13

'roblem: 64
-28

Solution: 64
4

41)

36



Although reading and writing It tside the domain of
this paper it seems relevant to report here parallel phe-
nomenon noted in studies of how children learn to write.
Many children are very resourcetul, and advance further
than adults believe, because adults do not ttbserve caretuliv,
temple, Nathan, and Burris tio521 reported the case tit a 4-
year-old girl who claimed she could write drew a per
son fishing, and scribbled some -.vriting,- which seemed to
be

yots

LIU have easily dismissed girls claim that she
could write. Yet. when an interviewer asked her what she
had ivrittvn. the girl read it n

Once a tails went .and she caught Flipper

(See also Hechinger 1982; Graves 191421
Clearly, this child had made significant progresF in writ-

ing. Her performance suggested a foundation on which
schools could build. The question then is: Will schools build
on this iLitilidOti011, Of ignore it?

Research Result Three: Schools Ignore Creativity

Research Result Three may be stated briefly: Most of the
time, schools' instructional programs will not recognize
children's creative accomplishments but will tend to brush
them aside. Typically, evaluation will not look for accom-
plishments but rather for conformity to a prescribed pattern
of performance. (See Ginsburg 1977; Hechinger 1982; Den-
nison 1969.) Erich Fromm's book, Escape from Freedom (1941)
contained observations on schools, such as: "From the very
start of education original thinking is discnuraged'and
ready-made thoughts are put into people's heads." Fromm
would probably not change his theme were he writing
today. (Indeed, similar views on schools in Urbana, Illinois,
have recently been express' ci in letters to the editor of The
Daily Mini, the newspaper published by students at the
University of Illinois, (See-Shadix 1982.)

One of the most difficult tasks in analyzing a student's
level of skill, knowledge, and understanding is to give the
student proper credit for ideas and methods that are
unorthodox or unexpected. The evidence is that all children
have such insights,- which are often correct and potentially
powerful (Gwen and Resnick 1977). The problem is for the
interviewer or diagnostician to recognize such insights and
for the schools to build on them.
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Research Result Four: Stu
Mathematics

Confused about

The' following n_av sound like bad news. but 1 am
convinced that the studies described in this section taller
grounds for optimism.

Let's start with, some tit Ertwanger's results. Using task
based interviews, Erlw,inger (1973) found that a sixth grade
student_ Benny, believed by the teacher to be successful. in
fact was seriously confused about arithmetic, had many
stable ideas that were' also wrong, and regularly used faulty
algorithms and obtained incorrect answers. For example,
Benny converted 2 In to a decimal as 1.2, Then Benny

tt

or

ni a3

1. Benny also said that :5 could be

32

2.3,

which Benny asserted were equal. For the sum .3 .4
Benny got the answer .07. All of these wrong ideas proved
stable, consistent, and extremely resistant to remediation.

Benny -s case was typical of the students Erlwanger
studied. In every case, students

iyere studying a formalistic system of tine kind fir
another;
were thought to be successful;
and turned out to have gross misconceptions at a
fundamental level.

Clement and' Rwinick (19 studied students at the
University of Massachusetts and found the following:

Taste At a certain college, there ore six times a
manv students as there are professors. Write
on equation Ili express this tact, using for the
number of students, and F' for the number of
prialvssiars.

A sizable percentage of studentsthe precise percentage
depends upon which population of students i.-ou con-
siderwrote

65

A casual error? Careful, task-based interviews showed
that it was not. Ilere, too, the stud nts clung tenaciously to
their %.rrong ideas and resisted attempts at remediation,
(The details of this study, actually a sequence of related
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studies, _ fascinating. See Rosnick and Clement 198(
Lochhead 1980; Davis 1981).) These st dents had. in mania ca is

eompleted ninth ,4:Tilde the et quadra-
tic egidations. siistem.s hnear equations. anti the graphing of
conic sectionsall of zeinch depend upon the use o, zwriables
ana net rheia had thhinzentally wrong ideas about hint' zwrzabls
work. -In even the simplest of examples.

Other studies by diSesso (1982) with students at a major
engineering school, McCloskey, Caramazza, and Green
(1980) with students at a major university, and similar
studies elsewhere show the same general pattern. All of
this raises several questions:

I. How can such severe misconceptions escape detection
tw teachers or by the usual evaluation programs?

-) Flow have the students managed to survive so long
(some were college students in engineering!), burdened 5.
with so much incorrect information?

3. Why do the students have so much incorrect
knowledge?

1. Why is this incorrect knowledge so resistant to change?
5. How can one reconcile this apparent evidence of gross

_stupidity with the picture of creative, resourceful stu-
dents depicted by Research Result One?

why do I see these and the other so-called
"disaster studies" as reason for cautious optimism?

called "intuitive kninvIedge- or "haying a gut feeling.'
llowever, it is possible to bypass the assembly process

and to create formalistic knowledge of verbal statements
(that tan he memorized and repeated without neces-
sarily being understood) and tote algorithms. Many
curricula today do precisely this. When this happens,
students' knowledge is fragile and superficial, allowing
room for severe misconceptions.
Why much of this incorrect knowledge is so resistant to
change is a technical matter. (See, for example, Davis
I983a_) Roughly, it is because the 'wrong" ideas are not
totally wrong, and the student has invested great effort
in integrating these ideas into the larger framework of

orher other ideas about_mathematics_The tapestry as
a whole hangs together rather well, even while wrong in
many key places (Erlwang,er 1973).
Are sve saying students are clever (as Research Result
One seemed to claim) or stupid (as Research Result Four
seemed to suggest)? I believe that both results are
remarkably consistent: ffoth shine that students think for
the err When teazhing and evaluation procedures
recognize a students ideas and build on them, or when
we arc lucky, the fact that students insist on thinking for
themselves is very helpful; we see students make genu-
ine progress_ When teaching and evaluation procedures
stress conformity to -official" ways of analyzing prob-
lems, when they fail to make contact with students'
ideas, then students' insistence on thinking for them-
selves may result in students developing misconceptions
and wrong methods.
Why do the disaster studies give reason for optimism?

view is this: Observant teachers at various levels
(including engineering school) have long realized that
many of their students do not really understand the
mathematical content, To a greater or lesser degree,
these students are faking it or just getting by. But until
the disaster studies, all that teachers had was a vague
feeling, bolstered by quantitative results such as test
scores but lacking specific detail. Prier to the discovery
by Lochhead et al. that many students-3'7'7r of en-
gineering students in one study and 57% of social
science students in anothergot the 61! S equation
wrong, probably nobody suspected that students' mis-
conceptions ran so deep. And prior to Clement and
RosnickS (1980) demonstration of student resistance to
remediation, probably nearly everyone would have con-
sidered the students-professors error a mere slip. On the
contrary, the error is part of a deep seated, firmly held
set of serious misconceptions.

The first step toward remedying this situation had to
be a probing of the true dimensions and nature of the
problem_ With the disaster studies, this probing is now
underway.

lvhy optimism is also partly due to the fact that some of
these studies were performed by university physics
departments, employing cognitive psychologists to find
out why students experience such difficulties with math-

Let nee sketch some' anm ,3 to the questions-

L Why these errors escape detection is poorly understi
at present. In some cases, the cause seems to be the
absence of certain distracters on multiple choice tests. In
other cases, the difficulty of detecting the errors is a
tribute to some students' shrewdness and resourceful-
ness. In some cases, it shows what can and cannot be
accomplished by studying late the night before an exam,
even though one may forget much of the material by the
next week.

2. The students seem to survive because they learn
enoughperhaps barely enoughot the formal rules
and procedures so that they can continue to make some
kind of progress. (Of course, most of this "progress" is
an illusion. The fact is that these students are badly
confused and often wrong even in simple matters. This,
of course, is mainly an indictment of the curriculum and
typical methods of instruction.)

3. The reason why the students are so badly confused is
more complex Growing evidence (Davis 1983a) indicates
that complicated ideas in mathematics are developed by
piecing together simpler ideas in an essentially meta-
phoric way. Even complicated ideas are actually
elaborate constructions made from such simple, 'con-
crete' pieces as the ideas of up, down, next, connected to,
interchanging, mope, remain unchanged. and so on. When
these pieces are properly put together the process is
called assembht or assembling, one gains a secure and
powerful kind of knowledge, This includes what is often

d
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ematics. Nothing of this sort could have oappeited until
authorities became interested in +.vhat was gitiitg wrong.
Apparently, this is beginning to happen.

Research Result Five: Complex Ideas Derive from Child-
hood yearnings

A long sequence of studies indicates that a new idea
that is, a new mental representation for some knowledge--
is created by using one or more previously built repre,senta-
tions, with some revisiiins if necessary, in a fashion that is
essentially metaphoric. How did we create a mental repro-
sentation for an atom when we were confronted with the
Rutherford scattering data? We made use of the mental
representation we already had for the solar system, identi-
fying the atomic nucleus with the sun, and the orbiting
electrons with the planets. Then, of course, we had to
adjust the picture somewhat: The planets' orbits lie roughly
in the same plane; the orbits of electrons do not. The
planets attract one another; electrons repel one another.
Electrons are arranged in lavers; the planets ale not, and so
on,

The point is, metaphors are built on top of predecessors,
which wore themselves built on top of their predecessors.
and so on, rather like Rome. One can often trace things,
and find that a quite sophisticated mathematical idea is
built, ultimately, out of pieces of ideas learned in early
-hildhood.

How can one study this phenomenon? Answer in many
ways, a few of which we will review here.

First, we can establish that a large portion of mathemati-
cal knowledge is stored in the mind by means of
representations that are not verbal and are not statements.

David McNeill (1982) of the University of Chicago vid-
eotaped mathematicians talking to one another. In one
interview, Mathematician A is explaining something to
Mathematician B, who obviously has a strong general
knowledge of the area in question. The earlier part of the
interview established that A has some unconscious ges-
tures. Whenever he says "inverse limit," he rotates his right
wrist as if he were turning a screw. When he says "direct
limit." he extends his right hand outward, somewhat like a
salute. What makes this interview interesting is that, in the
second half of the interview, Mathematician A makes sev-
eral slips of the tongue, saying "inverse limit" when he
means "direct limit," and conversely. In each case, B cor-
rects him and A acknowledges the correction.

However, in every case when the wrong phrase was
uttered, the correct dhconsciousgrstaw was employed, so
that, in these cases, the phrase did not match the gesture.
Clearly, A's internal information processing used a repre-
sentational system different from his words, and only in a
later stage was the representational knowledge converted
into natural language statements (pp. 18-19).

More direct evidence for this same conclusion has been
reported by Marshall (1982), Marshall and Newcombe

mohi, and NewcoMbe and Marshall (198(1). These re-
searchers studied patients with brain lesions that blocked
communication within the brain. For some 01 these pa-
tients, internal processing was unimpaired. but
communications between some language functions were
blocked, making it possible to get .a more direct view of the
internal processing itself_ For example, in one form of
disorder patients read the printed symbol "glad" as
-happy,- believing that they had read it correctly_

Another was' to study this phenomenon of assembling
early childhood ideas in complex ways to create representa-
tions for the concepts of advanced mathematics is to comeat

'the problem from the opposite direction, to observe how
language is used Manv valuable studies have demon-
strated that ideas of mathematics. physics, and even life in
general are expressed in concrete metaphors dealing with
moving, touching, counting, staying in place, updown,
heavy, light. etc. Many especially interesting studies have
been conducted by Dedre Gentner (1980a; 1480b; 1982). One
study (1982) reported on langUage used in American news-
papers, showing that abstract or intangible matters are
often described as if they were tangible matters of the type
that a child meets in the first five or six years of life. For
example:

-Bee. Ise he had previous convictions for perjury, the
jury gave little weight to his testimony,-

"The berden-sof the office seemed 1.) weigh heavily on
the President's shoulders.

"He shack fast his contentions and refused to be
shifted."

One can study the role of metaphors in the representa-
tion of other areas of knowledge. Quinn (1982) studied
people's discussions of marriage, most commonly repre-
sented as a journey, container, morn, or enclosed space
("affairs autside of the marriag&"), or as a valuable product
("to build a good marriage"), or as a contract, agreement, or
fob ( "not doing his/her share"), or as one of a few other
common metaphors. In addition, Gentner (19811a, 1980b,
1982) provided several fascinating studies on metaphors
used for quantities or situations in physics and engineering_

The fundamental role or representations drawn from
early experienceseven when one is dealing with ex-
tremely abstract and complex mattersis not mysterious.
How would You explain one-to-one correspondence to
someone who is not a mathematician? How would you
explain continuity of a function v f(x)? How would you
explain the addition of e.m.f.'s when batteries are con-
nected in series? Most likely, you would draw on concepts
or relationships first experienced in childhood.

The constructiyist view of mathematics is something
newat least to most people. While metaphors have, in the
past. often been regarded as conveniences in interpersonal
communication, the constructivist sees them as far more
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basic: -Primitive- metaphors ,ire essential parts Lit one's
internal representations of abstract ideas; they aren't lust
"communication," they are haw uou about these tIiin
(Lakol 14S2

This view holds an important imrlication both for curric-
ulum and for diagnosis and evaluation: The lob of an
instructional program is to make solid contact 1.vith the
mental representations that a student already possesses
and to provide those experiences and interpretations that
twill bc4p the student develop his or hcs representational
capability further hence becoming able to represent more
complex mathematical situations and mathematical
knowledge.

Little present school practice comes-close to this On the
contrary, schools are typically highly verbal, even though
the most important mental representations are mainly
nonverbal_

Research Result Six: Consistent Errors Signal
Misunder.standing

Rewasch Result Six is that student errors are often
syslernatic and consistent and often give precise informa-
tion on what the student is doing wrong. Erlwanger's (1973)
student who converted

2/10

to a decimal as 1,2, also made the folio wing con. -ions:

4/10 1.4

10/4 b 1.4
3/21 -at- 2.h.

Clement, Matz, Brown, and Burton (1978), Brown and Van
Lehn (1980), Friend (1979). and Davis, Jockusch. and
McKnight (1978) reported similar consistency in student
errors Careless or accidental errors do occur, but the more
common kind of error, and the kind that the teacher can
and should do something about, is the consistent error
than indicates a misunderstanding or wrongly represented
algorithm. Perhaps the definitive research paper on this
subject is Van Lehn (1982).

Research Result Seven: Representations Determine
Problem-Solving Ability

Research Result Seven concerns the specific mental
representation for a specific problem or piece of knowledge,
which an individual student builds in his or her mind. 01
course, you could say that this topic has lurked beneath the
surface of nearly everything discussed thus far in this
paper, You would be correct. But representation's are so
im portant that they deserve explicit mention by them-
seV h is difficult to help a student past an obstacle unless
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von know- how the student represents the task. or the data,
or the relevant knowledge that must be used. Duet: es-
pecially important reports on this subject are
-Representation and Understanding- (Bobrow and Collins,
eds. 197C): -The Mental Representation of Geometrical
Knowledge" (Young 1982): and -Some Demonstrations of
the Effects of Structural Descriptions in Mental Imagery`
(Hinton 1979). Young, for example, considered a well-
known test question on a College Board examinationa
question that all the experts answered incorrectly but that a
student in Florida quickly solved, Young demonstrated that
answering incorrectly is almost inevitable if you represent
the problem data in one way; but if you represent the data
in a certain alternative way, von will almost certainly see the
correct answer immediately, It is not a question of intel-
ligence; it is merely a question of which representation one
builds in one's mind,

For teachers, there are the obvious lagnostic
Fry to determine how a student is representing the

data_ Do not view sudents as merely solving homework
problems correctly or learning to imitate algorithms cor-
rectly. l=ien' them as buildins up complex rerresentatiims iii their

Research Result Eight: Students Solve Problems by
Stimulus-Response

Research Result Eight deals with whether students
understand the mathematics they study. I he research is clear
on this point: The past majority of students do not understand
the mathematics that they are supposed to be learning. Alderman
et al. (1979) reported that only three students in a class of 24
fifth graders could give any sensible meaning to the multi-
plication 4 x 5. Correct answers would have included
interpreting it as 4 piles of 3 washers, or the number of
cupcakes in a pan that had 4 rows and columns, or the
area (in square inches) of a recL Ai* 4 inches by S inches, or
how much money you would earn you were paid $5 an
hour and worked 4 hours. A maic..rity of the students knew
that when you are presented with 5, you answer 20
but this was literally a stimulus-a nd-ieF.ponse reaction, not
anything that deserved to be called question-and-answer.
because question and answer imply meaning, understand-
ing, and analySis, none of which Were present except in
three students. (Alderman et al. tested other students in
other classes, and obtained similar results.)

1t that strikes you as weird, here is a test you can carry
out yourself: Ask adults of your acquaintance (not math
teachers, thoughthat isn't fair!) to give a meaningful
interpretation of

1/3 1/2.

To make sure they understand what iu are asking, work
through some similar problems with them. For example,
given the starting point



etio Ck LIM respond with
Lost to buy two tickets it each ticket co V" It you were
given the starting point

Lich a'.. -How much %yin it

!---)uld make up the story, "1 have six cookies and I want
to share them equally between two people. How many
should each person get?"

When vim are sure Your friend sees the nature of the
task starting; with a mathematical expression and making
up a story to match that expressionthen ask the friend tti
make up a Mere to match

1:3 = 1'2-

if your experience is typical, you won't get a correct answer.
What you may get will be something like this: You have
third of a cup of milk and %-ott want to share it equally
between two kittens. How much does each kitten get?

This story. tit course. isIvrong_ 1 t does not match

What it does match is

or

Is it possible
between

and

Or between

and

1,3 -:- 1 2.

1 3 2

1/3 x

it friend does- `t know the difference

1/3 x 1/2

1'3 1/?

+- 2?

Notice that I am not saying your friend know that

ti3 ÷ 1/3 x 2/1 ---, 2/3.

Many people know that. But again it is a matter of stimulus
and response, For most people, there are no questions here

and no answers, because questions and answers require
meaning. thought, and understanding, and most people
cannot relate the problem

1,3 ÷ I 2

to any sensible meanings: Thew
Other studies in this same direction include Davis and

McKnight (1980) and the previously cited work of Erl-
wanger. See also Davis, Young. ,..nd McLoughlin (1982).

Clearly, we must he cautious in assessing student
achievement and perhaps even more cautious in assessing
the effectiveness of an educational program. As Alderman
et al. pointed out,

'`Whon ma tor curriculum programs result ie
improL ed student performance on traditional
to ts, it may be especially appropriate to exam-
ine more closely the nature of these treatment
ettects. with such treatments,.. there is a
risk that students simply become proficient in
taking tests or learn mathematical concepts
peculiar to the exercises presented within the
curriculum.- (pv. 34)

In a later section, we shall return to the question of
whether genuinely superior educational programs are
available_

Research lir ,ult Nine: Mental Tasks in
Mathematics are Diverse

Research Result Nine is this: There is a greater diversity
in the kinds of mental information processing needed in
mathematics than most people imagine. The man on the
streetor person on the srvetprobably thinks that math-
ematics depends upon being able to memorize certain kinds

thingsformulas, number facts, definitions, algorithms,
and so onand being able to use them with precision
when necessary. Careful observation and analysis shows
that a vastly larger array of kinds of processing is actually
required: recognizing patterns in input data; creating repre-
sentations in one's mind; recognizing similarities between
seemingly dissimilar items; creating a meta-language to
permit thinking about the proces es of mathematics them-
selves and also about the entities of mathematics; creating
-abstractions- by eliminating nonesential details; develop-
ing strategies for more effective memory searches; and
many more (Davis 1983; Matz 1980). f:eing good at mathe-
matics means much more than merely knowing a few
algorithms and being able to use them.

1 1 U"D
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Research Result Ten: Students Can Understand

R,-search Result Ten constitutes the real challenge We
have gotid data (Dilworth 1973; Benbow and Stanley 19S2a,
191.42b: I iy is, lockusch. and NIcts-a*.ht 14.76; CHNIS iu75)
indicating that main/ sttnh (nearly till of them, in tact; can
team sithstantially more mathematics than thew presently doam

weans learnins with tindershmtling. There is no secret to
this a variety of improved curricula have demonstrated
abililte to produce such results, provided that adequate
inservice teacher education is included as part of the
package. (See especially CHNIS 1973, pp. 43-4.)

Conclusions

Notice that the blend tit gtieid news bad news
presented in this paper involves no contradiction. \\lien,
curriculum is formalistic, focused narrowly on rote al-
gorithms, and delivered mainly verbally and without
attention to making contact with the ideas of students, the
results will be unsatisfactory, The students will, as always,
build up their own knowledge representations, but many of
these will be wrong and will impede further learning.

But when a curriculum deals respectfully with the wide
range of kinds of information processing required in good
mathematical thinking, when contact is made with a stu-
dent's ideas, when experiential learning opportunities go
beyond the usual, purely verbal approach, and when the
pacing, notations, and sequencing are well designed, the
vast majority of students demonstrate that they are capable
of learning much more than had previously been expected.

This clearly does not mean that any new program of
instruction twill lead to substantially greater learning by
most students, nor that any commonly used measures tit
achievement are appropriate for making judgments (re-
member Alderman's concerns), but there do exist programs
where students learn more, The cognitive abilities of typical
students are not the limiting factors tin what most students
learn.

Any question of diagnosis or evaluation of student
performance is two-sided, although we do not always view
it that way, We are always asking: -How well is the
curriculum serving this student?" I think we must never
operate on the assumption that the curriculum is perfect or
unchangeable. I hardly ever see a student who is having
trouble without asking myself what changes in the curricu
turn might have avoided the trouble in the first place, I
argue that the profession of teaching must take this point of
view. If teachers do not accept responsibility for the curricu-
lum, they give up a major part of their professional role.

Physicians have been severely criticized in some circles
for their lack of concern for health maintenance, It is argued
that doctors often ignore health-destroying situations, wait-
ing until a serious problem occurs, which they then try.to
treat. I think medicine has improved greatly in this re-
spectmy own doctor now tries to get his patients to use

seat and suck to a proper dietbut the criticism has
some ftiefndatleiti, Teachers must bear similar reproof.
When teachers deal with diagnosis and evaluation, they
must also deal with the design and implementation of
curricula that avoid the creation of problems.

That, however, is mainly another story, and must be the
sttblect of other reports.
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The Development of Language and Literacy:
Essential Knowledge for Effective Teaching

and Learning

it' 7

Oral Language Development:
Listening and Speaking

Universals in Language Development

LItn)/Ity S. Stuck-la
Colunza LIWIA

anguage. closely linked to the process and product
of thought. serves to mediate virtually all learning.
For this-reason. the development of language and

literacy in children is considered _schools* first and most
fundamental responsibility. Not surprisingly, language and
literacy have been the subject of more research than any
other aspect of educatien. Teachers who understand lan-
guage and literacy development and its implications for the
classroom are more likely to make effective instructional
decisions.

From infancy, the function of language is communica-
tion. While children enjoy playing with sounds and words
for their own sake, language develops primarily because it
aids interaction among its users. Therefore, from the begin-
ning. language has a social basis as much as a cognitive
one.

Children make almost all possible sounds during their
first year. Gradually, they differentiate among these sounds
and emit fewer sounds. choosing the ones that more closely
approximate those used in their language environment.

Language development is systematic and uniform
among children_ The sequence of words is similar. Early
vocabulary appears similar even in different cultures and is
not correlated with frequency in adult speech. Common
first words are "pa-pa,- "da-da," "ma-ma," "no -no," "bye
bye," and infantile words for milk.

_Children do not merely imitate speech they hear. They
copy directly neither words nor syntactic forms. Instead,
they choose from their rich linguistic environment those
bits they are ready to experiment with. Studies of children's
first two- and three-word utterances reveal that only essen-
tial words are used: "dry pants.- "see train," "all gone
juice."-These "sentences" have been termed "telegraphic
speech" (Brown and Bellugi 1964) because only high mean-
ing-bearing words are used.

While parental input was first presumed to be the prime
influence on the child's language development, studies
have shown that the child's speech also affects the parents'
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speech. Thus, the parent-child interaction is now considered
the most important influence on the child's language devel-
opment. In their interaction, both parties seek to be
understood. Observations reveal Ehat-parents-usually do
not correct the form of their children's statements but do
correct the accuracy of the content. The irony is that drills
designed to train directly for form have proved ineffective_
On the other hand, correction of content (which is of
course, inextricably linked with modeling of form) does
lead to a change in form.

Children enter school haying learned a staggering
amount of receptive and productive knowledge regarding
the sound and syntax of their language. While they may
appear to comprehend and even use all linguistic forms,
research shows that children are still learning some syntac-
tic forms throughout the elementary years (Chomsky 1969).

Unlike most linguists, who study children's language
development with a view toward understanding the ac-
quisition of grammatical structures, Halliday (1975)
analyzed beginning speech in terms of the functions or uses
to which children put it. lie formulated seven functions,
listed below in the order they evolve:

1. Instrumental (used to satisfy needs, desires to get things
done). Examples: I want; I need.

2_ Regulatory (used as a means of persuasion, control).
Example: Do as I tell you.

3. Interactional (used to develop interpersonal relations).
Example: Me and you.

4. Personal (used to develop self-awareness, express feel-
ings). Example$: Here I come; I don't like it.

5. Heuristic (used to explore the nonseif environment).
Example: Tell me why.

6. Imaginative (used to build worlds separate from the
world of reality). Example: Let's pretend.

7. Informative (used to communicate information to me-
one). Example: I've got something to tell you.

BY focusing on the uses to which children put language,
Hallidav's work has important implications for instruction:
leachers must provide children with language practice that
is functional and useful to them at the time of instruction.'
Such instruction should offer opportunities for children to
use language in a variety of settings and for a variety of
purposes.
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Litferenccs in Language Development

While amazing similarities in nguage develop ment
exist among children in all cultures. there are Varlat
livcause the study of language development is a new held
and because much of the research hd5 been done with
extremelt. small sample sizes (often three or fewer chit
dren). good estimates of language variationAS exist for
motor development, for examplehayeamt yet emerged.
There is some evidence that children do learn language in
ditterent ways, For example, Bloom et al. (1975) showed that
the early vocabulary eat children differs as to whether nouns
or pronouns predominate. BY the time children demon-
strate average-length utterances of 15 words
(approximately age 31) months), however, this difference
disappears. Bloom concluded that while children even-
trially develop the same competencies, they appear to break
into the linguistic system in difterent tvays.

Ramer (1974) classified lour children as last learners and
three as slow learners based upon the speed with which
they went From using one-word utterances to using the
subject-verb-complement form for 20 percent of their sen-
tences. The fast learners learned different sentence forms
simultaneously and made more word-order errors than did
slow learners. Ramer therefore characterized fast learners
as risk takers.

Another important difference related to language devel-
opment involves the controversy surrounding the language
of disadvantaged children. It is usually described as the
"deficiency vs. difference" issue. Most often centered on
the language of poor, black children, this issue has been
investigated for a possible causal factor related to poor
reading achievement.

Adherents of the deficiency view describe the language
of poor, black youngsters as 'nonverbal" or "verbally de-
stitute.' The writings and programs of Deutsch (1967) and
Breiter and Englemann (1966) are most often associated
with the deficit theory.

Among those whose research and writings have op-
posed this view have been Baratz and Shuv (1969), Logan
(1970), and Stewart (1965), Their mirk confirmed that the
language of poor, black children is not a random, primitive,
o nferior language, but a nonstandard variety olEnglish
reflecting a formally structured linguistic system. Virtually
all linguists today concur with this difference theory.

Children learn the language to which they are exposed.
The language used by children who are nonstandard
dialect speakers, be they poor blacks, Appalachians, or
speakers of any other variety of English, is complex and
rulep,oyerned. It develops at a rote that parallels standard
English development. At some point, most nonstandard
dialect speakers gradually begin to incorporate more and
more standard English into their speech. Research indicates
that this happens best when teachers have positive atti-
tudes about nonstandard dialects, have high expectations
for children regardless of the dialect of English they speak
(Williams et al. 1973), understand students oral language
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and know its features and points of variation, anti recognize
flue appropriateness of different speech for different set-
tings and purposes.

Language and Thought

1Vhat is the relationship between language and thought?
Standardized measures lit intelligenceespecially -mea-
sures of vocabulary knowledge, syntactic development,
and verbal reasoningare based on and highly correlated
with language development. Educators have attempted to
develop children's language in order to improve their
thinking, reading, and general school performance. he
theories of Piaget (1955), Vvgotskv (1962), and Bruner (19(x6)
are reviewed below as representative of the three most
influential and widely held positions on the relationship
between language and thought.

Piaget stated his position in The Language and Thought of
the Child (19261: Cognitive development determines the
course of language growth, not vice versa. Thought fur he
preschool child has roots in action, not language. Language
is used to transmit what has already been 12arned through
concrete experience. A child's speech is a verbal accompani-
ment to behavior, not a determinant of behavior.

Students of Piaget (Infielder et al. 1966) investigated
whether language may also stimulate cognitive growth.
They concluded that there are points where this can occur,
For example, during the preoperational period, the child
learns to detach thought from action. Language, which is
inherently symbolic, becomes the medium for representing
missing objects and past events. In addition, language may
help children focus on relevant dimensions of o task and aid
storage and retrieval of data. Piagetians confirm, however,
that experience, not language, fundamentally contributes to
and forms the integration of new concepts,

On the other hand, Vvgotsky contended that language,
particula:ly adult-child dialogue, does stimulate cognitive
development. According to Vygotsky, the model provided
by adults is critical for teaching names, demonstrating
language structures, and providing practice for young
children. Through the adult model, children acquire form
and structure that are then the organizing sources for the
structure of thought.

Bruner's position falls between Magas and Vygotskys.
Before language can develop, he wrote, children have lots
of opportunities to explore and learn from their environ-
ment, Once language acquisiton begins, language itself
becomes o major stimulant of cognitive growth. The sophis-
ticated strategies used to acquire language, itself an
abstraction, become available for general cognitive learning.

Each theory holds implications for the development of
language and thought. From a Fiagetian viewpoint, chil-
dren should be provided with lots of independent activities,
Through play, they will _structure their environment, assim-
ilate data, and adjust their cognitive structures as novel
information denim ds. Vvgotskv's viewpoint suggests the
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importance cat opportunities to hear and interact with
adults. Bruner would encourage a variety of direct experi-
ences for chilthen vith lots of opportunities to describe
those experiences in their own terms. Adults would be
encouraged to build on the language used naturally by the
child. Brune is position is probably most widely espoused
by early childhood practitioners,

Brunets view of language development provides practi-
tioners a guide for planning instructional activities also
permits the work of Piaget and ti ygotsky to inform chat
tramework. A good language curriculum should include
1,iements of the work of all three theorists: abundant
independent activity, adult-child dialogue, and oppor-
tunities for youngsters to describe their experiences and
build on language forms (Pflaum 1978).

Written Language Development:
Readin arid Writing

Connecting Oral and Written Language

As we have already noted, research confirms that most
childitn come to school with a firm grasp of the language
spoken in the home, and that they achieve this with
minimal formal instruction. Certainly. we have all marveled
at the ease with Yhich very young children acquire highly
comple language systems. Seemingly, language acquisi-
tion requires little more than exposure to the language.
Children bring this same language competence with them
when they begin to read. Yet the acquisition of reading and
writing.skills often appears an entirely different task,
extremely arduous and unrewarding for many children.

If we examine the context in which first language
learning generally occurs, we discover certain factors con-
sistently present_ children acquire spoken language in
warm, rewarding, positive atmospheres, Parents are gener-
ally delighted with whatever the child accomplishes, and
thee shay it.

Second. children acquire spoken language in an atn
sphere that conveys respect for the uniqueness of each
individual. There is little pressure to mold the child to tit a
group standard, Individual styles and approaches to the
task of language learning are generally respected, The
Young child is not asked to alter his or her approach to
learning in order to conform to a preconceived method.
Parents usually judge a child's achievement in terms of
what the child is doing today that he or she could not do
xresterday.

Third, children acquire spoken language in a child-
centered atmosphere. The child is an active participant,
curious about the environment, asking questions, and
demanding to know. First language learning is largely
guided by the child's purpose or intent.

Fourth, children acquire spoken language in a meaning-
ful context. First language learning and concept
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development are always related to meaningful activities,
objects, and situations in the child's environment if there is
no meaningif the new word or concept does not make
senseit is discarded, Each new idea or element of lan-
guage must find its place in the child's existing framework
tit knowledge,

Reading comprehension also involye;a search for
meaning. I hrough the medium of print, the rea der must
construct meaning from the author's mestage.
psycholinguists Smith (1971) and Goodman (1970) asserted
that similar meaning-constructing processes occur in both
reading and first language learning, For example, both
involve predictions about what one expects to read or hear.
These predictions are based on knowledge of the world and
of the language in use_ The more .ve know about a topic
and the more we know about language, the better our
predictions can be. Thus, what we bring to the text largely
determines the meanings we construct. Knowledge of our
world and our language affects our understanding of old
information and helps us to make connections to informa-
tion that is new

Reading involves constant confirmation of predictions
by means of a variety of strategies. Graphophonic clues
(phonics). semantic clues (word meanings), and syntactic
clues (sentence structure) are used simultaneously as the
reader presses for meaning_ The degree to which these
strategies are used is largely determined by the degree to
which the text matches what the reader expected to find
communicated there.

Understanding the message, then, is the ultimate goal
the listener as well as the reader. As understanding occurs,
it results in a steady reduction of uncertainty. Data are
confirmed and new information is processed.and applied in
order to formulate new predictions. Reading comprehen-
sion, like language learning, has an element of pragmatism.
The reader's intent or purpose influences how the task is
approached and how well the reader comprehends.

The psycholinguistic model of reading, described above,
characterizes the learner as an active participant in the
process of constructing meaning from the printed word.
The !weaning does not reside in the print. As in language
acquisition, the learner is largely in control of the reading
process as he or she seeks to make sense of the printed
message.

Since it is a search for meaning that motivates children's
curiosity about print, It should not be surprising that much
recent research in early reading development has focused
on the child's emerging concepts about speech and print,
often called the child's linguistic awareness. Following is a
brief review of important findings-in this area.

Linguistic Awareness

No matter how children learn about written longuag,e,
adults must talk to them about reading and writing. Terms
such as letter word. and fzcittemr emerge naturally in conver-



sations about print, adults, we have assu me-d that
children understand what we mean by these terms, Re-
cently, researchers have begun to study what children
actually know about these units of lanuage and their
labels, [he current vogue is to describe such knowledge as

aZIaretIC; that 011e l knowledge alit/lit
language, one's "ability to detach language I Rim it mean-
ing anti to reflect upon or analyze its torm" (Ehri 1979),
According to Nurss (1980), some of the language teatures on
w Inch current linguistic-awareness research has focused
are syntactical awareness, word consciousness, and
phoneme segmentation. Ihe -research cited below provides
additional insights into the role i.;f oral and written lan-
guage concepts in the beginning reading process

What do children know about the language they use?
Research indicates that preschool children are not conscious
of words as separate units in speech, although they cer-
tainly have conunand of the use of words, Although thee
combine and recombine words naturally in speech, these
youngsters cannot identity the individual words compris-
ing meanmgtul communication. It this seems surprising,
consider that adults readily associate "divot?" with a three-
word luncheon invitation, (it, i.ou may remember experi-
ences in second language learning. A colleague of mine
recalls her amazement at first seeing "Champs Elsee" in
print after hearing her high school teacher speak it, Clearly;
the more potent segmentation cues are rhythm and stress,
useful for communication but not for word identification.
Children communivot,' well orally without this awareness
because the focus is k meaning, not structure.

Although knowledge about language is not ctinscitius in
Young children (Chomsky 1979), it nevertheless plays an
active role in their acquisition of readinq. For ix,:ample,
when making reading errors, beginning readers use syntac-
tic and semantic information that conforms to their
knowledge of oral language more frequently than they use
sound-letter correspondence, In his study of children's oral
reading errors or miscues, Goodman (19u9) reported that
when children made a substitution, it was often incorrect
on a gra phophonic level but appropriate on a syntactic or
semantic level; thus, "the boy has a new puppy" for "the,
boys have a new puppy," or "the boo has a new kitty" for
"the boy has a new puppy,"

Clay (1972) analyzed the oral reading tiro if beginning
readers in New Zealand. She concluded that, from the
beginning, children expect the sentences they read to
conform to the structure of the language that they already
know, and that they actively use this knowledge as they
read,

What do children know about the sounds within words?
parents, teachers, and older siblings assume

time k.nim ledge. When children ask how to read or spell a
xord, adults prod them to sound the word out. Research
in the nature of the acoustic signal, however, indicates a
startling fact: There are no acoustic boundaries separating
1-iiinemes in speech, 1 hat is, one cannot separate a word,

!_g Ad, presented orally, into component phonemes, b-a-t
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(1ieberman it al, 1974). Our ability to hear three sounds in
i it probably comes from our superimposing our knowledge
tit print onto speed, I he research implies that until they
gain experience with letter sounds, rhyming, and reading;
children cannot segment a word into its constituent letters.
Observation of children backs this up,

What is the relationship between linguistic
and reading achievement? Several_studies _Iiav°ie shown_a
high correlation between linguistic awareness and reading
achievement. Generally, the measure of linguistic aware-
ness is phonemic analysis, the ability to hear sounds in
words_ This is based on the presumed importance of the
relationship between this skill and the task of sounding out
and spelling Words. A test of word reading usually serves
as the measure of reading achievement. With this measure,
lirtgui;tic awareness is indeed highly correlated with read-
ing achievement. In fact, it has been shown to be a stronger
predictor of reading achievement than general vocabulary
knowledge (Francis 1973), IQ (Goldstein 197M, so-
cioeconomic status (Downing 1977), or cognitive
development (Holden and MacGinitie 1973). While most
studies of linguistic awareness and reading achiex ement
used kindergarten or early primary children, Call :e and
landamood (1973) found that the high correlation letween
performance on an auditory blending test and a word-
recognition test held from kindergarten through grade 12_

Does developing linguistic awareness facilitate learning
to read? The research evidence between linguistic aware-
ness and reading achievement is, as mentioned above,
correlational, It is important to note that a correlation does
not necessarily imply a causal relationship. The correlations
yield three logical posSibilities, each with instructional
implications, First, linguistic awareness may cause reading
achievement_ Linguistic awareness would then be a prereq-
uisite skill for reading and instruction in linguistic
awareness would be necessary; Second, the converse: Read-
ing achievement may cause linguistic awareness- this
case, linguistic awareness would develop naturally as chil-
dren learn to read, there would be no point in instruction in
linguistic awareness. Third, some other factor may cause
the development of both linguistic awareness and reading
achievement. In this case, also, there would be no need to
train children in linguistic awareness.

Evidence supports the view that linguistic Awareness
emerges as a consequence of exposure to print. Beginning
readers do consistently better than do nonreaders of tests
of linguistic awareness, regardless of mental age, and the
variance consistently decreases, Francis (1973) noted that
terms about language forms are always described with
examples from written language, not speech, Moreover, the
emergence of linguistic awareness first letters, then
words, then sentencesparallels the sequence of reading
instruction. Comnion sense backs tip this position. For
example, as children see spaceseparating words, they
develop a sense of -wordness.'

linguistic awareness is a consequence of learning to
rood; does this demand of it.structors a laissezEfaire at ti-

awareness



tude? (Jr will teaching about language facilitate learning to
read? After an extensive review of the literature, Ehri ()979)
concluded that linguistic awareness is not only a conse-
quence of learning to read but a facilitator of further
progress, -I -he relationship is thus interactive, Downing
(1980) also suggested that we help children become con-
scious. as necessary, Lit the forms Lit our language to help

=them-gain insight into the relationship between speech ,and

Some studies have shown empirically that training in
linguistic awareness et tects reading achievement. NILiSt re-
searchers have used variations of the technique developed
by Elkonin (1963), a Russian psychologist. Recognizing the
difficulty of phonological analvsis, Elkonin devised a tins-
tern for representing visually the sequence of phonemes in
words. Composed cif a diagram and discs, the system is a
clever, simple way of making visual and concrete the
concept that a word is made up ot components in a
particular sequence (t,.g., h -a -t). While Elkonin (1963, 1973)
reported success with his method, there is insufficient
reported data to evaluate his results. Both 0110a (1974) and
Rts (1974) demonstrated transfer to reading from train-
ing in phonemic analysis, Williams (1979) evaluated explicit
training on phonemic analysis using an approach similar to
tilkonmFsblending, letter-sound correspondence and de-
coding. Her carefully structured subskills system, called
'The ABD's of Reading,' was successful in training learning
disabled children to decode.

Linguistic awareness appears to be a natural phe-
nomenon that emerges as the child gains experience with
print. While it may he deliberately fostered Liv adults and
may facilitate the teaching of reading, the need for format
instruction in linguistic awareness is highly questionable.
Adults should be aware, however, Of the numerous infor-
mal opportunities available to promote children's concepts
about print. They should also recognize the importance tit
these activities for reading achievement.

-Children's Early Writing Developmen

Many educators would agree with King (1978) that
-writing rather than reading is truly the hallmark of a
literate society.`' Yet, a review of the history of research tin
writing by Graves (1980) reveals writing development to be
a neglected field of inquiry, Research in writing accounted
for only 1.01 percent of all educational research funding
between 1955 and 1972. Little of what was done game from
leading researchers, focused on process, or dealt with what
writers, not teachers, were doing. Graves (1978) further
yeported that written composition is seldom practiced in
schools or taught to prospective teachers in teacher training
institutions; such institutions typically teach (ink the me-
chanics of writing. This is even more revealing in light of
the results obtained by the National Assessment of Educa-
tional progress which revealed that problems in writing
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among eui- nautili's students lie in the areas Lit awkward
sentences and incoherent paragraphs, not mechanics.

What does research in the writing development tit
Young children reveal? Studies show that %Yell before they
enter school. children learn a great deal about print. Before
age five, they scribble and draw letter-like shapes. As with
oral language and reading_ , children expect writing to be
meaningful (Harste et al. 1979; Goodman 1976), Even their
earliest writing reflects a desire to impart a messageto
communicate a thoughtin writing, rather than aimlessly
list letters and words (MHz 1980), Early writing attempts
center on self-expression and the pleasure of production
through writing. Children express meaning through writ-
ing first to themselves, then to communicate with a reader
(Birnbaum 1981)).

Studies tit children's invented spellings (Read 1975:
chornsky 1976) reveal that just as they develop their own
systems of grammar during the first two years of life,
children ot ten create their own systems of spelling. Further,
as in the acquisition of speech, they construct and revise
rules as they invent spellings. Studies by Read (1975) and
others show that the system for spelling that children
devisethough not conventional tar adultfollows dis-
cernible rules and is both logical and decodable: e.g.,
dad cr" (my dad's car); "nw kampr" (my camper) (King
NSW. Stages of invented spelling begin with the use of the
first phoneme to spell as word (Li for bike); first and List
phoneme ( "Lit" for bike); first and last phoneme and single
vowel ( "bik" for bike). In the final stage, children come
nearer and nearer the standard form. As they experiment
with writing, children develop concepts tit left-right direc-
tionality. linearity, uniformity of size and shape,
appropriate placement, and a growing awareness of the
torms of written language (e.g -, stories, letters, etc.).

Studies of children %rho learned to read and write with
no direct instruction (early writers) reveal that parents of
these children responded with interest and pleasure to
their children's questions about writing, and that these
children saw parents and siblings writing, thus making
them aware of the importance and various functions of
writing (Durkin 1966; Read 1475).

DeFord (1980) summarized a review recent research in
writing development by suggesting that key factors in
children's writing are a rich, meaningful print environment,
varied opportunities for individual exploration, and a will-
ing, supportive audience.

Interrelationships Between Oral and Written Language

Oral and written language greatly influence one another
as they develop. One might say that the development of the
language arts listening, speaking, reading, and writing
represents an interdependent network, Readers and lis-
teners bring meaning to the message in order to
comprehend it. Writers and speakers project meaning as-
they attempt to communicate.



Both oral and written language involve the use and
interpretation of symbols that represent expenence. De I

opment ot the ability to decode or transform svinbols
begins at birth. Whether the communication takes place
through print or speech, the same base ut experience and
vocabulary is drawl) upon "1 he functions of oral and
written language are essentially the same, since both serve
similar, broad ranges of cognitive and auectwe needs.

The work of Durrell (19o9), BOrsak (1971), and Lundsteen
(I`+ l) indicated that listening skill has a positive (Alec( on
reading achievement, Other studies bv Pelle (1964), Grog
(19eitS), and Anthony (1q71) suggested that spelling. hand-
writing, reading, listening, and written and oral
composition influence one another.

One of the most important studies of children's lan-
guage, done by Loban (1963;, revealed interrelationships
among the language arts. Lobar' drew the following, conclu-
sions: Reading, writing. listening. and speaking, are all
po.itiyely related. Children who are in general oral
lang,uage ability tend to be low in reading and writing,
achievement. Children high in language ability tend to be
high in literacy skills.

A more recent study conducted by ILirste, Burke, and
kVoodward (19Z42) ..vas designed to study formally the strat-
egies used bv preschool children when presented with
three written language tasks. The researchers held as a
major assumption that written and oral language growth
and development parallel one another. They hypothesized
that understanding the growth and development of oral
language would prove useful for understanding the growth
and development of written language. Another major
premise of their work was that in order to understand the
cognitive and linguistic processes in volved,in reading and
writing, researchers must take into account the linguistic,
situational, and cultural context in which the processing
occurs. Among the study's conclusions is the following
statement regarding the interrelatedness of language
learning:

we must come to understand that what the
child knows about one expression of language
can support growth and development in an-
other This conceptualization rresupposes as
parallel growth and development among the
expressions of language, What the child teams
about language from having read a book. for
krkample, becomes available linguistic data for
output in another expression of language, like
vv tinge What the child knows about how oral
language operates becomes available data tor
discovery and testing tit how written language
tit crates. Each encounter with language deyel-
of expectations for the forms in which they
may be cast. Hie process is cyclic. What is
learned trorn one encounter becomes the antic
ipatory data available for subsequent
encounters. It is through their experience as
writer,. that Young language tr=ers in our smi-
rk tine -tuned their reading strategies. (p.
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Models for Teaching Language and Literacy

Models tor teaching language and literacy range Crum
highly tormal, teacher-directed structures to those that are
informal and student-centered in approach. Along the
models continuum falls a variety tit combinations and
applications of these two extremes. Controversy over the
best model tor language instruction has been most evident
in the area of reading, the subject of considerable debate
between those advocating a subskills approach and those
favoring a more holistic-or-student-centered-approac
Discussion tit this important controversy not only intorms
the reader about a significant theoretical and instructional
distinction, but it provides a basis for developing a personal
theoretical framework for instructional decision making.

Theorists now, and throughout the history of reading
instruction in America, resemble the blind man describing
the elephant. Looking at reading instruction they describe
two different processes with different instructional implica-
tions. The first process is generally referred to as the holistic
or top-clown model; the second, the subskills or bottom-up
model. Each model has instructional implications_

Historically, reading curricula have swung between vari-
ations of these tWo appni oches In the early days, a
suhskilis approach emphasized spelling. Hien, in the mid-
nineteenth century, this method was criticized as mindless
and boring and as more holistic approach gained ascen-
dencv. The reverse swing of the pendulum is generally
attributed to the publication of two books, the titles of
which tell the story: Rudolf Flesch's Whir fointint Cu,! Read
(1953) and Jeanne Chairs Learning to Read: The OM Debate
(1t /ti;), Both book advocate a code emphasisChairs, only
for beginning readers. 'leacher training institutions and
book publishers picked up the gauntlet and phonics in-
struction became either central or supplemental to almost
all reading programs. Now, again, the pendulum is swing-
ing back: Just as the holistic approach was blamed for all
educational failure, so now overemphasis tin phonics is
believed to contribute to lowered reading achievement in
the middle and upper grades,

Holistic Model

Smith (1971) and Goodman (197(1) are well -known
spokesmen for the holistic model. Their work stressed that
the goal of reading is manin.;, not decoding. In the holistic
model, reading does not involve translating print into in
approximation of oral language. Instead, meaning may be
accessed directly from print without recoiling print int()
spoken language.

The meaning gained from a text is not merely a xe-
rographic reproduction or reduction of the text-but a
message reconstructed by the reader. Meaning does not
emanate from the text itself but-Iron) the reader who uses
his knowledge of the language and the world to generate
hypotheses about what the author is Saving and reads to



continn or iisconfirm those hypotheses. Thus, the reader is
not a mere passive recipient of an inviolable message in the
text but an active participant in the process of constructing
meaning,. In this view, reading is, to use Smith's (1479)
term, an inside-out process.

The strategies used by the reader tcs gain meaning
involve iire,fictifiN based on prior knowledge and limited
textual input, and sampling to test one's hypotheses. For
example, given the title of a hook on corporate America and
information that the author is an assistant to Ralph Nader. a
skilled reader t piiTdia-that trie-ineSsage- will be citical--
of big business and its effect on the average citizen. The
efficient reader then samples the text, processing only
those words and phrases necessary to construct meaning.
Sampling a message is a skill that all language users
develop. lust as we get the gist of a friend's conversation
even when noise prevents us from hearing every word, so
the reader need not attend to every word to gain meaning.
Readers use syntactic. semantic, and graphophonic infor-
mation within the text as clues in the search for meaning,

hus, reading, to use Goodman's (1970) terminology, is a
psycholinguistic guessing ganw.

_Instructional implications. The central tenets of the holistic
model have diti2ct implications for instruction. Since the
model comends that the reader accesses meaning directly
fronfthe text without recoding print into speech. the
teaching of decoding skills, especially sound-symbol rela-
tionships, is not only deemphasized but considered
counterproductive to the real reading process: efficient text
sampling to gain meaning. Children must recognize that
the goal of reading, like the goal of listening, is to construct
a message, to establish communication with the unseen
Message-given the author. For this to happen, children
must expect reading to make sense.

Since reading requires the simultaneous use of varied
skills, instruction does not stress prerequisite skill develop-
ment.

eve.op-
ment, Sequencing of skills instruction would be arbitrary,
Instead, a language-experience approach is used. From the
outset, children read real-life, meaningful signs,
stories, stories they have generated that have been written
down by someone else, directions for games, songs,
poems, recipes. Instruction stresses using a variety of
cuptextual clues to obtain meaning: e.g., pictures, context
(Semantic and syntactic), configuration, and initial letters.

--- The philosophy underlying this method also affects our
understanding of the problem reader. Decoding deficien-
cies are not considered the prime problem, instead, it is
hypothesized that these students have not t et realized that
reading is a functional, meaningful activity in their personal
or cultural world.

Subskills Model

The subskills or bottom-up nioilel, h contrast with the
top-down model, is data-driven or outside -in (Smith I979).
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he cant tacter is the textual input. I he reader begins
with groups of letters recognized as words, phrases, and
sentences_ Reading skill, are seen on a continuum. -1-he
mature, fluent reader accesses meaning directly from print
but the beginning reader cannot. Reading is thus a develop-
mental skill with prerequisites and subskills.

Automatic processing of print is considered an essential
skill to he mastered by all readers (LaBerge and Samuels
1974), Perfetti and Lesgold (1979) stressed the centrality of
rapid, automatic decoding in reading comprehension, They
aigue-d tharif Grose -proces-sing-is=n-ot t firiently automatic,
energy is not freed to focus on comprehension. Because of
information processing limitations, any decoding deficiency
will interfere with comprehension strategies,

Instructional implications Because in the subskills model
the beginning reader does not access meaning directly from
the text but first recodes to print, direct instruction in
decoding is considered necessary, Phonics are taught as an
aid in determining the words and thuslhe message on the
printed page. Readers cannot he.introduced to all the words
they will encounter, Nor can readers be expected to memo-
rize, at the outset, a wide sight-word vocalatilam The
to decode through knowledge of phonics gives readers
confidence that they can figure out what is on the page eye
if they have not seen the words betore. Confident of this
usetul strategy, the reader will more willingly try out a
variety of printed messages.

The specific instructional sequence usually involves
letter sound correspondences and pattern recognition
word families). Segmenting words into constituent ele-
ments (e.g.. man m-a-n) and blending sounds back
together to form a word (cg., mmm-aaa-inn = man) are
taught as prerequisite skills for phonic instruction.

Finally, in the subskills model decoding deficiencies are
considered central to reading problems.

Which Model is Better?

Criticism of the Holistic View

Proponents of the subskills model ire that many
children, especially those coming from high-SES back-
grounds with exposure to a rich array of print, language,
and experience, do learn to read by a language-experience
approach with minimal direct instruction_ informal obser-
vation indicates that these children seem to notice patterns
on their own, generalize the pattern information they have
learned to new words, and practice their emerging skills
using a variety of print sources. lioweyer, many children do
not automatically learn to read. While they profit from
progriams that stress reading for meaning, they need pro-
grams that mak kotterns in written language explicit. If
onlv holistic app(1%=iCh is used, these children are cast



Anti to ;rope' through print by guess% r dam et al.
1480).

The holistic model allows for instruction in patterns only
'ra need for such instruction emerges. Subskilis 1iropo-

nel7ls criticize this tyait-and-see approach on two counts.
First, the teacher must evaluate and handle each child's
deficiencies, thus placing a heavy diagnostic andmanage-
rial burden Oil the teacher. It is more et ticient fora teacher
to know the general sequence m t. bleb skills develop and
to teach these skills directly. Second, critics state, the
holistic program waits for the child to c-xperiencefailure--
and frustration beton., beginning instruction in
prerequisites.

A major criticism of the holistic model i5 thOt it is vague
m terms lit instructional practice. Certomly, the argument
that the student must understand the communicative and
tunctional value tit language is compelling. Moreover, pre-
senting children with an array of-(_rint resources is
appealing. I linvever, the teacher needs to know what to do
on Monday morning. implemenlotion of o classroom read-
ing program does not flow from this model. Smith (1979)
himselt rycogoticd this criticism admithlig that
did not of prescriptions tor methodology and tvas not
directly tea nslatoble into practice.

Criticism of the Subskills Approach

Proponents of the holis contend t breaking
the natural whole of readin arts distorts the reading
process, eliminates the varo turallv occurring clues
for meaning, and causes the reader to focus On a skill,
decoding, that is not the same as real reoding, file subskills
approach is also criticized for ignoring the child's basic
linguistic competence and the language, learning ca-
pabilities he or she brings to the reading process.

Smith (1979) debunked the traditional rationale for
phonicsteaching, sound-symbol correspondences:to de-
velop independence-and relieve memory load. He claims
that the system of correspondence in English is complex
and unreliable. Moreover, he asserted, there are no known
limits to human memory.

In terms Of the outcLinles of using a stibskills approach,
critics contend that students in curricula emphasizing,
phonics become preoccupied with letter and word recogni-
tion and lose the meaning of the text. Children become
mere word callers instead of engaging in the process of
constructing meaning from text.

And finally, proponents of a holistic model voice con-
cern that students tendency to focus on decoding might
not be a temporary strategy used at a particular stage' but
mav become a habit, obstructing the need to read to gain
Meaning. Fredericksen (1979) expressed concern that em-
phasis on decoding may bias children to approach reading
CIS a bet timeop process that deters essentially t rom the
process of comprehending language.
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Empirical Data Comparing the Two Approaches

Vhich method has been scientifically proven better?
There are' no clear answers to this question. Overoll, from
the major .studies on reading programs, a pattern emerges:
When the outcome measure is word recognition, subskills
programs measure best on standardized texts, especially
for lot -SITS children ond low achievers. When the outcome
measure is comprehension, beyond the lowest for first
grade' level, there, are no differences between the models

The Follow Through program evaluation is typical of the
results found when beginning reading approaches are
compared. Follow -Through was an Office of Education
national experiment in primary reading education for poor
children carried out and evaluated in the late 1960s and
early 1970s. The planned variation design allowed for
comparison among the achievement of pupils enrolled in a
variety of programs and non-Follow Through pupils.

One major finding of the evaluation reflects results
common in educational research. Each model had signifi-
comb,' ditterent etlects in different communities. 1 hese
intersito differences were greater than differences between
the models (Anderson et al. 1978). -Haat is, the local context
of the model the teacher, the school, the neighborhood,
etc.influenced the students more than did variations
between the programs.

The second finding w ".is 'alas the progra that was most
.structured and used a death' sequenced
proach, the University of Oregon's Direct hist ill-s atio[-11-1al

Nlodel, produced the most gains. These gains y. ere strong-
est in grades I and 2, we'ake'r by grade 3, and nonexistent by
grade 4.

Critics of the research state that it is not surprising that
children trained in a subskills approach do better till
standardized tests, since these tests closely approximate
the content of subskills programs. Indeed, these critic's
claim, any other result would have been difficult to explain.

An Interactive Approach

Eschewing the two extreme philosophic positions pre-
sented above, maiw theorists adopt an interactive
apprm.11. Flies' view the reading process as an interaction
between the readerhis or her intent, prior knowledge,
and knowledge of the codeand the text, with its pa r t icu -
la r syntactic; semantic, and conceptual load. plus, reading
is neither inside-out nor outside-in, but both. The interac-
tive, approach allows for more eclectic instructional
procedures, using valuable insights and activities from both
the holistic and SUI:e;killS models.

Learning to read is a highly complex process. No single
method or approach, no one set ot instructional materials
has proven effective for all children. It is this writer's view
that comprehension should be stressed throughout reading
instruction leochers need to know o great deal abbot all



tvord- re'eti nilicin techniques so that they may make appro-
priate duel ions about 11011: in itch to teach and what
approach to use, tyith specific children. Phonics should be
taught in conjunction with other tvord-recognit,on
particularly (-mitedual analysis, so that pupils learn early to
use these skills in combination with one another and expect
reading hi make, sense, lust as they have come to expect oral
language to have meaning.

Eller (198(1) made the following indictiiietat tit titer=
emphasis on phonics:

It is noteworthy tho the, books am_ article, that
overemphastfo vlattris for the mtenmvt
its arpn)aCil 10 beginning reading make
alniiist no mention tit reading comprehensi(in.

he inciitierenceot the "phonics-hrst- school
thought toward "meaning,- is illustrated ti

On O1111:11041 fr0111 VIL1,1.711'.1 1 lbti111, On 1111,

,1111n.C1. FICSC11. win) 110d taken ai 1/111.-,0111V,tvr
n stir t' iii the Czech- tangnage whorl kw was

about acknotyledges.that hi' had -torgot-
ten- evert-thin:gat-iota the language itse It. but t
still remember how the letters are pro=
miunced." tic, then rport -. -Armed with this
knotyledge, I once' Skirl., mod a native tit Prague
by reading mood trim a c zecti netvspaper.

)ii, you kni1W CA1C117` 1111asked. Ni '. I don't
understand tvord ol it.' I answereet..t can
only read it.' Flesch-s nan mciusion of this
oinvo_rsation in III, tnN1111111.1k 1, typical of tilt
elionicsdirsters' lack tit concern tor c-iirn-
prehension in reading.

The, issue, then, is largely ()no tit emphasis. An interac-
tive model makes a CAW for balance in the reading program.

The Classroom as Context for Language Learning

Language and literacy development is integral to all
learning. In the classroom, language, is at work as learners
explore the physical and social world and as thee encounter
literature and the arts. As teachers, it is our responsibility to
create a classroom environment in which-communication is
valued and processes of discovery, exploring, and creating
through language are allowed to flourish. The nature, and
quality of the planning and organization for instruction and
the conmmnication used to orchestrate instruction combine
to play a major role in influencing the language tearing
climate:of the classroom.

Recent research in language use in educational settings
(Cazden 1981; Erickson 1982; (aumperz 1981; Hymns 1981)
highlighted the importance, of how language, in the form of
interaction between teacher and students and among peers,
functions in the classroom. the way language is used,
whether spoken, written, or expressed through facial ex-
pressions and gestures. effects the very climate, in which it
is being learned. In her review of the research in this area,
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Green (1982) described the classreuini as a ditterential com-
munication environment. I ht' requirements tor
participation by teacher and pupils shift constantly. leach-
ers orchestroW various levels of participation (whole, group,
small group. and one-to-one'), they interact with and evalu-
ate, students, and they signal the theoretical t ramework or
model of instruction from which they are operating by their
behavior and expressed expectations. Green's research sug-
gested that teachers orchestrate a variety of strategies to
achieve a variety of goals in a variety of ways: Teaching.
therefore, is a creative process; it is a process tit creating
environments, tit creating activities, tit creating situations
with children so that children can master the academic and
social content tit schooling- (p. 21). Communication is the 0

vehicle for this proce,ss.
Green also reported the work tit Merritt 01111 Bump_ lirCy

(1982). Who observed that teachers must monitor and
orchestrate:

I. a lesson being taught tti a particular group; and
2, simultaneously occurring other group- and peer-

lea riling situations;

and that within lessons teachers must:

3, present academic content:
-L structure the activities;
5. distribute turns at talking; and
n, maintain order and flow tit atmtv, (p. 22)

Obviously, the task of instruction goes tar beyond the
mere planning of a sequence of academic content. -leachers
must attend to social as well as academic concerns in
instruction. leacher behaviors and language communica-
tion must reflect careful judgments about what is
appropriate tor each student. Students must not only
acquire academic knowledge and cognitive skills, they must
communicate that knotvledge in appropriate ways and at
appropriate, times, as defined, largely, by the school. The
to knowledge of the patterns of communication es-
tablished in the home helps mitigate any inconsistencies
that may exist betweenThome and school communication.

The teacher's role is critical to establishing a positive
communications environment. Research overwhelmingly
indicates that more than any other single, factor, the`' teacher
can make a difference in students' progress. How teachers
view their roles in the classroom may promote or possibly
impede language, development in some children,

In a survey conducted by the National Culference on
Research in English- (Robinson and Burrows 1974), state-
ments of criteria for excellence in teaching were collected
from 18 nationally known leaders in the language arts. The
investigation was an attempt to discover what makes a good
language-arts teacher, and what constitutes good language-
arts teaching. The bye statements of criteria for excellence
in the language arts provide' an excellent overview of the
qualities of the effective teacher in a positive language-



learning environment. The tollowine teacher behaviors
were said to exemplify excellence in teaching the language
arts:

I. Seeking to understand each learner's background
cial cultural, linguisticin relation to established
sequences of child development.
Seeking to unify cognitive and affective Iearnmgs
through action arid reflection.
Acting upon knowledge that communication springs
from. is supported by, and contributes to social interac-
tion; utilizing children's language to capitalize on
interaction,

4. Seeing oneself as guide, listener, questioner, reactor.
and, in general, as facilitator of language learning.

Ft Building language on experience and experience on
language: fostering genuine_ purposeful, enjoyable con
munication among pupils and with others; showing
appreciation for pupils' uniqueness and growth in the
use of language. (pp, 71-75)

File qualities expressed in these statemei should be kept
in mind as principles underlying the role of the teacher. the
single most influential force in providing a positive context
ar language learning.

Implications for instruction and Evaluation

%%hat does the research imply for thc instruction and
?valuation of language and literacy in the schools?

When we teach and evaluate listening, speaking,
ng, and writing, we should:

take advantage of children's natural ability to learn lan-
guage and their need to communicate. This suggests a
meaning approach to instruction from the beginning.
teach communication processes through content of inter-
est and importance to children. There should be no divi-
sion between learning language and learning through
language. From the earliest stages of instruction, stu-
dents should expect that what they talk, read, and write
about will make sense and have relevance to their lives.
provide time in school for students to use and develop
what they know about language and literacy in a func-
tional, social context.

. provide instruction that takes advantage of the interre-
latedness of language processes while providing a focus
on each procesS.

. assess language competence in terms of the process by
which the learner puts it to use. A process model of
evaluation is concerned with what and how the chilll
attempts to communicate.
view the leaching /learning process as the ideal time for
observing the learner's progress. The best evaluation pro-
cedures are an integral, ongoing part of instruction.
evaluate progress in the language learner in the following
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a nvir, ability tit use language in a variety eaf vv.nvs
with confidence
an ability to use language in a manner that reveals
logical and creative thinking_
on ability to use language for the purpose of sharing
personal perspectives.
an ability to use language effectively in a variety of
different situations, adjusting its use accordingly_
an ability to use language effectively with a variett of
others, peers and adults, adjusting its use
appropriately.
an ability to use language as a resource fur
-establishing and improving interpersonal relations.
an ability to use language to assimilate. extend, and
apply new knowledge, attitudes, and experiences,
an ability to use language in ways that reveal under-
standing and appreciation of its power and the
learners increasing ability to communicate.

Concluding Statement

Language learning is complex and mysteriousbeca se
tit the many diverse tactors that affect its development;
mysterious because of the many unanswered questions
about its nature. Even so, the efforts of countless re-
searchers have provided sufficient knowledge to prompt
some recommendations about how adults may nurture the
language and literacy development of c.odren. This paper
has attempted to bring together a body of essential knowl-
edge about language and literacy development with
implications for instruction and evaluation. It is hoped that
this will he especially useful for beginning educators as a
sound basis for decision making on behalf of the children
they teach.
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A Resource-Allocation Theory of Classroom Management
Frederick I. ,4h-r),,,
F,,,dham

Problems in Classroom Managment

In the hard world of daily teaching, no problem con-
sumes the inexperienced more than the management
of instruction_ teachers have said, for as long

as anyone has recorded their observations, that they are
unprepared to "handle" pupils (McDonald and Elias 1981).
Teacher after teacher recalls of his or her early days in the
classroom misjudgment of students' capacities, misunder-
standing or misperception of students attitudes, unrealistic
expectations for student achievement, ignorance about how

_ to anticipate or control disruptive behavior, and regular
subversion of intentions for instruction.

Teachers feel that somehow all of these problems could
have been eliminated had they received instruction in
practice instead of theory. Their professors counter that
they do discuss students attitudes and values and describe
the research on teachers expectmions; both before and
during student teaching, they sa the problem of how to
manage classes is discussed at length_

In this paper, I will offer a fresh approach to classroom
management, which, I believe, both responds to the pre-
sent body of knowledge regarding this difficult subject and
extends to beginning teachers a practical, flexible, and
elegantly simple method of maintaining classroom control.
But first, let us review the shortcomings of some previous
management theories.

Theories that propose variables believed critical to effec-
tive management abound. One theory holds that teachers
are ineffective because they have "unrealistic" expectations.
Another insists that teachers fail because they do not
understand students' attitudes and values, particularly
when the students come from ethnic or racial group_ s
different from the teachers'.

The error in these theories is that each proposes a single
variable to account for all the variar ce in instructional skill
among teachers. If, for example, we believe that teachers
unrealistic expectations of student performance are the
cause of difficulties, we imply that modification of this
variable will produce radical improVernent in a teacher's
management skills. Unfortunately, such single-variable the-
ories have a long history of inadequacy.

Some theorists have approached the problem of class-
room management in a straightforward, pragmatic way.
They have collected information about successful practices
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and organized the data into lists of recommended practices_
This approach is a useful way to begin, but the methodol-
ogy used is likely to lead to error. If, for example, we ask
teachers what practices work for them, we obtain what they
think has worked for them. The accuracy of this judgment
is only as good as the teachers' observation and analysis of
their own practice. Although we are reassured when a
significant number of teachers recommends the same prac-
tices, these recommendations might be only accepted
folklore.

Practical experience is an amalgam of effective practices
and folklore. But many rules of procedure communicated
by experienced teachers to inexperienced teachers are no
more than local cultural rules. -It works for me" is an
unobserved Criterion measure; no one knows if the rule has
been used consistently, or has had systematic effect, or
whether there are other practices the teacher uses but does
not observe that produce the desired effect.

The Need for Empirical Verification

We spend much time debating classroom management
speculatively when we could study it empirically. Resolving
such issues as at what point control becomes deleterious
depends upon empirical examination.

The value of an empirical approach is well-illustrated by
the evaluation of open versus traditional education (Bennett
1976). Traditional education is characterized by formal con-
trols on pupil behavior; open education by less direct
control_ In traditional education, control is maintained by
the teacher; in open education, control is maintained by
involving the pupil in an absorbing task of personal interest
and worth.

Bennett found that anxiety about learning was affected
by the method of control, but that each method produced
anxiety that was negatively correlated with achievement.
Soar (1977) also found an inverted U-shaped curve for the
relation between achievement and methods of classroom
management.

This research has yielded two principles: (1) a particular
managerial style need not have a single effect; it may have
different effects, depending upon its relative strength; and
(2) the effect of a managerial style interacts with characteris-
tics of the individual exposed to the style, so that a



particular stvle may have more or less extreme effects it the
individual is more or less responsive to the style.

Two items in the above discussion are particularly
noteworthy, First. both Bennett and ,,oar had a systematic
sample of classroom-teacher performance data, which they
related to pupil learning. They analyzed practices to deter-
mine which were correlated with certain criteria. They did
systematically what is done informally when a professor or
an experienced teacher collects information from teachers
about what they believe to be a practice that has significant
managerial and learning effects.

it is worth noting that the researchers did not set out to
investigate management strategies or techniques alone.
They were concerned about the larger problems of teaching
effectiveness and looked for those practices that correlated
most highly with pupil learning. They found some useful
principles about management. but of greater importance
was that their data showed the interdependence of manage-
rial and instructional strategies.

Three facts in the research on teaching effectiveness
important to note:

I. Management behaviors account for a small portion of the
variance in pupil learning_

2. These behaviors are always correlated with other behav-
iors; they are components in a causal network, not
primary causes.

3. The least effective teachers do the most managing.

What do the most effective teachers do? They spend most of
their time instructing, Management for them is almost
exclusively routine administrative chores inherent in the
mechanics of instructing; theydiscipline rarely. Thus, re-
search on teaching effectiveness has shown that
management plays but a subsidiary role in effective
teaching.

The Direct Instruction Model

Many teachers turn to research on teaching effectiveness
expecting to tmd answers to the question, "Flow shall I
manage my class?" Recent research has produced many
theories on this subject, most of which have been for-
malized into what has been called the Direct Instruction
Model of teaching.

There are difficulties with the Direct Instruction Model.
The first of theSe is that it conceives of teaching as a process
in which behaviors are either added to or subtracted from
the set of behaviors that is a teacher's -teaching-response
repertoire," The assumption is that if the set includes the
right units, desired effects will occur. Behaviors such as
"structuring" or "monitoring," if added to the set, will
produce more el iective managementor so we are told.

The problem with this assumption is that the teaching
behaviors described as necessary are nofdiscreet. The
correlation matrices produced in these studies reveal con-

siderable multrcollinearity, which one ignores only at the
risk of misinterpreting the data. A behavioral response such
as structuring is usually correlated with one or more other
behavior sets. The correlation between structuring and an
outcome measure is one correlation in a network of correla-
tions, which includes the correlation between other
teaching behaviors and the outcome and between these
other behaviors and structuring. Only if this network is
analyzed by studying the partial correlations among the
various behavioral components is it possible to estimate the
relative dependence of one variable on another,

The practical consequence of underanalyzing and there-
fore underinterpreting data is that one repeats the
inferential error made in commonsense interpretations of
teaching effectiveness in which one behavior is isolated as
the principal cause of desirable managerial effects.

Even if these variables, the behavioral components in
the Direct Instruction Model, were empirically indepen-
dent, they have still been assembled in the model by a
process of metaphorical analysis. The researchers studied
the collection of teaching behaviors that are significantly
correlated with outcome measures. This collection suggests
a model; that is, it suggests a picture of didactic instruction
under the continuous control of the teacher. Didactic in-
struction follows a simple algorithm: explain, practice,
evaluate. The significant correlations are then combined in
the paradigm by allocating them to these components of
didactic instruction. The question is, have the researchers
imposed their preferred model of instruction on the data?

What is important to recognize about this metaphor is
that it is not a description of teachers who actually apply the
model in a consistent, routine way and whose teaching has
been demonstrated to be highly effective. Such evidence as
has been produced for the effectiveness of direct instruction
has been largely anecdotal and metaphorical.

I believe the Direct Instruction Model to he a useful but
crude reflection of the data. Unfortunately, the model
seems to have been cast in iron and is treated, as are many
of the metaphors used over the decades to prescribe
management practices, like gospel.

Toward a New View of Classroom Management

I offer an alternative explanation for the research data.
do this because certain information in previous studies has
been ignored, resulting in a fundamental conceptual error.

The way to address the problem of management is
analytically, by constructing multiple regression equations
and estimating how well the outcome measures, such as
achievement scores, can be predicted by using a linear
equation that combines additively components such as
prior learning, teaching behaviors, and pupils' background
and aptitude characteristics. When this is done, multi-
ple-"R's", the measure of how useful the equation is as a
predictor of outcome, are far more substantial than

i,lt11 correlations of teacher behaviors with outcome
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measures. In one analysis re=ading and mathematic scores
on two grade levels, these multiole-R's ranged from .39 to
.96 for three different forms of outcome scores. (McDonald
and Elias 1976),

When pupils' prior learning is used as part of the
design, one finds that prior learning, measured by an
achievement test of some kind, accounts for a substantial
portion of the variance in the final scores (that is, the scores
gathered after teaching has occurred). The results of the
pretest may account for 6-1'7,7 to 81q of the variance in the
post-test scores, which means that pretest correlations with
post-test scores were on the order ofSjito -.90.Therefore__
the remaining variance to he accounted for by teaching
behaviors or pupil characteristics is relatively small, some-
where between 10';', and 20%. A set of variables that
accounts for 10'; the remaining variance is accounting for
a very small portion of the change in pupil behavior. But
when this set of variables accounts for most of the remain-
ing variance. it is. indeed, a variable to consider seriously.

The equations that produce a significant multiple-R in
research analyses also tell us the significance of each of the
components of the multiple-R. We look for those compo-
nents in the equation that have significant regression
coefficients. These are the best predictors of outcome
effects. One or more components may be significant; they
may be either positive or negative contributors to the
prediction. Further, the equation gives the proper combina-
tion and weighting of these variables.

One need not invent metaphors that combine zero-order
correlations treated as if teaching performances were uncor-
related. The linear (or a higher-order) regression equation
substitutes a quantitative description for a metaphor con-
structed by selecting among variables. Furthermore, the
multiple regression equation has taken into account the
intercorrelation of all the variables in the original data set.

From such analyses it is evident that combinations of
variables describing teaching make the best predictions of
pupil learning. If only single variables were powerful pre-
dictors, either the regression equations would not produce
significant multiple-R's or if they did, one variable would
have a significant regression coefficient and the others
would not. But multiple regression analyses that produced
significant multiple-R's contained more than one significant
teaching variable. Combinations of teaching behaviors are
mediators of instructional effectiveness. We then ask, is
there an interpretable pattern in these combinations? Do
more and less effective teachers have contrasting patterns?
Where are managerial behaviors in these patterns? How
might we explain the effects of these structures on learning?

What I propose in the next section is a theory of
classroom management that uses the fact that combinations
of teaching behaviors mediate instructional effectiveness
and that offerS a description of causal mechanisms that
accounts for that mediation.
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The Structure of Teaching Behavior

As a preliminary to presenting my theory of classroom
management, it would be useful to note and emphasize
features of teaching behavior that are invariant and must be
taken into account in any explanation of how teaching
produces learning. There are three such characteristics: (1)
teaching behavior is time-bound; (2) teaching behavior is
linear and sequential; and (3) teaching behaviors are inter-
dependent, so that an increase in one behavior involves a
decrease in another.

The third characteristic suggests that the distribution or
proportion of behaviors with respect to each otner is likely
to be the most significant feature of teaching behavior.
Obviously, for example. if a teacher never did anything but
evaluate, instruction would not occur in the classroom.
(There are instances of such teaching. I have seen mathe-
matics classes taught by assigning homework, without prior
instruction, which is corrected the next day.) Also, criti-
cisms of teaching almost int- iriably focus on the relative lack
of some kind of teaching behaviornot enough explana-
tion, not enough higher-order questions, not enough
corrective feedback. So we intuitively know that it is these
proportions, the balance between the components of in-
structional activity, that probably make the difference in the
relative effectiveness of teachers_

In one study (McDonald and Davis 1978), a new inser-
vice p -ogram was the 'chicle for teaching about effective
reading instruction. The instruction was organized in mod-
ules to be evaluated by their effect on classroom
performance and on pupil learning. The modules described
reading activities teachers were to apply in their class-
rooms. We observed this application and measured the
effects of the activities on pupil learning using a pretest/
post-test design.

One (4 the modules was an assessment module in which
teachers learned to measure reading performance more
effectively. Surprisingly, teachers who used this knowledge
more extensively had lower pupil performance scores on
reading tests. The reason for this negative correlation was
that the teachers used assessment time at the expense of
instructional time. In some cases, techers devoted most of
the two weeks' post-instruction time to giving tests, which
meant that pupils received little instruction during that
time (Some will say that assessment provides, through
feedback, a form of instruction, and while that might
sometimes be true, there was little feedback in this case.)
Despite folklore to the contrary, each teacher does a limited
number of things simultaneously: usually, the activities
may be mediated through different sensory modes. A
teacher shifts attention rapidly from one task to another.
(Some teachers apparently cannot shift easily and may
avoid situations, such as grouping, that require them to do
so.)

In the study referred to earlier (McDonald and Davis
1978), we studied pupils' attending behavior in relation to
their physical location with respect to the teacher. In the
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school in the study, teacher!, characteristically wt vith
one group while one or two other groups were more or less
close to the teacher's physical location, Pupils' attending
behavior decreased directly in proportion to their distance
from the' teacher There were, however. large individual
differences among teachers in these rates: one teacher
might have 50,1 of the suidents on the periphery oft task,
Ivhile another teacher might have only 20c; off task-in the
same location. (Interestingly, these percentages were not
Affected by the presence or absence of a teacher's aide in the
groups away from the teacher.) Much of this oft -task
behavior went unnoticed. Lack tit attention to oft -task
behavior is probably not due to tick of awareness that
pupils need to be monitored, Rather, teachers may not have'
the requisite intormanon-processing skills for managing a
completely structured instructional system.

A teacher is exposed, simultaneously and continuously.
to 30 or more different sets of information about his or her
pupils. More effective teachers manage this information by
organizing it is4ticientiv or by organizing classroom activity
so that the intim-nation comes to them in a seecuential
fashion that they can process more etficiently.

The teacher allticates his or her attention, interaction time
with pupils, and the cognitive resources he or sh brings to
each learning task i.e., knowledge and the skills to convey
knowledge. The teacher allots both time and skill to con-
ducting various instructional activities. How teachers make
these allotments determines how teaching behavior is
structured in a particular classroom, and we already know
that it is the structure of teaching behavior that determines
its effectiveness.

Consider the teachers in this study who took their
inservice training so seriously that they spent the better
portion of two weeks assessing pupils' reading perform-
ance, with the consequence that their pupils had lower
reading scores. These teachers had allotted almost all the
instructional time to giving reading tests.-A test may take 15
minutes; however, it takes'about five minutes' to distribute
the test, another five minutes to give instructions for it, and
five minutes to collect the test. Thus, 3(1 minutes may :
elapse in the process of giving one 15-minute test: In a one-
hour period, only 15 minutes would remain for instruction
because 15 minutes would likely be assigned to finishing oft
the period, giving assignments, directions, and other ad-
ministrative matters. If the teacher now gives a second test,
or if the first test runs longer, the entire instructional time
would be devoted to collecting information. In general,
research has shown that where the alternatives are on-task
behavior or off-task behavior, more on-task behavior is
correlated with more learning. How differences in time
allotted to different kinds of tasks affect learning was
explored in Phase II of the Beginning Teacher Evaluation
Study (BTES) (McDonald and Elias 1976). This observation
system categorized pupils according to whether they were
working with the teacher individually or in a small group or
large group and whether pupils working alone at their
desks (seatwork) were supervised or unsupervised. 1_in-
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suri,Tvised seatwork was always negative)
pupil learning, Pupils were assigned to this
mode in some classes for 30 to 45 minutes, It made little
difference whether the pupil was on-task or tilt-task during
this period, Although children who could not master the
task without the help of the teacher kitten went rift task.

Pupils may be involved in tasks of differing complexity.
difficulty, or abstroction. In a reading lesson, for example,
pupils work on literal comprehension of a story: -they
identify the facts of the story; the teachei ciliestions them
about these facts and corrects their responses. The reading
lesson may include other kinds of activitiesepisodic anal-
ysis, exploration of the author's intentthereby increasing
the lesson's complexity and abstraction, the pupil is re-
quirod to categorize, schernatizeaidentify relationships, and
engage in other higher-order, cognitive processing tasks.

Typically, two kinds of processing go on during instruc-
tion: (1) processing by the teacher, and (21 processing by the
students. Each is processing different kinds of information
as well as common information. They may be doing differ-
ent kinds of processing at the same time and in different
sequencifs.

I'he interactions between these kinds of processing may
be-unclear. When a question is not answered correctly, the
teacher makes an allocation decision, either to allot time for
correcting the answer or to move on to someone who
knows the correct answer. Moving on keeps the original
information-processing system functioning; the teacher
does not digress into a sub-routine to correct an error. He or
she balances the learning to be achieved by correcting one
pupil against the time lost on that sub-routine.

As the above examples make clear, I am using two
concepts to interpret what goes on in classroom interac-
tions. One concept considers instructional activities as
information-processing tasks, The either concept is that of
resource allocation. The teacher is viewed as an information
processor allocating function- processing time to the infor-
motion-processing systems of pupils.

-irrelated with
strut:mm.11

A Resource Allocation Theory of Classroom Management

The kinds of instructional activities in which teachers
engage may be described by an allocation function. The
teacher allots time across and within information-process-
ing tasks. This allotment determines how much and what .

kind of information processing pupils engage in.
Let us begin with a fairly simple analysis of these

activities. In the initial allocation decision, the teacher
chooses to produce new learning or to maintain old learn-
ing (acquisition or maintenance). If the teacher moves into
an acquisition phase, he or she may choose one of several
strategies to facilitate learning, he teacher may demon-
strate what is to be !earned or may elicit it progressively.
Such components, are typically followed by an evaluation
component in which progress is evaluated_



Another alternative is for the teacher to move into a
maintenance mode in which he or she reinforces what has
been previously learned. This may be done by rehearsal of
what has been learned or by conducting an evaluation.

1 include several smaller activities within these larger
activity categories: Demonstration may include a lecture, an
explanation, a formal demonstration as in science classes, or
modeling behavior Elicitation may include questioning,
having pupils write essays, making reports, working prob-
lems, or other activities in which students must construct
some form of the desired response. Evaluation may occur
through simple questioning, or through technical assess-
ment. Signalling, referring to an activity in which the
teacher tells the pupils what they are to do, may be
performed in a chunk at the beginning of the school day or
at scattered times as tasks change. The teacher will also
return to signalling whenever he or she sees a need to give
more specific instructions.

Whe is Management?

What is management within this conceptual scheme?
Signalling are Mariagelial because they al.!
preparatory to instruction. Each instructional task requires
specific resource allocations:the amount of pupil-time
assigned to each task; the amount of teacher-time allocated
to the task; the amount of teacher-tirne allocated to each
pupil during the task; the time allocated to each level of
complexity of the task; the time required for distributing
materials; the time required for manipulation of these
materials; the time required to organize for successive
asks. Variations in these time distributions affect the pat-
tert. of instruction. Some distributions increase total
instructional time; some modify the instructional time
allotted to different information-processing tasks; others are
straightforward management tasks.

Complex tasks require more processing time, both on
the part of the teacher to convey the necessary instruction
and on the part of thy pupils to learn to use the instruction.
Instructional time is not reduced but differently allotted. A
teacher who spends more time on inferential comprehen-
sion in reading engages pupils in a more difficult
processing task and undertakes a more difficult teaching
osk. The task will take longer, but the pay-off will be
:onsiderably greater,We-oncobserved=a-teacher-whc
:lass had perfect on-task behavior during a three-month
;pan (we observed the class at least one-half-hour a day,
Our days a week). However, only three comprehension
luestions were asked during our observation from October
o December. With that time allocation, pupils could im-
'rove only the simplest reading skills.

Some might use this example to criticize the notion of
in-task behavior. But the problem is not that pup's are on-
ask, nor should the implication be drawn that or -task
ochavior is best when the task is low-order. Resource
!location is what should be attended to. We now have to
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modify this teacher's allocation of resources if other learn-
ing objectives are to be attained.

An instructional period may be analyzed to find how
much "real" time is used for each kind of information
processing. For example, how much time is given to
inference making and testing? To categorizing oud sche-
matizing? To recalling items in a list? To generating inquiry
questions?

These questions illustrate the differences between the
resource-allocation theory of classroom management and
other management theories. From the perspective of the
resource-allocation theory, we do not ask how many higher-
order questions a teacher asks, but how much time is
allotted to the processing activities that those questions
should stimulate, The proportion of time allotments ap-
pears in the answers to such questions.

Did we not get the same result when we found that the
teacher asked only three higher-order questions in three
months? Perhaps; but the teacher may have included other
ways of generating tliese higher-order functions_

Resource allocations may be viewed as investments with
certain payoffs. Some form of investment must be made
because the teacher is always allocating information-pro-
cessing resoiii-ces real time. The probletriiri-deSigning-
instruction is to make the right amount and kind of
investment to achieve payoffs.

Research clearly indicates that the ratio of instructional
time to managerial time is the critical variable related to
pupil !cal.:ins. lf, for example, significant amounts of time
are devoted to signalling activities, instructional time de-
creases and learning declines. Also, if a significant amount
of managerial time is imbedded within instructional tasks,
learning will be less.

What, then, is management? Management 1; flu? anotment
of in StrlICtiOnal reSOUrCeS, measured by the time required to allot,
in such a way that progress towards learn* objectives is
maintained. The most effective managers are those who use
the least amount of time to maintain a steady flow of
resources. Problems in management result either from poor
timing of the arrival of required resources or from providing
the wrong resources. For example, off-task behavior may
signal (1) that the child is finished and needs a new task, or
(2) is having difficulty with the task, or (3) is distracted. The
teacher must (1) provide explanation, directions, and per-
haps materials for the new task, (2) attend to the difficulty,
and-(3)=recall-th&-child-to-the-tas--

It is important to see these actions as allocations, not
simply as behavioral responses. The teacher may choose to
ignore the situation or do something about it Doing one
thing means the teacher does not do something else.

Information-Processing Resources Needed by Pupils

Pupils need specific information-processing resources
made readily available to them. They need directions, a
clear explanation of the steps they must carry out during
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instruction: they need to know evhat kinds of processing are
to be used in each task; they need time to try different incis
of information processing; they need feedback trom the
teacher during these processing trials; finally, for some
tasks they need materials. Two kinds of resources are
allotted through managerial activity: directions and dis-
tribution of materials, Other resources are allotted by
means of instructional activities. Obviously, a teacher can
carry out more instruction if the time for the two clearly
managerial functions is held to a minimum. As researchers
have noted, much time is lost in activities such as distribut-
ing materials, moving from one activity to another,
collecting papers, and giving directions.

Most practitioners and researchers treat management as
a process of applying skills. When certain stimuli occur
(indicating, for example, that a child is off task), one is
taught to respond by calling on, reminding, or standing
near the child. Those who hold this view train people in
specific techniques of management that are assumed to
reduce interruptions dramatically.

On the contrary, I argue that what is to be maintained is
processing time, The child's thinking is to be sustained; if
he or she is practicing a skill, then sustaining that practice is
the goal: When -a teacher knows-howto-nistain processing,
management problems disappear.

The relation between attention and performance is inter-
ac Bye. To begin a task, one needs to attend to entry
behaviors. But as one moves into the core behaviors of the
task, attention increases because it is impossible not to
attend and still do the core behaviors.

A child working on a mathematics problem goes
through a set of mental operations. He must know what
operations to perform to get started. Once he gets started,
he will remain on task until he meets a difficulty or is
distracted. A teacher creates management-problems by
failing to give the child instruction about what operations to
carry out, or by neglecting to provide for smooth transition
into core activities, or by ignoring or overlooking difficulties
as they arise.

Effective teachers manage entry and transition well. -

(This statement is based on observations of particular teach-
ors; researchers have not categorized these events in their _
observational systems.) Effective teachers-aistrwaTZliTor
difficulties and interact with children to provide additior,
instruction as needed.

A teacher using the resource-allocation theory beg
:onsidering the nature of the processing involved in ti
esson to be undertaken, allocating for the processing tin
required, and balancing this allotment against pupil payoff.
If the teacher wants to achieve higher-order objectives, he
)r she must allot proportionately more instructional time to
ictivites requiring higher-order cognitive processes. For
each task, the teacher allocates time to preparing for,
ritering, and engaging iri the task.

Errors in judgment in time allocation inevitably create
lifficulties. It takes time to work a difficult mathematics,
:iroblem, or to read and understand a story, or to answer a
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question requiring explanation or analysis. Reduce this
time, and the task is not complete or is completed poorly.
Each achievement, whatever its quality, affects successive
tasks. Truncated explanations may get children to the task,
but more time will he required to get them into it and
engaged It seenis obvious that allocating resources in real
time is a congenial idea. But the value of information-
processing analysis of learning tasks may not seem so
obvious. Information-processing analysis focuses our atten-
tion on the processes that must occur if learning is to result.
The time required for those processes is the critical variable.

It has always frustrated researchers not to be able to
demonstrate that higher-order questions correlate with
learning. I see two reasons for the lack of correlation: (1) the
structure of the questions is ignored, or (2) the time allotted
to the activity is not measured (instead, the variable used is
the number of a particular kind of question).

It seems obvious that it is the question and time allowed
to answer it, including prompts or requests for elaboration,
that show how much time has been allocated to the
processing event that must occur if higher-order learning is
to take place. If 10 questions consume 10 or fewer minutes,
then higher-order processing has been allotted one-sixth of
an hour attest and that assumes fh-at the -rear event#
what goes on in the mind of the pupil, occurs for 10
minutes, In one day, a child might spend altogether one
hour in higher-order cognitive activity, or, cumulatively,
one day per week, or about one month per year. And these
estimates are generous.

In summary, counting kinds of questions or numbers of
pupils off task may be a useful way to spot problems. But
the nature of a problem is revealed by how much time is
allocated to activities.

What Is Effective Management?

Effective management involves optimizing instructional
time in relation to the significance of expected pupil-
achievement payoffs. The consequences of optimizing in-
structional time isan instructional strategy that engages
students and sustains their attention longer. An observer
would note more on-task behavior, but it is not the on-task
behavior that produces the learning. Rather, processing
time has been deliberately definedneither too much nor
too little and affected in proportion-to the-importance-of
the learning. As a result, learning is easier, difficulties
fewer, and engagement more likely and m "re rewarding.

If teachers view management as resource allotment,
they may have more realistic expectations about what can
be learned within-a given period. Another benefit is that
teachers may stop confounding different types of activities
that interfere with maximum efficiency in processing. It is
well-known that the human mind can do only a limited
number of things at a time, but many teaching activities
require doing several things at once. A reading lesson, for
example, distributes time across several kincls.of processing
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activities: decoding and comprehension of several ditterent
kinds, vocabulary acquisition, and information retrieval. In
reading a shim a child may be asked what he already
knows about the subject and the words. Then there may be
an exercise in %%nch new words are attacked. atter which
some reading is done and literal comprehension questions
asked. It time allows, the teacher asks more comprehension
questions. This processing structure confounds several
different kinds of activity and probable does, not allot
sufficient time to any one of them. The child gets five
minutes of vocabulary, 10 minutes of decoding, 10 minutes
of literal comprehension, and so on. The teacher assumes
that these units are cumulative, so that by the end of the
year the child will have had x minutes of vocabulary
development. Unfortunately, such an assumption is not
consonant with how human information processing occurs.

Proper organization IA tasks results from thinking about
the kinds of processing required in order to achieve certain
kinds of learning. The instructional design engages the
child in different tasks that successively require different
kinds of processing. The design is optimal when sufficient
processing time is allocated, interference of one processing
activity with another eliminated, and the loss cot time

trom one aelieitY to anollier-redueed
a minimum. Good design means the amount of instruc-
tional time per type of processing activity is maximized;
over a school year, that time will be substantial.

In general, that is how effective teachers teach. They
begin instruction on the first day and sustain it over time.
They allot small amounts of time to management and have
few it any discipline problems. They anticipate difficulties.
They mobilize resources to instruct, not manage.

In our studies during Phase II of RTES, we found one
variable positively associated with learning in every analy-
sis. The variable was a mild form of social control in which a
teacher would return a child to a ta,..k with a minimum of
attention to the child's distractive or even disruptive behav-
ior. The teacher always focused on the task to he done, and,
without lecturing, remonstrating, or verbally punishing the
child, simply restored the child's attention to the task at
hand. In each instance, the action WAS very brief and
infrequent. This form of discipline was typical of the most
effective teachers, and in the classes of those teachers,
instructional time was consistently high. The critical vari-
able was not the technique but rather the emphasis on

itirmhactivitl. T-he=sustairiirtg--instruetional-system
was the controlling system.

Years ago at Stanford we sent interns to observe teachers
who were more and less effective in managing classes.
Upon their return, the interns reported that they could not
tell what the most effective managers did because the
classrooms seemed to run themselves. One reason for such
smooth classroom function was that teachers had estab-
lished the instructional routine in the beginning of the
school year by focusing on it so that pupils became habitu-
ated to the routine. After that, the pupils themselves
effectively managed the class by their consistent attention

to the instructional routine. Similar observations from the
first day of the school year have been made of teachers'
management practices. Some teachers begin to manage
effectively from Day One; others still are not managing
effectively so. months later and spend disproportionate
amounts of time attempting to 'control" their classes,

I propose that focusing the teacher's attention on design-
ing and conducting instruction in terms of resources to be
allocated to processing activities ensures that the teacher
will be an effective manager of instruction. Management is
the product of instructional design and the systematic and
consistent carrying out of that design. The design itself
must be viewed as an allocation of different kinds of
instructional time, and these allocations must be made to
optimize pupil-achievement payoffs.

This view is both more complex and more simple than
other models of classroom management: more complex,
because it takes into account different kinds of instructional
time; more simple, because it focuses the teacher on the
sufficient cause of managerial effectiveness and does not
lead teachers to believe that focusing on managerial activity
in itself will produce successful management.

Another +.1,tv of stating the major premises ot this theory
is that pupil teaming-depends directly on thenvailabilite-of----
different resources, the most important of which is instruc-
tional time and the processing time required to benefit from
that instructional time. In this view, instructional time is the
optimal processing time required to achieve a learning
objective_

The fact that we cannot be precise, and may never be,
about the amounts of time to allot is not critical. Time
boundaries for processing tasks vary with the capacities of
the children being taught and with the stages of cognitive
development at which those children are functioning. Chil-
dren who are functioning at the concrete-operational, level
need the most instructional and processing time. As they
acquire more advanced cognitive operations, the amount of
instructional and processing time required decreases. Re-
search must determine the boundaries of time required in
order to provide sufficient processing time for achieving
certain levels of pupil performance. It may turn out that. for
practical purposes, one needs only to identify what is too
little time. Teachers are already reasonably sensitive to
when a task exceeds the abilities of pupils.
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Propositions and Hypotheses in This Theory

I present now a series of propositions related ho the
uric allocation theory. Some of the propositions are

supported by the existing data or are consistent with it;
others are hypotheses consistent with the resource-alloca-
tion point of view and need more systematic testing.

L -Task involvement increases directly with instructional
time and decreases with time diverted to management.



2. Litectiye instructional time is a function allotted
processing time.

3. Required processing time depends on the cognitive
capacities of the child. If a child cannot efficiently
perform a specific cognitive function, more pnicessing
time is required.

4. If the task structure requires a child to ese different
functions for short periods of time and intermingle
them, more processing time is required.
Time required for processing activities decreases as
students learn to use processing functions
independently.

6. Amount of processing time required decreases as a
function of the type of teacher instructional behavior. It
decreases exponentially as a function of teacher model-
ing; minimal teacher explanations will increase the
amount of time required.

Embedded in these propositions is the notion of pro-
cessing time, a key concept of which calls for elaboration.
When a teacher asks a question, a set of cognitive activities
is activated in the child's head. The nature of the question
presupposes the child's ability to perform certain cognitive

distraction_ Children moved smoothly from one activity to
another and Were actively engaged during instruction.
Most significantly, the pupils learned more than they
would have had the teachers spent considerable time
motivating and managing them.

How To Prepare the Beginning Teacher

The beginning teacher is not likely to wish for another
theory of classroom management. However, resource-al-
location theory provides direct guidelines for preparing for
and conducting instruction that bear significance for the
beginning teacher. These guidelines are:

1. In planning instruction, focus on the character of the
instructional activity and the kinds of information 'pro-
cessing required of students by the activity.

2. Allocate time to these instructional activities:in propor-
tion to the amount of processing time required by them_

3. Decide what resources must be allocated to facilitate
processing what materials must be on hand, what
directions must be given, what facilitative activities the

operaticmsT-ho-child-needs-sufficient-timeto_perform_eath__ _
t n must engage in, and how available the teacher

operation. Errors in allocating instructional time result from must be to pupils during the task and for what purposes_
misjudging processing time needed or failure to use in-
structional behavior that will facilitate it.

4_ At what level are pupils likely to be able to process the
substance of the instructional task? If this level is below
the desired level, what kinds of demonstrations or
modeling can the teacher do to teach children the
operations required?

3. Decide how much time will be devoted to correcting
errors, supplying information, etc.all of which are
subroutines that take time away from the main instruc-
tional activity.

Proposition six, above, states that one way to decrease
the amount of processing time needed is to increase the
amount of time the teacher spends modeling the desired
process_ This is a straightforward application of social
learning theory: The clarity of the explication of operations
to be performed determines how much processing time will
be required to learn or complete a task_

The other propositions follow directly from the first
proposition. Instructional time is time allocated to informa-
tion processing, and the allocation is based on the time
required to perform processing. This is functionally pro-
ductiye time_ Organizing time is productive to the degree
that it facilitates productive time As the child develops
cognitively instructional time, then less processing activity
is required during formal instruction.

What about children's interests, motivation, and atti-
tudes? These factors are taken into account in the
propositions. When a teacher thinks about the processing
time required for an activity, he or she will consider
whether the task is likely to be interesting. For example,
teaching vocabulary may be conducted as a rehearsal ac-
tivity, with the children going over and over a list of words.
The processing demands are minimal, but they are also
boring. Many teachers recognize this obvious fact and
organize the processing (learning) differently_ We also
assume that, as children learn, their interest increases.

Teachers who focus on providing instructional time are
more likely to keep activities moving. Observation of the
most effective teachers showed them to be active. There was
no wasted time or motion in their class; no time for

In summary, 1 am convinced that management of time is
the critical problem for beginning teachers. When they
learn how to manage instructional time they become more
effective and managerial problems disappear. A beginnirig
teacher took 25 minutes to take roll in a high school; he had
lost the class 23 minutes before the end of the task. The
teacher who passes out material for 15 minutes creates a
management problem even with small children. Premature
pupils have not learned what they were supposed to learn

Conclusion

Resource-allocation theory is a way of looking at time in
terms of the operations a child must perform in order to
learn. Most of these operations are cognitive, and instruc-
tional time ought to be built around the facilitating of
cognitive operations_ Sufficient instructional time must be
provided to perform them. When time is insufficient, the
learning difficulties encountered by pupils contribute to
management problems_



Resource allocation accounts moire fully for the data on
teaching effectiveness than do other management theories.
it simplifies explanations of effective teaching and gives
them structure. Moreover, it avoids giving teachers lists of
behavior items to perform as if there were such things as
independent activities in the classroom. In these respects,
the resource-allocation theory is truer to the nature of
teaching than are other viewpoints. .

Certainly, I do not propose that resource allocation
explains everything or accounts for everything Rather, I
argue that management by resource allocation focuses
teachers' attention on the critical variables in instruction;
namely, how much and what kind of time and other
resources to devote to each instructional activity.
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hen you invest in stock. you keep your eve on it.
You want to know if its value goes up or down.
At the end of the year, you want an accounting.

Did the stock do as well as the broker predicted? And so it
with taxpayers and government funding agencies. They
want an accounting for their investment in schools. Are
students making the progress predicted by educators?

With public conscience spurred by the civil rights move-
ment of the 1960s and 1970s, the American public invested
massive amounts of money to improve the education of
educationally deprived children. The avenue chosen for
improving education was the public school rather than the
college of teacher preparation. The primary reason for this
during the 1970s was that few new teachers were being
hired. 1-ewer children were entering school and tenured
teachers were staying in their jobs longer.

An estimated 52,000 per teacher per year was spent on
inservice training during the 1970s. These funds were
allocated to staff development programs such as Teacher
Corps, Head Start, Follow Through, migrant education,
bilingual education, and special education, and to local
school districts with exemplary programs. All of these
programs had high hopes and predicted that children who
participated in them would thrive. The staff development
programs ranged from theoretically-based intensive train-
ing, such as that provided by some of the Head Start and
Follow Through Planned Varieties Models, to loosely con-
nected workshops or university classes. Most of the
programs aimed at improving the reading and mathematics
skills of elementary school children. The instructional vari-
ables addressed in staff development ranged from learning
to use a new curriculum (e.g., new math), to organizing
classroom activities and student behavior, to working with
parents and classroom aides.

After several years, it became fair to ask the results of all
this effort to improve instruction: (1) Did teachers change
behavior and implement programs as intended? (2) Did
student attitudes, attendance, and achievement improve as
predicted? In the late 1960s and mid-1970s funding agencies
demanded an accounting. Except for the direct instruction
model (see Rosenshine 1982), most of the innovative pro-
grams came up short (House and Glass 1977). The public
outcry has been long and loud, and favor has shifted to

curriculum basics_ Does this mean the other innovations
were bad ideas? I don't think so.

The lack of valid and reliable group-administered tests
for some important predicted student outcomes (e.g., prob-
lem solving) presented a serious problem_ Most studies did
not have the means to develop criterion tests_ Another
problem was that most of the staff development programs
did not assess whether the teachers were using the informa-
tion as prescribed in the classroom. Without this
information, it was difficult to know whether the training
program, the testing program, or the innovation was faulty.
If, for example, the idea of using small groups for cooper-
ative learning is poorly communicated during the training,
teachers are not likely to make the vital connections of who,
why, when, and for what purpose. At the next check point,
if teachers do understand the innovations conceptually,
they still may not be able to connect that idea to their work
in the classroom. For student learning to occur, all of the
connections must be made. Too often we evaluate the idea
by the student results and the connections in delivering the
idea are not examined.

The point is that a good idea may be lost if the training
program itself is not monitored, evaluated, and improved.
If one out of 10 teachers do not learn to use the information,
that one teacher needs more attention. If five out of 10
teachers do not implement the program, then the training
methods and program curriculum must be examined. For
improvement of the training program, the model must have
a plan that allows trainers to check for teacher understand-
ing and usage at several critical times during training_

An Accountability Model

How do you know whether the staff development
program you are using is effective? Is it effective with all
teachers or some teachers? Is each component equally
successful in bringing about the desired teacher behavior? if
it isn't a complete success, what should you change? To
answer these questions, specific data are needed.

Every staff development model includes a curriculum
and a delivery stem. Curriculum means content; delivery
means when, where, how, and number of participants.
Good content with poor delivery, or vice versa, is not likely
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to be effective in bringing about hange in teacher behavior.
To increase the chances of success teachers and administra-
tors should help select both curriculum and delivery
sv cm.

Once the objective of the staft development program is
decided and everyone agrees on where. when, and how
the training %%ill be provided, it is important to know at

level each teacher is performing on the 1..ariables of
instruction.achers differ in experience and skills and the
program must be adapted to individual needs. To this end.
our "Effective Use of Time" training model was developed
(see Fable 1).

Table 1

An Accountability Model

Baseline/Pretest
Observe teachers.
Prepare individual profiles of behavior_
Assess what change is needed: make recommendations.
Start where teachers are

Inform
Provide information,
Link theory ai practice.
Check for understanding: Elicit examples.

Guided Practice
Provide conceptual units one at a time.
Help teachers adapt to own context and style.
Assess and provide feedback.
Obtain commitment to try a new idea in class the next

day.
Support and encourage change,

Post-test Observations
Observe teachers: Prepare second profile
Provide feedback to teachers.
Assess training program for effectiveness.

The substance of this paper is derived from a research-
based staff development model used in secondary class-
rooms (Stallings, Needels, and Stayrook 1979). The study
included an initial observation and assessment of teachers
on 31 variables derived from teacher-effectiveness research
(Stallings, Needels and Fairweather 1978). After a series of
five two-and-one-half-hour workshops aimed at helping
teachers increase or decrease specific behaviors, a second
observation assessed the teachers' change and implementa-
tion of the training program.

Although the model has been used successfully with
over 1,000 inservice teachers between 1979 and 1983, its ap-
plicability for preservice education remains a twinkle in this
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authi. or's eye and is open to discussion. The components of
the model are described below.

Rase/hie/pretest. This model starts with the teacher:' be-
haviors and attitudes. Almost any inservice program can
follow this model. If the program's objective is to reduce
stress, then you need to make an assessment of the stress
level before and after the training program. A teacher-stress
questionnaire could he used.

Our inservice program aimed at helping teachers use
time more effectively. The teachers were observed objec-
tively and their use of time recorded before any interven
tion was offered. Based on that objective observation, a
profile of each teacher's use of time was prepared and
recom-
mendations for change were made (see Figure 2). Sarah
tS,m,oritki-1, in the example, was encouraged to decrease her

ing alone time to 3';' or less during the class period. The
recommendations to Sarah Smith were based on the crite-
rion from research findings in several studies of effective
time use in secondary remedial reading and math classes.
The criterion would be different for writing, shop, art, or
any class requiring a lotofin,class_guided practice_ For staf f
development, it is important to establish some rough
criteria or a range of acceptable performance. In addition to
the observations, teachers may rate themselves before and
after the intervention on the skills being learned_ This pro-
vides baseline and post-test information on teacher knowl-
edge of the innovation and awareness of their behavior.

Inform_ Teachers are asked to read about the findings
from the research on teaching. These findings are discussed
in terms of child development and learning theory. The
theory is linked to practice; teachers' understanding of the
concepts is assessed by asking them to share practical
examples of how the research findings could be used in the
classroom. A central feature of this model is that learning
takes place only when connections are made between a
person's prior knowledge and new information_ This ap-
proach is supported by the research of cognitive
psychologists such as Ausubel (1968) and Broadbent (1975).

Guided Practice. Guided practice helps teachers learn the
recommended processes. In some cases, reading materials
alone may aid a teacher to gain the required skills-. Emmer
and Evertson (1980) produced excellent suggestions for
classroom organization and management. Other teachers
may learn best by observing another teacher or by receiving
modeling or coaching from the trainer. The necessary
ingredient for change is the teacher's commitment to try
something new in the classroom tomorrow: The trainer's
job is to facilitate the teacher's efforts by providing the
necessary information or experience. Following are several
effective approaches to guided practice.

0 Provide a conceptual unit. It is important not to overwhelm
the teacher with too much information. We present one
conceptual unit at each training session_ For example, the
second workshop focuses upon classroom management.



Figure 2

Profile of Sarah Smith

Activities per (7e of Time Criterion
Criterion
Percent

Teacher Teacher
Baseline Post-Observation
Percent Percent

Preparation
Making Assignments More X 10 8

Organizing Less X 2.5 7
Teacher Working Alone Less X 2.5 15

Interactive Instruction
Review/Discussing More X 10 6

Informing More 14

Drill/Practice/Test More 9 2
Oral Reading More 6

Noninteractive
_Doing Writte_n IN° rk OK 20 7,0

Silent Reading Less 15

Off Task
Students Socializing Less 2,3 8
Students Uninvolved Less 13 15

Teacher Disciplining Less 6

Recommendations
"Students Work Alone.

Teachers read the research and examine their profiles for
the organization and management variables. In the case
of Sarah Smith, twice as much time is being spent in
preparation as is recommended. Suggestions will be
made by other teachers for efficient ways to take the roll,
make assignments, pass materials, group students, and
make transitions. Sarah will consider these ideas and
make a commitment to try something new in her class-
room tomorrow.

Three other conceptual units are studied in the remain-
ing workshops. Those units are managing and motivating
student--pluviding-interactive-instruction-(questionir z
techniques and feedback), and structuring information.
Teachers receive guided practice for each unit.
Modeling and coaching. Modeling and coaching are effec-
tive ways to guide practice (see Joyce and Showers 1982).
Some teachers may need extra help with some behaviors
such as grouping for reteaching. Many secondary teach-
ers have not been trained to work with two or three
groups. Learning a new procedure such as this is likely t-o
require inclass modeling and coaching by the trainer_ It
may also be helpful if the teacher who needs help
observes another teacher working with several groups of
students.
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Peer Observation. Essential to peer observation is an agree-
ment that such observations will be confidential. Trust
cannot be established if a teacher hears his or her class-
room discussed by other teachers in the lunchroom. Once
trust is created, peer observation can be a satisfying and
inexpensive method of providing monitoring and feed-
back. Teachers like it because while observing in another
classroom, they usually pick up good ideas and at the
same time provide the observed teacher with objective
and useful information.

When well-focused, peer observation has been found
to be very effective in improving practice. Mohlman
(1982) found teachers who observed each other using
seating charts (to record off-task students and to show
teacher-student interactions) changed their instructional
practice in recommended ways more than did other
teachers, (During the observations, the observing teacher
marked each student by name and by activity.)
Assess and provide feedback. During the scheduled work-
shops, teachers analyzed their seating charts to assess,
for example, whether the seatwork of the uninvolved
students might be too difficult or too easy, or whether
some students would benefit from changing seats. If
many students were off task during certain activities or
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during the last 10 minutes of class, the lesson
was assessed.

Using an interaction seating chart 'record, teachers
quickly saw patterns of mteraction, One teacher noticed
that most of her interactions were with students in the
right front quadrant of the room. There was a hearing-
impaired student in that section, and in her effort to
speak so that that student could understand, the teacher
was ignoring other students. By moving the student to
the front and center, all students received attention.

Another use of the interaction seating chart is to
analyze alai kinds of questions the teacher asks, e.g.,
simple memory, thought provoking, or clarifying. In a
workshop, teachers discussed when to use different
tinning approaches and shared examples. They also
analyzed how frequently they gave specific praise and
acknowledgment for correct answers and the kinds of
correction they gave for wrong answers. Research from
several studies has consistently indicated that teachers
who provide specific praise and support for correct
responses and guiding, corrective feedback for %%Tong
responses have students who achieve more and attend
class more regularly (Anderson, Evertson, and Brophy

Post-test obserz +ations. After teachers have practiced the
processes they are learning, they are observed again and
given a second profile. This provides a graphic way for each
teacher to see on what variables change occurred. The
trainer looks at the efforts over all the group and assesses
the success of the program_ Teachers are asked what they
found easv, difficult, and useful about the training. This
information helps trainers improve the training program_

The Process

The workshops are solution oriented even though re-
search based. Teachers often need to discuss problems
regarding students, parents, or administrators that hinder
implementation of the program_ These problems are lis-
tened to respectfully, and practical solutions are generated
by the group. The model insists that people grow best when
they feel supported and safe. Teachers must feel that
mistakes lead to learning_ The aim is to make teachers good
learners.

The Research Base of the Accountability Model

This accountability model emerged from a two-phase
study funded by the National Institute of Education. In the
first phase, Stallings, Needels, and Fairweather (1977) iden-
tified effective teaching practices in secondary reading
classes by correlating observable teacher behavior with
students' test scores. These findings are presented in Table
2. In the second phase, an experiment was conducted by

Stallings, Needels, and Stayrook (1979). The goal of the
experiment was to change the behavior of secondary re-
medial reading teachers to reflect the findings of phase one.
The experiment was unique in its attempt to measure
teacher performance on specific variables and compare that
performance to a criterion. Other experiments only mea-
sured significant teacher change. Clearly, some teachers
will perform acceptably on some variables, and change will
not be required. Theseteachers should receive credit for
implementing the variable, even though no change
occurred.

Table 2

Significant Correlations of Reading CTBS Scores
and Instructional Variables

Interactive, On-task Instruction (Po itively related to
student gain)

Review/discuss homework or seatwork
Students reading aloud
Praise and supp-drta-
Teachers guide to correct solution
Teacher instructs/chalkboard

Organizing (Negatively related to studen lin)
Organizing interactions
Teacher organizing (alone)
Teacher not interacting
Teacher offers students choices
Teacher/outside intrusion

Seatwork (Noninteractive, On Task) (Negatively related to
student gain)

Student silent reading
Sustained silent reading
Written assignments

Off Task (Negatively related to student gain)
Social interactions
Negative interactions

To conduct this experiment, groups of 25 treatment and
19 control teachers were observed in the fall, winter, and
spring_ (See Stallings, Needels, and Stayrook 1979, for
details of the observation system and methodology.) The
treatment teachers received the series of five workshops
described previously. The control teachers were given ini-
tial information about the study and a promise of training in
the spring.

Analysis of Teacher Change

Once the workshops were delivered and the pretest and
post-test data collected, the question was: Did the work-
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Table 3

Interactive Instruction

Academic Variables
Grand
Mean

Treatment Teachers (N 25) Control Teat: ' 19)

core
Fall Winter Spring

Score

Fall Winter Spring_

X X

Instruction activities 12.0 13.0 15.0 15.0 0 11.0 9.0 8.0
Instruction interactions 54.3 66.3 44.3 58.3 0 53.6 50.0 44,4
Teacher questions 31.1 37.2 33.0 31.7 0 40.2 33.9 25.8
Student responses 28.8 + 29.0 29.1 0 34.8 29.2 25.3
Praise /Support 12.9 12.6 13.8 15.2 0 13,4 12.4 11.6
Corrective feedback 12.7 10.4 10.8 13.0 0 16.6 12.1 12.4
Probing questions 1.5 1.3 2.2 3.0 1.5 2.0
Students reading aloud 17.3 10.7 13.E 14,4 13.7 16.1

Total + Implemented 7

Treatment teachers were directed to perform these acti
Treatment teachers were directed to perform these activitie
Variable implemented.

0 Variable not implemented,

abe
It

grand mean_
grand mean.

shops make a difference in ho- teachers performed in their
classrooms?

Mean frequencies for the 31 variables used on the
teacher profiles were computed for the control and treat-
ment groups. Table 3 shows how each group performed on
critical interactive instruction variables. Similar tables were
constructed for organizing, seat work, and student behav-
ior. Treatment and control group scores were compared
with a grand mean, or the criterion. The grand mean was
derived from 87 classrooms in two of four prior studies of
effective teaching, This mean reflected the frequency or
percentage of the behaviors and activities occurring in
classrooms that were correlated with student gain. Our
recommendation to teachers in the treatment group was to
increase or decrease a particular behavior or activity so that
the occurrence was above or below the grand mean, de-
pending on whether the variable was positively or
negatively correlated with gain. For teachers already per-
forming the activity within an effective range, the
recommendation was to continue as they were doing. If
teachers in the treatment or control group were performing
above or below the mean as recommended on a variable,
they received one point. This is shown in Table 3 In this
manner, an-mplementation score was developed for each
teacher and each group. As indicated in Table 3, the
treatment group implemented seven of the eight instruc-
tion variables acceptably in the spring.

Training Results

Overall, the treatment teachers changed behavior in the
directions recommended. A late spring observation indi-

cated that treatment teachers maintained most of their
behavior changes, whereas control teachers' classes became
more lax and less task oriented. The treatment teachers
actuall, changed behavior on 25 out of 31 variables,
whereas the control teachers implemented only seven of
the variables. The task for the researcher was to improve
the training program so that the six variables that were not
implemented would be implemented in future training
efforts.

Student outcomes. The primary question for any class-
room or school study is Did the treatment group's students
differ significantly from the control group's students on
selected outcomes? To answer this question regarding read-
ing, we used those classrooms that had sufficient students

. with reading scores available for spring 1977 and spring
1978. This yielded a sample of 15 treatment classrooms and
14 control classrooms. The attrition from fall to spring in the
number of classrooms with sufficient student test data was
quite high (from 44 to 29). Although the original 25 treat-
ment classes and 19 control classes started the study with
comparable groups, we found that-the 19 treatment-group-
classes with sufficient student scores were considerably
lower on the pretest than was the control group (see Table
4).

The average for the treatment group was the grade
equivalent of 5.7, and the lowest' classroom score was 4.1.
This is contrasted by the control group's average pretest
score of grade equivalent 7.2 and the lowest class score of
5.8. The tests given in each class were selected for appropri-
ate reading levels so that there would not be a topping-out
effect on post-test scores. Data in Table 4 indicate that the
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Table 4

A Comparison of the Reading Test Scores For
The Treatment and Control Groups of Teachers

Pretest Post-test Gain
S.D. nge Range

Treatment (N = -18)
Standard Scores 456.04 42,01 399.7 to 538.6 510.89 41.65 433,4 to 610.0 50.45 17 to 112
Grade Equivalent (5.7) (4.1 to 8.3) (7.5) (5.1 to 10.7) (1.8) (.7 to 2.2)

Control (N 14) --

Standard Scores 499.79 34.75 461.3 to 590.0 537.41 38.67 476.1 to 624.8 37.90 11 to 75
Grade Equivalent (7.2) (5.8 to 10.2) (8.4) (6.3 to 11.1) (.3 to 2.2)

treatment group averaged a 1.8 grade-equivalent gain. This
is impressive, given that this gr,,up included students who
rarely made any gain. The differ znce in gain between the
treatment and control groups is significantly different
(p<.08). The reader is reminded that it is difficult to obtain
significant differences with small samples. Nevertheless,
the educational significance here is the six months' greater
gain by the treatment group over the control group. Such
achievement is difficult for secondary students with a long
history of failure.

Application to preservice education. Could this accountabil-
ity model be useful in teacher preparation? I think so.
Education students could start learning to use focused
observation systems during their first, second, and third
years of undergraduate work. These observations could
range from ethnographic recordings to systematic, objec-
tive systems. During the year of student teaching, the
model could be used to inform student teachers of their
progress toward goals. Supervisors could use this system to
provide specific feedback to students. However, this author
feels that a better plan is to have student teachers observed
by other student teachers during their first month in the
classroom. This provides the opportunity to learn from
observing another student teacher, and the student teacher
being observed receives specific information from the pro-
file of behavior generated. The supervisor could use these
profiles as the focus of group discussions with student

--teachers-to guide-their-pnctice-teaching= Essentially,--the-
teacher candidates would learn through observation of
others as well as through being observed by their peers.
The candidates might then receive systematic, objective
feedback several times during their classroom experience.
This model for preservice education would require the
same kind of supportive atmosphere and interaction as
described for inservice teachers.

Conclusion

The National Center or Educational Statistics projects a
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need for over 900,000 new teachers between 1985 and 1990.
This need may arise in part from an increase in school
populations-the result of a rising birthrate-and from the
expected retirement of teachers who began their careers
teaching the children of the baby boom of the 1940s and
1950s.

With this possibility of a teacher shortage on the hori-
zon, the spotlight has fallen on preservice education.
Teacher preparation institutions must relentlessly ask: What
is needed in our classrooms today? Do our teacher training
programs meet these needs? An approach such as the one
recommended here could help teacher educators test and
evaluate well-worn curricula. While the research on teach-
ing and teacher training does not have all the answers, its
findings may help guide the way toward more viable
models for teacher preparation.
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Closing

Teacher Education in -Transition
Othancl Smith

hat I have to say is neither new nor difficult,
although it may he contentious. I speak not from
figures and facts but from my sense of events

and of the cliniate of opinion now forming in pedagogical
colleges, public schools, and state departments of educa-
tion. The only merit I claim for my observations is that they
are either true or plausible and, I hope, constructive.

For some time, we have discussed the reform of preser-
vice pedagogical education in terms of extended time and
financial support. These are important and essential ele-
ments in any reform. But I want to address another kind of
transition, one that is taking place before our eyes and yet is
little recognized.

It is an intellectual transition: a reform in our ways of
thinking about pedagogical knowledge, a new-found confi-
dence in that knowledge, and a tendency to think more
objectively. I want to indicate also how the profession is
becoming competitive in the labor market, an idea now
shaping in the minds of an increasing number of people.

But before I discuss any of these, it is appropriate to treat
briefly the force driving faculties of pedagogy toward re-
form. We were once fond of saving, as H. G. Wells told us,
that 'Human'history becomes more and more a race
between education and catastrophe,- and we had little
doubt that education, properly conceived and conducted,
would win the race. Although we are less sanguine today,
we still rally to the call for more and better education. But
we do so for less universal reasons than the salvation of
humankind.

We are told daily that we are falling behind this and that
nation in science and technology and production; that our
people are unprepared in mathematics and the social,
biological, and physical sciences. These claims are Mit
without merit. As in past crises, the schools have become
the target of the complaints. In the view of critics, colleges
of pedagogy, suffering, it is said, from intellectual poverty
and flabby standards, are the root of all these deficiencies.
While the colleges are not without fault, they are not alone
responsible for the decline in schools' influence. There are
many other causes, not the least of which is the persistent
apathy of the public and its political spokespersons.

Nevertheless, these critics are causing some of us to
become deeply apprehensive about the future of colleges of
pedagogy. I do not wish to belittle the critics. It is right and
proper that they criticize and that we listen and respond.
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But we should not be misled. Underneath their com-
plaints is a deeper concern, generating and sustaining
them. It is the uneasiness of people about their capacity to
keep abreast of the unprecedented acceleration of knowl-
edge and their ability to comprehend the problems that
confront them.

They see social and economic problems, not to mention
relations among nations, increasing in complexity at a rate
far greater than the universities and schools are increasing
their capacity to clarify them. Just as students become
anxious and frustrated when they recognize that more
information is being given to them than they can assimilate
or that the problems are more than they can handle, so a
society becomes uneasy and anxious when it becomes
aware that the problems are too complex and that the rate a-
kriowledge production overtaxes its ability to absorb. This
is particularly true in a culture in which the art of persua-
sion, an art that presupposes an informed people, is the
chief instrument of social direction and control.

This: then, is the crux of the matter: the gap between the
rate of knowledge production and the increasing complex-
ity of the social context, on the one hand, and the capacity
of institutionalized education to disseminate that knowl-
edge and clarify the social context, on the other hand. That
gap grows wider daily.

There was a time in the early days of my career when I
could understand, at least to my satisfaction, the discov-
eries for which Nobel laureates were honored. But today
my knowledge is so outdistanced by science and technol-
ogy that I have only the slightest glimmer of the discoveries
of these men and women.

It is this unarticulated feeling that the knowledge base of
their lives exceeds their comprehension and that social
difficulties are out of hand that people unwittingly respond
to when they criticize the schools and the preparation of
teachers. In this context, the dual task of pedagogical
colleges is to contrive ways of accelerating learning-and-to--
prepare personnel to administer them.

The transition from brain to books, especially printed
books, for the storage of information was the first great leap
in the acceleration of learning. We are now on the spring-
board of the second goat leap: from books to electronic
brains. This transition will likely stimulate as much change
in pedagogical knowledge and skills as did evolution of
hooks. But the full benefit of the electronic brain lies down
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the line; how tar down we do not know. Nor do we know
how much of our current pedagogical knowledge and skill
will then still be valid. But I suspect more of it will be useful
then than we have thus tar put to practice.

Clinical Knowledge: Our Changing View

The first important featurenot first in time but in
significanceof the pedagogical education now emerging
is the cential role that clinical knowledge plays. We are
becoming keenly aware that the rate of learning may be
accelerated by building into programs of instruction the
clinical knowledge we have already.

This is a trying task,. for the validity and utility of clinical
knowledge is constantly at issue. It is partly this fact that is
obstructing the improvement of pedagogical schools and
retarding the rate of learning among students at all levels of
formal education_

This controversy about clinical knowledge springs from
failure to understand the nature and function of pedagogi-
cal knowledge. This knowledge is found in theoretical
courses. Among these are psychology, philosophy, and
measurement. Clinical knowledge comprises the content
courses in Fixed ures_and_techniques'ctf teaching, curricu-
lum development, and intern work_

When I was a graduate student, it was generally be-
lieved that clinical knowledge was derived from academic
knowledge, some authorities holding that such knowledge
was derived from pSychologY, while others were equally
convinced that philosophy was its source.

The belief that clinical knowledge sterns from psychol-
ogy came largely from Edward Lee Thorndike_ In his
doctoral study of animal intelligence, Thorndike suggested
that effective teaching conforms to the laws of learning_
This reliance upon psychology for clinical knowledge con-
tinues to dominate the thinking of a large proportion of
pedagogical faculties, although other brands of psychology,
notably Skinner's behaviorism, hale replaced Thorndike's
connectionisrn, while cognitive psychology now promises
to become the popular brand_

'Those who were persuaded that clinical knowledge is
derived from the concepts and principles of philosophy
were discieles of John Dewey_ They claimed that teaching
procedureAyere derivable from the theory of inquiry set
forth in Dewey's How We Think. Teaching was largely a
matter of helping students engage in inquiry. Like psychol-
o&y, new philosophies have come upon the scene, but the
thesis-that philosophy is the source of knowledge about
how to teach lives on.

Both of these positions were wrong then and they are
wrong now, although each contains just enough truth to he
seductive. Like Aristotle who claimed that women had
fewer,teeth than men but did not look into the mouth of any
of hiswives to check his claim, proponents of these views
never examined teaching_ They supposed that teaching was
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a malleable phenomenon, that patterns of behavior derived
ft, ni extraneous sources could be imposed upon it.

%Ve are only now beginning to see that teaching, like
political and economic behavior, is a natural phenomenon
to be studied in its own right. This does not mean that
academic pedagogy is irrelevant to the study of education,
but it does mean that effective teaching behavior does not
consist of mere deductions from the concepts of philosophy
and psychology_

When we turn to the classroom and begin to study what
effective teachers do when they teach, we begin to discover
clinical content. Today, we are accumulating a substantial
body of dependable clinical knowledge from process/prod-
uct and experimental studies. The reports of research in this
volume demonstrate the efficacy of this approach_

However, we cannot long continue to build the knowl-
edge base of pedagogical education by simply discovering
what effective teachers are doing. That procedure gives us a
first approximation_ We must go beyond that by formulat-
ing and testing new ways of increasing student
achievement and refining those we already know, This we
must do if tvare to expand our pedagogical knowledge
and further- reduce the gap between knowledge discovery
and its assimilation.

Clinical Knowledge Comes into Its Own

We are beginning to understand that clinical work is of
paramount importance in schools of pedagogy. From the
very beginning of pedagogical education in colleges and
universities, the disciplines we considered important above.
all others were those we now call foundation courses. These
included psychology, history:and philosophy. Teaching
methods, or any course dealing with practical matters, was
considered less important and less respectable.

This difference in the value assigned to courses is easy to
undersfand. The foundation courses were those most
closely associated with the traditional liberal arts curricu-
lum and were hence more respectable in the academic
Community.

Emphasis upon academic studies has been retained with
only a slight increase in emphasis on the role of clinical
work. The tendency in recent years to bring into pedagogi-
cal schools professors from the disciplines of history,
Sociology, and the like from liberal arts colleges is witness
to that fact. This hankering for academic respectability is
understandable historically but makes little sense in a
professional school where clinical work has been so long
neglected_

To the clients of a profession, the primary benefit of
professional schools is the ability of graduates to deliver
service effectively. This can be attained only where a clinical
program is the core of the curriculum and where academic
professional studies are instrumental to the comprehension
of professional practice.
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During this century, the knowledge base of clinical
practice has grown steadi",,, A mass of knowledge has
accumulated with respect to the teaching of specialized
studies such as reading. mathematics, and so on. During
the last 313 years, a substantial body of knowledge has
accumulated in what we may refer to as generic clinical
knowledge and skills. These two bodies of clinical knowl-
edge have advanced to the point that we no longer assign
the clinical program to a secondary role.

It is unfortunate that faculties of pedagogy should have
thought for so long a time that there was only one kind of
significant knowledge, namely, those concepts, principles,
and facts that make up academic studies. The rest of the
pedagogical program was considered little more than skills,
requiring practice plus a modicum of explanation. The real
intellectual work of the student, it was claimed, took place
in academic professional courses,,

However,, we are now coming to see that there is just as
much intellectual challenge in mastering, for example, the
concept of praise, the various ways and conditions of using
it, and learning to perform in the classroom in accord with
the rules governing the use of praise as there is in the
mastery of a particular concept or principle-of philosophy
or psychology.

This perennial failure to see the intellectual character of
clinical studies may be attributed to the fact that clinical
knowledge was not understood. By nature, clinical knowl-
edge is tied to objectives. We did not see that its
propositions say that if you want certain ends attained, then
do thus and so if the conditions are so and so.

An example: If a teacher wants to encourage good
conduct and achievement, then one way to do this is to use
praise. But, in addition, the teacher must know what kind
of praise to give and under what conditions to give it. If the
students are above the primary grades, then the teacher
should use specific praise, that is,"praise that indicates the
particular conduct or academic behavior for which the
student is being praised. The praise should also be low key
and reflect spontaneity, simplicity, and warmth.

The teacher must know also that boys and girls react
somewhat differently to praise; that girls are particularly
encouraged by praise but are discouraged by criticism; that
boys, on the-other hand, tend to discount criticism and are
less encouraged by praise. Further, the teacher should
understand contingent praise and how to'counteract the
reinforcement that a student gets from peers when he or
she misbehaves. From what has just been said, it is need-
less to add that clinical knowledge does not hold in every
case and is hedged by qualifying conditions, exceptions,
And exclusions.

While academic pedagogical knowledge is also proba-
ble, such knowledge is not tied to objectives and gives no
prescription for attaining ends. For example, it is known
that many lower-class families give their children little
encouragement to continue education; some even dis=
courage it, This sort of information is typically taught in
academic professional courses. Such information enables

teachers to understand particular students' lack of moti-
vation. But academic knowledge has no capacity to generate
what the teacher can or should do to encourage lower-class
children to become interested in learning, Or again, we
learn from Piaget that the child begins to think in formal
terms at about age 12, This information is important to the
teacher, for it can be used to justify the placement of
content and problems in the school program. But it Yields
no prescription for the teacher to follow in teaching laws or
lalike principles.

The Role of Theoretical Knowledge

We are becoming aware that the concepts of academic
pedagogy are explanatory rather than prescriptive. The
primary function of the concepts and principles of ped-
agogical psychology, for example, is to account for the
effects of particular teaching procedures and techniques
and to justify decisions about instructional programs.

We have long thought that psychology tells us how to
teach; that teaching behavior that departs from psychologi-
cal theory is somehow wrong. I recently heard a professor
of psychology say disapprovingly that a particular teaching
behavior whose effectiveness was vouched for by both
processiproduct and experimental research did not square
with his theories of personality and learning. In effect, the
assertion asked the practitioner to justify the practice. In
this instance, the professor understood neither the function
of psychological knowledge nor his task. In empirical
professions such as medicine, agriculture, and pedagogy, it

, is the function of the underlying sciences to exp.ain what
research shows to be effective treatments. This psychologist
should have asked the question of himself.

A few years ago, I asked a theoretical physicist what he
did. He told me a number of things, one of which I
remember distinctly. It was that the theorist explains what
the experimentalist has done. He puts experimental results
into a system of concepts and principles so th,a they may be
understood. Although pedagogical knowledge is a far cry
from physical knowledge and will remain so, it is en-
lightening to find that theory functions in the immature
sciences as it does in the highly developed sciences.

Effective treatments typically run ahead of explanations.
Aspirin has been used for decades to relieve pain, but
medical science has only recently begun to understand how
aspirin works. So it is with treatment after treatment. We
have known for many years that almost-ripe tomatoes will
ripen faster under cover than in the open. But we did not
know why. We now know that this effect is due to trapped
hormonesThat affect ripening.

It is equally true that in pedagogy, effective practices
typically develop independently of explanations. Here is a
case in point: We know from research that general praise of
student behavior has positive effects in the first and second
grades but much less so in later grades. Why this discrep-
ancy? That question belongs to the psychologist, not the
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practitioner. .t,ome psychologists explain this dittrenct: by
recourse to attribution theory. Advanced students may
discount general praise. attributing _success to causes over
which they have little or no control, while young children
take praise, at face value.

onside.- another example. We know from experimental
studies that teachers who give' definitions, identity criteria)
attributes, and then give' practice in applying the criteria to
examples and nonexamples are more successful in teaching
concepts than are teachers who give either definitions or
examples alone. 1Vhy is the' first mode of teaching more

,ctiye? Some psychologists would appeal to schema
theory. We suppose that the rule-example-rule approach
develops schemata. These mental patterns then enable the
learner to interpret observations, think at abstract levels,
make inferences. and solve problems. The schema theory is
in its infancy but it appears to have good explanatory
potential. Such theoretical explanations may add a new -
dimension to the' teacher's comprehension of this pro-
cedure of concept teaching.

As clinical knowledge accumulates and is incorporated
into instructional programs, pedagogical psychology will
become more, theoretical and explanatory as a component
in the proseryice program; indeed, it is questionable that
concepts and principles of learning and development
should be taught, at the prese'rvice level, apart from their
use in the interpretation and explanation of teaching pro-
cedures, program development, and instructional
organization;

psychology becomes recognized as an explanatory
sttiely and taught as such, controversy over the source Of
clinical knowledge will wither. Further, teachers will begin
to appreciate the value of pedagogical theory, for they will
begin to see that it enables them to understand how effects
result from what they do, They will also gain confidence' in
themselves as professionals.

We have been considering psychology as a subject in
program of pedagogical preparation. Properly conceived,
its function in that program is to provide theoretical con-
cepts and principles to explain behavior, to account for the
effects of procedures and techniques, and to justify deci-
sions about programs.

As d research discipline, psychology is not rvice
study but a higher-level professional and research study.
From its concepts may be derived clinical hypotheses for
experimental testing. But until the hypotheses are tested
and their effectiveness confirmed in schools, they should
not be considered as clinical content nor included in prover-
vice programs.

We Are Beginning to Think Objectively

That anincrec.,:ng number of pedagogical faculty mem-
bers and public school leachers:are thinking about
knowledge and performance in _scientific terms is one of the
most promising characteristics of the' emerging orientation.
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AN a profession, we' are beginning to recognize an objective
world of psychological, social, and culturalifacts in the
classroom independent of our perceptions. We are begin-
ning to distinguish accidental associations of unrelated
events from events associated by statistical laws; to see the
difference between procedures that result from linguistic
alchemy and those anchored empirically in the laws of
probability.

While there is still a distinct tendency to ir
effective teaching by reference to the style and personality
of particular individualsthe good teacher or the strong
principala growing number recognizes the fact that oxpla
nations are found in solid th,ory, statistical correlations,
and experiments.

It is commonly accepted that caution should he e'xe'rcised
in the evaluation of that which is called sciefuific. This is
true in any empirical profession, but such caution should
not be taken as rejection of any and all statistically based
knowledge. Statistically related variables of teoener beha
ior on the one hand, and of student conduct and
achievement on the other, are not necessarily accidental.
They are not of the same order as a positive correlation
between the number of bananas shipped into Tampa and
the number of deaths in India during a given year. We
recognize this distinction when we use such expressions as
'tends to" or follows from" when speaking about positive
statistical relations among claiSsroom variables, We do this
because we know there are conceptual grounds supporting
the relationship, grounds that do not exist in the case of the
relation between the rate of banana importation in Tampa
and the death rate in India.

While we always need more rigorous investigations of
classroom culture, teacher acts, student reactions, and the
`relation of these to achievement and conduct, N.ve now have
a body of knowledge about classroom variablespatterns
and processes of teacher behaviorthat affect how students
feel, think, and act. Flow well teachers use this information,
how skillfully they mold their classroom conduct in accor-
dance with it, should not be confused with the reliability of
that which has been analyzed and tested. This lesson we
are learning.

This change in the attitude of pedagogical faculties and
teachers toward professional knowledge is significant for a
number of reasons, only one of which I shall discuss: 'Fhe
change in attitude will lead to objective instruction in the
social sciences:

For well over half a century, we have urged schools to
teach the procedures and skills cif scientific thinkingto
look objectively at any phenomonon, to analyze a state of
allaas, to develop hypotheses by which to explain or
change a state of affairs, to test these hypotheses, and to
maintain a healthy skepticism even toward that which has
been tested. We have thought that by such instruction we
could produce generations of citizens who think objec-
tively, if not scientifically, about pressing social problems.
lowever, a pedagogical profession that thinks in emotional

and ideological terms about its own behavior is unequal to
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the task of preparing students to think rigorously and
objectively about their problems. Little wonder that the
profession calls the social science curriculum 'social
studies.-

But there are signs of an awakening Faculties and
teachers are increasingly receptive to (he notion that there
are facts ma there in the psvchological and social world anti
that we cannot impose on them whatever we want= -[hey
are beginning to see that even values have a factual base
and are riot merely subjective and personal. Today more
than ever before, we are inclined to accept, or surely to
entertain, research findings.

Challenging the Reward System

Another characteristic of this period of profes7ional
evolution is incipient change in the reward system of both
pedagogical colleges and public schools. As clinical instruc-
tion becomes more significant, it becomes necessary that
ways to reward merit for clinical work be contrived_ Pro-
fessors who are effective trainers in the skills of teaching,
planning, and diagnosing will be promoted in rank and pay
by criteria somewhat different from those for researchers
and theoreticians_ For a professional school to do otherwise
would be incompatible with its purpose to produce high-
quality professionals_ That some colleges are beginning to
examine their reward systems, to think about alternative
criteria for promotions, indicates a new awakening to the
crucial importance of clinical instruction and to a sense of
what it means to prepare professionals.

The reward system of public schools is even less dis-
criminating than that of colleges. Every teacher is locked
into a wage scale according to which the incompetent
teacher rises almostif not as as the competent_
-Increments on the scale depend upon amount of experi-
ence. amount of college work, and inservice training_

But none of these factors necessarily relates to the
development of instructional competence, Experience is
accumulated by simply holding the job. College courses
can, and all too often do, have little impact upon classroom
performance. And inservice development seldom pays off
in greater competence. Yet these factors determine the
distribution of teachers on the wage scale. The teacher is
thus locked into a reward system that does not recognize
merit, a system in which an uncommitted or even de-
leterious teacher may be and often is rewarded along with a

.committed highly effective teacher.
Neglect of merit in the reward system is driving many of

the more ambitious and energetic, if not theniore intel-
ligent, students into other professions and occupations=
The effect of the reward system was little noted until
recently, because teaching was almost the only occupation
open to highly intelligent women. They staffed our schools,
for they had nowhere else to go. But that time has passed.
Today, women who yesterday would have been teachers are
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going into her occupations. And we are now losing career
teachers of science mid mathematics to industry,

The teaching-profession must become competitive in the
labor market if the schools are to hold even their present
status_ I he profession mav become competitive by institut-
ing a genuine merit system of reward based upon
competence as determined by cognitive examinations and
performance evaluation. We have the knowledge and tech-
nical know-how to bring about such a deeelnpment.

Unless there is a stairway of competence with larger
rewards at each landing, individuals have little incentive to
strive for greater proficiency- are no exception..
Ours is a land of corn tpeaave cooperation and our school
system, the profession, and the public will do well to
recognize that simple fact,

Most states are developing, or have already developed,
examinations and performance-observation instruments for
deciding who shall be admitted to the profession. We are
now becoming awake to the need for similar means of
evaluating teachers and principals beyond the entry level.
In time we will develop ranks among school personnel with
differentiated pay. This is already in the wind in a number
of states, stimulated in part by the scarcity of science and
mathematics teachers. Once this development begins to
take form, it will be easier to justify increases in state and
local appropriations. Salaries can then become competitive
with those of tither occupations.

Further Observations

So far, I have ignored several components of the reform
of preservice education now taking shape. Here are some
significant ones=

We have not discussed the trend toward extended
programs. Most of us agree, I think, that adequate prepara-
tion cannot be provided in four years. It cannot be provided
even when the preservice preparation is plastered with the
current master's program. Nothing short of five years in a
reconstructed program will suffice. We are moving in that
direction.

We have not considered the funding formula. All of us
know that the full-time-equivalent formula is incompatible
with high-quality instruction_ We are moving, however
slowly, toward a formula that can support a program in
which an approximate 12 -to-1 ratio can be allowed in clinical
courses.

We have not analyzed the new relationship developing
between pedagogical colleges and public schools. Members
of the superVisory and instructional personnel of many

tem$ are as knowledgeable as college faculty members.
The colleges are beginning to recognize the competence of
school personnel and to develop relationships with teach-
ers and supervisors in studantAntern and beginning-
teacher programs. It is not unlikely that the near future will
see superior teachers on the clinical faculties of colleges



much as practicing physicians are members of medical
taculties or attorneys-at-law are members of law faculties,

have not dealt with the changing orientation ca state
departments at education. For a long time, college taculties
and state department personnel have either ignored or
antagonized each other, In some -states, this adversary
relationship is changing, We are beginning to recognize that
our prowssion is socialistic, except for private institutions.
The tote owns the public schools and universities and
those of us who teach in them are an arm of the state. State
departments of education are part of the system They are
exercising more and more influence over pedagogical col-
leges. At the same time their personnel gain knowledge
and know-how, exceeding in some respects the abilities of
pedagogical tacialues. That some state liCNIITTICritti and
colleges are working together more closely than ever before
is a most encouraging develop_ment. It is unlikely that much
further progress can be made apart from the concerted
efforts Lit the Lill egos, state departments; and schools.

Despite the current (omen an and change in ped-
agogical colleges, state departments, and schools, this is
not a period of great hope. Rather, it is a time for modest
optimism. We must not forget that we are a crisis-oriented
people, that underneath the recurrent splurges of the public
to support, defend, and elevate education is a persistent
apathy that takes over once the emergency wanes. if there
is a moral, it is this: Make hay while the sun shines, for
tomorrow it will rain.

Many of yoU may think that -these incipient changes are
nothing more than a mirage, that what I see are images in
my head. It is, of course, possible that in the darkness of
these days i have let a bit of sunshine lead me astray, that I
have let my hopes invade my reason, that I have mistaken
desires and ideas for reality. But I see these reorientations
and changes emerging in my own statein the public
schools, in the colleges, and in the state department of
education. And my talks and correspondence with people
in various parts of the country strengthen my belief that I
have not misread the times.
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